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PREFACE
Famous works of art often have something in common. If such interconnecting features are sought
among the three most famous ladies in the history of art, namely the Mona Lisa (La Gioconda) by
Leonardo da Vinci, the Sistine Madonna by Raffael and the painted bust of Nefertiti, then several
parallels come to light: All three masterpieces have been elevated to icons of eternal beauty and
grace and all three are of central interest at their respective locations. All three represent inimitable
objects in their collections for which a specially dedicated exhibition belongs to the mandatory program of their respective museums.
December 6, 2012 represents the one hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the famous bust of
Nefertiti. This is a historic date for Berlin that the Neue Museum is celebrating with this special exhibition. Conservation concerns were instrumental in the choice of exhibition venue. The extremely
fragile plaster moulding of the bust does not allow it to be moved: in other words, it is not Nefertiti
who is coming to the exhibition but rather the exhibition that is coming to Nefertiti! In this way, the
ancient Egyptian masterpiece will be presented in a completely novel manner within its culturalhistorical context.
The “In the Light of Amarna – 100 Years of the Find of Nefertiti” special exhibition thus offers the
opportunity to commemorate one of the most significant excavations undertaken by the Deutsche
Orient-Gesellschaft, its protagonists and the incomparable patron James Simon, as well as providing
a complete account of the history of the famous bust and its reception. The beginning of this exhibition also marks the inauguration of renewed analysis of the excavation results. I wish the exhibition
many interested visitors.

Prof. Dr. Hermann Parzinger
President, Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz

10
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PREFACE
Among the significant Near and Middle East digs performed under the auspices of the Deutsche
Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) at the beginning of the 20th century, the archaeological excavations at
Tell el-Amarna have experienced a particularly high degree of recognition – this is principally due to
the discovery of the painted bust of Nefertiti. That dig was made possible thanks solely to financing
from DOG founder and board member James Simon. His personality – like that of Excavation Director
Ludwig Borchardt – will, as a measure of gratitude, receive particular recognition within the special
exhibition.
Furthermore, the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft jubilee exhibition provides a welcome opportunity
to highlight our ever-strengthening relationships with the Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz (Prussian
Cultural Heritage Foundation) and the Berlin Museums. Now, after a period of 100 years, renewed
scientific analysis of the excavation material will reinvigorate collaboration with the Ägyptisches
Museum, Berlin. May this exhibition lay the proper foundation for that purpose.

Prof. Dr. Markus Hilgert,
Chairman, Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft

11
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FOREWORD
Special exhibitions of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin’s archaeological collection of treasures and their
associated excavation histories always generate overwhelming public interest. Following the spectacular
“The Tell Halaf Adventure” exhibition by the Vorderasiatisches Museum, which dealt with the restored
Tell Halaf palace façade and its excavator Max Freiherr von Oppenheim, it was the Antikensammlung’s
turn to bring the famous ancient city of Pergamon to life with its exhibition “Pergamon. Panorama of
the Ancient Metropolis.” The Ägyptisches Museum and Papyrussammlung is now taking the occasion
of the 100th jubilee anniversary of the discovery of the world-famous bust of Nefertiti to present its
treasures from Borchardt’s dig in Tell el-Amarna in the exhibition “In the Light of Amarna. 100 Years of
the Find of Nefertiti.” The exhibition series on archaeological treasures will continue in 2013 with the
“Uruk – 5,000 Years of a Megacity” exhibition by the Vorderasiatisches Museum. The common factor of
these exhibitions is that they all relate to the scientific dig activities of the major Berlin museums, and
present their own collections to the public.
This is especially germane to our presentation of “In the Light of Amarna.” On this, the 100th anniversary
of the discovery of the “brightly painted bust of Nefertiti” the Ägyptisches Museum and Papyrussammlung devote themselves to the grand histories of archaeology, culture and collections, and do not restrict
themselves in this endeavor to a staging of the famous queen.
An attempt will be made to depict the everyday world of the antique city of Achetaton and his consort
that is based on the finds in the Berlin collection and supplemented by several items that stem from the
dig context and have been loaned by our partner museums – the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New
York), the British Museum (London) and the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (London).
The Ägyptisches Museum credits James Simon, the greatest and most significant patron and sponsor
of our Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, for the fortunate privilege of access to a wealth of over 5,000 objects
from Tell el-Amarna for this exhibition. Simon, who as founder and board member of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft financed the excavations, presented his entire portion of the findings to the museum
as a gift in 1920. A large part of this exhibition will be devoted to James Simon, Director of Excavations
Ludwig Borchardt, and the often-controversial history of Nefertiti – including her modern history and
contemporary role in media and commercial activities.
In addition, the exhibition will also present the current excavations and research being undertaken by
the Amarna Project under the direction of Barry Kemp, whose team has provided major contributions to
the present catalogue and will be actively participating in further scientific research into the dig material
in the future.
“In the Light of Amarna” is intended to both build bridges and provide “new focuses and perspectives”
into numerous aspects of a hundred-year history of excavation and research.
We dedicate this exhibition to James Simon and Ludwig Borchardt, to whom we owe these treasures
from Tell el-Amarna, and who have made a unique contribution to the richness of our collections.
Prof. Dr. Michael Eissenhauer
Director General, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

15
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“IN THE LIGHT OF AMARNA – 100 YEARS
OF THE NEFERTITI DISCOVERY”
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE EXHIBITION
Friederike Seyfried

In many cases the openings of special exhibitions are aligned with – or in the vicinity of – predetermined historical events, this is particularly true of jubilee exhibitions.
The one hundredth anniversary of the discovery of one of the most important objects on
exhibit at Berlin’s Museum Island, the colourful painted bust of Queen Nefertiti that was unearthed
on December 6, 1912, represents one such meaningful date. A date that could not be ignored by the
Ägyptisches Museum (Egyptian Museum) and Papyrussammlung (Papyrus Collection) of the
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (Berlin State Museums), and virtually demanded an exceptional form
of appreciation within the context of a special exhibition.
Were it not for this momentous date, the question of the utility of yet another exhibition on
the so-called Amarna period would certainly be justified – since the 1970s there have been numerous
major special presentations devoted to this short but key epoch of Ancient Egyptian history, and
more are being planned.1
It began with the 1973 “Akhenaten and Nefertiti” exhibition and was sustained through “Echnaton und Nofretete” in Berlin in 1976,2 the famous Tutankhamun exhibitions of 1980/1981,3 the
major special exhibitions “The Royal Women of Amarna,”4 and “Pharaohs of the Sun,”5 the recent
presentation of “Amarna. Lebensräume – Lebensbilder – Weltbilder”6 in Cologne and Hamm, and
the multiyear traveling exhibition featuring replicas of Pharaoh Tutenkhamun’s funerary treasures.7
This veritable plethora of special exhibitions demonstrates an obvious general interest in the
Amarna Period. This ubiquity raises the question of whether continued preoccupation with the
subject is superfluous and redundant. It could also be argued that the famous bust of the queen
and many other highly important sculptures and finds from Tell el-Amarna are ordinarily on display
in an outstanding permanent exhibit at the Berlin Museum and that the highlights of the collection
and the special features of the period can be regularly experienced by the public.8
However, the following consideration for the exhibition concept should be weighed against
these justified objections: the “100 Years” on display reflect not only a single outstanding find and
a number of exquisite sculptures, but also the results of several excavation campaigns undertaken
by the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) between 1911 and 1914 – campaigns that are represented
in the collections of the Berlin Museum by more than 5,500 artefacts.
On the basis of and reflecting this rich source, which has been augmented by several objects
on loan from other Amarna excavations by Flinders Petrie and the Egypt Exploration Society, we intended to provide insight into the cultural history surrounding Akhenaten and Nefertiti by focusing
particular attention on the city of Akhet-Aton. The city’s short heyday, even counting the years following Akhenaten’s death, was barely 15 years. An arc that spans from the grounding of the new
capital to the abandonment of the city, and that elucidates the different areas of life within this
27
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quotidian Egyptian environment through recognition of archaeological evidence is of central importance.
Particular emphasis in this regard will naturally be given to the workshop and housing complex
from which the famous Nefertiti bust originated, because this is the first time that all the finds
that remain in Berlin (even the smallest and perhaps seemingly incidental) have been displayed together, and in accordance with their location of discovery.
In the broader context of the nearly 400 objects found in this workshop the sculptures and
models, which have hitherto been displayed primarily as solitary items that represent the highest
of artistic standards, will now be embedded into the realistic context of their craftsmanship.
By using the abundant material found in Borchardt’s excavations the exhibition will moreover
focus on other themes in order to better explain the individual working methods and manufacturing
techniques used for jewellery, glass, faience, ceramics, leather, metal and stone processing.
Because the material in the Berlin collection attributed to the dig is primarily from residential
areas and the settlement there is not sufficient representation of other aspects of Amarna
culture. These gaps have been filled by international loan objects that come principally from
temple and palace complexes, thus complementing the thematic areas of living and religious environments.
Nevertheless, on the basis of sheer room for accommodation, the exhibition cannot provide a
complete picture of the Amarna Period. It is for this reason that, for example, at the beginning of
the presentation the representation of Akhenaten’s first year of rule in Thebes and historic contextualization of protagonists is elucidated with only a few significant objects rather than elevated to
a key theme.
Central themes will not come into play until the following sections. The first of these is the
founding of the new capital Akhet-Aton and the programmatic erection of the so-called border stelae.
The clear break thereby made with old tradition, and the relocation to a new city mark a distinct
threshold and deserve particular creative emphasis in the architecture of the exhibition (fig. 1).
The exhibition’s concentration (as determined by the available finds) on the “city of the living”
with its religious, living and working worlds allows for debate regarding contemporary belief pertaining
to the afterlife and funerary world within only a restricted framework. Nevertheless, this important
aspect of coping with death as part of a religious belief is not completely ignored, because during the
Amarna Period the integration of the deceased into the world of the living played a large role.
By concentrating on the museum’s own collection of finds from the Amarna excavations, the
majority of which have never before been displayed, “In the Light of Amarna” sets itself apart from
the earlier major international exhibitions mentioned above and draws rather on the most recent
Amarna presentations in Cologne and Hamm, from which the two key architectural models of the
Smaller Aten Temple and the workshops originate.
The overall concept of “In the Light of Amarna’s” also fits well with the current series of
Berlin special exhibitions on archaeological collections and outstanding excavation projects that
began with “Die Rückkehr der Götter vom Tell Halaf”9 and will continue with “Pergamon,”10 “Amarna”
and “Uruk.”11
The intention of this exhibition is to not only focus public interest on earlier research, but to
also use the 100 year anniversary as a bridge to the Amarna Project’s current activities, which take
place under English leadership.
As a result, various facets of “In the Light of Amarna” will also discuss the present and future
of this ever-important excavation site. This research, which has developed into a friendly continuity
28
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of common interests, is most strikingly represented in the exhibition through not only our colleagues’
insights in the present catalogue contributions and through the on-site processing of finds and the
spectacular integration of fragments that this has produced (fig. 2). Although these results can
only be represented by means of media-staged bridges, they illustrate the relevance of current research in Berlin in collaboration with our colleagues in Tell el-Amarna and draw attention to tasks
for the future.
The presentation and explanation of the cultural context from which the famous bust of Nefertiti stems makes for an Egyptological side of the exhibition that is based on archaeologically excavated objects, yet “In the Light of Amarna” must also illuminate at second aspect of the 100 year
jubilee. That aspect does not reside in a 3,300-year-old distant high-culture, but in the 20th and
21st centuries and our own, relatively near, past and present.
“In the Light of Amarna” would not be complete without a depiction of the history of the excavations, the man Ludwig Borchardt,12 the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft and the outstanding personality of James Simon.13 Neither can it ignore the division of finds and the attendant disputes,
which have lasted from the 1920s until the present day. In order to illuminate this second side of
the story there is a deliberate spatial separation from the antique and cultural historical aspects of
the exhibition. Another key aspect of the exhibition is the development and history of the bust:
from an important archaeological find to a time specific ideal of beauty, and yet timeless icon of
cultural identification, through to a stylised modern pop icon, used – and exploited – in all of commercialisation’s many facets.

FIG. 1 Impression of the architectural layout
of the special exhibition “In the Light of
Amarna – 100 years of the Nefertiti discovery,”
DuncanMcCauley

29
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FIG. 2 Dyad statue of Nefertiti and Akhenaten,
granodiorite, reconstruction from fragments at
Amarna and Berlin head (ÄM 21358)

30

The history of the bust’s development – from a significant archaeological find to a voguish
(and yet timeless) ideal of beauty, to a cultural icon, and from there to a stylised icon of pop
modernity that is used by all facets of commercialization – also makes up an important aspect of
this exhibition.
The hope remains that this section of the presentation will be helpful in dealing more sensitively with this delicate, fragile bust of one of antiquity’s outstanding personalities – a dated
remnant of Amarna – that means so much to us and to the shared heritage of the history of
mankind.
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For example, in 2013 an exhibition with the title “Expressionistische Welten – Bernhard Hoetger und Ägypten” (April
25 – August 25, 2013) will be held in Hanover to explain the
direct influence of the finds from the Amarna Period in the
1913 exhibition in Berlin on the early 20th century contemporary art. Furthermore, the Museum August Kestner in
Hanover is planning a further presentation of the art from
the Amarna Period.
Echnaton – Nofretete – Tutanchamun; Exh. cat., Berlin 1976.
The dates of the exhibition were as follows: Munich January
17 – March 31, 1976; Berlin April 10 – June 20, 1976; Hildesheim
July 15 – September 26 1976. Another catalogue appeared
for the exhibition in Berlin: Nofretete – Echnaton, Mainz
1976.
Tutankhamun; Exh. cat., Berlin, Cologne, Munich, Hanover
and Hamburg, Mainz 1980. The dates of the exhibition were
as follows: Berlin February 16 – May 26, 1980; Cologne June
10 – October 5 1980; Munich November 14, 1980 – February
1 1981; Hanover February 13 – April 20, 1981 and Hamburg
May 5 – July 5, 1981.
Do. Arnold: The Royal Women of Amarna. Images of Beauty
from Ancient Egypt, Exh. cat., New York 1996.
R. E. Freed; Y. J. Markowitz: Pharaohs of the Sun. Akhenaten
– Nefertiti – Tutankhamen, Exh. cat., Boston 1999.
C. Tietze (ed.): Amarna. Lebensräume – Lebensbilder – Weltbilder, Exh. cat., Cologne 2008.
In recent years important special exhibitions taken place
with loan objects from the Egyptian National Museum in
Europe and the United States: “Tutanchamun und die Welt

der Pharaonen” in Basel, Bonn, London, Zürich and in
America; as well presenting the complete finds of
Tutankhamun’s funerary treasures in the form of replicas:
“Tutanchamun – Sein Grab und die Schätze”. Since its
premiere in Zürich almost 3 million visitors have seen the
exhibition in eleven European cities (Munich, Hamburg,
Madrid, Budapest, Manchester, Dublin, Brussels, Cologne
and Frankfurt. Berlin on March 9, 2013.
8 Cf. for the current presentation in the permanent exhibition
in the Neues Museum: Wildung, D.; Reiter, F. and Zorn, O.:
Ägyptisches Museum and Papyrussammlung Berlin: 100
Meisterwerke. Exh. cat. Berlin 2010, pp. 79 – 109.
9 “Die geretteten Götter aus dem Palast vom Tell Halaf” –
January 28 – August 14, 2011. N. Cholodis: Die geretteten
Götter aus dem Palast vom Tell Halaf, Exh. cat., Berlin 2011.
10 „Pergamon. Panorama der antiken Metropole“ – September
30, 2011 – September 30, 2012. Scholl, A. and Kästner, V.:
Pergamon. Panorama der antiken Metropole. Exh. cat., Berlin
2011.
11 “Uruk – 5000 Jahre Megacity” – in planning.
12 Cf. essays of Susanne Voss: The 1925 Demand for the Return
of the Nefertiti Bust, a German Perspective, and of Olaf
Matthes: Ludwig Borchardt, James Simon and the Colourful
Nefertiti Bust in the First Year After her Discovery (in this
catalogue).
13 Cf. essay of Olaf Matthes in this catalogue.
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BEFORE AND AFTER AMARNA –
THE BEGINNINGS AND CONSEQUENCES
OF THE CULT OF THE ATEN
Christina Hanus

When Egyptologists discuss the “Amarna Period” they make use of a term derived from the modern
Egyptian locality of Tell el-Amarna. It is situated at the site identified as the location of the residence
of the pharaoh Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten, the Egyptian name for which was Akhetaten (literally
“horizon of the light”). In terms of chronology, the Amarna Period encompasses a complex, albeit
short (in historical terms) epoch of seventeen years, a time of revolutionary upheavals in theology
and art, as well as social structures and politics.

FIG. 1 Relief showing Pharao Amenhotep III
wearing the Blue Crown (Berlin, ÄM 14442),
limestone, H. 69, W. 47 cm.
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EGYPTIAN KINGS AND SUN WORSHIP
The roots of sun worship, which Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten elevated to absolutism, and thereby the
worship of sunlight, can be traced back to the reign of his father and even earlier. From the beginning
of the 18th dynasty, the so-called “new solar theology”1 became increasingly influential within the
belief systems of the Egyptians and their complex world of gods. The increased status of the sun
was not only associated with the visible star during the day; the underworld sun, on its nightly
journey, also had a place in the belief system.2
From the beginning of the reign of Thutmosis IV (1397–1388 BC), if not before, there is evidence
of a strong orientation on the part of the kings towards the cult of the sun, this was particularly apparent at Giza, Heliopolis (the cult centre of Re) and Karnak. During the same period there also
arose the growing importance of a very particular manifestation of the sun that was the subject of
worship: the Aten.
The father of Akhenaten himself, pharaoh Amenhotep III (1388–1351 BC) vehemently championed the supremacy of solar theology, although at the the old gods of the Egyptian pantheon also
continued to be worshipped. A commemorative scarab from year 11 of the reign of Amenophis III
moreover contains an early mention of the name Aten.3 The inscription relates that the king had an
artificial lake created close to Malqata.4 Relevant to the present discussion, it bears the important
comment that the barque used by the king and queen to take part in the opening ceremonies bore
the name Dazzling Aten (fig. 1).5 Contrary to customary tradition, Amenhotep III chose Tiye, a
woman of middle-class origins, to be his Great Royal Wife. The inscription on the Marriage Scarabs,
of which there is an example in the Berlin collection (fig. 2a and b), relates to his marriage to Tiye
and her parents. Amenhotep III had two sons and four daughters, the crown prince Thutmosis died
in the 30th year of his father’s reign.6
Amenhotep III’s palace at Malqata in Thebes is preserved only at the level of its foundations
because, as was conventional with domestic architecture, it was built of brick. This same method
of construction was to be a definite advantage in the later construction of Akhetaten, the aim of
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which was to create a habitable city in the shortest possible time. Precursors for the naturalistic
wall paintings in Akhenaten’s palace at Akhetaten are also to be found in the palace at Malqata.
Reconstructions of surviving fragments from the plastered walls show vivid and colourful scenes
from nature, these was to become a quintessential element in Amarna art.
Among the grand, monumental building programme of Amenhotep III were, in addition to
many other structures, the Luxor Temple and the royal mortuary temple, with its colossal statues,
on the west bank at Thebes.

FIG. 2 Front and back of one of the so called
“marriage scarabs“ of Amenhotep III (Berlin,
ÄM 16781), glazed steatite, H. 7.2 W. 5, D. 3 cm.
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AMENHOTEP IV – THE EARLY YEARS OF THE “REVOLUTION FROM ABOVE”
Fixing the exact year of Amenhotep IV’s birth is a challenge for Egyptologists because very little is
known about the childhood of this king who was to become so famous. As attested by inscriptions
and seals on vessels, Amenhotep III probably died in the 38th or 39th year of his reign. The age
cited when Amenhotep IV succeeded his father to the throne upon the latter’s death is generally
estimated at 18–22 years, and by that time he had already made Nefertiti his Great Royal Wife.7
Amenhotep IV initially proceeded cautiously with his religious upheavals. His abandonment
of the old gods, particularly the state god Amun, and his consequent turning to the Aten can be
traced back to his first regnal year. His first-born daughter was given the name Meritaten (beloved
of the Aten), indicating the trend to come.8
After taking office, Amenhotep IV continued to reside in his parents’ palace in Malqata at
Thebes; the foundations of a new temple within the precinct of the Amun Temple at Karnak were
among his first building activities. The building that appears, however, is not dedicated to the state
god, but to Re-Horakhty-Aten, a particular manifestation of the sun god, Re. Even in his throne
name, Amenhotep IV initially conforms to the conventional link with Re. Nefer-Khepru-Ra Wa-enRa means Re is beautiful of appearances, the sole one of Re. He follows the traditions of his predecessors In his elevation of the sun god, Re.
Amenhotep IV’s first building innovations were carried out in years 3 and 4 of his reign, when
he had an extensive temple complex constructed to the east of the great Amun Temple at Karnak.
In its scale, this building exceeded even the monumental structures of Amenhotep III and was
given the name Gem-pa-Aten (Aten is found). A section of a building of this name is also found in
Akhenaten’s later residence Akhetaten, where it forms the front part of the Great Aten Temple. Accordingly, the very early experimental structures at Karnak are effectively precursors of the Aten
Temple of the later residence. The temple complex for the Aten at Karnak was completely destroyed
by Akhenaten’s successors in the course of the restoration. Tens of thousands of talatat blocks
were re-used in the constructions of Horemheb and later kings.
The initial phase of Amenhotep IV’s religious “revolution from above” (which occurred in the
4th year of his reign, 1361 BC) reveals that the Egyptian pantheon was drastically restricted to the
solar deities. An exclusive focus on the former solar religion, promoted by Amenhotep IV, led to the
existing deity Aten being given additional new capacities and aspects and being interpreted in a
new way. The Aten was no longer just one aspect of the god Re, in the form of the sun disc.
Originally linked synchretistically to the falcon-headed god Re-Horakhty-Aten, the Aten was now
separated from this manifestation so that he appeared alone in the life-giving light.9
In approximately the sixth year of his reign, Amenhotep IV changed his name to align with
the new deity: from Amenhotep (Amun is content) to the pleasing one of the Aten (Akh-en-Aten) –
Akhenaten (fig. 3).
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Between regnal years 6 and 9, Akhenaten took his decisive step – the absolute and exclusive
promotion of his favoured divinity. He positioned the “power of the light” in the form of Aten as
the sole divinity above all other gods and thereby banished the state god Amun from being the
head of the pantheon.
At Akhenaten’s behest, almost every temple in Egypt was closed and the cults of the gods
ceased. Rather than a simple rejection of the former gods, they began to be actively proscribed. The
special status accorded to a single, all-embracing universal deity and the propagandised claim to the
exclusivity of the Aten represents something new and revolutionary in Egyptian belief systems.
The style of representing the Aten in Egyptian art in the form of the sun-disc easily leads to
the interpretation of the Aten as simply a deified form of the celestial body per se. However, its
nature is, in fact, more a personification of, and means of conveying, the creative power of light
upon which all living beings on earth depend. Against this background, the religious teachings
about the Aten may be better understood as a theology of (sun)light.

RELOCATION TO THE “HORIZON OF ATEN” – A ROYAL HOUSEHOLD ON THE MOVE
The modern Egyptian site Tell el-Amarna, with the remains of the capital city Akhetaten, is located
in a valley basin on the east bank of the Nile, not far from Beni Hasan and Hermopolis. This meant
that Akhetaten was located between the ancient Egyptian centres of Memphis (the administrative
capital) and Thebes (the religious and economic centre of the country).
By at the latest his 5th regnal year, Akhenaten ordered the move into his new residence that,
althought it would become a cult centre for his new theology, lasted for only around twelve years.
The reasons for building his new capital are generally ecident in the religious upheavals, which the
pharaoh himself pushed through in the face of the most difficult obstacles. Akhenaten appeared
to be inspired by the need to find a place clear of cultic associations – one not already dedicated to
another divinity that had sanctuaries there. Akhenaten himself based the choice of location on a
direct suggestion from his deity. This is to be found on fifteen so-called Boundary Stelae on the
east and west banks, which bordered the geographical area of the residence. The Boundary Stelae
texts also contain information about the founding and the future appearance of Akhetaten and
specification of the area to be covered with buildings (fig. 4).
This founding and transfer of an entire residence was the first of its kind in the history of
mankind. The undertaking represented a logistical challenge of the highest order for the builders
and workshops involved. The intense time pressure meant that the architects resorted to a type of
ancient pre-fabrication, using building parts pre-made of plaster and, above all, the usual unfired
mud-bricks. Only the principal buildings were subsequently clad in limestone. New ways of decorating
structures also developed: amongst others, inlays were mass-produced using pattern blocks, statues
were assembled in composite form, and artists dispensed with preliminary sketches in wall paintings
and floor decoration, laying out the motifs freehand in fresco.
The city was quickly erected using these new and highly effective methods and eventually
provided homes for up to 30,000 people after just four years of construction.

FIG. 3 Plaque with the early cartouches of
Aten in addition to Akhenaten and Nefertiti on
either side of the kneeling king (Berlin,
ÄM 2045), Calcite, H. 9, W. 4.2, d. 1.3 cm.
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FIG. 4 Above: reconstruction of the landscape between the
Boundary Stelae on the
west side of the Nile
river.
Below: reconstruction
of the original appearance of Noundary Stela
“N” (H. 3.9 m). In addition to statues of two
princesses, the stela is
also flanked by Akhenaton and Nefertiti.
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THE DEATH OF AKHENATEN – THE SUCCESSORS TO HIS THRONE
The last two years of the reign of Akhenaten provide contemporary scholars with few facts. It is
known that in year 16 the external political situation had worsened to the extent that the Hittites
attacked Egyptian provinces in the area of modern-day Palestine. Akhenaten died in the second
month of the season of Akhet at the beginning of year 17.10
According to Akhenaten’s own statement on the Boundary Stelae, his burial site was the
specially prepared royal tomb at Akhetaten, in a wadi in the eastern hills. The discovery of fragments of a granite sarcophagus, kept in reconstructed form, at the Egyptian Museum, Cairo,
attests to his funeral proceedings. How and when the Akhenaten’s remains were taken from his
grave in Akhetaten and reburied in the Valley of the Kings continues to remain unclear (fig. 5).
Scholars have no clear information to the succession to the throne after Akhenaten’s death
and the decisive break with the new Aten theology. From an internal perspective, Egypt had
become at the time a religiously divided kingdom that was simmering with conflict. The notion
of continuing the Aten religion, with the same strong convictions and strict absolutism as Akhenaten, who stood closest to his deity as its first prophet, was challenged from various quarters.
The shift to a diplomatic henotheism – by which the old gods were again carefully accorded a
place beside the Aten – would have been regarded as a solution to stabilize the country.
A king called Semenkhkare or a queen with the name Neferneferuaten11 reigned from 13371333 BC immediately following Akhenaten.12 After the deaths of Nefertiti and Meritaten, only the
child-king Tutankhaten (1333–1323 BC) and his half-sister Ankhesenpaaten remained from the
royal line as successors to the reign of Semenkhkare (fig. 6).13 Since these two royal children were
still quite young, only 10 and 12 years old, it is highly likely that the royal couple were placed on
the throne by, and that the reins of government were held by, two courtiers – The God’s Father Ay
and General Horemheb.
It seems likely that these two driving forces were responsible for the decision to initiate
the gradual abandonment of the Aten cult and reversion to the old gods. In addition to his role as
Commander-in-Chief of the Army, Horemheb also held the title of Chief Mouth of the Country,
which can be most closely compared to a present day government spokesperson. Beside him, Ay
held the highest positions in the civil administration and cult matters. Upon Tutankhaten’s accession, Ay held the title of True Scribe of the King, which is understood to be some form of
direct private secretary, an ideal position from which to work, together with Horemheb, to bring
in the restorative policy of returning to the old gods and the old order, which had begun under Semenkhkare.
Shortly after the young king’s accession a restoration decree was set up in his name that
provides a penetrating insight into the events of that time.14 This stela portrays godless and desolate conditions in Egypt during the reign of Akhenaten and leads on to the new reign, full of
hope, of Tutankhamun and the consequent return of the old gods. The ambition of the new ruler
– to obtain redemption from the gods by exceeding the works of his ancestors – runs throughout
the rest of the text and lists of extensive construction work, offerings and gifts of the king to the
ancient gods.15
In approximately year 3 of reign the ruling couple took a clear, official step away from the
Aten religion by changing their names from Tutankhaten and Ankhesenpaaten to Tutankhamun
and Ankhesenamun, thereby indicating a further and striking demonstration of their association
with the most important state god, Amun. The notion of a radical move away from the Aten cannot
be supported because, during the early years of Tutankhamun’s reign, the cultic function of the

FIG. 5 Fragment with the head of Queen
Nefertiti from Akhenaten’s sarcophagus
(Berlin, ÄM 14524), Granite, H. 30, W. 23,5, D. 17 cm.
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Aten temples in Egypt and their personnel were likewise maintained. The way that the return to
the old religious situation proceeded was, therefore, a much more gentle transition.
Akhenaten’s residence at Akhetaten continued to be inhabited for another approximately six
years under Semenkhkare and Tutankhamun before being abandoned in the second year of Tutankhamun’s reign in the course of moves towards the restoration. There is therefore no doubt
regarding the immediate departure of the inhabitants from the cult residence upon the death of
Akhenaten. One should instead assume that the move was orderly. Archaeological finds indicate
settlement and resettlement structures on the site of Akhetaten that can be dated to after the
abandonment of the residence and demonstrate that at least a small portion of the original population remained at the site. After Akhetaten was abandoned, the seat of government was moved
not to Thebes, but to Memphis. One reason for this may have been the strategically important
location of Memphis from a military standpoint. Thebes on the other hand became stronger, as
did Heliopolis, as a theological cult centre, on which Tutankhamun focused his energetic building
activities.
Tutankhamun’s death at the age of 18 was unexpected.16 The God’s Father Ay elevated himself to the new pharaoh during the course of the preparations for Tutankhamun’s burial, as is
shown by a painting in the tomb of Tutankhamun (KV 62) in which Ay is shown performing the
opening of the mouth ritual on the king’s mummy. He is portrayed here wearing the blue crown
(Egyption khepresh) and with a royal titulary in the accompanying text. After Ay died during the
fourth year of his reign General Horemheb acceded to the throne.17 His origins are shrouded in
mystery.18 Horemheb also sought a direct connection and legitimisation of his monarchy through
the state god Amun – he had his roughly 13 year reign culticly legitimised by Amun during the
Theban Opet festival.19

FIG. 6 Upper part of a colossal statue of
Tutankhamun (Berlin, ÄM 1479/1), limestone,
H. 1.79 m, W. 1.42 m, D. 1.03 m.
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AKHENATEN AND THE ATEN: DAMNATIO MEMORIAE AND YET A GLIMMER OF SURVIVAL
As developments under Akhenaten’s successors show, there was initially an emphasis on the
reduction in the revolutionary doctrine of the Aten, it eventually ebbed away completely, leaving
room for a return to the earlier polytheism. Horemheb (1319–1292 BC) and the early Ramesside
kings – especially Ramesses II – were the first to begin fanatical persecution, making it their
mission to erase all memory of the maligned “heretic,” Akhenaten.20 During the 19th Dynasty a
wave of damnatio memoriae swept through country, which resulted in the mutilation of inscriptions, reliefs and statues and the destruction of temples and palaces in Akhetaten.
Although depictions and the names of Akhenaten and his divinity were largely erased in
order to destroy the memory of his religious revolution, the Ramesside Period (1292–1070/69 BC)
was nonetheless influenced, in modified form, by numerous impulses from Amarna art and the
theological concepts of Akhenaten. The move to a “revelation” of a single universal god was
taken further and developed in the Ramesside period in order to fit concurrent religious requirements. Thus the birth of the concept of a hidden god who tried to reconcile the opposing
concepts of one primordial god and the proliferation of many different gods. In the beginning
Amun (the hidden one), is the only god and after the creation of the world he emerges as king
above all other gods. He remains hidden behind the other gods, virtually invisible to the human
eye.
Some theological tendencies, formulations and motifs that occur in Akhenaten’s Great
Hymn to the Aten21 find parallels in the roots of the great monotheistic revealed religions.22 The
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spark that Akhenaten kindled in his zeal for revolutionary fire was never therefore entirely extinguished. Despite the radical attempts of the Ramesside kings to eradicate the memory of
Akhenaten and his god, their destruction may have, from today’s viewpoint, had the exact opposite effect. It may have been responsible for allowing Akhenaten to become the most famous
pharaoh in Egyptian history: the little that is known of him, and the lively speculation about his
person, his beautiful wife and his god have inspired many generations of curiosity and imagination.
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Assmann, Jan. 1995 Egyptian Solar Religion in the New Kingdom. Re, Amun and the Crisis of Polytheism. Kegan Paul
Intl., London/New York.
2
The important textual sources for this are the royal underworld books Litany of the Sun and Amduat. For the more
detailed contents of the Amduat see: Hornung, Eric.1999
The Ancient Egyptian Books of the Afterlife. Cornell University
Press, Ithaca.
3
Commemorative scarabs are an important source of information about contemporary affairs. In the first twelve years
of Amenhotep III’s reign, five series of commemorative
scarabs were produced, many copies of these have survived.
4 The text on the Lake Scarab in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art New York (Rogers Fund, 195, no. 35.2.1) refers to the town
Djarukha (today known as Birket el-Habu).
5
See: Kozloff, A. P. and B. M. Bryan. 1992 Egypt’s Dazzling
Sun. Exh. cat., Cleveland, pp. 71–72.
6 See: Wildung, D. 1998 “Le frère aîné d’Ekhnaton. Réflexions
sur un décès prématuré.” In Bulletin de la Société Française
d’Égyptologie 143, pp. 10–18.
7
There is evidence that the ruling couple’s eldest daughter
was born no later than during the first year of his reign.
8 Two of the subsequent daughters were given the names
Maketaten (my protection is Aten) and Ankhesenpaaten
(she lives for Aten).
9 Berlin relief block ÄM 2072, showing the falcon god, consciously reflects the imprint of the solar religion of the early
reign of Amenophis IV.
10 Cf. Schlögl, H. A. 2008 Echnaton, p. 90; and Fletcher, J. 2004
The Search for Nefertiti, p. 326. Schlögl fixes the year of
Akhenaten’s death as 1335 BC, while Fletcher dates the king’s
17th regnal year to 1336 BC.
11 The question of Semenkhkare’s identity is still debateable.
On the one hand, Semenkhkare may have been Nefertiti,
who co-reigned for some time with her husband and, after
his death, continued to reign together with her own daughter,
Merit-Aten, carrying out the daily offering rites for Aten.
Proponents of this theory are, among others, John R. Harris,
Julia Samson, Nicholas Reeves, Christine El Mahdy, and Joann
Fletcher.
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A second theory expounded by Egyptologists is that Semenkhkare was a man. Advocates of this idea are, among
others, Marc Gabolde and Hermann A. Schlögl.
Beckerath, J. von 1997 “Chronologie des pharaonischen Ägypten. Die Zeitbestimmung der ägyptischen Geschichte von
der Vorzeit bis 332 v. Chr.” In Münchner Ägyptologische Studien (MÄS) 46, Mainz.
From the chronological evidence, it can have been a maximum period of one year.
The decree is preserved in two copies discovered at Karnak
in 1905 and 1907.
The text of the stela was later usurped by Horemheb, who
in so doing hoped to be celebrated as saviour of the old values.
The assessment of his age is based primarily on wine jars
found in the tomb of the young king, of which the youngest
refers to year 9 of his reign. Dorothea Arnold dates the death
of Tutankhamun to 1327; see: Winlock, H. E. and Do. Arnold.
2012 Tutankhamun’s Funeral. Yale University Press, New
York, p. 9.
If one accepts Wolfgang Helck’s dating Horemheb officially
took over the role of king in 1305 BC in the aftermath of
Ay’s death (Rolf Krauss dates his accession to 1319 BC).
See: Schneider, T. 1996 Lexikon der Pharaonen. Deutscher
Taschenbuch, Munich, pp. 190–193.
See: Schneider, T. 1996 Lexikon der Pharaonen. Deutscher
Taschenbuch, Munich, Haremhab.
One source for this is the letter from Paser in the Berlin collection (pBerlin 3040).
The hieroglyphic text is only attested in the tomb of Ay
(tomb no. 25) at Tell el-Amarna, on the right-hand wall of
the short entrance corridor leading to the tomb interior. In
addition to the Great Hymn to Aten there is also the shorter
so-called Small Hymn to the Sun, which is preserved in five
other tombs at Tell el-Amarna.
The similarity between the Great Hymn to Aten and Psalm
104 of the Old Testament, for example, has been pointed
out numerous times.
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AN OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH
AND EXCAVATION HISTORY
OF TELL EL-AMARNA PRE 1914
Friederike Seyfried

The finds and outcomes of the excavations of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) from the
years 1911–1914 have rightfully been qualified as spectacular. This should not, however, blind us to
the fact that these undertakings form but a small part of the excavation history of the Tell elAmarna site. In comparison to the activities of various British undertakings, the German campaigns
occupy only a rather modest time slot – a circumstance that is directly related to the devastating
German war debts of the twentieth century.
The following provides a brief outline of the research history of Tell el-Amarna prior to the
outbreak of the First World War.1 This article would particularly like to demonstrate that the archaeological site was no longer considered an “insignificant find spot“ and had already become
popular by the time – and this was exactly the reason – that Borchardt began his undertakings at
this excavation location.2

FIG. 1 The ruins of Amarna as recorded by the
engineers and savants of the Egyptian expedition of Napoléon Bonaparte. The Small Aten
Temple is clearly visible left of centre on the
plan, and further west is the “Coronation Hall.”
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FIG. 2 Plan of the ruins of Amarna as recorded
by the royal Prussian expedition and published
in Lepsius’s Denkmäler
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The ruins of the ancient town of Akhet-Aten can be seen to emerge from the Eastern Desert
sand and cover the area from north to south across the modern Arabic villages of el-Till, el-Hagg
Quandil, el-Amariya and el-Hawata. This collection of ruins has been combined to create a false
“Tell el-Amarna”3 and an even more succinct “Amarna.” The existence of these ancient remains has
been known since the beginning of the 18th century.
The first mention of Boundary Stela A, which is located on the western side of the Nile at
Tuna el-Gebel, can thus be found as early as 1714 AD, when Jesuit Father Claude Sicard visited and
described the location. Other travellers, such as Frederic L. Norden and Charles Perry, roamed the
area during the years 1738 and 1741, but left behind no scientific records on a more extensive scale.
This task was left to the outstanding pioneering work of the members of the 1798/1799 Napoleonic
Expedition. The most notable amongst them was Edmé François Jomard, who was impressed by
the surviving brick structures of the town buildings and was able to recognize and describe the in-
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dividual large houses, the temple complexes and the main thoroughfare that ran through the city.
The first printed map of the city’s ruins can also be dated back to the Egypt Expedition of Napoléon
Bonaparte, and can be found in stunningly accurate detail in the Description de l’Égypte (fig. 1).
After the short visit by the French, it would take a little more than two decades before the
area around Tell el-Amarna would be the focus of interest of a more intensive scientific visit. In
1824 John Gardner Wilkinson, one of the first British Egyptologists, discovered the rock tombs along
the edge of the eastern foothills. Together with James Burton, he paid special attention to these
tombs during his second visit in 1826, during which he produced the first paper squeezes of their
embellishment and incorporated these recordings in his famous book entitled Manners and Customs.4
This was the first time that knowledge of the unusual artistic conventions of the Amarna period
reached Europe, and this inspired the still limited number of experts in the emerging discipline of
Egyptology as a science.
This was followed by visits made by Robert Hay, who drew a boundary stela in 1827 and, in
1828, by Jean-François Champollion, who was able to distinguish the Great Aten Temple from
amongst the city’s ruins. From 1830 to 1833 Robert Hay returned to Amarna with an expedition and
dedicated himself to the excavation of the graves of the Overseer of the Treasury and the Overseer
of the Harem, Meri-Ra, and of the Mayor of the City, Nefer-kheperu-her-sekheper. French artist
and archaeologist Nestor L’Hôte subsequently visited the site in 1839 to see both the city and the
burial complexes.
The first decisive breakthrough in the scientific assessment of the Amarna period was made
during the Royal Prussian Expedition, led by Carl Richard Lepsius. In 1843 during the first year of
this expedition a three-day stop was made at the site on the way to southern Egypt and Nubia.
During this time the first plaster casts and drawings were created. On the return journey in 1845
Lepsius visited the ruins and graves of Tell el-Amarna a second time for a total of nine days. This
occasion also gave rise to the production of a new map of the city, one that was significantly more
accurate than the one drawn up during the Napoleonic Expedition (fig. 2). Amongst the fundamental
insights made by Richard Lepsius, the identification of Akhenaten as Amenhotep IV and the explicit
qualification of the Aten-cult as a virtually monotheistic, ruler imposed religion can be counted as
his most notable. He was further able to demonstrate that targeted persecution and ostracism had
existed during this time on the basis of the fact that the names of the pharaoh and his successors
Smenkhkare, Tutankhamen and Ay, had clearly been cut away and been damaged.
The special fascination that Lepsius had for this era was also reflected in the design of the
Neues Museum. He repeatedly had scenes from Amarna reproduced in both the Historical as well
as the Mythological halls (fig. 3), and described them with impressive words in regard to the appreciation of the solar theology:

FIG. 3 Detail of the no longer preserved wall
paintings of the Egyptian section of the New
Museum, formerly the Historical Chamber, east
wall. Lithograph by E. Weidenbach
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FIG. 4 Drawing from the tomb of Mahu; Akhenaten and Nefertiti in a chariot beneath the
Aten’s rays

“Even when he was a prince, he appeared to have been a priest of the sun … In this capacity,
he decided to position the cult of the sun in its most elementary form above all the other cults
that, in the course of time, had emanated from it in Egyptian religion. Probably prompted by his
defiance against hierarchy, he soon went as far as to abolish the worship of all other gods in the
country and even to destroy their names, wherever they appeared, as well as their images. He renounced his own name Amenhotep, since it included the name of the main persecuted god Amun,
and caused it to be changed into that of Akhenaten, i.e. Worshipper of the Sun-Disc, wherever it
had already been inscribed in monuments during the first years of his reign. He also left his former
residence at Thebes and built himself a new, more northerly one in the valley bay along the eastern
Nile bank, which is now known as El-Amarna.”5
The peculiarities highlighted by Lepsius led Heinrich Brugsch to first speak about a “religious
revolution“ in 1859. The meticulous documentation of the Prussian Expedition remains of immense
value to science today, a fact that can be illustrated by reference to the casts of the royal pair from
Boundary Stela N, which are on display in the exhibition. Sadly, as a result of modern looting by art
thieves, this royal pair no longer survives (fig. 4).
After the 1843–1845 Prussian Expedition a long period of inactivity set in at Akhet-Aten. This
continued until real excavations began to develop in Tell el-Amarna in the period between 1881 and
1884. The Frenchmen Gaston Maspero and Urbain Bouriant started with the systematic excavation
and graphic recording of 40 rock tombs, the results of which were presented in a highly valued publication in 1903 (fig. 5).
This period, the years 1881/82, also saw the discovery of the Royal Tomb by local residents.
They initially kept this a secret in order not to jeopardize the sale of the findings, which formed a
lucrative source of income.6 It was only in 1891/92 that an official record of the tomb was made by
Italian excavator Alessandro Barsanti. Further records of the decorations in the Royal Tomb, made
by the young and talented artist and future archaeologist Howard Carter who in 1922 would become
world famous as a result of the discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamen, followed a year later.
During their above-mentioned work on the rock tombs Maspero and Bouriant discovered the
Great Hymn to the Aten in the tomb of Ay in 1883/84. It was only in 1895, as a result of its scientific
46
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FIG. 5 Plaster casts of the
representation of Akhenaten
and Nefertiti, behind who
sits a princess; from Boundary Stela “N”
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FIG. 6 The right-hand dyad next to Boundary
Stela “N” with the restored heads of the royal
couple
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treatment in the dissertation of the American Egyptologist James Henry
Breasted, that its significance was publicized on a larger scale.
The first clay tablets of the famous cuneiform correspondence between the royal court at Amarna and the Near Eastern royal houses were
accidentally discovered by a farmer in 1887 while she was digging up unfired mud-brick material from the city’s ruins for the cultivation of her
fields.
It was not just the knowledge of the first cuneiform finds within
the city area, but also the interest in the full temple, city and residence
organization, that encouraged the Egypt Exploration Fund – the forerunner
of the Egypt Exploration Society – to commence excavations in 1891/92
under the direction of William Matthew Flinders Petrie and his assistant
Howard Carter. Petrie carried out several test trench excavations in selected
parts of the city area that enabled him to identify not only the most important palace and temple structures, but also the expanded residential
areas, workshops and adjoining refuse dumps. The salvage of the
cuneiform correspondence from what is predominantly known as the
state archive of the residence was not the only notable find during these
excavations. The discovery of enchanting paintings from the royal residence, in which princesses are depicted at the feet of the royal pair, are
yet another. These paintings are currently housed in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.
By this point in time Tell el-Amarna had become one of the most
interesting archaeological sites in Egypt. As part of its continuous climb
in popularity, Alessandro Barsanti started excavations on behalf of the
Service du Antiquités in 1896. He did so in the so-called Meru-Aten, the
royal garden and cult complex in the southern part of the city, from which
most of the world famous painted floor frescoes (cf. Berlin, ÄM 15335) have originated.7
In the meantime, Berlin had seen the launch of the Wörterbuch Projekt, the headquarters of
which can still be found at the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften today. This
project dedicated itself to the interesting and still to be disclosed text corpora in Tell el-Amarna. It was
in the midst of these efforts that Ludwig Borchardt, in the company of his close friend and fellow
Egyptologist from Leipzig, Georg Steindorff, reached Tell el-Amarna for the first time between November
11th and 12, 1899. Both collated, compared and improved the already widely published inscriptions, and
during the process specific attention was paid to the Boundary Stelae. During the removal of the desert
sand that had been blown high up around the area of Boundary Stela N they managed to salvage the
heads of the royal pair from the associated group statue. After the approval of the Service des Antiquités
the heads were subsequently be transported to Berlin and Leipzig (fig. 6).
Whilst the publication of the Royal Tomb by Urbain Bouriant, Georges Legrain and Gustave
Jequier appeared in 1903, Egyptologist and gifted artist Norman de Garis Davies, who was one of
Petrie’s students, had been subjecting the private tombs to a renewed artistic recording from 1901
and 1907. The reason for this was that the old recordings by Bouriat no longer satisfied increased
scientific interest. With the publication of his six volume The Rock Tombs of el-Amarna, Davies set
new standards that continue to this day to form the foundation for the Egyptological discussion of
the contents of these tomb decorations.
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In 1907 Ludwig Borchardt returned to Tell el-Amarna once more in order to explore the areas
on both sides of the Nile for promising excavation locations in a sort of “pre-campaign.“ Most of
the finds from this first season of excavation, which would subsequently be exported to Berlin,
derive from test excavations on the west bank and date to the Ptolemaic-Roman period. After the
outcomes of his first excavations – and also on the basis of the artefacts he purchased there – Borchardt saw fit to carry out further excavations for the Berlin Museum in Tell el-Amarna, and made
the necessary organizational preparations through the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft. Around the
same time in 1910, we would also see the appearance of the first monograph on Akhenaten by
British Egyptologist Arthur Weigall.
If one considers the diverse international scientific activities that had by then taken place in
the region of Tell el-Amarna, one will doubtlessly find that the pursuits of Borchardt and the ambitions of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft were in keeping with the trend of the time.
The international meaning that the three field campaigns that took place between 1911 and
1914 would subsequently acquire, could not have been predicted at the beginning of these undertakings. After a meticulous grid mapping of the city area, of which the division into large 200 x 200 m
grid squares is still effective for the labelling of uncovered buildings, the German excavation activities
focussed primarily on the southern parts of the former city centre. In addition, they also undertook
extensive mapping of the ancient roads and routes within the region as a whole, which included
the adjoining foothill areas along with rock tombs and the various desert valleys.
Amongst the most spectacular finds, to which this special exhibition is also particularly dedicated, we can certainly count the various artefacts and statuary fragments from the sculpture
workshops of houses P 41.1– 3, including the world famous painted bust of the queen. We should
also not forget that it was possible to salvage additional cuneiform tablets at the beginning of the
excavations and that the finds and findings from other house complexes have provided important
material on which to base our present understanding of this ancient city residence.
The beginning of the First World War forced the excavations of the Deutsche OrientGesellschaft to come to a halt and to find an unscheduled, but clearly politically indebted, end, an
event that was forever regretted by Borchardt.
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The discussion presented here especially bears reference to
the corresponding chapters by: Tietze, C. (ed.) 2010 Amarna.
Lebensräume – Lebensbilder – Weltbilder. Exh. cat. Köln, p.
36f; as well as: Reeves, N. 2002 Echnaton. Ägyptens falscher
Prophet. P von Zabern, Mainz, p. 16–17; and to the contribution in the Lexikon der Ägyptologie , LÄ, Vol. VI (1986), by
B.J. Kemp, Keyword: Tell el-Amarna, Cols. 309–319.
The details of Borchardt‘s excavations are explained in Klaus
Finneiser’s contribution to this catalogue.
“El-Till“ developed into “Tell,“ whilst “Amarna“ is derived
from the name of a Bedouin tribe called “Beni Amran.” On
this see, amongst others: Reeves, N. 2002 Echnaton.
Ägyptens falscher Prophet. P von Zabern, Mainz, p.15.
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Wilkinson, J. G. 1837 Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Egyptians. Murray, London.
Lepsius, R. 1886 Beschreibung der Wandgemälde in der Aegyptischen Abteilung. Speermann, Berlin, p. 22.
Some of important finds, such as a golden ring with the
name of Nefertiti, for instance, are currently housed in Liverpool and Edinburgh.
The largest reconstructable piece is currently housed in the
central part of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, whilst individual fragments are on display in countless museums across
the world. Cf. for Berlin: Priese, K. H. (ed.). 1991 Ägyptisches
Museum. Mainz, cat.no. 78.
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Amarna, like many archaeological sites, has two faces. One is its physical structure: the layout and architecture of the place. The other is its content: the objects and other kinds of informative material
held in the soil that the archaeologist removes so as to reveal the structures. Flinders Petrie, the first
archaeologist to work at Amarna (1891–2), held both to be of equal value in a fairly simple way – as revealed by his publication. His aim, carried out in a single season of just over four months of excavation,
was to illustrate the material culture of the late 18th Dynasty, whilst also taking account of the unique
historical circumstances of Akhenaten’s reign. Subsequently, the Borchardt expedition gave priority
to structure – architecture and layout – and the EES expedition that followed (1921–36) maintained
that policy by and large. The archaeology of the present day aims to restore balance.
The first EES season, over a two-month duration in early 1921, was directed by T.E. Peet who,
in addition to being an Egyptologist of distinction, had experience of prehistoric archaeology in
Italy and a grasp of archaeological method. He set himself specific research questions, and consciously
followed Borchardt’s plan of area clearance in the city. He, with successor C.L. Woolley in 1922, also
broke new ground at the Workmen’s Village (or Eastern Village), taking advantage of unusually good
conditions of preservation to attempt a reconstruction of the mode of life of its inhabitants (fig. 1).

FIG. 1 Part of a house in the Workmen’s Village,
Main Street 8, shortly after excavation in 1922.
One of the workmen plays the role of an original
inhabitant.
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FIG. 2 Excavation at the South Tombs
Cemetery, 2011. The outlines of several graves
are visible prior to excavation. One of the pits
(right) has been enlarged to allow the conservation of a fragile decorated wooden coffin.

The major report that swiftly followed, The City of Akhenaten, volume I, has the feel of a research
publication.
After that promising start, the EES expedition settled down to maintaining the policy of
large-scale area clearances. They concentrated on planning the architecture with only a perfunctory
interest in the content of the archaeological fill that went beyond the recovery of objects that
would sit well in museum collections and assist in the raising of funds for the following season’s
work or those which contributed to the chronology of the Amarna period. The fund-raising possibility
existed because of the sharing of finds between the Egyptian Museum, Cairo and the excavator (in
this case the EES), the assumption being, that the excavator’s share would be distributed to foreign
museums who would in turn donate funds.
In this way, during fourteen seasons of two or three months’ duration (between 1921 and
1936, the period 1923–24 included two separate seasons), an area of around 120 hectares was examined, sometimes only in outline. The excavations took in tracts of private housing, including an
extensive part of the main southern residential zone and the North Suburb in its entirety. The basic
form of the Amarna house and its ancillary structures was well established early on. The continuation
of the excavation very quickly became a routine cataloguing of further examples in a brief and
sometimes dismissive way. No deeper interest was aroused or research themes developed.
The scope of the expedition was extended to encompass royal buildings, initially Maru-Aten
and the North Palace (both prominently featuring the name of Akhenaten’s eldest daughter, Meretaten). In addition to ground plans, both buildings yielded paintings that illustrated nature – on
floors in Maru-Aten, and on walls in the North Palace. At the far northern end of Amarna, a length
of palace wall (of the North Riverside Palace) and adjacent large houses were cleared, all part of the
North City. The last five of these seasons were devoted to the complete clearance of the Central
City, a project directed by J.D.S Pendlebury with a small team of assistants. Its nearly 70 hectares
contained the two principal Aten temples, the Great Palace and a host of administrative and storage
buildings.
51
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FIG. 3 A limestone stela from the South Tombs
Cemetery, object no. 39938, excavated in 2010. It
depicts a couple in the relaxed and affectionate
pose favored by Akhenaten in the depiction of
his own family.
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Pendlebury was simultaneously a Cretan archaeologist. Familiar with a less epic scale of
excavation, the idea of a site museum, and with the conservation and restoration of excavated
buildings, he slipped into the established style of work at Amarna. This was characterized by a
greatly imbalanced ratio between Egyptian diggers and archaeologists, the granting of priority to
architecture and city layout and the leaving of excavated structures – hundreds of them – to
their own fate once the digging had stopped. At the end he reflected: “And so the Official Quarters
of Akhetaten are finished – the first official quarters of the capital of an Ancient empire ever to
be cleared (and the last!) A fight of five years is ended and the [Egypt Exploration] Society can
look back on a class bit of work.”1 By this time, the EES and its sponsors were weary of Amarna,
and an attempt to find another institution that would take on the responsibility for continuing
the work had come to nothing.
The lasting contribution of the work of the DOG/EES is that it has indeed given us the detailed
plan, a remarkable bird’s-eye view of a major ancient Egyptian city on a scale that is unlikely to be
rivaled in the future. But working in this way – ignoring perhaps ninety per cent of the information
contained in the ground and between the walls – no longer matches the expectations and standards
of archaeology.
I became involved with Amarna (through the Egypt Exploration Society) in 1977. The first step
was to take stock of the place by means of a fresh survey, conducted in 1977 and 1978.2 The subsequent years have seen relatively small-scale excavations at localities that represent different aspects
of Amarna – the choice sometimes dictated by external factors that reflect the national and local
politics of Egypt. Domestic occupation has been served by areas within the Central City and, more
especially, by the two outlying desert communities, the Workmen’s Village and the Stone Village.
In their isolation, the two settlements themselves and the ground around them, preserve a neartotal record of the impact that their inhabitants had on the surface of the ground, a footprint of
habitation that is very rare in archaeology.
Between 1987 and 1995 (following an attempt by local farmers to extend their fields) parts of
a large royal enclosure from the Amarna Period were excavated, its name Kom el-Nana. A Christian
monastery that had later occupied the same ground was included, its fragments of wall paintings
are the focus of another research project. The discovery of several cemeteries where the ordinary
inhabitants of Amarna were buried has led, since 2006, to an annual excavation at the largest of
them (the South Tombs Cemetery, fig. 2 and 3) and to a major study by a team of anthropologists
of the skeletonized human remains. For the first time it is possible to study life at Amarna from a
source that is not derived from the remains of the city or the tomb pictures. It also offers a rare
case of a large ancient cemetery (the estimate of burials is around 3000) whose occupants had
been alive at more or less the same time. The people of the cemetery are a real population sample.
Although far smaller, the group of valleys where the tombs of Akhenaten and his family
members were to be located have also seen intense excavation and study, by J.D.S. Pendlebury in
1931–1932 (on behalf of the Service des Antiquitès), by Ali el-Khouli and G.T. Martin in 1984 (for the
same organization) and in recent years by Marc Gabolde (University of Montpellier). This work has
established that there are no further tombs in that.
Through the simple expedient of sieving what is excavated, these varied sites have yielded a
mass of material that requires many specialists for its proper study. The excavations have come to
be, therefore, the means of creating reference collections for researchers. “Divisions” of excavated
antiquities, between the Egyptian Museum, Cairo and foreign expeditions, ended in the 1980s.
Everything found – from thousands of statue fragments (fig. 4) to insect remains – now stays in
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Egypt and, apart from a relatively small number of objects deemed to be of museum-display quality
and kept elsewhere, is in storage on site.
The scale and variety of Amarna’s archaeology allows for the development of broad research
themes. One is the location and institutional context of manufacture. The city emerges as one
huge dispersed factory serving the interests of the court but allowing its products to pervade the
city more generally. Although Amarna’s society was run by a bureaucracy dependent upon the king,
much of the city’s activity, including its layout and growth, reflected an intuitive acceptance of personal responsibility and of the complexities that self-organization delivers. Akhenaten’s vision of a
more pious style of worship of the sun-god did not lead to a consistent religious program for the
city’s population. Archaeology reveals different degrees of acceptance, down to the point of seeming
indifference to the king’s religion. The current cemetery excavation provides the basis for pursuing
the theme of death and the city, and the impact of a high level of injury and early mortality on the
quality of life at Amarna. Akhenaten’s state buildings, which juxtapose widely differing scales, materials and qualities of workmanship, challenge assumptions about monumentality in the ancient
world. Amarna emerges as a place that supported a way of life that is, in some respects, immediately
recognizable, yet, in other respects, quite distant from our own. The constant process of extending
the range of evidence and of its evaluation brings into ever more manifest focus the themes that
constitute the nature of human life in the distant past.
Amarna – still a treasure-house of evidence – is looked after by guards and inspectors of the
Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities who maintain an office on the site. Largely because of this, when
compared to many other sites in Egypt, Amarna has survived reasonably well, and it escaped looting
in the difficult days that followed the revolution of early 2011. The many hectares of Amarna’s
buildings exposed in the past have, none the less, fared variously. The house of Thutmose where
the Nefertiti bust was discovered remains in reasonably good condition (fig. 5), whereas the house

FIG. 4 Fragment from a colossal quartzite statue, probably of Nefertiti and from the Great Palace excavations of John Pendlebury, Object no.
S-5715, height 25 cm. Hundreds of such pieces,
the subject of a major current study, stand in
contrast to the myriad objects from the housing
areas that reﬂect a more domestic scale.

FIG. 5 The house of the sculptor Thutmose as it
appears today (2007).
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of the “Overseer of Works” Hatiay, excavated in 1930 in the North Suburb and its walls standing in
places to a height of nearly 2 m, has entirely vanished beneath modern fields.
In 1987 the present expedition began a re-examination of one of the large buildings in the
Central City first cleared by the Pendlebury expedition, namely, the Small Aten Temple. This led to
the development of a program of cleaning, repair and limited replacement of missing architectural
elements in order to make the temple more comprehensible to visitors. A similar program was later
started at the North Palace (excavated by the EES in 1924 and 1925, fig. 6), and a third was begun
this year (2012), at the Great Aten Temple, largely cleared by the Pendlebury expedition of 1932.
This kind of work is perpetual. Each building needs its schedule of maintenance thereafter, needs
to be revisited after a suitable interval for further cleaning and repairs.
Often the biggest enemies that ancient sites face is public indifference. The counter to indifference is active interest and involvement coming from three sources. The first is care and protection
from the official body responsible (in our case the Ministry of Antiquities). The second is a degree
of partnership with independent archaeological missions (which in Egypt are normally foreign). The
third comprises visitors whose need for explanation is adequately served. Together these three
parties provide visible justification for the costs of maintaining an ancient site (which, in the case
of Amarna, include the notional losses incurred from setting aside the land that could otherwise be
used for fields and village expansion, a powerful and emotive factor at local level).
A project is in progress at Amarna that brings the three together, namely, a visitor center
funded by the Ministry of Antiquities that incorporates administrative buildings and which, in time,
should house a local museum in addition to displays that explain the nature of the place. At the
time of writing, the large and fine building is finished but the displays await completion and the
museum’s potential is likely only to be realized through supplementary funding.
Archaeologists have often in the past been tempted to see the site where they work as a resource that will further their own research and will provide museums with material for display. As a
result, most people, whether they are specialists or lay-persons, encounter a site through written
reports and displayed objects removed from their original context. For a long time Amarna was
stripped of its antiquities for the benefit of distant museums, including the Egyptian Museum in
Cairo. Yet Amarna still has the potential to be a huge open-air educational experience, bringing
home to visitors something of what it was like to be alive there more than three thousand years
ago.

1
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EES archive, letter 9.12.36, Pendlebury to Mrs. Hopkins Morris, a sponsor.
The part that covered the city was published as an atlas in
1993. A continuation of the survey across the whole desert

plain, carried out by Helen Fenwick between 2001 and 2009,
awaits publication.
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FIG. 6 Repairs to and replacements of parts of the North
Palace at Amarna (2011).
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AMARNA – THE CITY AND
SURROUNDING AREA
Christian Tietze

THE LANDSCAPE
Egypt’s culture and economy were shaped by the Nile. The river was the source of life. Its flood, which
recurred each year, irrigated the fields and carried fertile silt suspended in the water. Its abundance of
fish and the large numbers of birds that lived in the fields of reeds helped support the population. The
fast flow of water in the middle of the river allowed the swift transport of goods and news from south
to north; the slower speed in the marshy areas and at the edges of the river made north–south
movement rowing possible. In addition, the fact that the wind blew mostly from the north made it
easy to sail upstream. The rise and fall of the water also represented a major threat, and caused
repeated widespread destruction to towns and settlements that lay close to the river.
Amarna, Akhenaten’s new capital that was established in his fifth regnal year, also faced
with these hazards. What led to the choice of this location? What made Akhenaten so confident
about founding a new capital here, halfway between the city of Thebes and the old capital at Memphis? Its situation seemed abysmal.
The location had no established connections or functioning infrastructure (fig. 1). The city should have been built
on the east bank of the Nile, however, there was only a narrow fertile strip of land a few hundred meters wide on that
side. This could perhaps have supported some small towns,
but hardly a major city. The great plain on the other side of
the river was desert-like in character. It measured about 10
km in length from north to south and about 5 km from east
to west. The land rose gradually towards the east, and providing a water supply grew difficult after about 1 km inland:
wells were designed to have spiral staircases leading to the
well shaft, these had to ensure a supply of water when the
groundwater level fluctuated. Furthermore the desert sand,
carried along by storms, threatened to cover the wells. In
this instance, some protection could be provided using low
walls, but the further to the east – into the desert – that
houses were constructed and wells dug, the more vulnerable
the water supply.
The provision of materials necessary for building temples also seemed unfavourable. Although suitable stone
material was available in the hills to the east, it had to be

FIG. 1 The plane of Amarna on the east bank
of the Nile (marked in yellow); Map excerpt from:
Lepsius, Denkmäler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien, Dept. I, Blatt 3
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moved over mud causeways. And then there was the coveted calcite alabaster from the quarry at
Hatnub, 15 km away this, however, was only used for statues and stelae, and infrequently utilized
for columns and other architectural elements.
Nevertheless, the decision to build the new capital was a far-sighted measure that was based
on an overarching knowledge of the topography and infrastructure situation. Why? The answer is
in the presence of the Bahr Yusuf (Canal of Joseph), which started a few miles south of Amarna (fig.
2). This connects Middle Egypt with the Fayum and, at that time, it even had a connection as far as
to Memphis. Its length to the entrance of the Fayum – a distance of 180 km as the crow flies – was
330 km. With a width of 80 m to 120 m it was, and still is, due to its very shallow gradient, a slowflowing waterway. By the height of the Amarna period there was already a noticeable difference in
height between it and the Nile, with the result that the broad plain on the west bank of the Nile
could be irrigated from there. By means of this canal – running as a rule along the western edge of
the Nile flood plain – the flood plain could be irrigated all throughout the year. This enabled the
production of two crops per year, creating a stable basis for the provisioning of Middle Egypt – and
thus of Amarna as well.
The fertile plain at Amarna, i.e. the land between the Nile and the western hills, had an area
of about 200 square kilometres. On the Bahr Yusuf – more safe than on the Nile, with its fluctuating
water levels and fast current – it was possible to have a guaranteed means of transport by towing,
sailing or rowing. One only had to cross the Nile.
The Bahr Yusuf did not only provide the basis for supplying the needs of a large population; it
was also useful for the construction of the city. It was the transportation route for the stone
materials. Constructing the sacred structures out of standardised blocks of stone, so-called talatat
blocks, was a new technology that required large quantities of material.
Both measures worked together, placing the city on stable economic footing.

THE FOUNDING OF THE CITY1
The far-sightedness involved in the planning of the city becomes clear from the choice of locations
for the boundary stelae. In contrast to the legends of the founding of Rome or Athens, these inscriptions testify to a real act of foundation. A total of fifteen of these monuments have been discovered. The maximum distance between them from east to west is more than 30 km and approximately 15 km from north to south.
The stelae measure up to 10 m in height. They were cut into living rock, leaving a small
platform that opened towards the floodplain in front of the monument (fig. 3). To the right and left
of the stelae there are usually statues of the king and his wife with their two eldest daughters. In
the upper semi-circular part, the stelae all bear a figurative representation in sunken relief with
three-dimensional details that depict Akhenaten and Nefertiti under the rays of the sun. Behind
the royal couple are their daughters, each shown holding a sistrum. The lower two-thirds contain
the foundation text.
These texts must be understood as foundation proclamations for the city. They begin with
the foundation date or a later birth date for the city. The four oldest stelae apparently delineate the
central area of the city, giving the date for this as the thirteenth day of the fourth month of the
season of peret (sowing) in the fifth year of the king’s reign. In the form of a narrative, they
emphasise the significance of the act of foundation, describe the programme for construction and
indicate future plans.
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Each begins with praise for the divine
triad: the Aten, Akhenaten and Nefertiti.
The Aten is named first: “Life to the Good
God, who is satisfied with the truth, the
Lord of Heaven and Earth, the Living Sun.”
Then follow three of the five names of
Akhenaten: his Horus name “Strong Bull,
beloved of the Aten,” his nebti name “With
great sovereignty in Akhetaten” and finally
the Golden Horus name “The one who extols the name of the Aten.”
These are the new names that
shaped Akhenaten’s programme and were
chosen to coincide with the move to
Akhetaten. In place of the ancient capital
of Thebes, Akhet-Aten now came to the
fore and, instead of the god of Thebes
Amun, Aten was the new god. Akhenaten
himself was described as “The Good God,
the sole one of Re … who leads the land
for the one who placed him on the throne
… given life forever for all time.” His wife
Nefertiti is called “the beautiful and radiant
… may she live forever and eternally.”
The day of the foundation of the city is then described in narrative form: “One was in AkhetAten on this day. His Majesty appeared with a team of horses on a great chariot of electrum like the
Aten when he rises in the horizon … One took the beautiful road to Akhet-Aten, the place of
creation, which he [the king] has prepared for him [the god].” The divine relationship between the
Aten and Akhenaten is described: “His son, the sole one of Re, has made a great monument for
him, for he has founded Akhetaten for him.” Following this offerings were brought and there was
a great festival. After that, Akhenaten summoned the high officials and pointed out once again
that this place had been created for the Aten “as a monument to his name for all time.”
Only after this do the texts on the stelae deal with the physical disposition of the site. For
Akhenaten there was no alternative, because: “I am building Akhet-Aten for my father the Aten on
the side of the sun rise at Akhet-Aten, at a place that he himself has prepared and which is surrounded by mountains for him. He is pleased with it, and I make offerings to him there. This is it
[the right place]!”
Then follows the construction programme:
“I will build the Great Temple for the Aten,
my father at this place! And I will build
the Small Temple for the Aten, my father,
in Akhet-Aten at this place!
I will build the sun shadow [or shade?] [chapel] for the
great royal wife of the Aten,
my father, in Akhet-Aten at this place!

FIG. 2 The bundary stela “U”, which dates back
to the 6th year of Akhenaten’s reign, located
to the north east of the city (photo 2007)
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I will build a jubilee temple for the Aten,
my father, on the island of the Aten,
[called] ‘The one who raises up the jubilee festivals’
in Akhet-Aten at this place!
I will build a second jubilee temple for the Aten,
my father, on the island of the Aten,
[called] ‘The one who raises up the jubilee festivals,’ in
Akhet-Aten, at this place!”
According to this, there are five temples to be built. The first two, named the Great and the
Small Aten Temples, have been identified and they can be reconstructed; as for the other temples,
we can only speculate.
Consideration was also given to the personal needs of Akhenaten: “I will construct places of
Pharaoh, and I will build a harim for the royal wife in Akhet-Aten at this place!” Several palaces –
the Great Palace (built of stone), the North Palace, a large palace at the northern end of the city,
and the so-called House of the King – bear witness to the veracity of this limited information.
The tombs are the next to occupy a larger space on the stelae. “One will build for me a tomb
in the hill of Akhet-Aten, where the sun rises ... One will [also] bury there, after millions of years,
the great royal wife ... and one will bury there, after millions of years, the royal daughter Meritaten.”
These royal tombs were created in a valley to the east of Amarna. A new Valley of the Kings was apparently planned there because, next to the grave of Akhenaten in which the second eldest daughter
of Akhenaten and Nefertiti was buried, the construction of four further tomb complexes was begun.
Finally, the high officials of Amarna were also considered: “One will build tomb complexes for
the high priest and the god’s father of the Aten, as well as for the servants of the Aten in the hill of
Akhet-Aten, where the sun rises, in which their burials shall be effected.”
There is no mention of the large residential areas, craftsmen’s settlements and workmen’s
towns in the eastern mountains.
In summary, one is to realise the following: with this act of founding the central area of the
city, that is, the city on the east bank of the Nile, was marked out as were all of its important functions. One year later, the area of the city was more precisely formulated by eleven additional stelae,
and expanded to take in fertile land in the west. In doing so, the city and surrounding land were
merged into a single unit.

THE URBAN STRUCTURE AND THE CENTRE
How then was this idea realised?
The location of the stelae emphasised the natural boundaries of the city: eleven stelae form the
boundary on the eastern side of the city. They are located at strategic points: in the north, stela “X”
on a steep slope that runs right down to the Nile, stela “V” on the path that runs through the hills,
and stela “U” close to the entrance to the valley containing the royal tombs. In the southeast, the
plain changes to a wadi: two stelae, “S” and “R,” mark the eastern edge of the wadi, while stelae
“Q” and “P” mark its western edge. Stela “N” lies on the path to the south, and three stelae, “M,”
“K” and “J” are right beside the Nile. The stelae have more than symbolic meaning. They are to be
understood as not only providing information, but also as issuing a potential warning. A warning
that was probably more inward than outward-facing, as an enemy attack there was highly unlikely.
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In the middle of this plain is the Central City, which consists of the centre and residential
areas (fig. 4). It has a width of about 1 km and a length of about 4.5 km. The three main roads lie
parallel to the Nile. At only one point are they reduced to a single street because the Great Aten
Temple, more than 700 m in width, juts out like a cross-beam into the layout of the city. Roads – or
rather paths cleared of sand – of lesser importance run from east to west. They facilitated communication between the dwellings and the Nile.
It is relatively difficult to assess how much the proximity of the Nile influenced the inhabitants’
choice of a plot of land. The shady groves of trees on the riverbank were certainly a sought-after location, but we should be aware that this was where the floods of previous centuries and millennia
had caused the greatest damage. The Great Palace with the royal harim lay in a privileged position
in that respect, and the house of the chief architect of the city and those of some other members
of the upper class were able to take advantage of proximity of the Nile, with its cooling effect and
the protection of shady palm groves. By virtue of their function, other senior officials such as the
priests of the Great Temple had to content themselves with a house at a greater distance from the
Nile. There was a ring of houses that housed the workers and artisans entrusted to them. For them
too, proximity to the Nile was not really an issue.
The picture that emerges from this – as is clear from the different house sizes – was of a
social structure with a strong mixture of different social groups.
This also applies to the centre of the city. The large buildings
that shaped the image of the city centre will first be cursorily mentioned: the Great Palace (fig. 5) lay along the east bank, measuring
500 m in length from north to south. Its eastern side ran directly
along the main street. Three parts may be identified: a large courtyard,
about 170 m x 170 m, was on the northern side. The massive façade
of the main building towered up on the southern side. Behind it,
courtyards were hidden away. These were accessible by ramps filled
with statues and altars, and with halls with ancillary facilities and
peristyle courtyards. Both lay behind an elongated row of royal
dwellings on the eastern side of the street.
This massive structure was connected to the House of the King
by a bridge that led over the main street (fig. 6). A high wall also surrounded this complex. It was divided into three parts: a large garden
courtyard with a prestigious entrance pylon, numerous magazines
and private rooms for the king, and cult rooms, which were probably
more for administrative rather than personal use.
This palace was apparently closely connected with the Small
Aten Temple, because on the northern side of the palace there was a
gate that gave quick access to the Small Aten Temple (fig. 7). The Aten
Temple itself had an area of 127 m x almost 200 m. Three courtyards,
aligned from west to east, lay one after the other. All three opened out
from an entrance pylon. It is worth noting that while on the one side of
the second court there was the connection to the House of the King
previously mentioned, the southern side in contrast, had a gate that
led to the nearby bakeries. The sanctuary with its numerous altars,
surrounded by a ring of chapels was in the last courtyard.

FIG. 3 The city region of Amarna with the
Boundary Stelae
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FIG. 4 The center of Amarna with its
neighboring residential areas; excerpt
from the city map
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Beside the Great Aten Temple, which dominates the northern side of the city centre, this
Small Aten Temple feels quite modest (fig. 8). With a length of about 760 m and a width of 275 m
the Great Aten Temple is ten times the area of the Small Aten Temple, and is one of the largest
temple complexes in the ancient world. It too was accessed from the west: a simple pylon formed
the entrance to a forecourt. Passing through this, one immediately came face to face with another

FIG. 5 The large palace. North view of the
central structure (model view)

FIG. 6 The King’s residence as seen from the
West (model view)

FIG. 7 The small Aten temple as seen from the
West (model view)
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FIG. 8 The large Aten temple. The main
building with the column hall (Per-hai) and the
series of courtyards (Gem-pa-Aton) (model view)

pylon. This one was decorated with ten flagpoles. Behind the pylon was a pillared hall, the centre of
which was left with no roof so that the sunlight, so important for the Amarna cult, could flood into
the room. This area was followed by a further six courtyards, which opened out from magnificent
gateways and were filled with altars.
This large, 220 m long, entrance building had a counterpart in the form of the sanctuary on
the eastern side of the complex. As in the case of the Small Aten Temple, there were also open
courts that were filled with altars and surrounded by a ring of chapels. In the eastern part there was
also a slaughterhouse, an altar with a standing figure of Akhenaten and on the northern side the
so-called House of Foreign Tribute.
The four major building complexes have now been discussed, but there were numerous other
buildings that further testify to a lively metropolis. The large bakeries, with their cell-like bakehouses, should be mentioned again. These were located on the northern side of the temple so that
the wind, which blew mostly from north to south, kept the smoke away from the temples. In the
middle of the city centre was a large economic and administrative complex, the exact functions of
which are difficult to determine. The rows of large dwelling houses should also be mentioned –
amongst them the House of Life, in which religious and scholarly books were copied and stored.
The State archive, in which in 1887 cuneiform tablets that have significantly contributed to the
knowledge of the history of Amarna were found, also lay here. In addition, we must also mention
the police barracks, the house of the high priest Panehesi beside the great temple, rows of small
houses and other buildings whose function is often difficult to determine. Overall, this is the living
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centre of a city that carried out not only prestigious and administrative functions, but also political,
religious, social and economic functions.

THE RESIDENTIAL AREAS
Residential areas bound the city centre on the north and south. Within them we find a wide range
of large and small estates and dwellings. From a small hut with one living room and two small chambers to palatial estates with courtyards, magazines, storage areas and a residence of several hundred
square meters, a broad range of buildings existed. These indicate that the inhabitants were part of a
differentiated social structure (fig. 9). Analysis shows that, in addition to a large lower class and a
small elite, there was a significant middle class that led and implemented the major building works.
Analysis of the building structures also shows that the difference in size of the houses suggests a differentiated division of labour. So, how were these interconnections organised? The archaeological ev-

FIG. 9 Isometric representation of the most
important types of residential homes in
Amarna. The house types 1–4 belong to the
lower class, the house types 5–7 to the middle
class. Type 8 represents a typical upper class
house.
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idence indicates that there were a considerable number of large, palace-like complexes within the
residential areas, which were surrounded by numerous medium-sized and small houses. There were
apparently village-like communities here. The senior officials offered protection to the people that
lived around them and they in turn felt obligated to the officials. They thus shared the gardens
belonging to the elite class during feast days and thereby had a glimpse into the world of the high officials. An additional factor was probably also that they had come to Amarna as a group in order to
work together on its construction. These were partnerships of convenience, they were obligated to
each other and bound together by the immensity of the tasks involved.
In addition to the gardens and temples there were other focal points for communities: small
gardens, courtyards with cult places and wells acted as meeting places, areas for collaborative work
and the location of festivities. These grew up in the residential areas of the middle and the lower
strata of society.

THE PERIPHERY OF THE CITY
The range of hills that enclosed the city on the eastern side dominates the periphery. This was not
only the boundary of the city and the natural demarcation from the desert that lay behind it, but it
is one that had religious significance. Every morning the sun’s disk appeared here, behind the
seemingly dark profile of the hills, and moved across the horizon according to the time of year. In a
dip in the range of hills the rising sun and the hills formed the outlines of the hieroglyph for
“horizon.” This led to the Small Aten Temple being aligned on this axis, and probably also lent the
name Akhet-Aten, “Horizon of the Aten,” to the city.
That was not the only reference to the east. Whilst, according to prevalent ideas up until that
time, the west was thought to be the location of the afterlife, Akhenaten believed its location was
in the east. Akhenaten ignored previous concepts of the underworld and the judgement of the

FIG. 10 A large scale smallholding in the
south of Amarna (M 50.1) with a large house,
stables, servants quarters and a garden with
water basin and chapel (model view)

FIG. 11 Column hall in the grave of Merire I.
(photo 2006)

This image cannot
be shown due to
copyright restrictions.
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FIG. 12 Overview of the royal garden
Maru-Aten (model view)

dead, and set himself in the place of Osiris and sought to bestow a permanent existence on his officials through daily offerings. Thus, as described in the foundation proclamation, Akhenaten had
the new Valley of the Kings created in the east.
The cemeteries were also in the east. High officials were buried in the Northern Cemetery near
the wadi leading to the tomb of the king. Their titles emphasise their closeness to the king. Officials
who had performed outstanding service in the creation of the city were buried in the Southern
Cemetery. Each of the tombs were cut into the rock in a similar layout: the entrance decorated with a
cavetto cornice, the first room decorated with images showing the king and queen with the tomb
owner on one side wall and the tomb owner in prayer on the other. In the pillared hall that followed,
the walls were decorated with reliefs (fig. 11). Here, too, Akhenaten and Nefertiti were depicted.
Particular importance was attached to a scene in which the tomb owner received the Gold of Honour
from the king in recognition of his service. From here, a passageway led down, often via a winding
flight of stairs, to the subterranean burial place. The last room contained a seated figure of the tomb
owner and his wife. The sequence of rooms suggests similarities with the layout of the houses.
Only in recent years have the burials of the lower classes been discovered. They were interred
in the wadi lying to the southeast. No remains of burial structures have been found here.
To the south of the broad plain there is evidence of more building complexes. There was a
garden complex, which seems to have been reserved for the royal family (fig. 12), characterised by
two large garden courts connected to each other. The smaller garden court featured the entrance
building. This had a five-aisled entrance hall, several peristyle courtyards and an altar court. Both
gardens featured large pools of water. The larger one accommodated the royal living quarters, an
entrance building and kiosks either surrounded by water channels or provided with pools of water.
Painted floors, flower borders, small avenues, bridges over a canal and temples open up to the sky,
giving it a character in tune with nature that is so characteristic of this period.
A second complex, known as Kom el-Nana, has a cult building on top of a podium and
numerous supply facilities.
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FIG. 13 The north palace of Amarna as seen
from the west. In the foreground: the reception
courtyard. In the middle: the water basin and
commercial buildings. In the back: the King’s
chambers (model view)

There are two workers’ settlements to the east of the plain. They were slightly hidden away
in a valley of a flat spur, which juts out into the wide plain. Only a few remains have survived from
one settlement that is close to the mountains; the second, however, has proved to be a small
workers’ settlement with a planned layout consisting of seventy-two residential buildings, all the
same size. In their arrangement, they resemble modern terraced houses.
The desert shrines are in the north, near the Northern Cemetery. These are three altars of different shapes that lie along an axis, and were constructed to be axially symmetric. The central dais
of each was reached by ramps.
Whilst all these buildings lie in isolation in the desert, the buildings at the northern end of
the city have a clear relationship to the city. The proximity of the Nile allowed for a 30 m wide royal
road to the north of the city that ran parallel to it. The road began at the southern end of the centre,
passed by the Small Aten Temple and the House of the King on the eastern side and the Great
Palace on the western side. The city centre, with its various buildings and the entrance to the Great
Aten Temple, lay along its path. It then passed through the northern suburbs. After three kilometres
it reached the northern palace, a large complex that was particularly used by Nefertiti. A massive
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gatehouse, two successive inner courtyards, a water pool, commercial buildings, animal enclosures,
palace rooms and smaller inner courtyards gave a stately character to the symmetrically laid out
complex (fig. 13).
300 m further to the north lay the Great Ramp, a structure whose function is debated. An additional 500 m to the north saw the beginning of the northern city with the North Riverside Palace,
which was apparently the actual residence of the king.
Nile floods have largely destroyed the palace, which lies beside the river. All that survives is a
massive double wall, the entrance and a few courtyards with magazines and smaller houses. The
residential area opposite the entrance was apparently made for high officials.
Scenes in the tomb of Mahu, the police chief of Amarna clearly show that the North Riverside
Palace was the royal palace. In one of these reliefs a wide avenue, which Akhenaten apparently
used for his daily journey to the city centre, can be seen. The street was decorated with standards
on the river side and on the desert side it was protected by a wattle fence and smaller buildings,
each occupied by guards.
Overall, in regard to the layout of the city, it is clear that Amarna was the subject of largescale planning. The opportunities for a new type of city layout were utilised, the natural reserves
were carefully deployed and the requirement to provide the centre of a religious revolution was
met. In this way new forms of architecture, art and community life developed that brought nature
and society together into a new relationship.
This magnificent development was inspired and sustained by the charisma of one ruler. His
personal fate – the lack of an heir, neglected foreign policy and the sudden death of the founder of
the religion – abruptly terminated a development that nonetheless counts amongst the greatest
periods of Egyptian history.

1
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OUTLYING SETTLEMENTS
Kate Spence

INTRODUCTION
Alongside the temples and institutional buildings built by the state at Amarna, a broad spectrum
of domestic architecture was required to house the town’s inhabitants. These dwellings range from
massive palaces to house the king and royal family, through luxurious elite houses in walled enclosures to the small dwellings of the poor. Although the palaces and some small areas of housing
were built by the state, the majority of dwellings seem to have been privately commissioned or
built by those who went on to inhabit them. In addition to demonstrating the social context of
Akhenaten’s political and religious changes, these houses also constitute our most varied and extensive set of evidence for domestic architecture and urbanism from ancient Egypt.
The majority of the houses at Amarna were excavated by the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft
between 1911 and 1914, and by the Egypt Exploration Society between 1921 and 1936. Since the late
1970s, excavations by the Amarna Project and the Egypt Exploration Society under the direction of
Barry Kemp have recorded a limited number of dwellings in great detail, allowing close analysis of
construction and use of space as well as consideration of household economy. The Central City
palaces were partially excavated by Flinders Petrie in 1891, with further work undertaken by the
Egypt Exploration Society in 1926 and 1931-6; the main excavation of the unpublished northern palaces took place in the
1920s, with further work undertaken at the North Palace
from the 1990s.

FIG. 1 Square P 47 in the north part of the Main
City at Amarna. The large house in the southeast corner is the house of the Sculptor Thutmose. Note the arrangement of the houses into
blocks and irregular streets and the juxtaposition of large houses with groups of smaller
dwellings. The grid is of 200 m squares.

HOUSES
The layout of the city at Amarna has been described in the
previous chapter. The majority of the domestic architecture
is found in suburbs that stretch north and south from the
official buildings of the Central City along the edge of the
cultivation. The siting of the houses respects the main thoroughfare from the Central City to the northern palaces, the
so-called Royal Road, but beyond this there is little evidence
for any centralized planning of the residential suburbs. Enclosures for the large houses seem to have been built at convenient points along the main routes whilst smaller dwellings
and elite houses built at a later stage gradually filled in the
spaces between and behind these houses. In planned towns
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FIG. 2 House Q 44.1: the remains of a large
house at Amarna restored by the Amarna team.
The view is taken from in front of the house over
the front hall (with four column bases) to the
central hall in the middle of the house.
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and forts of the Middle and New Kingdoms, houses tend to be segregated according to size, but at
Amarna large and small houses are mixed, with smaller houses, perhaps of dependents, sometimes
clustering close to the biggest houses. A clear example can be seen in the case of the House of the
Sculptor Thutmose, where the small houses of craftsmen and other dependents are grouped to the
south of the main enclosure.
The houses are built of sun-dried mud-brick. Limestone, quarried locally, was widely used for
thresholds, door-jambs and lintels and, in the houses of the wealthy, stone bathroom fittings,
column bases and lustration slabs are also found. Wood was widely used for columns, roofing
beams, doors and windows: in the larger houses imported woods may have been used, but in the
smaller dwellings such as those in the Walled Village, local woods such as acacia were widely used.
Reeds, palm fronds and mats were placed over roofing beams and covered with mud to form floors
and roofs.
The form of the houses is well adapted to the hot arid climate of Egypt. Mud-brick is a poor
conductor of heat and the thick walls of the larger houses were particularly effective at limiting
heat transfer to the interior. Judging from illustrations of houses, ceilings were high and windows
were placed toward the top of walls, allowing hot air to escape whilst limiting the amount of direct
sunlight entering the rooms. Houses were usually oriented toward the north or north-west to
provide shadow around the entry and to catch the cool north wind. Wind-catchers at the back of
houses cooled the bedrooms of the heads of households. Many of the houses probably had upper
stories over part of the plan, which would have limited direct solar gain to the ground floor by
shading the roof. Egypt can be very cold in winter, some windows had shutters and others may have
been covered with mats, while small hearths for heating are found in the main rooms of the majority
of houses.
Within these basic parameters of material and form, the scale and quality of construction of
the houses varies widely. The houses range from enormous mansions with ground plans of over
400 m2 set within their own walled enclosures to the smallest dwellings of around 30 m2 and even
less, crowded together and built abutting neighbours to save on building material.
Despite this huge disparity of scale, the houses show remarkable patterning in layout across
all sizes of dwelling. The first typology of the Amarna houses was described by Herbert Ricke, and
others have further refined this; the most frequently used typology is that put forward by Christian
Tietze in 1985, which groups houses according to wall thickness and layout. The vast majority of
houses have what Ricke termed a tripartite plan, meaning that the houses are divided into three
sections from front to back. In some houses this tripartite division is clearly delineated by internal
walls parallel to the front of the house; in other cases the division is less clear on the ground plan
but can still be seen in the arrangement of rooms. The size, number and complexity of rooms within
each part of the plan depend primarily on the scale of the house, but location within the house is
marked through visual cues such as room proportion and the location and number of doorways. For
example, the most important room of the house, the central hall, is approximately square while
other important rooms tend to be rectangular. In the larger houses the most important rooms had
wooden columns.
This tripartite arrangement relates to a hierarchical use of space within which social relations
are played out in terms of level of access to the head of household. Most houses have only one entrance; the main door is off-axis and, in the larger houses, the entry sequence involves moving
through one or two small rooms, all of which serve to screen the interior of the house from outside.
The front part of the house is usually dominated by a rectangular hall, from which a doorway in the
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FIG. 3 Large house M 47.4. The porch (3), the
front hall (2), which leads into the central hall
(6) with the remains of a dais and a hearth as
well as a base for the central column. From the
central hall open a second large hall (5) and the
staircase (8) to the upper parts of the house and
roof. The inner parts of the house are accessed
through an inner hall (11); (15) is the bedroom of
the head of household and (14) is the bathroom.

centre of one of the long sides leads into the central hall of the house. This room controls access to
all the inner parts of the house that open from it, including the upper storey which was reached by
a staircase opening directly onto the central hall. The room had a prominent dais or platform on
which the householder would be raised above the level of others in the room, clearly indicating
status. The inner rooms of the house are quite varied, but the larger houses usually have a bedroom
with a niche and wind-catcher for the head of household, additional storage rooms and sometimes
an additional square inner hall.
In comparison with the palaces of the royal family and the tombs of the elite there was remarkably little decoration in the private houses at Amarna. In the houses of the elite stone
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doorjambs, particularly those at the entrance of the house, were sometimes inscribed with the
name and titles of the head of household. Some houses had geometric designs painted around the
tops of walls in the more public parts of the house, whilst traces of more elaborate designs have
occasionally been found on false door niches in the most important rooms of the house.
Where space allowed, many domestic activities took place outside the main house. The larger
houses were set within walled enclosures, which provided space for cooking, animal keeping, workshops, wells and gardens. Terraces and roofs are also likely to have been extensively used, particularly
in the smaller houses where less outside space was available.

STATE-BUILT HOUSING AT AMARNA
The evidence suggests that the houses in the suburbs at Amarna were built or commissioned
privately by those who went on to inhabit them. However, there are a number of groups of house-

FIG. 4 State-commissioned housing at
Amarna. A section of the so-called Clerks’ Houses in the Central City at Amarna (a); part of the
Walled Village in the desert east of the main
town (b). The Walled Village houses are fairly regular although they show signiﬁcant evidence of
alteration by the inhabitants; the house in the
southeast corner is larger and is interpreted as
the house of an overseer. The Clerks’ houses
show substantial variation although they are
constrained into regular blocks, offering a visitor
an impression of uniformity.
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like structures, particularly in the Central City, which appear to have been built by the state for the
use of employees. These tend to be built within larger institutions, palaces or temples, or to be in
areas dominated by royal activity. They are often built in planned blocks, such as the Clerks’ Houses
in the Central City, or are grouped into fairly regular blocks, as is the case for the nearby Records
Office area. Bricks stamped with the name of a structure or institution are sometimes used in construction. However, despite the regular organisation of the blocks, the individual buildings are often
poorly constructed, and may be varied in size and layout (within the basic tripartite scheme of
Amarna house architecture), suggesting that there may have been substantial individual input into
the design, construction or alteration of these dwellings. The Clerk’s Houses in the Central City
provide a good example of such variation within an individual scheme, and also show evidence for
the subsequent alteration of some of these houses.
Although individually these houses tend to look indistinguishable from domestic structures
elsewhere at the site, it is hard to establish whether they were built primarily as dwellings or
whether they were viewed as work places that were possibly also used as dwellings; the expectation
of a clear distinction between home and work place may in any case be largely a modern Western
preoccupation. The Clerks’ Houses have every appearance of being used as dwellings, as they include
staircases to the roofs or upper stories and finds included domestic items such as needles, weaving
tools and ceramics, but their location within the Central City suggests a perceived primary role in

FIG. 5 The North Palace at Amarna. The palace
is axially arranged although as a result of a possible Window of Appearance and a sunken garden it would not have been possible to
approach the throne room axially. Many parts
of the palace offer a significant challenge to interpretation.
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royal administration. The houses found within the Sanctuary of the Great Aten Temple seem unlikely
to be permanent residences; for example, the High Priest Panehesy, who had an official house just
outside the enclosure of the same temple, had a large private house and estate south of the Central
City.

OUTLYING SETTLEMENTS
In addition to the houses and suburbs of the main town at Amarna, there are two small peripheral
villages in the hinterland to the east of the site, the Walled or Workmen’s Village and the Stone Village. These are usually thought to have housed those involved in excavating and decorating tombs,
and perhaps also guards involved in patrolling the desert margins, however there is no unequivocal
evidence for either activity. The two villages are close, on either side of a low desert plateau, but
seem not to be linked by the network of ancient routes that cross the desert hinterland.
The Walled Village is a rectilinear settlement with an enclosure wall constructed of alluvial
mud bricks; there are two entrances to the enclosure. It contains just over seventy houses, most of
which are very similar in size and plan, and one larger house, which is interpreted as an overseer’s
house. The houses are very similar in plan to examples from the suburbs of the main town, although
they are built in neat rows. The layout, alongside the presence of bricks brought from the cultivated
edges of the Nile suggest that construction of the village was state organized, although small variations in the layout of the houses and a greater use of desert marl bricks within the dwellings suggests that the houses were adapted by those who inhabited them. Outside the village, cemeteries,
chapels and animal pens suggest a thriving community that expanded to suit their needs beyond
basic housing.
Only small areas of the more remote stone village have been excavated by Anna Stevens, but
the evidence suggests a much less formal arrangement than the Walled Village. The stone village
also seems to have been surrounded by an enclosure wall constructed of fieldstone and bricks of
marl clay – materials that could be found at the site. The materials, as well as the fact that the
houses are irregular and apparently unlike those in the Walled Village, may suggest communal
rather than state-sponsored enterprise.

PALACES
There are four major palaces at Amarna, alongside a number of smaller palatial buildings, which
are found within temples and outlying religious structures at the site. The major palaces are today
known as the Great Palace and the King’s house (both in the Central City) and the North Palace and
North Riverside Palace, of which little survives, at the northern end of the site.
The four major palaces show significant variation in design, far more so than is the case for
houses at the site. Associating form with function is problematical and it seems probable that
each palace was associated to a greater or lesser degree with accommodating the king and providing
a setting for both administration and royal ritual activity. Nonetheless, it can be noted that two of
the palaces, the North Palace and the Great Palace, have predominantly axial layouts that differ
markedly from the screened entry arrangements of Amarna houses. These palaces thus seem likely
to have been the setting for significant ceremonial activity, a suggestion that would appear to be
supported by evidence for substantial areas of stone construction in both structures, particularly in
the Great Palace, and by the presence of statuary in the courtyards of both structures. The North
76
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Palace may well be the setting of a Window of Appearance, aligned with the throne room and it is possible that
the Great Palace also housed such a Window.
The King’s House, which was linked to the Great
Palace by a bridge over the main thoroughfare, bears the
closest comparison with houses at the site. It has
screened entrances and is predominantly constructed of
mud-brick, though with numerous stone column bases
and doorways. The surviving remains of the North Riverside Palace were also largely constructed of mud-brick.
Unlike the houses, there is substantial evidence from all
the palaces for richly painted decoration on mud-brick
walls and floors. Decorative themes included marsh
scenes with pathways of bound captives, images of the
royal family relaxing and carrying out duties, scenes of
birds in natural environments and depictions of the care
of domesticated fowl.
FIG. 6 The Central City palaces. The Great
Palace was an enormous structure, designed to
impress with signiﬁcant elements of stone and
with at least one courtyard lined with statuary.
It was linked by a bridge to the smaller King’s
House. The King’s House and bridge were largely
constructed of mud-brick.
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A NEW STATE THEOLOGY –
THE RELIGION OF LIGHT
Jan Assmann

The rediscovery of the heretic king, Akhenaten, who was posthumously subject to a complete
damnatio memoriae in Egypt, is the most significant discovery in Egyptology. He did away with traditional religion and brought in its place a new god: the god of sun and light, Aten. The old gods
were persecuted, their images destroyed, their names hacked out, the cults and festivals stopped,
their temples closed and their priests removed from office. On the one hand, this is a revolution of
unprecedented radicalness; on the other, it is in fact the conclusion of a development that had
emerged in 1500 BC, and without that development this revolution cannot be properly understood.
During the New Kingdom the mythical and polytheistic world-view underwent a decisive change.
According to traditional concepts, the sun god travelled through the sky and the underworld in two
barques, interacting with the other gods and goddesses in changing constellations that unfolded
prolifically into mythical images; now however, he appeared at an ever greater remove from the
other gods and encircled the world alone in his barque. The other gods still existed but they, together
with the other beings, now belonged to the world created and nourished by the sun god. Akhenaten
radicalized this anti-constellatory concept by completely overturning the traditional divine kingdom.
Only the sun mattered now for him, no longer travelling over the heavens in a barque but rather depicted simply as the sun with rays and without any anthropomorphic features, the only anthropomorphic trace being the hands on the ray ends.
Akhenaten’s monotheism is, however – and therein lies the distinction between it and the
biblical concept – still cosmotheistic: it is based on the worship of a cosmic power that is
manifest in the sun. Its revelation does not consist of moralistic laws and historical actions, but
rather in the realization that everything – the whole visible and invisible reality – can be attributed
to the action of the sun, which creates not only light and heat through its radiance but also time
through its movement. This cosmological realization came to the king as a religious revelation,
which he converted with the most extreme radicalism, into reality. The traditional cults were
closed down; only the new god Aten could be worshipped, and even that god practically only in
Amarna. Hence, Akhenaten is not only one of the precursors of the natural philosophers of Ionia
but also of later founders of religions that attack older religious traditions with a comparable
degree of radicalism.
As a religious founder, Akhenaten was a pioneering thinker and an iconoclast. The cataclysmic
force of the new teaching is expressed more in what it negated, overturned and banned than in what it
presented positively. The ‘new state theology’ overturned: (1) the concepts of primeval time and creation,
which are displaced by the singularity of god in a pre-world pre-existence; (2) the mythical imagery of
the course of the sun, and thereby the figure of his enemy against whom the sun’s progress had to be
continually achieved; (3) the concepts of the underworld, the realm of the dead, the judgment of the
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dead and a heavenly Elysium (the field of reeds); and (4) the personal aspect of the sun god as the
ethical authority. (1) The new world-view can be characterized as pure presenteeism. For Akhenaten,
the world is created anew at every sunrise. It takes care of everything that is reliant on there being a difference between “the here” and “the not-here,” between “the now” and “the not-now”: i.e. myth and
cult images, that is to say the forms of symbolic representation. The mystic motifs of cosmogeny, the
first time, primaeval time and a pre-world do not exist in the texts of the Amarna period, and similarly
the cult images, which are reliant on the non-presence of the divine being because they re-present
him/her. In the cult at Amarna, the king (not represented by any priesthood) and the god, who is actually
present and incarnate in the light, confront each other directly. Akhenaten limits himself to the present
that can be experienced through the senses. His Great Hymn deals with creation on the one hand as an
embryogeny — the formation of life within the womb — and on the other as ecology — the wise constitution
of the world, in which everything is taken care of in its own way. The central concept of this new theology
may be translated as “transformation, incarnation, emanation,” derived from the Egyptian word for
“becoming, coming into being,” written using the image of the scarab beetle. It relates to the coming
into being of the sun, which, as it shines and moves, becomes what it brings into being and makes
visible. At the same time, however, the visible sun itself is an incarnation of the god: it is his incarnation
in the sky, while the realm of creation is his incarnation a million times over on earth. Within the concept
of this incarnation, the boundaries between creator and creation are blurred. Everything that becomes
visible in the light emerges from him as an incarnation. The world, opened up, ordered and accessible as
a result of the light is the incarnation of the god: cities and villages, fields, pathways, the river.
(2) According to the traditional myth of the sun, the sun god is born in the form of a child in the
morning issuing from the divine mother and heavenly deity, into whom he returns in the evening in the
form of an old man. At midday, at the highest point of the heavens, he is at the height of his power; it
is at this point that the judgment of the enemy occurs, within whom is embodied all the forces that
threaten to halt or break up the course of the sun. At night the god, who has gone down into the

This image cannot
be shown due to
copyright restrictions.

FIG. 1 The Heavenly Cow in the grave of Seti I.
(circa 1300). Watercolor by Robert Hay (circa
1825) © The British Library Board (Add. 29820)
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depths of the earth, unites with Osiris (the god of the dead and the past) in order to bind the new day
to those that have passed and to ensure the continuity of time. This polytheistic image of the course
of the sun was unfolded in many mythical images of great richness and mystery, but it had already
been called into question by the new solar theology and was completely and utterly overturned by
Akhenaten. His new god followed his course alone. All mythical imagery is banished from the new
texts. There is no longer a mother who gives birth to the god in the morning, no nurse to bring him up,
no enemy who must be overcome, no realm of the dead to which the god descends at night. Facing the
god there is only a world, the object and container of his life-giving energy. The power of the religious
vision and the poetical scale of the new hymns to the sun express themselves in the wealth of loving
detail, with which this enlivening action is depicted: people wake up, wash themselves, get dressed
and go to work, animals leap up, birds rise up into the air, fish jump in the water and ships sail up- and
down- stream. The theological significance of this description lies in the fact that the mere stirrings of
life are in themselves an act of praising god, which the whole of creation intones in the morning of
which man is only one element. The praise of creatures is not expressed in words but in their natural
turning towards the light of the sun. Also, the god does not speak but gives light. For mankind, “the
living Aten” is no more than cosmic energy; only for the king does he have personal traits:
Also at night, when no eye sees you … you are in my heart,
for there is no one who knows you
except your son (perfect of forms is RE, sole one of RE).
You allow him to be knowledgeable about your plans and your power.
(ÄHG1 92, verse 120–124)
I am your son, who is pleasing to you, who raises your name;
your power and strength are fixed in my heart.
(ÄHG 91, verse 50f.)
(3) The new state theology denied the existence of a “netherworld” or “next world,” and had the
continued life of the dead take place in this world. The dead sleep in their tombs, which they leave in
the morning in the form of their ba, which has been wakened by the morning light, in order to spend
some time in the temples of Amarna. There they are summoned to the temple to dine and to enjoy the
offering food of the god. However, this “reversal of the netherworld to this world” (Hornung) is indicative
of a tendency already manifest long before Amarna. In afterlife beliefs, Akhenaten merely radicalized
a pre-existing current of thought. The “discovery of this world” as a sphere to which the dead person
wished to return in the form of a “ba” enriched the afterlife beliefs of the 18th dynasty and made them
complex, but the afterlife beliefs of Amarna are “very simple: the dead sleep at night, during the day
they accompany the Aten and the king, with his family, to the temple and are fed together with them.”
(4) The traditional sun god was worshipped not only as a creator and preserver but also as the
ethical authority that watches over justice:
He who hears the prayers of the one who is in distress,
well-inclined of heart towards the one who calls to him;
he who rescues the fearful from the hands of the violent
and judges between the poor and the rich.
(ÄHG 87C, 69–72)
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This comes from a hymn to Amun-Re in which one searches in vain for such expressions and that
is probably 200 years older than Akhenaten’s hymns. The god of Akhenaten is the sun and nothing
other than the sun, who shines on the good and the bad and makes no distinction between the rich
and the poor, the righteous and the unrighteous. In Amarna the role of ethical authority is transferred
from the gods, and the sun god in particular, to the king. King and god rule here together over the world
in the sense of a co-regency; thus the “great name” of the god is written inside cartouches like that of
a ruling king. The god is in charge of nature, while the king is in charge of mankind.
It is now Akhenaten (who “lives from Maat”) who is the ethical authority. Maat now, however, no
longer stands for a general idea of justness and truth but the new teachings of the king. It is the one
who listens to the teachings and remains loyal to the king who lives according to Maat. Of him it is
said:
He shows his [punitive] power to him who ignores his teachings
and his favor to him who knows [acknowledges] him. (Sandman, 86)
All aspects of the divine, insofar as they relate to mankind, are now gathered together in Akhenaten.
He is the
God of destiny, giver of life, lord of commands,
the light of every land,
whose gaze one lives on,
the Nile of mankind,
from whose ka one satisfies oneself,
god, who creates the great and builds up the poor,
air for every nose, by which one breathes. (ÄHG 234, 16–20)
The new state theology divides both aspects of the traditional sun god – as the cosmic origin
of all existence and life, and as judge and savior of the individual – between the god and the king.
The king is now the personal god of the individual, who is responsible for Maat, the right ordering
and distribution of the things made by god in the social realm.
What finds its expression in these texts is also reflected in the archaeological legacy of
Amarna. Various forms of places where the king was worshipped can be identified: the house altars
in the larger private houses, which contained an image of the royal family under the rays of the
Aten, the three-altar shrines in the villa and palace gardens as places for worshipping the theocratic
trinity of Amarna – the Aten, the king and the queen – the windows and kiosks of appearance of
the king, which are comparable to the barque stations of traditional Egyptian religion, as well as
the ceremonial buildings known as shadows of the sun. Both the archaeological and literary expressions of veneration for the king point to a common underlying religious phenomenon, which
should be regarded as loyalty to Amarna and which, on the basis of these sources, was of equal importance to the cult of the Aten.
The king is the god who sets out in procession, who gives signs and wonders, who intervenes
in the fate of the individual and who holds life and death in his hands. This is quite different from
traditional royal ideology, which is based on the divinity not of the person but the office and the
role of the king. The Aten is a silent god, from whose mouth no surviving inscription records any
spoken words, but who is only manifested in the light as his name. As a result, the divine was vocalized through the words of the king, in whom the presence of the divine could be directly experienced. What Akhenaten pronounced was an expression of the earthly physicality and presence of
the divinity, bound directly to his person. This was continued in the development of personal piety
and changed Egyptian religion just as fundamentally as his cosmological monotheism. The break82
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through of personal piety” may be understood as a reaction to the experience of the Amarna period.
Akhenaten had attempted to portray himself as the personal god of the individual and to stagemanage things. After the end of his reign and the failure of his changes, the monarchy never again
sought to act as the sole medium between man and god in Egypt.
Akhenaten’s revolution was reversed shortly after his death, and any traces of this episode
were thoroughly expunged. Tutankhamun’s “restoration stela” contains a bitterer recounting of a
previous epoch than any Egyptian royal inscription had ever before given:
The temples of the gods and goddesses,
from Elephantine to the Delta
[were neglected and] on the point of collapsing;
their chapels were threatened by decay
and had become mounds of rubbish,
overgrown with weeds.
The country was experiencing a serious illness:
The gods had abandoned this land.
If an army was sent to Palestine
in order to broaden Egypt’s borders,
it could not achieve anything.
If one prayed to a god or goddess
in order to ask for something, he did not come at all.
Their hearts had become weak in their cultic bodies [statues]
because “they” [Akhenaten and his followers] had destroyed those man-made things.
(Urk IV2, 2025ff.)
The discovery that the gods, who had been driven out of their temples, had “abandoned this
land,” must have come as a dreadful shock. There are clear indications that, despite all the efforts
to destroy every trace of it, the memory of Amarna as a time of severe suffering continued until the
very latest periods of Egyptian history. Thus, Diodorus writes that, besides the traditional ascription
of the three great pyramids to Cheops, Chephren and Mycerinos, there was another interpretation
(Bibliotheca Historica I, 64.13): The pyramid of Cheops, according to this assignment, was built by
Harmaios (Horemheb), the pyramid of Chepren by Amasis (Ahmose) and the pyramid of Mycerinos
by Inaros (Inaros I). This can only be an allusion to three traumatic periods of suffering and those
who overthrew them. Horemheb was regarded as the king who overturned the Amarna period, Ahmose as the king who expelled the Hyksos and Inaros I as the hero of the resistance against the Assyrians.3 In this light, the three great pyramids appear as three monuments of trauma and triumph
with the largest, the pyramid of Cheops, being linked to the trauma of Amarna and its overthrower,
Horemheb. The historical transmission of these three traumatic periods must have been so vivid
that they could even be linked to the three Giza pyramids.

1
2
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AKHET-ATEN OR THE HORIZON OF
THE ATEN: AN INNOVATION IN SACRED
ARCHITECTURE
Robert Vergnieux

In the fifth year of his reign, the young king Amenhotep IV laid the foundations of an urban design
project in the name of the sun, the organisation of which was entirely dedicated to a new concept of
divinity. As proclaimed on one of the boundary stela, it was the king, and he alone, acting on the
advice of the Aten, who chose the area of Amarna to construct the new city called the Horizon of the
Aten (Akhetaten). The king set out the limits of the new sacred space using a series of boundary
stelae to demarcate its extent. The texts list the component parts of the Horizon of the Aten architectural project, in which royal and divine constructions were intimately mixed. The whole urban area,
not just the temples themselves, became a sacred domain. This is what makes the Amarna project
unique. The relationship between the god and the pharaoh underwent a complete rethink during his
reign, and architectural constructions were modified as a direct consequence of this.
The town of Amarna extended along a north-south axis on the edge of the river, on a terrace
on the eastern bank of the Nile. The two principal temples of the Aten were located in the centre,
equidistant from both ends of the city and opposite the royal wadi. They were located in a sector of
the city termed the Central City by historians (fig. 1). The Great Temple of the Aten (Egyptian Gempaaten) was composed of two areas enclosed by a brick wall. A rectangular space made up of a
series of courtyards, some with side galleries, with monumental gateways that allowed further
access through the complex. The sanctuary was constructed in the eastern part of the Great Temple,
to which access was gained through several doors. On the far side of the last door was a narrow restricted vestibule, the final obstacle before the true heart of the sanctuary.1 The second temple,
often called the “small temple,” is additionally protected by a brick wall. There, access was gained
to the sanctuary via three monumental doorways. The two sanctuaries had very similar plans that
were composed of twelve chapels arranged around a central court (fig. 2).
In these open-air sanctuaries, the rituals were no longer centred on a cult statue but rather
organised around the royal family. Courtiers appeared in the liturgical scenes and were depicted on
temple walls. How were these very radical changes able to come about and change an architectural
tradition that was more than one thousand years old?
Although these structures have been totally removed, it is still possible to reconstruct them
in part by the use of various sources. After the demise of the Aten cult and the systematic dismantling
of the stone structures of the Horizon of the Aten, the blocks, from which the walls were made,
were re-used in the foundations of later structures. Unfortunately, they have for the most part
been reduced to dust by people who burnt them for lime. A few have survived, and these provide us
with some information about the decorative programs of the walls. Other archaeological sources
from the temple of Karnak add important complementary information that allows us to understand
the architecture. The structures erected at the beginning of the reign of Amenhotep IV in the
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Theban region, to the east of the temple of Amun, were built from sandstone, which was of no interest to the lime-burners. These blocks provide us with more information about the themes of the
decorative program selected by the king and his court at the start of the reign. These scattered
traces complement the information learned from the structures excavated at Amarna itself. The
archaeological evidence on the ground at Amarna has enabled the plans to be understood, as well
as their evolution during the reign. Lastly, the decoration of the tombs at Amarna reveals precious
information about the external appearance of the structures, as these were often depicted in the
reliefs.2
The construction of the town of Akhetaten has been seen as a project of which the prototype
was created during the first years of the reign of Amenhotep IV to the east of the temple of Amun
at Karnak. To understand the scale of the originality in the new sacred architecture of Amarna, it is
essential to review the developmental stages of the very first constructions in the proto-Amarna
phase.3

FIG. 1 Amarna: reconstruction of the central
town area of the new town.

FROM THE INVENTION OF THE ATEN TO THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE ROOF
Shortly after his accession to the throne, the pharaoh modified the royal building program at
Thebes with the addition of a vestibule at the entrance to the third pylon on the main axis of
the temple of Amun. 4 This work was quickly abandoned however, and the architectural attentions
of the king became focussed on an area to the east of the Amun complex. A temple, still in traditional style, was erected and decorated in relief with scenes showing the king officiating
before the god Re-Horakhty, who was depicted in the form of a man with a falcon head. This
choice of location made it clear that the ruling family intended to free themselves of the domi85
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FIG. 2 Amarna: reconstruction of the sanctuary
of the Small Aten Temple.

FIG. 3 The Aten is a new iconographic form of
the deity Ankh-Re-Hor-Akhty depicted in the
shape of a sun disk with rays ﬁxed to the sky
and ﬂanked by its title.
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nation of the priesthood of Amun by moving the centre of their building work to this area, at
the east. The temple was constructed close to a major architectural symbol dedicated to Re-Horakhty, this single obelisk is doubtless associated with the temple of the Benben mentioned in
contemporary texts. 5
Suggest instead: Amenhotep IV took inspiration for his constructions from Heliopolis. Architecture reinforced this concept by lending substance to the idea of the primeval mound from
which the world began. Archaeological and iconographical evidence from Karnak has revealed
the construction of a mound, which was uncontaminated and which became a place for consecrating offerings. It consisted of a sloping ramp, giving access to a platform on which the pharaoh
officiated under the rays of the sun. The access-ways were decorated with baboons and royal
sculptures. This open-air platform became the principal place for making offerings, and also introduced an extraordinary architectural shift toward temples without roofs. The age-old use of
covered locations for presenting divine offerings to statues in dark sanctuaries was abandoned.
Cult activities now took place under the sun’s rays, on a platform – all characteristics of Amarna
temples. 6
Two major innovations, one architectural and one iconographical, accompanied this development. In the atmosphere of change at the beginning of the reign of Amenhotep IV, the
evolution that was taking place was an unprecedented iconographic shift in the manner of depicting the divine image, as shown on the walls of the temples that were built. The traditional
manner of depiction of Re-Horakhty – a man with the head of a falcon surmounted by a solar
disc – changed to a previously unattested form “Ankh-Re-Horakhty,” shown as a sun disc with
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rays suspended in the sky, flanked on either side by cartouches and titularies (fig. 3). This is
usually termed the Aten. The earliest reliefs of the temple dedicated to Re-Horakhty show the
king officiating in the temple before the falcon god. 7 With the new solar form of the god Aten
however, the artists were able to innovate, and positioned the disc with rays at the top of the
scenes. For the previous two millennia artists had expressed the dialogue between the king and
a god in temple scenes. Now the pharaoh’s partner in dialogue disappeared from the walls, and
the new divinity was moved to the top of the scene. This left the space in front of the king,
which had previously been occupied by the image of the deity, empty. Artists’ initial way of
dealing with this empty space was to fill it with a duplicate representation of the pharaoh, and
this duplication was intended to simultaneously show two distinct episodes of the ritual.8 A solution gradually evolved that showed a single image of the king under the rays of the Aten. The
once ubiquitous image of the god facing the king had finally been eliminated.
This novel concept turned the sacred architecture of the reign of Amenhotep IV upsidedown. The transition from Re-Horakhty (a man with the head of a falcon) to Ankh-Re-Horakhty
(sun disc with rays) was accompanied by a seismic cultural shift, because the cult now took place
under the open sky. Without returning to issues of theology or philosophy, this change was the
origin of a completely new experiment in sacred architecture. From earliest times, Egyptian cults
were practiced away from the sun in dark sanctuaries where the statue, made in the image of the

FIG. 4A AND B Hall adjacent to the courtyard of
the sanctuary of the Aten Temple that was undoubtedly used by the pharaoh (detail).
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god who brought it to life, reigned supreme. Now, however, the pharaoh made the daily offerings
beneath the rays of the Aten, and its elevated position, both dominated and limited the upper
bounds of the temple’s sacred space. No longer were the walls mere bearers of images; they now
became the vertical limits of the places where the divinity was manifested. The idea then developed
to build the walls of the solar courts using the techniques of brick walls. As the buildings in question
were dedicated to a deity, the bricks used for the construction were made of stone rather than
moulded out of mud. Thus the talatat came into existence, stone blocks with standard dimensions
of approximately 52 x 26 x 24 cm, which could be carried on a man’s back.9 These were laid in place
using methods of brick wall construction and the help of scaffolding. The Egyptians themselves occasionally depicted this new practice in their scenes.10 The use of talalat would be abandoned after
the return to orthodoxy, during the same time that the temples reverted to the use of heavy roofing
and walls returned to simple bearers of images.

A NEW ARCHITECTURAL AND ICONOGRAPHIC PROGRAM
The choice of the area of Amarna for the creation of a new city, completely dedicated to the
Aten, took advantage of the presence of a nearby limestone escarpment from which it was
possible to extract the talatat necessary for the construction of new buildings.11 The development
of the new architectural concept brought with it a number of technical problems that required innovative solutions. The succession of courts led to sanctuaries open to the sky, which made the
altars located in the centre visible from the outside, because the doors on the principal axis remained open. To handle this inconvenient situation, and to maintain the mystery of the sacred
manifestation, it was necessary to protect altars from the common gaze: a wall was thus designed
and erected behind the final monumental doorway (which gave access to the sanctuary) that
screened off visual intrusion from as far away as the main entrance. The mystery of the consecration of the offerings under the rays of the Aten was thus maintained within the strict sacred
space of the court-sanctuary.12
Monumental doorways gave access between the courts; the fact that these were constructed
from talatat precluded the use of embellishments. Some of them were decorated with flagpoles
that held banners. The traditional canon of Egyptian architecture manifested itself in that structures
and walls were topped off with cavetto cornices decorated with bands of red, blue and white, and
vertical torus mouldings protected the exterior angles of walls while horizontal examples emphasised
the cavetto cornices. Leaving aside the lack of embellishment, the external aspect of the Aten
temples cannot have been very different from that of traditional structures (the lack of roofing
would only have been visible from the interior).
Because the sanctuary walls were exposed to the rays of the sun, they in effect became exterior
walls. As such, their decoration was carved in sunken relief so that they were clearly legible.13
The elimination of axial roofing was responsible for the creation of a special feature, which
may be described as a doorway with a partial or broken lintel. Regular lintels were no longer
necessary, as they had no architraves to support. Roofing did exist, however, in certain architectural
contexts. Colonnades placed in front of some monumental gateways are attested in tomb depictions
at Amarna and from in situ archaeological traces. Traditional methods of building these structures
required the construction of a sloping ramp to enable column drums and roofing blocks to be set in
place. Traces of mud-brick framing the portico of the Gempaaten of the Great Temple suggest the
remains of an unfinished ramp-like structure. Other rooms with limited roofing existed within both
88
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FIG. 5 Window of Appearances of the TenyMenu, which was situated in the eastern part of
the Karnak Temple. The royal couple appears at
the window. The king presents subjects with the
double cartouche of the Aten.

sanctuaries, located within the lateral extensions on each side of both structures. We are fortunate
that a relief in a tomb at Amarna tells us more about their arrangement. A throne placed in front of
a jar stand occupies the first room, while the two rear chambers contained chests of clothing and
jar stands (fig. 4). Did these rooms provide the king with a place to rest after having carried out the
ritual under the rays of the Aten?
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THE ROYAL PALACE AS AN ELEMENT OF SACRED ARCHITECTURE
Talatat, bricks of everlasting stone, were used not only for temple walls but also for the great royal
palace. This use of stone for the palace is exceptional, and demonstrates that the life of the pharaoh
was a participatory element in the cult. This is confirmed by the decoration, which was highly
original in the sense that the temple walls now displayed the life of the royal family, which orchestrated the ritual.
In fact, the new way that religion was organised, intimately bringing the king into contact
with the divinity, was actually translated into architecture by the creation of a royal palace. This, as
was every divine structure, was also built of stone, a fact heavy with significance in itself. The
divine manifestation of the Aten is linked to the presence of the king and thus, the king having become a personification of the divinity, this manifestation is also linked to the king’s actions as he
takes part in the ritual before the people. A prominent part of this sacred architecture is the Window
of Appearances, one of which is preserved, by good fortune, in a representation on one of the
earliest buildings of the reign (fig. 5). Having left the royal dais, the royal couple moved in the
direction of a Window of Appearances. Priests, soldiers and other persons lined up to take part in
the ceremony. Once at the Window the king, accompanied by the queen, presented subjects with
an object in the form of a double cartouche. This arrangement of the players seems to have been
necessary to maintain the nature of the manifestation of the divine, as the king was the link
between the sun’s rays and the rest of society, who themselves became a part of the ritual and
were now represented on the wall reliefs. Sacred architecture was thus modified and developed to
serve this new social structure. The expanded name of the god is thus at the centre of a ceremony
which summed up the place of everyone, both in Egyptian society and in the world order. The ceremonial palace became part of the sacred layout of the Horizon of the Aten; the stone palace placed
the royal family at the heart of the relationship between the sky of the Aten and the land of Egypt.
From this, it may further be possible to see, through the use of talatat for the construction of the
various palaces for the royal women, the assertion that not only the king but the entire family together contributed to the principle of Maat. The palace which is dedicated to Meryaten and called
Shade of Re, may perhaps be seen as an attempt to prolong the sacred relationship between the
pharaoh and the Aten after the death of Akhenaten.
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PRIVATE RELIGION IN THE
AMARNA SUBURBS
Anna Stevens

Beyond its temples and palaces Amarna was a city of families, households and individuals going
about their lives as best they could. Their daily lives incorporated a set of religious practices that
was intended, in large part, to cope with the difficulties of everyday life. Indeed conditions at
Amarna were often stressful. Ongoing excavations at one of the city’s public cemeteries reveal evidence for hard working lives, poor nutrition and a population that often died young.
The study of private religion at Amarna opens a window onto the problems and priorities of
ancient Egyptian society. It simultaneously brings an opportunity to assess the impact of Akhenaten’s
religious reforms on the people of Egypt. Whilst Akhenaten’s religious beliefs have been the subject
of much study, it remains much less clear how far the general populace incorporated his new cult
into their religious practices.
Much of the surviving evidence for private religion takes the form of objects found amongst
houses (fig. 1).1 Some of these, such as statues and stelae showing divine figures, were likely used
as images of worship (fig. 2). Other objects served amuletic functions, or represent the survival of
magical rituals. In many cases their precise meaning and use remain obscure to us. Occasionally,
cult installations and spaces can also be identified with in the Amarna suburbs, including shrines,
chapels and small mud-brick altars (fig. 3). Another important source of information is the painted
or carved scenes that sometimes survive on buildings and their installations.
A common find at Amarna are pieces of faience jewelry, especially finger rings and pendants.
These are rich in imagery: animals, plants and fruits, hieroglyphic signs, divine figures, body parts,
and royal names (fig. 1 a–g). We can assume that they were often used as protective devices, to enhance particular strengths or capabilities, or to display allegiance and personal connection to a
divinity. One of the most common motifs is the wedjat-eye, a symbol of wholeness and protection.
It was particularly popular on faience finger rings and probably a kind of general-purpose amulet,
providing safety during the passage of everyday life. Any one image may have represented something
quite different to individual wearers – the ancient Egyptians possessed a rich and flexible imagination
when it came to imbuing symbols with meaning. The jewelry also demonstrates the often blurred
boundaries that can exist between objects of personal adornment and amulets, in the past as
much as today.
During times of vulnerability the need for protection was enhanced, and another common
find amongst Amarna houses are small figurines of cobras, hand-modeled from clay, fired and
sometimes painted (fig. 1 m). A clue to their use may be found in a magical spell inscribed on a potsherd (probably from Luxor) that was designed to protect sleepers against nocturnal visitations
from malevolent spirits, and which called for four clay uraei to be set in the corners of the room in
92
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FIG. 1 A selection of religious artifacts excavated from a group of small houses in the Central City in 2004–5 (excavation grid 12): a, b) a
ﬁnger ring and bead in the shape of wedjateyes; c–f) pendants and a ﬁnger ring with
images of Bes; g) a pendant in the shape of Taweret; h) a monkey ﬁgurine, perhaps a domestic
charm; i, j) fragments of a female pottery ﬁgurine and model bed; k) the face of the goddess
Hathor from a pottery vessel; l) the top part of a
crown, probably from a statuette of a royal ﬁgure; m) part of a small pottery cobra ﬁgurine;
and n) ground plan of the grid 12 houses.

which the person lay.2 The snake image was also associated with a number of divinities, which the
pottery figurines may have invoked. One snake goddess, Renenutet, was often associated with
granaries and the harvest, and we might wonder if some of the Amarna cobras served to provide
magical protection for household grain supplies, so central to domestic stability, against attack by
rodents.
Children and pregnant women were particularly vulnerable social groups and the Egyptian
pantheon included a set of lesser divinities especially connected with their well-being (figs. 1
93
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FIG. 2 Some of the statues and stelae that may
have served as cult images in Amarna houses: a)
an anthropoid bust probably used in an ancestor
cult, excavated at the workshop of the sculptor
Thutmose (only the back half survives) (Berlin,
ÄM 25847); b) a statuette of a king from house
Q 44.4 in the Main City (EES negative 24/236); c)
small stela showing the god Thoth as a baboon
from house T 34.1 (EES negative 30/O.64); d)
stela from house T 36.36, this is unusual for apparently showing the Aten not in the company
of the royal family (Cairo JE 55458); e) stela showing a boy worshipping the goddess Taweret,
found as part of a cache of cult items in house N
49.21 (CAM 1921.279; EES negative 21/521).

FIG. 3 A mud-brick altar preserved in house
P 46.24 when it was excavated in 1923.
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c–g, 4, 5). These included the leonine-dwarf figure Bes, the composite hippopotamus-crocodile-lioness goddess Taweret and Heqet, a childbirth goddess often represented as a frog. Important state divinities, especially goddesses such as Hathor (fig. 1 k), could also be invoked as
protectors of women in times of need. At Amarna, Bes was a particularly popular choice for
faience pendants (fig. 1c–f), sometimes also appearing on finger rings that are so narrow they
must have been intended for children. At the Workmen’s Village on the eastern fringes of the
city traces have been found of large-scale wall paintings showing Bes, in one case alongside
Taweret, that may have provided an apotrapaic backdrop to family life here (fig. 5). 3 Amarna
has also yielded many pottery figurines of females, usually shown unclothed apart from jewelry
such as earrings and girdles (fig. 1 i). The imagery of these suggests a connection of eroticism
with fertility and, whilst it is not clear exactly how they were used, use as charms or magical
devices connected with sexuality and the propagation of the family are likely. Sometimes they
were placed on separate model beds (fig. 1 j). One house excavated in the 1920s contained a
small cache of ritual objects that had been left in an alcove under the staircase and comprised
two female figurines, two model beds and a stela showing a young boy worshipping Taweret
(fig. 2 e).
Private religion, with its focus on the immediate human condition, was common to all. Objects
such as cobra and female figurines, and faience jewelry with protective imagery, are found at
Amarna, spread alike amongst larger houses of the elite and smaller residences of the non-elite.
Members of the Amarna royal family themselves were buried with jewelry with images of figures
such as Bes. Amarna is especially valuable for the study of private religion because of the large expanses of settlement that have been cleared here, and the opportunities to place cult within its
social context in this way.
Amarna also tells us much about the conditions in which cult objects were manufactured.
Some were produced in specialist workshops. The workshop of the sculptor Thutmose, for example,
produced not only masterpieces of royal sculpture, but statues of private individuals likely intended
for use in domestic cult (fig. 2 a). Excavations in the 1980s at a pottery workshop on the eastern
edge of the Central City showed that female figurines and vessels with modeled cobra figures were
being produced here alongside more utilitarian wares. Houses, too, were the setting for the manufacture of some goods: small pottery moulds used to make faience jewelry are common finds in
domestic areas.
Sometimes, the formation of a particular object would have been central to the ritual act
itself. One enigmatic group of objects, known from Amarna and other sites, are balls modeled
out of mud, sometimes stamped with emblematic impressions and containing what looks like
human hair. Are these the end products of magical rituals? Intriguingly, ethnographic accounts
recorded in modern Egypt within the past century note the occurrence of hair-cutting rituals that
resulted in tufts of children’s hair being encased in clay and sometimes dedicated to a divine
figure, often buried in the vicinity of a mosque or tomb. It is not so far fetched, perhaps, to
imagine a degree of continuity between these recent practices and the ancient artifacts excavated
at sites such as Amarna. In cases such as these, members of the community with specialist religious knowledge may have been called upon for assistance. Although they remain unidentifiable
within the archaeological record, the population of Amarna is very likely to have included practitioners such as seers and magicians. Despite the unprepossessing appearance of many of the
material components of private religion, we should not assume that the ritual words and actions
that accompanied their use were known to all.
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Another important set of religious beliefs in New Kingdom
Egypt focused upon the spirits of deceased ancestors, who were
thought to be able to interfere with the world of the living in
ways both positive and negative. Images of the deceased erected
in the home offered a point of communication with them: painted
or carved on stelae or in the form of statues, sometimes in the
abbreviated shape of a bust (fig. 2 a).4 The ritual basis of the cult
was the provision of food and drink offerings: a kind of transaction
to keep the deceased at peace. Miniature faience bust images
were also made as pendants for wear. The residents of the Workmen’s Village built a series of chapels on the hillside adjacent to
their settlement as spaces for the veneration of deceased ancestors, some of whom were buried nearby, in part via the sharing
of communal meals (fig. 6).5 The Workmen’s Village chapels were
also the setting for far more mundane activities, such as the
shaping of wooden items and perhaps the repair of textiles. Ancestor worship was a realm that
may have blurred respect for the deceased during life – especially, perhaps, male heads of the
household – with their veneration after death.
In a similar fashion, the Amarna royal family was depicted on stelae and statues used as cult
images in homes (fig. 2 b). Some domestic estates even had separately built shrines in their gardens
to house such objects.6 The prominence of these images is a distinctive aspect of Amarna, and
reflects Akhenaten’s efforts to promote the cult of the living king. Precedents to the domestic veneration of the living king are known, but this certainly peaked at Amarna. The cult has largely been
viewed as an elite concern, and to a point this is undoubtedly true. Most cult images of the royal
family are well-made pieces and they, in addition to the garden shrines, tend to be associated with
larger domestic estates. Occasionally, however, fragments of royal family sculpture occur in houses
of far more modest appearance, including a heavily battered crown found amongst the most recently
excavated houses in the Main City (fig. 1 l). With the excavations of the early 20th century so
rushed, we might wonder if similar pieces were overlooked at that time, and perhaps the cult had a
broader socio-economic base than often thought.
It is difficult to gain a measure of how far Akhenaten’s religious reforms really impacted the
private religious landscape, even at Amarna itself. There is some evidence for the erasure or alteration

FIG. 4 A group of hippopotamus beads in steatite excavated in a disturbed grave containing
the bones of both an adult female and a child
aged 3.5–5 years (objs 39933 a,b,c). They may
have been used by one of these individuals as
protective amulets in life. The underside of the
beads show (left to right) the protective divinities Bes, a seated goddess – perhaps Mut – and
Taweret.

FIG. 5 A copy, made by Hilda Pendlebury, of a
wall painting of dancing ﬁgures of Bes as preserved in one of the Workmen’s Village houses in
1929.
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of the names of traditional deities at the site, but this was not undertaken uniformly.7 One side
effect of shifting the capital to this distant locale would have been the loss of opportunity to participate in public religious festivals for local divinities. Whilst it has been observed that the massive
open spaces at the Aten temples at Amarna may have accommodated crowds during celebrations
of the cult of the Aten, direct evidence for public engagement with the temples in this way remains
elusive.8
The private chapels at the Workmen’s Village are also of interest here. Around 24 chapels
seem to have been built at the village to serve a population of just a few hundred people, with only
a handful of comparable buildings so far identified within the riverside city.9 Because the Workmen’s
Village was occupied into the reigns of Akhenaten’s successors Smenkhkare and Tutankhamun, we
might wonder whether the chapels are, at least in part, late additions to this landscape that
represent backlash against restrictions imposed by Akhenaten. These were places not only for the
worship of private ancestors, but also deities such as Isis and Shed; even the great state god Amun
is mentioned on architectural fragments here.10 But it must be remembered that this was not a
typical community. The Workmen’s Village was occupied by a group of artisans well used to creating
and decorating architectural space. It was perhaps out of this concentrated, creative atmosphere –
combined with social one-upmanship – that the chapels may have spread across the hillside adjacent
to the village, rather than in response to repression.
Cult images of the royal family outnumber those of other divinities to survive amongst Amarna
houses. Even so, they were by no means obligatory, and their prominence may in part be because
they were deemed redundant at the end of the Amarna Period and abandoned on site. As with the
cults of deceased ancestors, the lines here were probably blurred between displaying respect toward

FIG. 6 One of the chapels at the Workmen’s Village (no. 522) when it was ﬁrst cleared in 1921.
Note the benches lining the sides of the outer
hall, these might have been used to place offerings or accommodate guests during communal
feasts.
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the king and worship as a divinity. It is easy to be skeptical; there is a little evidence for the
association of royal females with fertility goddesses such as Hathor. But it may be telling that
when people died at Amarna they took with them wedjat-eye rings, hippopotamus amulets (fig. 4),
floral pendants, and the like. So far there is very little amongst the goods excavated from graves at
Amarna, the most recent focus of excavations, to suggest special loyalty to the royal family. Continued investigation of the funerary landscape of Amarna may, in fact, bring us much closer to understanding the impact of Akhenaten’s reforms on the religious beliefs and practices of his people
in the future.
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EGYPTIAN FAIENCE/QUARTZ CERAMICS
MANUFACTURE AND USE UP UNTIL
THE END OF AMARNA
Birgit Schlick-Nolte

At the beginning of the fourth millennium BC by the latest, the primarily brown clay pottery that
was familiar to our ancestors was complemented by the introduction of a new material: quartz ceramics. This material is characterised by its porous core, greyish brown to white colour and constitution of fine sintered quartz powder. This was the first type of ceramics to be glazed in shades
ranging from blue to blue-green. This brilliant quartz ceramic material was unearthed in Egypt
during the nineteenth century AD and rather inappropriately given the name “faience” after a type
of glazed clay pottery from Faenza in Italy. In addition to other modern terminology like quartz frit
ceramics, SiO2 ceramics, etc., this essay will use the term “Egyptian faience” or “faience” — in accordance with current English usage — to describe finds from Egypt that are better referred to as
“quartz ceramics” or “Egyptian faience/quartz ceramics.” In the future, the term “Quarzkeramik” is

FIG. 1 Amphora and faience fragment, with
view of the raw materials (Berlin, ÄM 20579 and
Z 2401), H. 16 cm (Amphora).
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FIG. 2 Clay model of a cornﬂower (Berlin, ÄM
12155), H. 6 cm, and faience cornﬂower inlay
(Berlin, ÄM 25259)
Clay model for the cartouche of Akhenaten (Berlin, ÄM 24618) and faience ring bezel with similar
cartouche (Berlin, ÄM 34773)
Clay model of Thoeris (Berlin, ÄM 24822) and
faience inlay of Thoeris (Berlin, ÄM 37219)
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likely to prevail in the German-speaking world. Faience was known in the fourth millennium BC in
Egypt and the Middle East. During the third millennium it could also to be found in the Indus Valley,
and eventually spread throughout the Greco-Roman world. Beyond Egypt, its use dominated in the
Islamic world and is still produced today in Iran.1 Beginning with the first glazed faience beads
around 4000 BC, Egyptian faience became one of the most frequently used materials for jewellery,
amulets, small works of art, vessels, inlays, architectural decoration and cult objects (fig. 1).2 Its
gleaming brilliance linked it to the sun, while its primarily bright blue to greenish-blue glaze linked
it to the blue of the sky and the green of nature, which was in a constant cycle of renewal and appeared to promise the freshness of youth, eternal life and protection. These would certainly have
been strong reasons for its use in divine and royal cults, its prized status during life and its importance
in funerary equipment. The king was expected to receive the strongest protection. Whole sets of
cult implements accompanied him in his tomb.3 These were absent from the burials of ordinary
mortals, who could only lay claim to more modest quantities of burial goods made of Egyptian
faience/quartz ceramics. Numerous ushabti figures are common to the burials of both kings and
their subjects. The ancient Egyptians named the Egyptian faience/quartz ceramics after their bright
glazes
“Tjehenet,” “the brilliant one,” “the gleaming one” (fig. 1).
The determinative at the end of the word usually consists of one to three granules – with or without
plural dashes – and indicates “mineral,” in this case grains of quartz.
“Khesbedj
iryt,” “man-made lapis lazuli,” may also be a term for Egyptian faience on the basis of its determinative.4
The ancient Egyptian sources are silent about its composition and production. There is only
one representation, in the tomb of the nomarch Ibi (7th century BC), which shows two artisans apparently kneading a mass of faience and shaping it into a lily-like flower.5 From around 1800 BC we
have the unique testimony of the artist Irtisen. He boasts of his knowledge and skill in the production
of synthetic colours, especially glazes:
“I know how to create the external appearance [glazes] and the things that go into it [the
constituents] without a fire being able burn them up; they also cannot be washed away by water.
There does not exist one who is more advanced in this before everyone except me.”6
The knowledge of faience production seems to have been passed down solely by word of
mouth.7 Be that as it may, titles do at least give some indication about the craftsmanship of faience:
Overseer of Faience; Overseer of the faience makers
Overseer of the Faience Workers; supervisor of the faience workshop
Chief of the Faience Makers of the Lord of the Two Lands
Maker of [blue] Faience for Amun, Rekh-Amun (the owner of one of the rare memorial stones
made of faience, in this case with a brilliant blue glaze)
The raw materials and procedures of the manufacturing process can only be deduced from
technical chemical analyses, experimental archaeology, remains from workshops and from broken
objects. Research projects of the past few years have yielded groundbreaking results.8 Egyptian
faience/quartz ceramic material is produced using, as base materials, quartz powder and soda or
halophyte ash and is held together by an alkali silicate surface glaze. The mixture that forms the
raw material consists of finely crushed quartz, or silica sand with varying percentages of a few constituents – which may occur naturally and/or were intentionally added – that consist of clay, lime
and salts, and metal oxides that colour the glaze. The raw materials, with the addition of water and
plasticizers such as locust bean gum, can be kneaded and shaped, although not as well as clay. If
the faience paste is too moist it does not hold its shape. If it is too dry, it cracks. For these reasons,
turntables and potter’s wheels were rarely used. Figurative objects, ornamental objects and many
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vessels were hand made and additional elements joined using a quartz slurry. Hand-rolled beads
were pierced, while others were rolled around small, thin reed stalks, which disappeared in firing.
Beads were never tinier than in the Amarna period: groups of ten tiny ring beads were stuck together
using slurry to form beads of 1 cm diameter (Berlin, ÄM 21872–73). Spherical shapes were created
over a ball of plant strips, which disappeared during the firing process (Berlin, ÄM 6623). The faience
paste was also shaped over a core or, alternatively, in or over moulds, including multi-part moulds
to create, for example, vessels. From the 14th century BC onward open forms made of fired clay
were used for moulding jewellery parts, frequently for rings — the bezel and band of the ring being
made separately and joined later with slurry — amulets, figurines such as ushabtis, royal cartouches,
inlays, architectural decoration such as tiles, and three-dimensional items such as bunches of
grapes or the heads of rearing uraei, which also adorned furniture (fig. 2). Each of these first
appeared in great quantities at Malqata and Amarna. In order to create variegated patterns moist
faience paste was inserted in different coloured pre-manufactured faience blanks, and when the
blank was dried or fired a separation between the inserted paste and the blank appeared during
firing. When nearly dry unfinished faience pieces (e.g. the lotus flower goblet Berlin, ÄM 12578–9)
could be reworked or inscribed or painted with a black slurry enriched with manganese- and/or
iron-oxide (fig. 1). Hippopotamus figures (Berlin, ÄM 13890), for example, could be painted with the
water plants from their natural environment, or bottles and bowls dedicated to Hathor could be
decorated with Nilotic motifs (Berlin, ÄM 4560, 10670). Firing occurred at 800–1000°C, with soda or
the natural natron substance called trona and/or saliniferous plant ash acting as a flux. Additions
to the base material during firing, such as soda, cause the formation of an alkali silicatic glass
phase as an additional binder between the quartz particles.9 With a high glass content, a product
of this kind, fired at up to 1000°C, becomes very hard. Almost all the interstices between the base
materials are now filled with glass phase. Thus the origin of “glassy faience,” termed by B. Kemp
“imperfect glass” (see Schlick-Nolte essay on glass). Even the tiniest details could be precisely
incised before firing. Fired objects are characterised by their light blue to greenish colour and silky
smooth matte surface. P. Vandiver has identified three major types of Egyptian faience glazing production methods, illustrated in the following diagram: (fig. 3).10
Application glazing: to create an applied glaze prior to firing the dried piece was moistened
and then rolled in powdered glaze, dipped into a slurry made of soda and cupric oxide, or painted
with a coloured glazing slurry. A prerequisite for this is a great deal of expertise with suitable
slurries. This method was used for tiles, inlays and vessels because the contact surface or interior
need not be glazed. This method was also suitable for polychrome glazed artefacts with juxtaposed
glazes, such as was done with great finesse during the Amarna period (fig. 4).
Self-glazing or efflorescence glazing: an object was first shaped of faience paste, and then
mixed with cupric oxide from copper carbonate ores, copper hammer scale or bronze waste. During
drying, salts that had dissolved in the water effloresced on the surface and covered this with very
fine, white crystals. During firing at 900–1000°C, a glaze of copper-blue colour formed. The purer
the initial mixture, the more brilliant blue the glaze; if it was contaminated with iron oxide, a green
colour similar to that caused by decomposition of the glaze resulted. Glazes of this kind are irregular
and not very thick. Portions that had little exposure to a drying air-flow – the interiors of vessels
and contact surfaces – have no, or only a very thin, glaze. This method is suitable for hand-made
and moulded artefacts. One cannot imagine the Amarna period without them. When made of pure
white quartz powder with no colour additives, the piece developed a colourless transparent glaze
that, to our eyes, appears white.

FIG. 3 Three methods for glazing Egyptian faience. Illustration by P. Vandiver
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FIG. 4A Ushebti ﬁgure of Ptahmose, vizier
under Amenophis III. H. 20 cm, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 48406

This image cannot
be shown due to
copyright restrictions.

FIG. 4B Lid from a box of Ankh-es-en-paaten, third daughter of Akhenaten, L. 9.6 cm,
Musée du Louvre, Ae AF 6734

This image cannot
be shown due to
copyright restrictions.
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FIG. 5 Hippopotamus in glazing process

Cementation glazing (fig. 5): in the third main method a ceramic container was filled with a
powdery mixture of calcite, quartz, natron or plant ash and cupric oxide as a colorant.11
An unfired faience object – or several small objects, such as beads and amulets – would then
be buried within this powder. Covered with a lid, the container was then placed in the kiln. During
firing components from the powder mixture were transferred into the vapour phase and reacted
with the surface of the object. The result was an object completely sealed by the blue glaze. The
object shrank slightly during firing and the casing became separate, forming a hardened blue layer.
The space between allowed for easy removal of the object from the now friable casing material.
This is a method that has been in use since the Middle Kingdom and is still practiced in contemporary
Iran. If the firing was successful, the glaze covering the faience core all around with a regular layer
had great luminosity, as is familiar from the Amarna Period. Where more than one method has
been used, or the faience has deteriorated, it can be difficult to distinguish between methods.12
What knowledge we have of working processes is due to, amongst other things, the surviving
remains of workshops. The oldest known faience workshop, with finds of pit furnaces, quantities
of faience beads and amulets, operated at Abydos from the middle of the Old Kingdom to the early
Middle Kingdom.13 During around 1800–1650 BC a workshop at Lisht produced not only faience but
other glassy materials as well.14 At Malqata, the jubilee palace city of Amenophis III, we are fortunate
to have, amongst other things, the South Village, a residential and craft area that begins not far
south of the Royal Palace. At this site faience and glass artisans left behind raw materials, including
hundreds of moulds for jewellery and amulets as well as finished artefacts and fragments, which
were also found in the waste dumps of the palaces and which are well suited for study.15
The faience makers at Malqata used the same colour palette as that used in glass production,
which took a significant step forward during the 15th century BC. Polychrome inlaid patterns and inscriptions adorn faience vessels and other artefacts with pure colour. Lemon yellow, a yellowishgreen and a pale lavender- to purple-violet blue were newly developed colours. Bright yellow glazed
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FIG. 6 Upper two tiles from the
surround of a gate with the titulary of Amenhotep III, provenance
unknown, H. 18.5–19.7 cm, The British Museum, London, EA 58953
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cosmetic containers, such as a pear-shaped vessel, bore decoration in red, white and dark blue,
while blue kohl-tubes for eye paint were provided with turquoise inscriptions. Small ornamental
jewellery, such as ring bezels, could be made of differently coloured faience, preferably yellow and
lavender blue, pressed into a mould and fired. Faience inlays such as tiles – monochrome green or
with naturalistic patterns of plants and animals – were used to enhance the mud-brick architecture.
The buildings that were most beautifully decorated with paintings were the temple of Amun and
the palace complex, with halls of columns and the harim wing. The doorways, windows and balconies
of these structures were embellished with festive friezes of faience lotus flowers and grape bunches.
Brilliant blue tiles bedecked the cavetto cornices and block borders in the annex of the temple and,
in conjunction with the modelled and gilded spiral designs, made the walls gleam with brilliance.
Bands of inscriptions made of blue faience with cartouches 30 cm high and the titulary of the king
– the hieroglyphs formed of modelled and gilded plaster – also framed the palace doorways in the
palace (fig. 6).16 Furniture was decorated similarly, as in the example of a jewellery box with the
name of Amenhotep III and Queen Tiye that may have been used in the palace before it made its
way into the Valley of the Kings in the richly appointed tomb of Yuya and Tuya, the parents of
Queen Tiye (KV46). Heir to the throne Amenhotep IV, who later changed his name to Akhenaten,
had his new capital, Akhetaten (nowadays known as Amarna) built on barren desert land to the
glorification of the Aten. His artisans lent it an unprecedented splendour. In comparison with
Malqata the landscape they conjured is even more naturalistic, with paintings on the plastered
mud-brick walls that are embellished with glass and gleaming faience inlay.17
In addition to the temples to the Aten and the royal palaces W.M.F. Petrie excavated two
faience workshops and three or four glass workshops south of the city centre of Amarna at the end
of the 19th century AD, but failed to record their location.18 Today, remains of handcrafts, such as
glass-like materials found in crucibles, cakes of colours, finished objects and fragments of faience
objects can be found in the Petrie Museum in London. Out of the countless moulds he found Petrie
collected 5000 that show more than 500 motifs for the production of hieroglyphs and ring bezels,
dancing figures of Bes, Thoeris, flowers, fruits, etc. The remaining moulds were probably reburied
on site, however, excavations carried out from 1993–2003 in the area indicated by the word “Moulds”
(O 45.1) on the plan did not succeed in rediscovering the workshops.19
Excavations of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) carried out by L. Borchardt between
1911–1914 and the Egypt Exploration Society during 1921/1922 in estates of the southern city along
the Street of the High Priests and Street A (particularly N 50.23) recovered models, faience objects
and the remains of glass-working, suggesting that faience and glass workshops also existed here.20
Using the faience architectural decorations he found within the opulent harim of the royal
palace with wall and floor paintings Petrie reconstructed the decoration of columns that were
covered with tiles: green-glazed, vertically ribbed tiles imitate columns constructed from bundles
of tied plant stems. Tiled garlands of lotus flowers against a red background were draped around
them and fine palm frond capitals had alternating stripes of coloured faience and a gilded background.
Along the west side of the great hall of columns there was a band of green glazed tiling that was
painted with plants and flowers and inlaid with white chamomile flowers (Berlin, ÄM 30608) that
also adorned the throne room. From the palace emerged a modern-looking royal dinner service
with dishes in the shape of vegetables and fishes, testament to a luxurious lifestyle, and other material was found in the waste dump, located about six hundred meters away in the eastern desert.
Here dozens of broken faience rings, etc., with the names of the royal family and the Aten were
found, as were fragments of precious glass vessels and ceramics from the Aegean.
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FIG. 7 Painted tiles with garden and pool landscape motifs from the houses of Amarna, max.
H. 6.5 cm; accessioned in 1920 (excavations of
the DOG)
[Berlin, ÄM 30590 (poppy leaves), Berlin, ÄM
25444 (fish), Berlin, ÄM 30552 (grapevine with
grapes), Berlin, ÄM 30565 (cartouche of the
Aten), Berlin, ÄM 25436 (flying goose), Berlin,
ÄM 30595 (swimming duck), Berlin ÄM 30623
(lotus blossom)]

The palace ruins reveal fragments of large, brilliant wall inscriptions and representations set
out in faience and coloured stone. The red discs of the Aten alone measure roughly 30 cm across diagonally, and were intended to be visible from a long distance. Today its former splendour is only
revealed in fragments of beautifully coloured tiles, faience inlay and, in rare instances, glass. The
1911–14 DOG excavations in the southern city brought to light similar polychrome faience tiles and
three-dimensional decorative elements for architectural embellishment as well as countless amulets,
pendants, beads, chain links made of faience and glass belonging to the residents.21 Even if their
style has become more emotional, the style of the artisans from Malqata who followed Akhenaten
to Amarna is unmistakable: the motifs of the wall and floor paintings are mirrored on white or
green tiles using brown brush strokes and delicate colours. They show the natural world unfolding,
paradise-like, on land and in water: small calves jump through green thickets, geese fly over the
water (Berlin, ÄM 30556 House N 49.09; Berlin, ÄM 25436; Berlin, ÄM 25476, House P 47.3), ducks
paddle about (Berlin, ÄM 30595 House O 47.12) and fish (Berlin, ÄM 25444) swim among lotus
flowers in pools of water (fig. 7). The jewellery shows evidence of unbelievable manual dexterity.
Once threaded together to form multi-coloured decorations and patterns, tiny ring-shaped beads
also serve as loops for the delicate, precisely moulded links that are interwoven into colourful rows
that form usekh-collars. They recapture for the scented collars worn by men and women at festivals
for eternity; made of flowers, leaves and fruit: chamomile flowers, cornflowers, leaves of the white
and blue lotus and red poppies, green leaves, bunches of grapes, yellow persea fruit, red dates –
there is no limit to the imagination. These pieces of jewellery give expression to the exuberant
vitality of the Amarna period. The artists of the Amarna period also breathed new life into small
faience figures of humans and animals. Like the larger works of art, these seem to be freed from
the earlier constraints of the canon of proportions (fig. 8). Also new is the tableware in the form of
halved vegetables and fruit. Vessels intended for the dressing table including small boxes such as
that with an inlaid multi-coloured grid pattern and the name Ankhesenpaaten (fig. 4 b),22 third
daughter of Akhenaten, or boxes on which were painted a senet-game board with faience counters
(Berlin ÄM10759/61), complete the faience repertoire of small artefacts.23
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FIG. 8 Figurine of a small monkey, presumably
from Amarna, accessioned in 1912, H. 5.4 cm;
The Brooklyn Museum, Charles Edwin Wilbour
Fund, 48.181

FIG. 9 The god Bes (right), presumably from
Amarna, accessioned in 1912, H. 8.7 cm; Berlin,
ÄM 20484
The goddess Thoeris (right), H. 11 cm, from
Amarna: 1911 House O 49.1, Berlin, ÄM 22272
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In contrast to Akhenaten and his entourage, who had committed themselves to the Aten as
the sole god and who operated within their own religious world, the populace remained true to
their old faith and to an array of gods. Amongst amulets and statuettes made of Egyptian
faience/quartz ceramics, the composite figure of Thoeris and the dancing figure of Bes playing his
tambourine (fig. 9),are prevalent, so too are images of Hathor – these are all protectors of the
family. There are also figures of scarabs and monkeys and among the numerous rings there are
many examples of decoration in the form of the wedjat-eye. The Aten never appears in this context.
In the majority of the 534 houses so far excavated in the Southern City, whether prosperous, less
prosperous or poor, there is no particular social differentiation between the appearance of these
small artefacts and/or moulds for their production.24
The DOG excavations led by L. Borchardt within the extensive estate of the chief sculptor
Thutmose (P 47.1–3) located his spacious living quarters, which, due to the sculptural finds there
that include images of Nefertiti and Akhenaten, are exceptional. This area yielded only a handful of
small faience objects, including the head of a snake and part of a three-dimensional bunch of
grapes that were part of a frieze. The accommodation for his sculptors yielded even fewer objects,
among which was a pendant with Thoeris and a gazelle. Within the more humble apprentices’
quarters, however, some thirty moulds and nearly fifty, mostly fragmentary, faience objects were
discovered along with unfinished items of stone cutting work. These faience objects included pendants with images of Thoeris, Isis, Thoth, wedjat-eyes, ring bezels, inlays, such as a flying pintail
duck, a bunch of grapes from a canopy, a rare find of tiny beads in their original stringing. Stools
with multiple legs and copper implements formed part of the equipment of this and other comparable
residential workshops.
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Amongst the scarce burial equipment surviving from Akhenaten’s rock-cut tomb that lies at
some distance from the city are the following objects that are made from predominantly blue to
green Egyptian faience: a boomerang, the remains of cult vessels, boxes, some thirty ushabti figures
with inscriptions in highly contrasting glazes, amulets, rings, beads and snakes’ heads from furniture
decoration.25
During the 14th century BC the faience workshops furnished the city of the jubilee palace of
Amenhotep III, Malqata, and Akhenaten’s capital city, Amarna, with magnificent architectural decoration, and their inhabitants with jewellery for this life and the next. The craft of faience production
attained a particular mastery during this period. The discovery blue-glazed cult equipment and
ushabti figures in the tomb of Tutankhamun, the last scion of the royal family, provided insight to
the equipment needed by a king for his journey to the afterlife. With its faience decorations,
colourful collars made of flowers and beads, gaudy gold of honour necklaces, beaded pillows,
precious inlaid furniture and a dark blue faience headrest, it also gave us a final glimpse into a
world of great abundance and refined lifestyles that were embellished by a faience artistry the likes
of which would never occur again.
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GLASS – FROM THE BEGINNING TO
THE END OF THE AMARNA PERIOD
Birgit Schlick-Nolte

VALUE, PRODUCTION AND WORKMANSHIP, SELECTED ARTEFACTS AND THE AMARNA PERIOD
About 29 million years ago, a cosmic catastrophe created Libyan Desert Glass. This extraordinary
raw material was used to produce the scarab of a pectoral from the tomb treasure of Tutankhamen
(1333–1323 BC).1 People in Egypt and the Near East adorned themselves with blue-green glazed
beads of steatite from about 4400 BC onward, and blue-green glazed beads of Egyptian faience (or
Quarzkeramik in German) from about 4000 BC onward. These glazes were created in fire and
represent the first man-made glass. Another two and a half thousand years would pass before the
Egyptians came to the cusp of inventing glass production using the well-known raw materials of
Egyptian faience/quartz ceramics (fig. 1).2 The graphic by Lilyquist and Brill clarifies the differences
between these materials. One of these materials has a high copper oxide content and is known as
Egyptian blue. In its powdered state it is used as a pigment. This synthetic pigment envelops the
high crown of Nefertiti in a radiant blue. Ever since the pharaohs expelled foreign rulers from Egypt

FIG. 1 Chemical and structural processes
of various antique glazing materials. From
C. Lilyquist; R. H. Brill, Studies in Early
Egyptian Glass, The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, 1993
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to the Middle East in the 16th century BC, glass beads and semi-finished goods such as small glass
rods and tubes – like those later found in Malqata, Amarna and elsewhere – made from uncoloured,
light blue and dark blue glass made their way to Egypt.3 This includes a small red glass tube that
could only have been produced with difficulty in reducing conditions.4 This rare artefact has been
marked with the name Ahmose-Nefertiri, Spouse of the Pharaoh Ahmose (1550–1525 BC), as its
owner. It is the earliest item of red glass in the Middle East dated with certainty and is considered
to be one of the first inscribed glass objects from Egypt. These inscriptions mention the names of
kings almost exclusively,5 including those of Amenhotep III and Akhenaten.6 A great appreciation
for glass is also attested to in the Hall of Annals in Karnak in the lists of tributes from campaigns
that took Thutmose III up to the Euphrates in the 15th century BC. 7 Glass is mentioned here, and
again later after records of gold and silver, along with lapis lazuli and turquoise.8 Like these precious
metals and minerals, glass belonged to the prestige of the royal court and the elite. This is especially
so in the form of artefacts such as glass vessels (fig. 2), which, filled with fragrant oils and ointments,
could embellish reception halls and cosmetic tables. It is only from the Amarna period onward that
small items of jewellery and amulets become accessible to lower classes of the population.
On a wall relief in the aforementioned hall, Thutmose III dedicated the raw glass tribute,
from the Middle East and in the form of chunks and cylindrical glass ingots, to the god Amun (fig.
3). He labeled these with his own throne name: “Menkheperre–lapis lazuli,“ or “Menkheperreturquoise.“ The 115 kg of dark blue glass and 83.72 kg of light blue glass mentioned here represent
the largest quantity of glass that has so far been documented in ancient Egypt.

FIG. 2 Small amphora (Berlin, ÄM 1836),
from the Amara era, found in the sand by Richard Lepsius on his 1st expedition 1842–1846 in
Saqqara, h. 12.5 cm.
Canteen (Berlin, ÄM 12626), 1895 presumably
purchased in Tuna el-Gebel in Egypt, h. 9.7 cm.
Palm Column Kohl Tube (Berlin, ÄM 32257),
purchased 1972, h. 9,7 cm
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The Egyptians regarded glass as a precious stone that could be melted in fire:9
Iner en wedjeh – The stone, that flows.
‘at wedjehet – Molten stone.
Khesbedj wedjeh – Molten lapis lazuli = blue glass.
Mefkat wedjeh – Molten malachite = green glass.
Wedjeh mefkat is the one who melts malachite-green glass.

FIG. 3 Slabs with raw glass as offerings
to the god Amun-Re in the temple of Karnak
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The hieroglyphic spellings mainly end with the determinative of a blazing crucible or a blazing
furnace. In addition to raw glass the military campaigns of Thutmose III and Amenhotep II apparently
also brought glass artisans. In the absence of any confirmed preliminary stages the 15th century BC
has provided us with a number of brilliant, core-shaped glass vessels that have been inscribed with
the name “Menkheperre.“ One of these is a foreign looking jar that has been brush-painted with a
special enamel technique. Two others are typically Egyptian lotus-shaped goblets. One of them is
decorated by trailing and the other is engraved. The circa 76 glass vessels from the tomb of Amenhotep
II (KV 35) in Western Thebes, which are up to 40 cm high and in part inscribed with royal names, bear
witness to additional techniques, such as mosaic and reverse painting .10 Other vessels exhibit ribbed
walls, rosette decor and cross decor that shows the hand of Middle Eastern artists. This also holds
true for the trail-decorated glass bottle from the tomb of Maiherperi (KV 36), who was the Fan-bearer
on the Right of King Amenhotep II. Equivalents for these bottles are known from, among other places,
Alalakh, Tell Brak, Assur, as well as Nuzi with its highly developed glass manufacturing centre located
about 200 km to the north of Baghdad in the Mitanni area. The earliest and best-dated vitreous
sculptures were made under Amenhotep II, and consist of a polymorph Thoeris/Taweret and two
green guenons (fig. 4).11 The right upper arms of these statuettes carry the king’s throne name “Aakheperure“ in yellow, set on a blue background. These objects found their way into the Mediterranean area
as diplomatic gifts. The creatures and small monkeys experienced the same reverence there, as they
had in Egypt during the Amarna period. The Thoeris/Taweret sculpture reached Rome by unknown
means, whilst the green guenons were discovered in the citadels of Mycenae and Tiryns. Chemical
analyses by Werthmann have shown that the lead in the yellow glass pigment very probably originates
from the same deposit in the Eastern Desert as the lead in the yellow glass from the tomb of
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FIG. 4 Statuettes of Taweret and two
green guenons with cartouches of Amenhotep II.
Taweret, purchased in Rom circa 1820–1853,
h. (max.) 3.3 cm Museum August Kestner,
Hannover, gift from Hermann Kestner (2616).
Green guenon (left), excavated 1896 on the
acropolis of Mycenae, h. (max.) 3.5cm,
National Museum for Archeology, Athens (4573).
Green guenon with the young, excavated in 1977
near the citadel of Tiryns, h. (max.) 3.8 cm, Archeological Museum, Nafplio, Argolis (LXI 36/88
a.12.46)

Amenhotep II. The cobalt in the blue glass could be identified to stem from the cobaltiferous alums
found in the oases of Dakhla and Kharga in the Western Desert. It is, therefore, possible that these
statuettes were manufactured in a single not yet localized craft centre for vitreous materials that was
near to a palace complex of Amenhotep II, be it in the Theban or Memphite region. This craft centre
could also have been the origin of the world’s earliest royal glass portrait, which was adorned with the
royal head cloth and the uraeus snake. This masterpiece of early glass manufacture is a highlight in
the Corning Museum of Glass (fig. 5). The small head has convincingly been attributed to Amenhotep
II. It was produced from powdered glass using the lost wax technique, a production method that
would henceforward be used mainly for solid glass sculptures.12 As the pharaoh was the representative
of the gods on earth and entrusted with all earthly wealth, he ruled over these treasure-producing
workshops and raw materials, such as metals and glass. He awarded the finest artefacts for special
services or as diplomatic gifts.
“A boon from the king“ may be deposited at a holy place.13
The blue ushabti figure of Qenamen, Foster Brother of Amenhotep II, – with a height of 38 cm,
the largest glass figure from Egypt – was thus probably deposited at the place of worship for the god
Osiris at Abydos. Qenamen already owned a ushabti-depot there that contained another five glass
vessels. The light blue, gold leaf decorated ushabti figure of Heqareshu, Tutor in the Household of
Amenhotep II / Thutmose III, was excavated by Petrie near the Tomb of Osiris at Abydos (fig. 6). The
tomb of Thutmosis IV (KV 43) only contains fragments of 35 small vessels with Egyptian shapes. Both
the fragment of a small, light blue sphinx (h. just 3 cm) with a royal headcloth and uraeus, as well as a
small royal head from one of several composite figures, are ascribed to this king.14

GLASS PRODUCTION
The lack of accounts on glass manufacture could indicate that pyrotechnical processes took place in
secret.15 The remains of workshops dating to Amenhotep III and IV in Malqata and Amarna (see below)
and the help of chemo-technical analyses and experimental archaeology have made it possible to continue discovering more about the raw materials, melting procedures and workmanship.16
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In the second half of the second century BC glass was melted from 60 to 70 % pulverized
quartz (or more or less calcareous quartz sand) and potassium- and magnesium-containing halophytic plant ash in a two-stage process that required only low temperatures. The ground base materials had to be heated to about 850˚ C for a considerable amount of time. The raw glass produced
was ground and washed in order to remove the chlorides, and subsequently melted into a homogeneous glass at 900 to 1100˚ C. Prolonged heating makes it possible to lower the temperature and to
enable a one-stage process.17 The early glass is transparent and exhibits a bluish, greenish or
yellowish tint depending on the contamination of the base materials with metal oxides. Decolourisation had not yet been mastered. Copper oxide gave glass a light to dark blue or turquoise colour;
cobalt oxide and copper oxide or just cobalt oxide gave the glass a violet-tinged dark blue colour;
manganese oxide (MnO2) produced a violet-purple colour; whilst lead antimonate as a pigment
produced a yellow colour. Calcium antimonite, which produced opaque white, was created through
the addition of antimony oxide; copper oxide colours red under reducing conditions. Densely coloured
glass (e.g. “carbon yellow” as in modern medicine bottles) can appear black.

FIG. 5 Little head of a king Amenhotep II
figure, turquoise glass, h. 4.0 cm, The
Corning Museum of Glass (79.1.4)
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DESIGN
Whilst the foundations for almost all glass techniques known from ancient Egypt were established
in the 15th century BC, the 14th century BC saw the emergence of special highlights of glass manufacture during the Amarna period. Beads, which did or did not contain a separating layer, were
usually wound and modelled around a hot wire with hot glass; the same applies to: ear studs,
multi-coloured pendants in the form of a duck or heart and pendants in the form of Thoeris/Taweret,
which were rolled in fine, coloured glass grit – all dating to the Amarna period and present in Berlin.
Beginning in the 14th century BC amulets, jewellery items, inlays and small figurines were made in
open ceramic moulds – with or without a calcareous separating layer – as well as in the very rare
stone moulds. Another possibility was single use plaster moulds. Tool marks on the flat reverses of
these artefacts are caused by the extrusion of the air/gas bubbles and the spreading of the glass.
Solid, three-dimensional figures were created from powdered glass using the lost wax technique
(figs. 4–6).18 Once cooled, many objects were given a final last polish by way of grinding, polishing
and drilling. Nothing has been more characteristic of Egyptian glass manufacture than the traildecorated glass vessels (fig. 2).19 In 2012 more than 450 examples are known. The thousands of
fragments, as well as the constant flow of new finds, bear witness to their once large numbers. In
order to produce a vessel, a core in the form of its later interior space was fashioned at the end of a
rod. This core could have been made from plant remains or dung, clay, a bit of sand or a calcareous
layer. After being heated, the core was then rolled in powdered glass. The first layer of powdered
glass was allowed to melt above a vertically forced fire. Other layers would follow until a wall of the
desired thickness had been attained. The exterior was subsequently smoothed over a fire, which
was followed by the application of the décor. For this operation, prefabricated glass canes, which
had been drawn out from a glass melt or from a piece of molten glass, were used. The tips of the
canes were fused to the glass wall of the vessel and turned into a spiral pattern by rotating the
vessel above the fire. This spiral pattern could be modified into festoons or feather decorations by
drawing the coils upward or downwards using a sharp instrument. The coils were either merged
with the glass body over the fire or marvered. Stratified eyes are a typical feature for the Middle
East and the Amarna period: these are progressively smaller, circular layers or beads of different
colours that are molten or pressed into the surface of an object (Berlin, ÄM 25558). Traces of pliers
demonstrate that rims and feet were drawn out from the hot vessel bodies. The attachment of
separate feet is rare. The final act was to fuse the handles onto the vessels. The finished glass
vessels were never polished, and thus their exterior patterns were preserved. In order to gradually
cool down the vessels they could have been put in hot bone ash. After cooling, the core was removed.

FIG. 6 Right: Ushabti ﬁgurine of Hekareschu,
excavated in Abydos by Flinders Petrie before
1900, light blue glass with gold leaf, h. 17.5 cm,
Egyptian Museum Cairo (CG 48329)
Left: Ushabti ﬁgurine of Ken-Amun, presumably
from Abydos, light blue glass, h. 38 cm
Egyptian Museum Cairo (CG 46531)

FIG. 7 Small glass rods of various colors,
one of them with plier marks, from Amarna,
Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung
Berlin
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FIG. 8 Cosmetics case of Merit from the grave
of Cha in Deir el-Medina (TT 8), l. 42.5 cm,
Museo Antichit. Egizie di Torino (S 8479)

WORKSHOPS
The main glass manufactories of the Amarna period were located at Malqata and Amarna. Those
of a slightly later period were located at Lisht, where – based on finds of unfinished glass and uncoloured molten glass in crucibles – glass was obviously produced, as well as in in Qantir, the large
specialized production centre of red glass. Characteristic finds are glass slag, crucibles, unfinished
molten glass, chunks of raw glass, semi-finished products such as small rods of coloured glass –
some with tool marks – glass waste, broken and misfired pieces, moulds and finished objects.
In Malqata artists of Amenhotep III decorated buildings with paintings, faience and only rarely
with glass. The royal court in particular was furnished with glass products. The remains of these are
scattered over the wider region.20 Glass and faience craftsmen worked with the same base materials
and tools. Their South Village with its residential workshops is located not far south of the Main
Palace.21 They left behind the aforementioned remains, as well as colourless glass and a green-tinted
chunk of raw glass that would imply glass production. The palace area was covered with vessel
fragments that came from waste pits and mounds of the West Village. They permitted the reconstruction of some vessels. Apart from the usual shapes, these fragments also provide evidence for
lentoid flasks and milk bottles, mosaic and mottled patterns and the fins of fish-shaped vessels.22 A
small workshop area in the region of the Middle Palace offered similar remains, as well as beads and
inlays. The tomb of Kha (TT 8), Dignitary under Amenhotep III, is located not far from Malqata in the
Valley of the Artisans. It contained a pear-shaped alabastron with ducks (or duck heads) formed around
a wire and positioned on its glass lid. This alabastron, along with the earliest known palm columnshaped kohl tube, was preserved in the cosmetics box of Kha’s wife Merit and offers us an insight to
their lifestyle (fig. 8). The alabastron and kohl tube most certainly stemmed from Malqata. The skygoddess Nut extends her arms protectively over two sarcophagi of the family of Aper-el, vizier under
Amenhotep III/IV.23 Her face has been delicately modelled in the sky-blue that was used to depict the
114
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gods. This piece can be counted amongst the finest cast glass inlays. Salvaged from a rock tomb in
Saqqara, these inlays represent the earliest known anthropoid composite figures, a tradition of glass
manufacture on sarcophagi and cult goods that continued until the Roman imperial period. Glass
inlays without confirmed provenance are housed in great numbers in museums.24 The gilded sarcophagus
ensembles of the parents of Queen Tiye, Yuya and Thuyu (KV46) also contain radiant glass inlays.
Fragments of a life-sized, medium-blue head of a composite statue, which seemed to have been particularly favoured during the Amarna period, have been ascribed to Amenhotep III.25 This head was
manufactured in separate pieces using the lost wax technique, and was subsequently reworked and
polished. The extant left side of the face proves this to be a masterpiece of Egyptian glass art.

AMARNA
The glass artisans from Malqata moved with Amenhotep IV to his newly founded capital city of
Akhetaten, known today as Amarna.26 They produced the same jewels as before and, although it is
possible to discern a certain development, these can hardly be distinguished from those at Malqata.
The royal palace in Amarna was particularly richly adorned with colourful stones, faience and glass
(see Schlick-Nolte contribution on Egyptian faience/ quartz ceramics). It was here during 1891–1892
that W.M.F. Petrie, for the first time in Egypt, excavated three to four glass workshops and two
faience workshops to the south of the city centre of palaces and temples. He did not, however,
record their locations.27 So far no evidence exists of pits or ovens for the production of glass: not
from Petrie, nor from the excavations of Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) under L. Borchardt
(1907–14), nor the Egypt Exploration Society (EES) (1921–37), which resumed its work in 1977 under
B. Kemp with the systematic study of the Amarna region,28 nor from P. Nicholson who, at the invitation of Kemp, has been searching for Petrie’s workshops to the south of the city centre (O 45.1)
since 1993.29 Traces of small glass and faience manufactories were, for example, found at O 45.1, in
the estates of the South Suburb, at Street A30 as well as to the northeast of the British excavation
house.31 A series of both fragmentary and intact common-sized crucibles has been excavated that
partly contain a light coating, or have been provided with an inner parting layer. They are made
from fired Nile clay, have a diameter of around 20 cm and a height of up to 13 cm, similar to those
found in craftsmen’s houses and workshops. The crucibles are often pristine on the inside or show
glass adhesions on the outside and/or underneath the base and/or on the inside, which is indicative
of multiple uses.32 The crucibles from Amarna are very similar in form and size to the crucibles from
Qantir / Pi-Ramesses, the capital city of Ramesses II from the 13th century BC. The latter were used
for melting glass and, like normal household pottery, were also produced from Nile clay.33
The primary production of glass has only recently been attributed to Amarna on the basis of
Petrie’s finds. As in Qantir, first a semi-finished glass was produced showing unmolten particles of
quartz. In a second stage, it was completely melted and processed into coloured glass bars. The
presence of calcium antimonate in some semi-finished glasses show that antimony oxide had
already been added during the first stage of production. The composition of the semi-finished
glass corresponds to the characteristic composition of the cobalt blue glass from Amarna.34
Whether all the cobalt blue glass and copper blue glass processed at Amarna was also produced
there, remains unresolved. The trade ship that sank off the shore of Uluburun around 1306 BC was
loaded with about 275 common-sized, circular and mostly cobalt blue glass bars of between 1.1–3
kg, with a diameter of 14 cm and a height of 4.5–7 cm.35 A scarab of Nefertiti was only worth the
value of the scrap gold on board. There may have been a trade in gold and other goods in exchange

FIG. 9 Two Amarna princesses, unknown origin,
h. 9.0 cm, Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, University College London (UC 2235)
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for glass around 1306 BC and during the Amarna period. The fact that cobalt blue glass from Amarna
more or less resembles the 30 year younger glass bars from the ship wreck does not tell us anything
about the origin of the Amarna glass nor about the origin of the glass bars that were found on the
ship. U. Yalçin and other scholars suspect that the wider area from northern Syria to northern
Mesopotamia could be regarded as the region of origin. Important information is provided by concurrent
Amarna correspondence.36 It concerns deliveries from Canaanite vassals to the pharaoh, whose command they followed,37 for example: Abimilki, Prince of Tyre, writes: “The king, my Lord, has written for
glass. I give the king, my Lord, what I have accordingly – 100 [units] in weight“ (EA 148.4–7). Such
orders would not have been issued if Akhenaten’s glass manufacturers had been able to produce the
desired quantities of glass from near by raw materials. Petrie found 28 glass vessel fragments in the
royal palace. In its waste dump in the desert to the east he discovered faience jewellery that had belonged to pharaohs from Thutmosis III up to Semenkhkare, moulds and 750 glass vessel fragments
from an estimated 150 vessels – the largest quantity of glass discovered in Amarna – which gave him
the impression of the luxurious court life that he was hoping for. 131 additional glass finds, including
19 vessel fragments, were spread over 260 houses, especially in those where glass manufacture took
place.38 With one exception (see below), little or no glass has been found in the large estates.39 Only
five near-complete trail-decorated vessels are known from Amarna.40 A krateriskos from the large
estate of the Chief Builder Hatiay (T 34.1+4) in the Northern Suburb, was found as part of a valuable
hoard beneath the floor of the second living room. Another came to light in a deposit with metal finds
and jewellery in the nearby house T. 35.3. Two handled jars and a vessel in the shape of a bulti Nile fish
(genus tilapia), the highlight amongst the glass vessels (see fig. XX in the catalogue), come from a
special hoard. They were found in a cache along with some rare lead objects under a double plaster
floor next to house N 49.20 in the vicinity of the large estate of the Charioteer Ranefer in the Southern
Suburb. The lead objects consist of a jar, a sieve and – for convenience of the drinker – an angled lead
piece for a drinking straw. A number of preserved fin fragments indicate that glass manufacturers
had already started to produce a large quantity of fish-shaped core-formed vessels in Malqata. In
Amarna they succeeded in producing this masterpiece.41 In addition to other fish-shaped vessels there
is one that shows reverse painting.42 The same artisans could be credited with the manufacture of
two shallow dishes in the form of a shell.43
The archaeological finds from Amarna include an inscription with the name of Nefertiti that
has been inlaid into limestone with colourful stones and glass.44 Other inlays of uncertain provenance,
such as the face of a princess and an unfinished representation of two unclothed princesses in the
typical Amarna style (fig. 9), are made from red glass.45 The unique small wooden portrait head of
Queen Tiye (ÄM 21834), who lived in Amarna, was, in a final measure, endowed with a glittering
netted cap of tiny glass beads. Twenty-two of these beads are preserved in their original threading
on the back of the head and consist of bright opaque blue to translucent green-blue glass.

FIG. 10 Pectoral depicting the goddess of
the sky Nut, Tutankhamun’s grave (TT 62),
Gold with inlays of glass and carnelian, h. 12.6
cm, Egyptian Museum Cairo (JE 61944)
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AKHENATEN’S BURIAL
The remains of the furnishings of Akhenaten’s rock tomb in a remote valley east of Amarna
include glass beads, inlays and rods.46 Lengthy investigations resulted in the positive identification
of his sarcophagus from tomb KV 55 in the Valley of the Kings.47 This sarcophagus is covered with
feather patterns made of gold sheet and is inlaid with light and dark blue glass, as well as chalcedony on top of realgar. The inscriptions feature red glass and hieroglyphs made from nearly
transparent greenish-tinted glass, as well as engraving and mosaic. These have a stunning re-
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semblance to the glass hieroglyphs of the sarcophagus inscriptions from the rock tomb of Aperel (see above).
The tomb equipment of Tutankhamen (KV 62) is richly adorned with glass inlays and coloured
stones: particularly the second and innermost golden sarcophagus, the golden mask, golden canopic
jars, necklaces, jewellery and furniture that include one or another object that came from Akhenaten’s
belongings. The pectorals are decorated with tiny divinities that are inlaid with glass, similar to the
goddess Nut and her sky-blue limbs (Egyptian Museum Cairo, JE 61944) (fig. 10),48 and with a posture
similar to that of the aforementioned Nut of Aper-el (see above). The awkward design and engraving
of the king’s small crouching figure in dark blue glass are just as out of the ordinary as the precision
of the glass figure inlays that decorate the pectorals of the cited goddess are rare. Tutankhamen
and Ankhsenamen are preserved under the Aten rays for all eternity on the back-rest of the gold
leaf covered throne. Their subtle inlaid faces and delicate limbs are exquisitely modelled in red
glass and conform to the Amarna style. The glass artisans have also proven their great skills with a
unique sky-blue glass colour palette in the shape of a pencil box. Two solid headrests were an additional challenge. One of these was made in two parts from sky-blue glass (h. 18 cm, Egyptian
Museum Cairo, JE 62022), while the other was produced as a single piece from a transparent, shiny
medium copper-blue glass (h. 17.5 cm, TJ 2/3/60/1). They are perhaps the most massive solid glass
artefacts from Egypt made by melting powdered glass “upside down“ in closed moulds – one can
still observe the swirls of slightly different coloured powder on the one-piece headrest. It subsequently needed to cool down for several days in order to avoid fracturing and to be prepared to
endure in an immaculate state for thousands of years. At last, after having been perfectly abraded,
polished and engraved, they were embellished with a partial gold foil border. The absolute highlight
is a pair of golden earrings that have been inlaid with glass and coloured stones (Egyptian Museum
Cairo, JE 61969). Each of these earrings consists of a bird-like creature49 whose wings stretch out to
form a circle and a tail that ends in flexible snakes.50 The birds’ heads are freely shaped from hot
glass whilst their necks have solidified in and over a golden hollow shaft fixed to the body. The
glass pictured in various publications in different shades of blues, is in reality pure and crystal clear
in the glittering sunlight, except for a hint of greenish-blue and a few tiny bubbles underneath the
beak. No other glass from Egypt ever appears to have been produced in such an impeccable way.
The earrings bespeak even more: each of the caps, which cover the ridged tubes that attach the
earrings through pierced ears, features a five millimetre wide micro portrait of Tutankhamen that is
protected by two rearing golden cobras. The portraits are visible under the clear glass of the cap and
were made by a combination of the hot enamel technique and cold painting. The royal workshop
that accomplished this unsurpassed feat still awaits discovery.
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METAL OBJECTS IN THE BERLIN
AMARNA COLLECTION
Iris Hertel

When discussing the metal objects from Amarna that are now in Berlin as a result of the usual division
system in operation 100 years ago, it is important to note that Amarna was a city with only a brief
heyday and that at the end of that era it was abandoned. The spectrum of excavated objects from this
place that was occupied for such a limited time thus primarily includes items that were left behind or
lost. The largest number of finds are used hand tools, intermediate products and decorative rings with
cartouches, mainly of Akhenaten.1 Some larger tools, such as hoes and axes used in agriculture, are
also present. The fact that only a few figurative objects have been recovered is explained by the circumstances described above, namely, the fact that the city was abandoned and objects removed.
The metal objects found at Amarna are made from a variety of materials: gold, silver, copper,
bronze, lead and tin. Besides mirrors, rings, some vessels, fishing hooks and other objects, the
quantity of tools such as knives, chisels, piercers, punches and needles is striking. In the sculptors’
workshop where the bust of Nefertiti was discovered (P 47.1–03), metal objects (among other things)
were found which can be assigned to the above-mentioned groups of materials and objects.

FIG. 1 The casting of bronze door panels.
Drawing from the tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100).
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METAL CASTING AND METAL WORKING AT AMARNA
Thanks to the representations in wall paintings within some 18th Dynasty tombs (1570–1292 BC)
there is good evidence for the method of smelting metal.2 The smelter made use of bellows and
blowpipes to introduce oxygen into the heating process. A wall painting in the tomb of Rekhmire
(around 1480 BC), for example, shows the casting of bronze door panels for the temple of Amun at
Karnak (fig. 1).3
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In his most recent studies of metal processing at Amarna, Mark Eccleston has investigated
crucible fragments in relation to their use as crucibles for melting metal. Eccleston concludes that
at Amarna there was a close link between the production of glass, faience and metal. However, he
found no evidence of the smelting of ore to produce metal. The crucibles were therefore probably
used for melting down old metals. Although the Egyptians had control of the copper mines of the
Levant and Sinai, the distance to the mines makes the process of smelting from ores at Amarna
itself rather unlikely.4 Sufficient copper ingots were available through trade and tribute.
In 1930 Pendlebury discovered a hoard of 23 gold bars and fragments of silver in the vicinity
of a public well in the northern suburb that were probably intended for melting down.5 He theorised
that it could be stolen material that had been quickly concealed.6 Kemp, however, suggests an alternative possibility of a type of store belonging to a gold worker.7 The gold bars are oblong and
were obviously cast in holes dug into the sand with a finger. The silver from the hoard is in fragments,
cut up into small pieces, and was probably intended for melting down.
The crucible fragments found at Amarna indicate that they were hemispherical vessels. In
experiments, Eccleston produced vessels of this kind using local materials – mud, clay, sand, limestone, straw and dung – and showed by experimentation their viability both for the production of
faience and for the melting down of metals.8 Eccleston’s experiments were carried out on site at
Amarna in 2007 and 2008.
It may therefore be assumed that both scrap metal and ingots were melted down for the
production of objects at Amarna. Some moulds, into which the molten liquid was poured, are still preserved to this day. For the production of intermediate products, such as metal sheets and bars, simple
moulds were needed, but to the knowledge of this author none survive. This may have been a result of
high stresses on the mould during the pouring of the molten metal as well as the basic production of
such moulds. On the other hand, archaeologists have found in situ moulds made of, for example, limestone for earrings, of which there are examples in the Berlin Museum. Confirmation that these moulds
were used comes in the form of part of an earring cast in lead.9 Furthermore, the Berlin Amarna
collection also contains a ceramic mould for casting a menit and – although not cast in that particular
mould – a bronze menit with gold damascene decoration in a similar shape (fig. 2).10 Moulds for cold
working of metals have also been found, for example Berlin, ÄM 21867 (group of small houses Q 46.5).
Beaten, recrystallised metal was worked into such moulds using hard wood or punches.
Also of interest is the existence of a lump of a putty-like substance, which was perhaps used
for chasing details on a beaten relief (fig. 3, an image of Akhenaten with his wife). For this process,
the relief (already beaten into the metal) was pressed into the warm substance to provide a firm
support during the chasing in of fine lines. In raking light, traces of the tool that indicate the use of
a chasing punch can be seen on the surface.11 Punches of this kind are also to be found in the
collection of small tools from Amarna in the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin. The reverse of this tablet
shows clear signs of a wooden support on to which the lump of this substance was placed.

FIG. 2 Fragment of a mould for casting a menit
(Berlin, ÄM 21849) and a bronze menit (Berlin,
ÄM 21838).

METAL OBJECTS FROM FINDS P 47.1 TO P 47.3
P 47.1
Since all three finds (P 47.1–3) contain both complete and fragmentary needles, this group of objects
will be discussed here. The number of needles from Amarna in the Berlin collection total just under 200
(fig. 4). A simple surface analysis of some of the objects revealed that there is no pure copper in any of
the needles examined, only alloys with tin and, to some extent, lead.12 A quantity of zinc that was de121
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FIG. 3 Lump of a putty-like substance (Berlin,
ÄM 21684).

tected can probably be explained as the result of a previous electrochemical or electrolytic method of
treatment in modern times rather than a constituent of an alloy. In this method the surfaces of the objects were exposed by wrapping them in zinc foil and placing them in liquid natron.13 This method of
treatment is no longer used today in conserving archaeological bronzes becuase it interferes with the
original surface. The needles were probably forged from cast rods, with the eye drilled through, and
then polished. The cross-section of some of the needles is not quite round but a slightly flat oval.
Another small object from this find is a link from a chain, 18 mm in size (fig. 4 f), which
probably comes from a large collar with multiple strands. It is an arched oval with two circular segments on the upper loop. Its shape is meant to represent a date. Judging by the gold colour, there is
a relatively high proportion of copper in the alloy. However, it is hard to be sure of this because
there are the remains of an uncertain material on the surface that affects the colour. To create this
link, a thin sheet of metal was pressed into a mould. The two circular segments were drawn into
the lower layer using a blunt, unpolished tool, as can be seen looking through a microscope at the
back. Finally, the loops were soldered to the two arches to hold the thread for stringing. Links of
this kind were found in the jewellery on the chest of king Semenkhkare at Thebes.14
Far more common than metal links are pieces from plant-form collars made of the material
known as faience. In Amarna so many faience links of this kind were found that A. Boyce was able
to create a classification for them.15
A ring cast of lead (fig. 4 d) was probably simply a model or test, since that material is not
really suitable for wearing. Linear incisions can be seen on the flat surface of the seal of the ring,
which are turned by 90° and form a rectangular pattern. The seal
rings found in Amarna are in the shape typical of the 18th dynasty.16
The pouring channel was on the underside of the ring band and the
flat seal was usually furnished with a royal cartouche. The rings in
the Berlin collection, more than twenty in number, are mainly of
bronze although there is also a well-preserved silver ring with the
cartouche of Akhenaten from building complex M 47.2.17 Another ring
in the collection is also interesting, as it is clearly a spoiled casting. It
seems as if the mould was not completely filled when the molten
metal was poured in, and remains of the pouring channel are still
visible on the underside of the band.
The fragment of a spatula that can be seen at the left of the
photograph (fig. 4 a) is one of the few examples of this type of object.
What is remarkable on this object is the round tang that was once
hollow, which was probably for the insertion of a piece of wood that
would permit the application of increased pressure.18 There is a bend
in the blade that is almost parallel to the break, and this damage
may have been caused by a levering action.

P 47.2
In addition to small tools, a bronze ring and the remains of some
wire, small fragments of gold foil and an object made of lead were
also recovered from this find-spot (fig. 5).
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On the basis of its form, the small axe-shaped object made of lead (fig. 5 d) is suggestive of
a striking implement. In fact, the “striking face,“ with its edges bulging outward, gives it the appearance of having been used as that kind of tool. The density of the material from which it is
made imparts its considerable weight, but lead was used more as a supporting surface for chasing
rather than as working tool. On one side there are linear incisions, similar to those on the lead ring
of P 47.1. At present it is only possible to speculate, and if one overlooks its initial appearance, it
could also just be a piece of lead that was intended to be melted down.19 It is interesting, if not further
instructive, to note its precise find-spot: room 6, identified as a toilet.
Amongst the 20 fishing hooks in the Berlin collection, that shown here fig. 5 e is of a different
quality and size. Most of the fishing hooks are smaller and not as well preserved. This example is made
of bronze and has been forged out of a square or round bar, and thereby also tempered. The rolled loop
was for attaching it to the fishing rod. In the curved section, the cross-section of the material is
hexagonal. The tip of the hook has a barb that has been forged so that it points inwards.
Fishing itself is one of the oldest means of obtaining food. In addition, fish were also a means
of paying wages and taxes. So far more than thirty types of fish are known from ancient Egypt.
They include large and small predatory and non-predatory fish for which it is logical to assume that
different sizes of hook would be needed.20
Several small fragments of gold from this find (fig. 5 i) look very similar to one another and
are very likely to be of the same origin. The pieces of foil have a uniform width of approximately 9
mm. They have a curve that is most pronounced in the middle and there is overlapping of the
material on the edges on both sides at relatively even spaces. The internal tension of the fragments
of gold foil is indicative of a horizontal and vertical curve. The remains of reddish plaster adhere to
the inside. There are some joins between the individual fragments of gold foil and, following the
shape round, they form a gold overlay with a possible semi-circular profile. It is conceivable that
they came from a beading with a horizontal profile. No attempt has been made to measure the
thickness of the foil as yet due to its fragility. Fragile as it is, one may be sure that the material is
stronger than modern gold leaf. With care, it is possible to move it
using tweezers. Gold leaf from the Middle Kingdom has a thickness
of 1/1000 mm, whereas today it would be rejected at 1/11000 mm.
It is not possible to ascertain the context in which this gold
was used. Gold was also found in another building complex (O
49.6). The gold foil discovered there might have come from a basic
sheet of gold leaf (72 x 46 mm in size). This seems likely because
gold leaf was used in places where there were sculptors’ workshops,
and remains of that material were simply left behind (see for example the wooden statuette of Akhenaten, Berlin, ÄM 21836).
Egyptian gold-beaters seem to have created ‘booklets’ of gold
leaf.21 Examples of such booklets exist in the Egyptian Department
of the Louvre and another in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. In the
tomb scenes of Rekhmire (TT 100, c. 1450 BC) images of chasing
and gold beating are depicted in which an unsharpened stone, as
round as an egg, is used as a hammer.22
The ring with the cartouche of Akhenaten (fig. 5 f), which
was found in a well, is made of cast bronze. Based on a modern
measurement system, the ring is size 53, indicating a relatively

FIG. 4 Metal objects found in P 47.1 –
a) Berlin, ÄM 27698; b) ÄM 24397; c) ÄM 24375;
d) ÄM 30965; e) ÄM 35481; f ) ÄM 21843.

FIG. 5 Metal objects found in P 47.2 –
a) ÄM 24387/1–3; b) ÄM 24381; c) ÄM 24664;
d) ÄM 24671; e) ÄM 21194; f) ÄM 22022;
g) ÄM 24363; h) ÄM 36455; i) ÄM 21311.
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narrow finger. Only a small number of items of jewellery made of metal were found at Amarna. The
cluster of finger rings – approximately 20 – may certainly be explained by the fact that the cartouches
on them refer to Akhenaten, who was considered a heretic king after his reign.

P 47.3
The number of metal objects in this find is relatively small. As well as two needles, there was one
small chisel (fig. 6 a), presumably made of bronze. It belongs to a group of approximately 150
chisels, piercers and punches in the Berlin collection. The chisel has an octagonal shaft and slightly
convex working edge. The punches and chisels were struck with a wooden mallet or a stone. The
demarcation between chisels and punches is fluid: if a chisel becomes blunt, it can continue to be
used as a punch.
A small hemispherical object (fig. 6 b) cannot be identified precisely and is thought to be a
fitting. Unfortunately, no traces of any material used to fix it can be found and there is no attaching
point for a soldered shaft, so it cannot have been the head of a nail or a rivet.23 A possible use might
have been as the cap on the top of a walking stick.

FIG. 6 Metal objects found in P 47.3 –
a) ÄM 36247; b) ÄM 24362; c) ÄM 24372;
d) ÄM 24373)

FIG. 7 Bronze object with three cartouches containing the names of the Aten and Akhenaten
(Berlin, ÄM 22082).
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METAL FIGURES AND OTHER METAL OBJECTS FROM AMARNA
There are fewer than ten metal figures in the Berlin collection. Amongst them are one Osiris, one Harpocrates, one Anubis, one Isis and two weights, one in the form of a woman’s head and one in the form
of a frog. Akhenaten’s religious revolution took the form of a shift to monotheism, the worship of the
one god, Aten. It may therefore be assumed that the aforementioned figures of gods were from earlier
times. This is discussed in detail in Private Religion at Amarna by Anna Stevens.24
Also worthy of mention are seven fragments of bronze that are neither tools nor statuettes
(fig. 7). These seven pieces were found in the debris of a cluster of small houses with 24 rooms (find
Q 47.10) and were undoubtedly stolen. They probably originally came from a palace or temple
precinct. All the pieces fit together to form three cartouches with
the names of the Aten and Akhenaten. They are relatively heavy,
with a combined weight of 2953.30 g. The bronze is an alloy of copper with tin and has a very porous cast structure, probably due to
air being trapped during the casting process. The left hand cartouche
is very deformed, indicating that it was forcibly removed from the
supporting material. The weight and size of the object suggest that
this was an inlay from a door. The deep hieroglyphs, which were already incised into the model, were probably formerly inlaid with
coloured stones or pastes. However due to the damage it received
in situ, and possibly too as a result of electrochemical treatment in
recent times, no traces of inlay remain.
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FIG. 1 Left: oasis ware amphora; right: Egyptian
marl clay amphora.
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Pottery vessels were amongst the most important requirements for the inhabitants of Akhetaten,
and played a role in almost all aspects of their lives. This is demonstrated by the site of Amarna
itself, wherein vast quantities of potsherds lie scattered on the surface and are found in equal
abundance in excavations. Furthermore, the ubiquity of pottery use is echoed in the tomb depictions
of life in the city, in which large numbers of vessels – most of which were probably made of pottery
– are shown in images of the houses, temples, and palaces.
The ceramics used at Amarna can be separated into three basic groups: vessels that came to
Akhetaten from outside Egypt, vessels that were clearly manufactured within Egypt but not near
Amarna, and locally-made silt vessels. The first two categories were vessels that were mainly used
for the transport of commodities. By far the most numerous of those from outside Egypt were the
so-called Canaanite jars, which came from the
eastern Mediterranean coast and its hinterland.
Other imported vessels included Mycenaean and
Cypriot flasks and juglets.
The marl clay vessels, which were Egyptian
but manufactured outside of Amarna, were made
from raw materials mined in the desert. These
come from what seem to be relatively centralized
manufacturing locations, although no location
such as this has been found. One such centre
might have been in Lower Egypt, and at least one
more was probably based in Upper Egypt. Marl
clays were used to make robust but relatively
thin-walled vessels especially suitable for longdistance transport of liquids, were given a thick
slip (a mix of clay and water), and were sometimes burnished to render them less permeable
to what was stored in them. The most common
marl clay form is the amphora (fig. 1, right), a
slender vessel with two handles for carrying and
a narrow neck. Others included pilgrim vessels
and single-handled mugs (fig. 2), as well as a
range of other, mainly restricted forms, some of
which are strikingly elegant. The western oases
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also sent commodities to Amarna in distinctive large and
heavy amphorae (fig. 1, left).
Whilst physical remains easily establish the presence
of such vessels at Amarna, it is far more difficult to establish
what they held. There are two main sources for this: scientific
analysis of the remains of vessel contents and epigraphic
sources, which includes stamps pressed into the unfired vessel, stamped mud sealings used to close the vessel mouths,
and labels added after the vessel was fired. Possibilities for
scientific analysis are limited, but an important commodity
held by some of the Canaanite jars was pistacia resin used
at Amarna in ritual contexts. Wine residue has been identified
in Egyptian-made vessels. The written evidence supports a
strong connection between Egyptian amphorae and wine,
although they also held oils and fats. Labels on some large,
wide bodied neckless jars with a wide mouth made of mixed
marl and silt clay state that they may have been commonly
used for holding meat products. Other commodities are less
easy to identify. Pilgrim vessels and mugs show pitted interiors, implying that their contents were corrosive. Two oasis amphorae from recent excavations were
covered in dark blue residue, which might reflect the import of cobalt for industrial use.
The majority of ceramics in use at Amarna were made locally, but there is surprisingly little
archaeological evidence for the industry that must have produced hundreds of thousands of vessels
during the lifespan of the city. From the limited evidence, however, we can reconstruct something
of the pottery industry. The potters used the silt that was easily obtained from the riverbanks as
raw material, and only rarely utilised local marl clays. After soaking and preparing the clay in shallow
pits, the pots were shaped using a hand-turned wheel consisting of a two-part stone pivot with a
working platform (bat) fixed to the upper stone. This technology provided the means to throw a
wide range of vessels, although exceptionally large shapes proved difficult or impossible: very large
water jars often have hand-made bodies with only the necks made on the wheel, and wide shallow
bowls are often misshapen; the latter had to be supported whilst drying by string wound around
them, which left deep imprints. Jars were almost invariably round based, and tubular stands were
made to support them. The pots were often red slipped and were sometimes polished. The products
of the workshops were fired in simple updraft kilns.
There is no evidence as yet for the manufacture of blue-painted vessels in Amarna itself:
either the workshops remain to be discovered, or they were situated outside, but probably near the
city. This is likely due to the close similarities in clays and forms between blue-painted vessels and
those made at Amarna itself. Further, the style of decoration appears to be local to Amarna, and
differs from that of contemporary Thebes and Memphis. Post-firing painting, which used a wider
range of colours to depict floral garlands, was rarely applied to silt vessels and is more common, although always rare, on marl clay and occasionally Canaanite vessels.
As yet few workshops or kilns have been identified at Amarna. Of those known, kilns (the
most easily archaeologically identifiable element of the pottery-making process) have been found
within house complexes, as part of separate enclosed workshops within areas of domestic occupation,
and as part of industrial estates. Whilst the products of the first of these was presumably intended

FIG. 2 Single-handled marl clay mug.
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FIG. 3 Siltware vessels from recent excavations
at Amarna. From left to right: vessel no. 56, 171,
86, 125, 145, 130, 123, 146.
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for the house owner and his retainers, the distribution of those of the enclosed workshops is less
clear, and may have involved redistribution up and down the social scale. The scope for private
trade in either of these modes of production is unclear. At the top end of the scale was state production. An industrial estate in the Central City manufactured items (mainly glass and faience but
also pottery) intended for state construction projects. State religious complexes also had their own
ceramic production centres, and one of their main outputs was tubular bread moulds, made by
shaping clay around a wooden patrix and used for making bread for temple offerings.
Who made the vessels is less clear, at least in the domestic sphere. Each household with a
kiln may have had its own potter, either a dedicated specialist or one who also undertook other
labours, but it is also possible that a few specialist potters moved amongst establishments, making
vessels on demand and using the facilities provided. This latter is perhaps more consistent with
the standardisation of forms and the quality of manufacture seen throughout the ceramic repertoire
at Amarna.
The repertoire provided by the workshops, which was supplemented by vessels from further
afield for those who had access to them, catered to the many and varied needs of the population
from the time of their arrival at Akhetaten; it seems that the newly-arrived population brought
little in the way of ceramics with them. Very few obviously older pieces are present, and this may
reflect the cheapness and speed with which new vessels could be made. Of the repertoire produced,
a basic assemblage of silt vessels, consisting of jars ranging in size from very large water jars, to
medium and large-sized red slipped jars with flaring necks (fig. 3, no. 145, 146), to uncoated poorlyfinished jars with short necks – a type known as a ‘beer jar’ (fig. 3, no. 56), which seems to have
been the multi-functional form par excellence – and various types of bowls, most commonly with a
diameter of ca. 20–25 cm (fig. 3, no. 125, 130), are found throughout Amarna. Other specific needs
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were reflected by additional, rarer,
types. The potters’ output also reflected the influence of products of
other craft industries, including faience,
glass and stone-working. Thus, for example, stone vessels were copied in
pottery, and some were given a blackened polished surface to better mimic
the stone original. This surface treatment is never found on other forms.
The most obvious domestic use
of pottery vessels – along with containers of other materials – was for the
storage of wet and dry goods, food
preparation and consumption. All these
functions are shown in tomb representations, where vessels are shown resting in wooden stands, on tables, or, in the case of amphorae,
sometimes leaning against the walls. As silt vessels are porous, they are only suitable for storing
dry goods and for the short-term storage of liquid or other wet products, and are good for cooling
liquids that are constantly accessed such as water. Lids are uncommon, at least as a recognizable
purpose-made form, and it is more likely that dishes were used (for example, fig. 3, no. 123). Cooking
pots are represented by one specific bowl type – that is, a form consistently connected with cooking,
as shown by its burnt exterior – but simple flat-based bowls and globular jars were also used, as evidenced by blackening on the outside. Shallow platters were used for baking bread, and seem to
have been fired alongside the bread baked in them.
Simple bowls were also used for eating and/or food preparation, and in these vessels the
lower part of the inner surface is worn away, presumably a result of cleaning, perhaps with sand.
This practice is restricted to bowls, and they may have been used to hold wet or greasy products
that flavored the clay, perhaps becoming rancid if left.
For drinking there are relatively few vessels shapes known from the archaeological record
that would fit with modern concepts of utility, that is, a vessel that fits easily in the hand, and
other, probably larger vessels were more commonly used. Some if not all vessels for drinking and
eating in the royal household and in elite households would have been made of other materials. A
stela now in Berlin (Berlin, ÄM 14122) shows a western Asiatic drinking directly from an amphora
with a drinking tube, but this was, perhaps, exceptional, if only for its inconvenience.
Not all ceramic needs were food-related. It can be cold in Amarna, and the inhabitants needed
warmth. Large shallow bowls found set in the floors of the central room of some houses were used
as hearths. Lighting was also necessary. Identifiable, purpose-made lamps are very rare. However,
some bowls, often those with out-turned rims of a type more usually used for burning resin, show
small patches of blackening on the rim that might indicate the place where a wick rested. Such
vessels are not sufficiently common to suggest that this was the usual method of lighting and other
means were probably used. One domestic practice not traceable archaeologically but shown in tomb
scenes was the sprinkling of water onto floors from jars – often using beer jars – to allay the dust.
Some vessels found in houses clearly had a specific purpose. These include bowls with two or
more loop handles in their bases (fig. 4, right) that were associated with textile production, and

FIG. 4 Left: silt ﬁredog; right: marl clay spinning bowl.
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others which, from their distinctive shapes and other features seem to have had specialised uses
that we cannot now identify. These include firedogs, crudely made vessels with legs, protrusions
and piercings that might have been used as pot supports (fig. 4, left), and thick walled slender
vessels with narrow necks, the outsides of which are worn smooth from use.
Pottery vessels were also used for storage of other items: mixed clay meat jars were sometimes
buried under floors of houses, where they provided spacious, convenient and safe storage; and a
smaller marl clay jar found in the North Suburb vessel was used to hide a horde of metal. To what
extent this represents reuse of empty containers, rather than indicating access by householders to
the original commodities therein, is unknown.
Ritual practices in both temple and private contexts used similar vessels, especially tall stands
and bowls with out-turned rims used to burn sweet-smelling resin. The same vessels are shown in
tomb representations. Bowls with wavy rims and the figurine of a rearing cobra in the base were
found in a few private houses, these probably had a ritual use as well. Vessels from the standard
repertoire were also used in ritual contexts: on a stela from the tomb of Any at Amarna a vessel
that seems to be a beer jar is used to pour a libation of wine (Cairo 29747).
State production for temples focussed on providing food and drink as offerings. Prominent
amongst them was the bread made in tubular moulds already mentioned, and sherds from the
moulds are almost entirely restricted in distribution to bakeries next to or within temple complexes.
Other pottery consisted of simple, mass produced forms without any surface colouring, particularly
tall beakers (fig. 3 no. 171), beer jars and crudely made miniature vessels. The purpose of the latter
is unclear, but they may perhaps have held small amounts of flavouring ingredients.
The repertoire of pottery used for funerary purposes can be seen only in material from a commoners’ cemetery currently under excavation, as nothing survives from the elite tombs, and the
pottery found in the royal wadi is hard to separate into vessels originally from the burials and those
of the workmen working on the tombs. Some common types, particularly beer jars, are found in the
cemetery but the repertoire is mainly small jars and dishes, most of which are red slipped, and
some of which have blue painted decoration (fig. 5). The jars are often smaller versions of known
forms. There are almost no marl clay vessels from the burials, perhaps giving some indication of
lack of access to such vessels for this part of the population.
We have talked so far about pottery in a functional capacity. Although much of the pottery
from Amarna has an aesthetic appeal to the modern eye, it is unknown whether this was true for
the ancient inhabitants of Akhetaten. Whether there was a concept of ‘fine ware,’ meaning vessels
that were in some sense for display, is unknown. This is because we know little about the extent
choice played a part in obtaining vessels, and perhaps therefore the possibility of engaging aesthetic
sensibilities on the part of the purchaser, and the possibility for creativity on the part of the potter.
Given the homogeneity of the repertoire across Amarna, it is perhaps unlikely that this played a
major role in the pottery industry.
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FIG. 5 Funerary assemblage of small siltware
dishes and jars.
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FIG. 1 A typical blue painted jar from the
Amarna period.
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During the Amarna period in Egypt numerous pottery were produced that are characterised by the
use of a matt cobalt blue paint, which was of particular brilliance. The objects, which are mostly
jars, were painted using red, black and blue colours. Black and red were mainly used for drawing
and outlining the design, while blue was painted in large areas to fill previously drawn shapes (fig.
1). In almost all the vessels, the coloured decoration overlies some type of slip coating. This is
generally lighter than the clay of the pot, and varies from a creamy white to salmon pink. The range
of colours of the blue varies from a very light blue to an intense green-blue. This decoration varies
both in colour and technique. Some pottery surfaces have a particularly uniform and dense blue
layer, while the paint on others has been applied sparingly in the form of a wash to create a translucent layer that is nonetheless intensely blue (fig. 2).
The blue paint layers consist of a mixture of cobalt and aluminium, which develops its colour
at high temperatures. It is very likely that the discovery of the striking blue colour used on Amarna
pottery came about during the process of firing. In chemical terms, the blue pigment is a cobaltaluminium spinel.1 A mixture of the components aluminium and cobalt will react together at a
temperature of approximately 900–1000° C to form deep blue crystals (CoO2×AlO3  CoAl2O4).
The blue colour is sometimes very bright, which is caused by the proportion of precipitating cobalt
in the molar mass.2
During this time cobalt blue was used in Amarna exclusively for decorating pots.3 It is assumed
that the use of a cobalt aluminate on pottery surfaces was part of an attempt to find a replacement
for Egyptian blue. The latter is a pigment that was used over a long period in wall paintings and the
decoration of wooden and stone objects in Egypt. The term Egyptian blue is the name used for a
crystalline calcium copper silicate, a pigment that gets its intense blue colouration from the copper.4
This copper silicate, however, was not suitable for decorating pottery. Egyptian blue is a pigment in
which the intensity of the colour drops off sharply according to the particle size.5 The blue colour
only forms within a paint layer when relatively coarse particles of pigment are involved. A pigment
of this kind could easily be applied in a relatively thick layer, in both wall paintings and in the decoration of wood and stone, since the coarse-grained material was incorporated into the base coat
and binder. On a smooth pottery on the other hand, there would be a thick paint layer on a surface
with only a low level of adhesion. The cobalt aluminate used on pottery could be applied in thin
layers because of the intensity of the colour and the fineness of grain size, which then bonded well
with the base material during the course of the firing process. The result is a robust layer that is
less easily rubbed off by mechanical wear.6
This raises the question of how the idea of using cobalt as the constituent that gave colour to
a blue pigment arose, as there are virtually no sources of cobalt in Egypt.7 Since this element has
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also been shown to be present in Egyptian glass, they must have either extracted the raw material
from a source known to them or procured it from a trading partner. 8 In 1962 Lucas refers to traces
of the material in alum deposits in the oases of Dakhla and Kharga.9 Part of the requirement for
cobalt could have been met from that source. According to research reports, the material was also
imported. The blue colour was produced from the raw cobalt, which is purple in colour, combined
with materials containing aluminium. The cobalt may have come to Egypt across the Aegean, as a
fully developed trade relationship was established between Mycenae and Egypt in the New Kingdom
(from 1550 BC) during the reign of Amenhotep III.10 The inspiration for the blue decoration may also
have come from the Mycenaean world. Comparative studies and research by Dayton shows that
cobalt blue appeared on Mycenaean pottery (made of a white Argolid clay) before it became fashionable in Egypt.11 Sherds of this type of pottery, along with sherds of the usual red clay, were also
found in Amarna.12

THE CREATION OF BLUE DECORATION
Since no detailed formulae for the composition of the materials and firing operations has survived
it is only possible to guess the exact method of producing blue painted decoration on pottery of the
Amarna period.
Josef Riederer put forward one explanation for the production of painted decoration on Amarna
pottery. He believed that the paint used on this type of pottery became fixed to the surface through
a firing process.13 This theory is closely linked to findings made in the early 1970s, which show that
the blue colour on pottery of the Amarna period was a compound made of cobalt and aluminium.
Since cobalt blue is created through heating at high temperatures, Riederer concluded that the
colour first occurred directly on the outside of a pot during the process of firing as already indicated
above.14 In 1974, he described how aluminium oxide was applied in the form of a clay slip, enriched
with cobalt components (cobalt compounds). After being decorated the pottery was fired, during
which the white slip reacted, changing to cobalt blue aluminate. In this method, a solution or a clay
slip was created that was enriched with cobalt components (cobalt compounds). This medium – almost translucent and a light grey or pink colour – was painted on to the unfired object, which was
then fired in a kiln. Only then did the cobalt and aluminium elements react together, thus creating
the blue colour.
In Walter Noll’s publications15 from 1975 to 1981, however, the cobalt blue on pottery of the
Amarna period is identified as being cold-painted. According to his theory, the blue must have first
been produced by a process of firing and then processed into a pigment, before it could then be
painted on to the pottery using a binder. On account of the homogeneity of the powdered pigment,
Noll suspected that it was produced by means of a precipitation reaction of alum and a solution of
a cobalt component.16
However, against the theory of cold-painting is the fact that cobalt aluminate was only ever
used on pottery; the pigment was never used for decorating wooden or stone objects, nor for wall
decoration. Cobalt blue does not appear to have been used as a pigment in the form of a powder
mixed with a binder. This supports Riederer’s conjecture that the colour could only be achieved
directly on pottery during the firing process.17 The production of a pigment for subsequent use in
cold painting would have represented an extra step in the method of producing painted decoration.
It is more logical that the pot was painted with the complete design before firing or at the point
when it was semi-hard, resulting in a completely finished vessel after firing.

FIG. 2 A very thin, translucent layer of cobalt
blue.

FIG. 3 Jar with polychrome cold-painted decoration. The Egyptian Blue, which was thickly applied, is easily visible.
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FIG. 4 The blue liquid paint ran together to form drips as it was
poured.

FIG. 5 Visible shrinkage cracks in the clay and painted decoration.

FIG. 6 The blue painted layer was painted over with black and red
strokes.
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Moreover, decoration that has adhered to the surface during the firing
process is far more stable, an advantage when using the pot. In contrast, a
pigment painted on with an organic binder could be worn off the surface very
quickly.
It must be mentioned that pottery with so-called polychrome decoration
was also being produced at the same time in Amarna. This had multi-coloured
cold-painted decoration that was applied after firing, however, it differs from
the cobalt blue pottery in both appearance pigments used (fig. 3).18 Thus, in
cold painting, cobalt blue was not used as a blue pigment but rather Egyptian
blue (calcium copper silicate) or a glass frit, just as in wall decoration and
painting on stone.19 The unfired paint layers were applied much more thickly
and were much more unstable than the blue painting using cobalt blue. Polychrome pottery was perhaps used for decorative purposes, as grave goods for
example.20
The decidedly varied quality of cobalt blue paint layers – which can be
both coarse grained or very fine – supports Riederer’s conjecture that the colour
was created by means of a clay slip. According to Fuchs it is possible that, “one
kind was made with a coarse clay and the second with a finer clay.”21 Analyses of
the blue molar mass have shown that the cobalt aluminate is also accompanied
by other elements, which also occur in the white clay slip. From this it may be
concluded that the blue originated on this slip or was created by mixing it with
the same material. In addition, the great unevenness of the layer in which the
blue is often painted is indicative of a highly fluid (watery) clay slip that was
painted on, which then accumulated in depressions or ran together to form drips
(fig. 4). A paint that was mixed with binders would have been more even because
the binder holds the grains of pigment together.
Shrinkage cracks are visible on many pots. Here the paint layer has generally
shrunk and cracked (fig. 5). It is very apparent that all the coloured layers have
disappeared at the same time and that no paint has gone into any existing
cracks. This shows clearly that all the paint layers were applied at the same
point. From this the notion that the white slip, together with the black and red
paint, was fired on the pottery and the blue colour added later, can therefore be
ruled out. The blue paint layer is partly painted over with a black or red colour.
Since the red and black colours have been clearly shown to be fired decoration,
this also makes it clear that the blue colour could not have been added subsequently using a binder (fig. 6).
As with the pottery material itself, there are negative imprints of plant
material in the paint layers (added as tempering material), which have burned
away in the firing and fallen out. Because there is no colour in those holes it is
absolutely clear that the decoration was already in place before the gaps left by
the organic material were formed (fig. 7).
Bachmann and Everts report that firing rejects bearing blue decoration
have been found in kilns and the areas around pottery workshops. The pottery
had been damaged by being fired too hot: it was blackened and the surface
broken up with cracks and areas of blistering.22 This seems to be clear proof that
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the pottery had been decorated before firing, since no one would have
painted the rejects afterwards.
In sum, on the basis of chemical analyses and close examination
of the paint layers, it is nowadays assumed that cobalt blue on pottery
of the Amarna period was applied post-firing.

FIG. 7 A piece of straw or wood, which has
since fallen out, left an imprint – there is no
color inside the hole.
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FIG. 1 Example of the highly embellished
chariot leather (ÄM AM 075).
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In an ancient Egyptian context leather is defined as oil cured hide. It was a material of great practical
importance at Amarna, and leather items have been found in many domestic contexts from different
parts of the city as well as from the Workmen’s Village. Leather was an important commodity not
just at Amarna, but throughout Egypt, particularly from the New Kingdom onwards, when there
was an upsurge in its use in the construction of chariots and in the harnessing of horses. The
majority of leather was from cattle and goats; gazelle leather and exotic skins, such as leopard,
were also highly prized. Leather was the central material used in the fabrication of many objects,
particularly weapons, tents, water containers, and even balls. Elements of leather, rawhide (untanned and un-cured hide), and sinew (fibrous tissue connecting muscle to bone or bone to bone
that can be slit into finer threads) were also used in a wide variety of other objects such as clothing,
musical instruments, furniture, footwear, and tools, making this material a crucial commodity in
the production of a multitude of ancient Egyptian objects.
As yet no leather workshops have been positively identified in the archaeological record anywhere
in Egypt. At Amarna some sparse evidence for actual leatherworking areas exists in the form of off-
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cuts and waste that have been recovered during the course of excavations.1 These oddly shaped
fragments attest to the activity of leather workers primarily in domestic contexts, but do not provide
much information about a larger scale industry. Additionally, thus far, actual hide processing areas
have not been identified in the archaeological record, although tantalising hints of such areas can be
seen in the pictorial evidence – particularly from the tombs at Amarna. Images of pegged out hides
next to the butchered carcasses of sacrificial cattle in parts of the Great Aten temple are pictured in the
tombs of Meryre,2 Ahmes,3 and Tutu.4 The drying of these skins can be seen as the first stage of the
curing process after the animal had been slaughtered and skinned and perhaps de-haired. The actual
curing might have been done elsewhere, closer to the workshop, but the stench produced from skins
(and meat) and the number of flies that it would attract, make it no wonder that the palace was
located downwind and at some distance from the various temples.
In general, leather objects were constructed by means of stitching. This was done with a
limited range of stitches and seam types, particularly running stitch and whip-stitch. When certain
areas needed to be strong, this was achieved by using multiple rows of stitching, making the
stitches more closely spaced, and/or using a thicker thread.5 In Pharaonic Egypt, sinew was most
commonly used to stitch leather, although narrow leather thong was also employed. Flax thread
was not at all common in leatherwork, however it is sometimes attested. The use of flax thread
seems to increase in post-Amarna times.
A notable feature of some of the finds from Amarna is that they were highly decorated and
also dyed red or green with vegetable or mineral dyes. A wide variety of techniques were used to
enhance the leather, particularly in the chariot fragments (fig. 1). The most exquisite among these
was elaborate appliqué work that was painstakingly stitched on. A notable variant on this form of
decoration was the padded appliqué. The motifs varied: simple strips of different colours overlapping
in a stair-step fashion; complex geometric patterns of zigzags, running spirals; and vegetal motifs
consisting of lilies and palmates (fig. 2).6 Curiously, examples of the more basic decoration consisting
of simple strips of different juxtaposed colours, as is relatively common in certain types of leather
sandals, have not been recovered from Amarna. Another decoration technique, primarily used for
scallop designs, was practised by scraping away the upper surface of the leather.7 Openwork and
slitting were also used in decoration, creating geometric patterns that were pleasing to the eye. A
combination of these techniques was sometimes used on one piece, especially a combination of
openwork and appliqué decoration, creating an intricate pattern.8 Openwork was not just restricted
to decoration; some garments,9 particularly loincloths such as the one from the tomb of Maiherpri,
and possibly tunics, were made by slitting the leather in order to create an open fabric.10 Leather
loincloths were a popular item in Egypt, and were introduced in the early Middle Kingdom.11 The
majority of representations suggest that these garments were the purview of men, but there are
some exceptions as is suggested by an ostracon with a female dancer.12 According to the pictorial
record sailors and soldiers most commonly wore leather loincloths during the time of the early New
Kingdom. The house of Ranefer in the Central City provided numerous fragments of delicate slit
leather. This finely decorated thin leather is tentatively identified as remains of clothing. If this is
true, it would be extraordinary: in contrast to the Nubian groups that settled in Egypt over the
years, there is little evidence that indigenous Egyptians wore leather clothing beyond the loincloth,
sandals, shoes, belts and straps.
Among the most important leather finds from Amarna are pieces such as their harnessing
that must have belonged to chariots and related objects.13 Chariots feature prominently at Amarna,
as can be seen in tomb scenes. They were the main mode of transportation when the royal family

FIG. 2 Small fragment showing ﬁne appliqué of
lilies, the colour is very well preserved. (Berlin
ÄM AM 013c).
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FIG. 3 The Royal Couple in their chariot. Artist’s
impression by Mikko H. Kriek.
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made their way between palaces, temples, administrative buildings, and the riverbank (fig. 3). Chariots were highly valued and were given as tribute or brought as gifts to the king from various states
in the Near East.14 Depending on their function chariots varied in their components. State chariots,
used in ceremonies and processions, were the most elaborately decorated, with ornate horse trappings. Fragmentary examples of chariots have been recovered from Amarna.15 Some of the finds of
this sort of leather objects originate from House R 42.10, a house that was identified as belonging
to the military and police quarters, which, despite the fact that the leather was erroneously identification as leather uniform collars, is most appropriate.16 Quivers and bow cases hung from one or
sometimes both side of chariots’ bodies. The bodies themselves were often highly decorated with
colourful appliqué designs. The horses were attached to the chariot with a series of leather straps
such as the girth – the breast collar that went around the chest and cheek straps. Often they were
adorned with housings of textile and elaborate headdresses consisting of plumes. Portions of some
of the harnessing elements have been identified from el-Amarna as well.
The excavations at Amarna have also yielded leather footwear. Thus far only sandals have
been identified17 from the New Kingdom, although closed shoes have been found dating to later
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periods, including the Coptic era, when parts of the site was re-used.18 The majority of the sandals
fall into the category of so-called “Egyptian eared sandals.” In this type of sandal the pre-straps,
the element that connects the straps to the sole, are an integral part of the leather of the sole (fig.
4). These sandals have a rounded heel and a constricted waist. The sole flares out from the waist to
the front, especially at the outer edge, making the sole asymmetrical and providing a clear indication
as to for which side foot it was intended. When sandal makers are depicted on tomb walls they are
shown producing this type of sandal, which was presumably the most common, desirable, and
easily recognised. The physical remains of such sandals found at Amarna indicate that rather than
having only a simple single layer sole, most have multiple sole layers: this was the rule rather than
the exception.19 The layers were secured by a set of parallel stitches running along the edge of the
sole. Most of the sandals were undecorated, but some were enhanced with a darker coloured decorative painted strip, an applied strip of leather, or sported intricately braided straps. The latter,
however, are post-Pharaonic in date. Not only adult’s sandals were found – a few children’s sandals
have also been identified, indicating that both young and old adopted footwear.20 Leather sandals
and indeed leather in general must have been valued, as it was often re-used. In addition to a few
examples of complete sandals, the Workmen’s Village at Amarna has yielded a piece of sandal that
was re-used as a door pivot.21 This practice was also quite common in post-pharaonic periods, and
there are numerous examples known from Christian and Ottoman Qasr Ibrim.
Additional quotidian leather objects retrieved from Amarna include bags that were used to
transport water – also visible in representations.22 These were made of complete goatskins, portions
of which are preserved, with the leg leather used as handles. Other less spectacular and extremely
utilitarian leather finds consist primarily of rawhide, in some cases stained red. Rawhide was cut
into strips and woven together around the handles of axes, adzes and other implements to secure
the different components together. Such a use of rawhide is not specific to Amarna and can be
found in other contexts.23 Most of these lashings are rather coarsely made, but two examples from
Amarna are not only much larger in overall dimension, but also much more delicately made, and
consist of narrower strips of rawhide (fig. 5). This suggests that they were used in high-profile
objects rather than tools for daily use. Rawhide was, rather than leather, used in this construction
because it had a tighter hold: it was wetted and then applied, shrinking as it dried, and thus
tightening the join. Because of this quality rawhide was used to secure sections of chariots and furniture that would undergo great stress. Leather or rawhide strips were used for the floor of chariots,
making them resilient and able to somewhat cushion the passenger from jolts and bounces.
Comparing the leather finds from Amarna to those found elsewhere can potentially further
elucidate the craft of leatherwork at Amarna. Leather for chariots is known from slightly older
(Amenhotep II24 and Thutmosis IV25) contexts, as well as from the tomb of Amenhotep III.26 The
finds from the latter are of especial interest when examining the leather objects from Amarna.
They show comparable decorative designs and colour combinations, as well as techniques of sewing
the objects together with sinew, indicating the same tradition or even workshops. That said, several
objects exhibit differences. Notable among these is a long strip of leather that that comes from the
tomb of Amenhotep III, it curves at one end and is enhanced with gold bosses (Metropolitan
Museum of Art New York 24.8.i). Significantly, the parallels between leather from Amarna and that
dating to the reign of Amenhotep III are more numerous than the leather of Amarna and the slightly
older material from the tomb of Thutmosis IV, which shows not only different designs but also the
frequent use of painted decoration that is not often seen on leather from the latter two reigns. In
general, however, on the basis of the scanty remains we have, one can say that the decoration

FIG. 4 An eared sandal (Berlin, ÄM AM 046),
clearly showing the pre-strap at the start of the
heel, to which the straps were connected. Note
the strong overall curvature, which can also be
seen in other sandals, but which is very rare outside Amarna.
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FIG. 5 Two examples of lashing. The one on the
right is the most common.
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scheme as well as the techniques used on leather are much more elaborate in the material dating
to the era of Akhenaten than that from earlier reigns.
Leather, like any object from archaeological context, can act as a lens through which insights
into different elements of a society can be obtained. The wealth of leather goods and the information
about leatherwork can help to elucidate the social, technical and economic life in el-Amarna, and
indeed the whole of Egypt, especially during the New Kingdom when a marked increase in the use
of leather is noticeable.
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The relief block (fig. 1) in the Metropolitan Museum of Art is only one of hundreds of such blocks
that were found reused in the foundations of a temple of Ramesses II at Hermopolis, close to
Amarna. It is not the most spectacular example of the group, but it offers an excellent opportunity
to approach the question of what was so particular and, in a way, unique about the art of the
Amarna period. At the left, a raised band with a roughened surface shows that this block was part
of the inner corner of a chapel with a depiction of a vine. Perhaps the fragment is part of a scene in
which the royal couple were shown sitting in a bower of vines. At the left, close to the corner of the
room, we see several intertwined stems of a vine of uneven thickness. A thinner branch with thick
foliage and a ripe bunch of grapes takes up the main area of the surviving part of the relief, and at

FIG. 1 Grapevine, relief from Hermopolis,
originally Amarna, Limestone, h. 23 cm.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Gift
of Norbert Schimmel, 1985 (1985.328.23)
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the upper edge the tip of a second bunch of grapes may also be seen, hanging from a higher branch
that is no longer extant.
Egyptian art is not only rich in amazingly accurate depictions of animals, but it also presents
countless representations of plants that are founded on such exact observation that the type and
species are usually not difficult to identify. In this and other works by Amarna artists the accurate
representation of the lobed vine leaves with their toothed edges is, in its own way, unique. Created
in extremely low relief, it almost seems as though the depictions are imprints taken from actual
leaves. With their strictly maintained plan view, the leaf images do not violate the ancient Egyptian
conception of non-perspectival art, but the degree to which these Amarna period leaves are enhanced
with realistic details was definitely uncommon previously.
Even more noticeable than the striking realism of the leaves is the depth of the grapes, which
is reminiscent of raised relief. In the upper, partially preserved, depiction the depth is still relatively
conventional for so-called “sunken relief,” in which the flat modeled figures do not protrude above
the background but are instead simply outlined with sharp edged cuts in the background. In the
case of the lower, completely preserved, bunch of grapes, however, it is obvious that the sculptor
has literally gone into the stone more deeply than is normally the case with Egyptian relief, clearly
with the intention of giving a feeling of roundness and abundance to the representation of the
fruit. Again there is a sense of more, an intensification within the shapes of things.
The chisel marks that lend depth and roundness to the bunch of grapes in the relief (fig. 1),
are sketch-like, as if the result of a sudden creative urge. Amarna artists achieved an intensified
measure of independence for individual sculptural elements at the highest artistic level through
emboldened – one might even say aggressive modeling. The small but extremely expressive fragment
of a face (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 26.7.1395) carved from marble-like indurated
limestone was discovered by William Flinders Petrie in the area around the Great Aten Temple in
Amarna. The statue from which the fragment came must have been, on the basis of its style and
shape, a three-quarter life-size version of the colossal images of Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten from
the Aten Temple at Thebes/Karnak; it was probably made in the very first years after the court
moved to Amarna, perhaps by members of a workshop brought from Thebes. The pharaoh has a
thin, sensitive and rather long nose, with nostrils dilated as if by indrawn breath, and a mouth
ready to speak, its double-curved upper lip drawn upward with a hint of arrogance. The rounded
three-dimensionality of the mouth lends this part of the face the character of a sculpture in its own
right, and not only because the fragmentary state of the piece from Amarna draws the viewer’s attention to it. Even in the case of the more complete colossal statues from Karnak (fig. 2), the
mouths are carved almost completely in the round and act as autonomous three-dimensional elements with an independent life of their own. The delicate smoothing of the stone adds, moreover,
transparency to the surface that goes far in explaining the predilection of Amarna artists for this
indurated limestone material. Again a desire for more, for greater roundness and sensuously experienced tactility, underlies the artistic design.
What we refer to as Amarna art came into being very shortly after Amenhotep IV came to the
throne. After initial building activity to the west of the third pylon of the Amun Temple at Karnak,
a new, multi-faceted building complex to the east of the temple precinct was opened; the new
structures – far beyond an already existing cult place of Re-Horakhty, close to the eastern end of
the temple – were erected on land that had scarcely been used before, a considerable distance to
the east of the venerable temple complex of Amun. There can be no doubt that this was a new attempt to gain close contact with the sun as it rose over the eastern desert mountains.
144
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Among other East Karnak, structures Amenophis IV built a
vast courtyard, about 140m wide, north of the main temple axis.
It was entered from the west through a corridor with colonnades
on both sides. The court was surrounded by massive pillars on at
least three sides (the fourth has not been excavated). It thus recalled the impressive royal tombs cut by the Theban rulers of the
11th dynasty (at the end of the third millennium) into the flat
rocky floor of the northern part of the necropolis west of the Nile
and opposite Karnak, in the area known today as El-Tarif. The new
structure commissioned at Karnak by Amenhotep IV thus represented a return to earlier times on virgin soil, and in a location close
to the eastern horizon.
Between the pillars on the north side of the courtyard stood,
according to reports by Donald Redford, life-sized statues of granite,
granodiorite and quartzite, of which only small fragments remain.
A series of colossal statues, 4-5 m high and made of painted sandstone, was placed in the southern part of the court. Earlier excavators
believed that these colossal figures were positioned with their backs
leaning against the fronts of the pillars, but this view has recently
been convincingly rejected. Instead, it seems that these enormous,
images with inscribed back pillars, were free-standing.1 Since the
first discovery of a great number of them in 1925, these sculptures,
notwithstanding their deliberately smashed state of preservation,
represent the most important and truly stimulating witnesses of
the new imagery of the Aten religion.
The basic format of the colossal images from Karnak (fig. 2)
adheres largely to the statuary type that Egyptologists designate
Osiride. Sculptures of this kind were erected from the early Middle
Kingdom onward at the fronts of temples, in temple courtyards
and along processional ways. Distinguishing features are a quasimummiform lower body and hands that are crossed over the breast
holding various scepters or three-dimensional symbols of life
(ankh). The Osiride statue type is still not fully understood and
the only feature it has in common with the underworld god Osiris
is its mummiform body, suggesting an “embryonic state before
rebirth.”2 According to the evidence of inscriptions and other indications, the type appears to be related to the royal festival of renewal, the thirty-year jubilee (Heb Sed). Since reliefs showing representations of the Heb Sed, which was celebrated on the third
anniversary of Amenhotep IV’s accession to power, are preserved
in fragmentary form on the rear walls of the colonnades of the

FIG. 2 Colossal statue of Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten from Karnak, sandstone
with residue of paint, h. 2.39 m, Egyptian Museum Cairo, JE 49529
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great courtyard, it seems fair to assume that the form of the colossi on the south side of the
courtyard was at least in part related to this festival. It is clear that the colossi of Amenhotep IV
represent a new formulation of the type. Here, the abstract mummy-like body is only preserved
through the positioning of the narrowly closed legs and feet of the king, since the lower legs are uncovered and the hips and thighs are enclosed in a knee-length pleated apron decorated at the front
with uraei. Moreover, the colossi are shown with a range of different headgear and crowns: in
addition to the nemes head-cover, we find the complementary, perhaps more ritually-based khat,
and in addition to the double crown, an item of headgear made of four feathers, which connects
the figure of the king to Shu, the god of light and air.
What has excited particular attention since its discovery is the naked body of one of the
statues, which has no male genitalia, and which is most naturally explained as that of a female. It
is therefore currently generally assumed that, in addition to Amehotep IV, Nefertiti was also represented in some of the colossi and that the statues represent the “trinity” of the creator god Atum
and his children Shu and Tefnut, in the form of the “first couple” of creation. There can be no doubt
that this trinity of the creator god and his two children, primarily rooted in the religious thought of
the priesthood of the sun temple at Heliopolis, played an important role in the religious thinking of
the Amarna period (family relief Berlin, ÄM 14145). Nevertheless, it should be remembered that
neither the colossi at Karnak nor any of the related images from Amarna can be direct representations
of the gods in question, as we know from an early text found at Karnak, that Amenhotep IV definitively rejected the reproduction of images of gods. Even in the private world of the small shrines

FIG. 3 Offering scene. Reconstruction
of parts of a wall in an Aten-Temple in
Karnak
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and households at Amarna, which were – as we know – not entirely under the influence of the
official Aten religion, only small figures of gods (Thoth, Thoeris etc.) were found, not monumental
images. On the basis of this official rejection of concretization of the deity through imagery, the
colossal statues of the great court at Karnak cannot be divine images. Their appearance and appurtenances as well as the set of concepts from the traditional repertoire to which they refer, must
rather reflect an attempt to provide these images of the king and probably Nefertiti with an aura of
visual references within the context of the new religious experience. Thus, the colossal images in
the great court are undeniably royal images, which are connected with the Heb Sed festival of regeneration by being based on an earlier statue type, and are proclaimed to be the first couple by
virtue of the crown of feathers of Shu, god of light and air, and the presence of the female counterpart
of creation, as represented by Nefertiti.
It is the formal composition of the colossi that has aroused the greatest surprise since their
discovery, as the traditional image of the Pharaoh appears here shockingly changed. Instead of the
powerful broad-shouldered, young hero of the Thutmoside period, “whose bow no one could bend,”3
we are presented with pole-like, elongated images of an extraterrestrial being whose body, with its
narrow chest and very wide hips, is supported on lower legs that appear almost atrophied.4 Gay
Robins has studied the proportions of this type of body, especially in the reliefs of the Karnak and
Amarna periods and compared them with those of other periods of Egyptian history.5 In traditional
representations of, say, the Thutmoside period, the canon of proportions — laid out by Egyptian
artists by means of a square grid during the design stage — prescribed that the body should be constructed from three equal parts: one-third being the distance from the base line to the knee, onethird from knee to waist and one third from the waist to the edge of the forehead. In figures of the
Amarna period in contrast — and there is not much difference whether they be representations of
the king, queen or their subjects — the space between the knee and the high waist take up almost
half of the figure. In addition, there was a notable increase in the width of hips and thighs.
Robins and others have rightly pointed out that the high-breasted, broad-hipped body shapes
of male representations, particularly of Amenhotep IV’s Karnak phase and the early Amarna period,
correspond to natural female rather than male proportions of the human body.6 In conjunction with
the potbelly, also emphasized in human representations of the Amarna period, and used in Egyptian
art from time immemorial in representations of fertility gods, it has been assumed that the creative
power of the god, which guaranteed fertility, was reflected in the Atenists’ new style of portraying
human beings. At this juncture it is perhaps important to look more closely at the question of how
the Egyptians understood the generative role of women. A key sentence in the Maxims of Ptahhotep
from the Middle Kingdom says: “Love your wife with proper ardor ... she is a field, good for her
lord.”7 Here it is not a question of the woman as an agent in the creation of life but rather as a
recipient who nurtures the seed.8 This role of the female as a recipient might provide an appropriate
theoretical backdrop for the feminization of the human body during the Amarna period. The royal
couple, and consequently all mankind, saw themselves within the Aten religion as recipients of
divine inspiration and, indeed, all god-given life. The emphasis on the femininity of man, too, thus
becomes a demonstration of piety, which includes the whole of humanity from the king onward,
and thus transforms the world.
In summary, one can say that the Karnak colossi are comparable with modern works that
mark the beginning of a new art-historical epoch. In her comprehensive review of the reception of
these colossi since their discovery, Lise Manniche rightly cites the cubists, impressionists and
abstract painters as well-known parallels from modern art history.9 According to Egyptian symbolic
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FIG. 4 Head of Nefertiti from Memphis, palace
quarter of Merenptah, Quartzite, h. 18cm,
Egyptian Museum Cairo, JE 45547
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theory, the new first manifests itself in a greatly enriched use of indicators of metaphorical meaning;
their arrangement, however, was so intensively elaborated that, in the end, it led to a major breach
of previously observed representational boundaries.
The change in the representational domain at the beginning of Amenhotep IV’s reign also coincided with a new form of narrative relief. Tens of thousands of blocks, with an average size of approximately 52 x 26 x 22 cm, have been found re-used in later buildings. They are known in Egyptology
as talatat. Decades of research continuing up to the present time have reassembled very large
parts of scenes that depict representations of the Heb Sed festival (fig. 3). These include offeringrelated activities and the presentation of offerings, the royal couple at the Window of Appearances
and eating a meal, as well as scenes of daily life in workshops, fields and on the river — scenes previously unknown in temples.10 Each observer of the restored scenes immediately notices that an
important element in temple reliefs of all other periods of Egyptian history is absent: the face-toface standing figures of the pharaoh and a deity, shown at the same scale. Close face-to-face depictions of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, like that in the Berlin relief fragment (Berlin, ÄM 14511), that
show the seated pharaoh and his wife – even driving in a chariot or as in the piece at the Berlin relief
nicknamed “the stroll in the garden” (Berlin, ÄM 15000) – emphasize an ostentatiously relaxed atmosphere rather than the ceremonial form of a sacra conversatione.
The lack of large scale figures of the pharaoh and the god in temples of the Amarna period
was of course the result of the elimination of any gods in the official sphere and their replacement
by the symbol of the sole god Aten: the sun disc complete with rays and hands. The consequences
for the composition of images were far-reaching because even the larger eye-catching figures of
Amenhotep IV / Akhenaten and his family, for example in offering scenes, are not sufficient to
create a hierarchical structure in the traditional manner of Egyptian art. The main impression, especially in the Karnak reliefs, is instead that the walls were covered with innumerable small figures,
like busy ants (fig. 3). In the tombs at Amarna — and on that basis it may be inferred that likely in
the temples as well — the walls were more often composed around larger, central figures, the
straightforward opposition of god and pharaoh and the clear arrangement of figures in large scenes
was only re-established after the Amarna period. The Amarna period representations, with their
multiple figures, had their own magnificent sequel in the form of the Ramesside battle scenes,
with their free use of wall space.
Akhenaten’s move to Amarna in the fifth year of his reign was a relocation that influenced
the further development of what had already been decisively begun in Karnak. To date, our understanding of this development in the area of art history remains decidedly based on the results of
the work of Cyril Aldred.11 Aldred distinguished three stylistic phases: an early style, which essentially
coincides with the period of building at Karnak and the statues there, but also includes the first
years at Amarna until approximately year 8. The principal works of this style at Amarna were the
boundary stelae with their statues, now very much damaged, and, among the reliefs, the Berlin
family stela. After a middle, transitional phase that lasted until about year 12 and during which
time, for example, the wall decoration of the tomb of Ay at Amarna was created, and — in our
opinion — the quartzite head of a princess in Berlin (ÄM 21223), came the late phase. Aldred probably
correctly ascribes the tomb of Huya and almost all the works found in the workshop of Thutmose
to the late phase. Recently there has been increased suggestion that perhaps Aldred’s art historical
chronology may be too rigid.12 Such observation bears in mind that, during the Amarna period,
which lasted less than two decades, artists from the most varied backgrounds and of different
ages were working side by side. Such considerations do not, however, change the fact that the
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FIG. 5 The royal family’s entourage, relief stone
from Hermopolis, originally Amarna, limestone,
h. 23 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, Gift of Norbert Schimmel, 1985
(1985.328.10)
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works from Karnak and then later, from Amarna, show a general development aptly described by
Aldred as “tame[ing] the exuberance.”13
What this “taming” relates to is immediately apparent if one compares the head of one of
the Karnak colossi (fig. 2) with first, the Berlin princess from the workshop of Thutmose (Berlin, ÄM
21223), and then with the granodiorite head of Nefertiti (Berlin, ÄM 21358). The close relationship
between the head of the princess and the Karnak sculpture is obvious. With a round chin bounded
on both sides by drawn in depressions and with fleshy cheeks that completely hide the underlying
bone structure, the head of the young girl is still based on the pear-shaped royal faces at Karnak.
The egg-shaped skull of the princess, which swells out on both sides, her lengthened neck and the
elongated back of her head perpetuate the drive toward a highly emotionally charged deformation
of normal body shapes, so emphatically expressed in the Karnak colossi. In the case of the head of
the princess however, the hybrid lengthening seen in the faces of the Karnak statues has been
abandoned; the nose is almost childishly short, and the large eyes in the middle of her face — even
without the intended inlays — dominate the image.
The granodiorite head of Nefertiti (Berlin, ÄM 21358) was carved right at the end of the era. It
was discovered in a part of the Thutmose compound that had clearly been added later. By a good
stroke of fortune it, along with other fragments, has recently been recognized as coming from a
seated statue group of the royal couple that it has now been possible to reconstruct.14 In this object,
all directly visible characteristics of the Karnak “revolution” have disappeared from the portrayal of
the human face. The eyes appear veiled (probably only due to their unfinished state) with naturally
rounded brows above. The ridge of the delicate nose hardly protrudes from the surface of the face
— as can be seen particularly clearly from the profile; the mouth is noticeably flatter and the outline
of the curved upper lip is sharper than in most faces, even those of the late Amarna period.
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The granodiorite head (Berlin, ÄM 21358)
is the last in a series of representations of Nefertiti made in the workshop of Thutmose during Aldred’s last phase. Let us consider the rendering of the cheek elements, characterized by
the finest detail, in the four following works:
an unfinished quartzite head of the queen
(Berlin, ÄM 21220); a quartzite head from Memphis in the Cairo Museum (fig. 4; this is almost
certainly a product of the Thutmose workshop
at Amarna, or perhaps from a group very closely
associated with it); the famous Berlin bust
(Berlin, ÄM 21300); and the head of the queen
just described from the restored late diorite
group (Berlin, ÄM 21358).
With each of these faces there is an unmistakable separation of the muscles around
the cheekbones that is marked by finely indicated grooves that run sharply upwards on either side of the nostrils. The mouth itself has
soft, crescent-shaped muscles on each side and
a broad, firm chin completes the outline of the
face at the bottom.
In the unfinished quartzite head (Berlin, ÄM 21220) these same characteristics are expressed
more fully and softly than in the other examples. One is tempted to see this as the earliest work of
this group, or at least as a representation of Nefertiti’s face at a somewhat younger age. In contrast,
the other three works show the face of a woman, from which — as with a well-trained body — all unnecessary roundness has disappeared. Without any hint of slackened muscle, it depicts a mature
woman, absolutely sure of herself, in whose face experience of life, character and alluring beauty
hold sway in a unique manner.
If one tries to as a whole characterize the art of Amarna with the exception of the works that
follow closely the Karnak style, “adaptation” is perhaps an appropriate term to use. This was not a
case of outdoing – or even continuing at a comparable level – the breakthrough in content and style
that the Karnak works represented. Rather, what had been achieved by this breakthrough was adapted
step-by-step to a more traditional understanding of Egyptian art to the extent that, in the end, the
transition back to a more traditional art style in the period after the death of Akhenaten happened
without major disruption. During this process a return to reproducing naturally occurring forms undoubtedly played a decisive role. In her studies of the Egyptian canon of proportions of the human
body Robins has demonstrated that in works created during Aldred’s middle and later phases the
hybrid features of the canon (developed during the Karnak period in the form of adaptation in the
middle third portion of the body) were not entirely eliminated, but were noticeably curtailed, and the
distinctions between male and female figures are once again made more apparent (fig. 5). Most dramatic — as just seen — was the return to depicting facial features in their natural form.
The description of Amarna art as “naturalistic” or even “realistic” was often found in earlier
work. But, despite the reversion to an exaggerated orientation towards nature in its mature phase,

FIG. 6 Akhenaten’s hand while sacriﬁcing, relief
stone from Hermopolis, originally Amarna,
limestone, h. 23.5 cm. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Gift of Norbert
Schimmel, 1985 (1985.328.1)
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more recent research has shown this characterization to be false. From the beginning of Pharaonic
history Egyptian sculptors and artists observed natural flora and fauna in detail, including the human
body and face and, wherever it fitted in with the conceptually constrained framework, incorporated
these observations in their depictions. In this regard, the Amarna period is no different from any of
the other great epochs of Egypt. What one sees in the Amarna works is a refinement in individual elements that are shaped according to nature and an increase in realistic detail. Let us remind ourselves
of the vine leaves described at the beginning of this essay (fig. 1), or indeed of other Amarna-specific
motifs. For example, the manner of showing the feet of royal figures from the “correct” lateral view
so that all the toes, from the smallest to the largest, are visible (family relief, Berlin, ÄM 14145); or the
representation of hands in lateral view with “correct perspective” (fig. 6). Last but not least, we have
just described the subtly achieved individualization of features in a perfectly beautiful, youthful face,
not timeworn, as is so often seen in other periods of Egyptian art.
These and many other representational elements derived by Amarna artists from renewed
close observation of nature can be sensibly set in the context of the emotionally charged, natureoriented religion of the era. Be that as it may, their formal implementation would not have been
possible without the urge towards the “more” that, during the Karnak phase, shattered all previous
artistic boundaries.
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Virtually all the official statuary of the era of Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten was created to address the
urgently felt need to establish the Aten. Unusual or new expressions were adopted in statuary as in
architectural forms and other spheres. The statuary was probably destroyed in the Ramesside period
and the buildings where it was displayed were razed; if any statuary survives in official buildings it
is, with rare exceptions, only as ruined fragments that pose difficulties to visualization. In contrast,
the remains of unofficial religion survived in abandoned houses of the city in a way unknown elsewhere in ancient Egypt. This essay will attempt to provide an overview that encompasses both aspects of the repertoire and to evoke the purposes of the new forms of the period.

KARNAK
The sandstone Osirid colossi of Amenhotep IV – and Nefertiti – from a great court of the Aten Temple
at East Karnak are exceptions in state of survival. In large part preserved because they were broken
up and buried within the confines of a busy temple, they are among the most recognizable statues
from the Theban period. Their novelty lies in their style rather than in their form or use, which is
based on tradition that can be traced back to the Middle Kingdom.1 A colossus, probably Osirid but
with small figures of daughters, has also recently been discovered in a secondary context in the Mut
Temple.2 Although only known from representations on Karnak talatat and from the Theban tomb
188 of Parennefer, 3 large fully prostrate statues of the king – that is, with belly placed on the ground
and arms and legs extended – may have actually existed, since they certainly existed later at Amarna.
Forerunners are known, although the certain examples are quite small: one from the time of Amenhotep III names the god Atum, who is an aspect of the solar god Re, so that the pose may even have
had a preexisting linkage with solar worship, and an earlier prostrate Senwosret I on a censer lid
makes explicit the ritual nature of the pose.4
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FIG. 1 Robert Hay’s drawing of Boundary Stela
A, 1827.
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AMARNA IMPERATIVES
At Amarna itself most statuary from the temples, shrines, and palaces – that is, from its intended
locations rather than from workshops – is preserved in a ruinous state. However, the still significantly
intact and thoroughly studied Amarna boundary stela emplacements illustrate an archetype that
can provide some insight into the repertoire and purposes of the statuary as intended by Akhenaten.5 As a group, the 15 boundary stelae preserve key texts that record and materialize the king’s
founding and demarcation of the city for the Aten at Amarna, relief scenes in the lunette that emblematize the purpose of the new city depict the king in adoration along with Nefertiti and daughters
under the rays of the Aten, and statuary (fig. 1). The boundary stela project was completed between
the late 5th and early 9th regnal years. The statuary was initially added only to those stelae that included the Late Proclamation of year 6 and repetition of oath of year 8 and was probably created
actually nearer the latter date. Thus the statuary at the stelae was then created at the same time
as – or even slightly later than – the statuary carved to decorate the main temples and official structures in the new city.
Two types of statuary groups accompany each stela. A dyad of Akhenaten and Nefertiti is always positioned beside the stela. Akhenaten is nearest the stela their left feet point forward and
arms extend at shoulder height to support the upper edges of tall narrow pillars that slant outward
from the base and bear the names of the Aten and of the king and queen. A second type of dyad
generally stands adjacent to the first: Akhenaten and Nefertiti depicted with feet together. Their
visible outer forearms extend from the elbow and hands are placed on the sides of a stela that stands
before the couple and bears two sets of cartouches of the Aten with the names of the king and
queen below. The pillars/stelae are attached to the statue by connective stone. The dyad form emphasizes the tight-knit identity of king and queen, and groups of princesses alongside prefigure
their evolving importance in art at Amarna, which will be discussed further below. The types are not
entirely distinct: both unite gestures with a text on an abstract-form object giving the names of the
god, lending the statuary a strongly performative aspect. In their exploration of new ways to unite
words and statuary the dyads seek a melding similar to that achieved by the 18th dynasty private
type that depicts an individual reciting a solar hymn by inscribing the hymn on various planar surfaces – including the traditional stelae – that merge with his kneeling body and raised arms. The
dyads were certainly intended to establish a nexus of acknowledgement or communication with the
Aten through the names they proffer, in this case the names of the newly established god. In addition, however, the gesture of the first dyad type nearly replicates that of the king adoring the Aten
in the lunette of the stela. The second dyad type has more or less the single purpose of speaking
the god’s names in order to fixate what cannot be substantiated, and does this in the most widely
comprehensible way perhaps by employing the stela form.
These two interacting categories, worship and recognition, can provide touchstones in reviewing the numerous new statuary forms that were in use or created for the Amarna Period and the intentions behind them. Statuary forms that might be associated with certain buildings will be
remarked, but in many cases the nature of the remains means that any such remarks must be provisional.

FIG. 2 Worshipping dyad type at Stela A.
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WORSHIPPING
Among the statuary whose purpose includes worshipping there are types that, if one draws more
broadly on understanding of Egyptian statuary, could be additionally qualified as enacting stages
of ritual actions.6 In fact, the adoring dyad type touching a tall pillar with the Aten’s names that
appears at the Boundary Stelae might be considered one of these stages in a ritual performance
(fig. 2).So far the clearest evidence for its possible occurrence in the city is a near life-size fragment
discovered in the 2012 season in reclearances toward the front of the Great Aten Temple. Other types
that can be considered ritual are kneeling statues with raised arms, the largest about a third lifesize. At least two of these come from front areas of the Great Aten Temple, and another from the
Great Palace; Borchardt purchased one for Berlin on the art market (Berlin, ÄM 21637). Some of these
simply had upraised arms, but others are broken in such a way that it is possible that a text ran between the arms and lap. The running kneel pose is also known (Metropolitan Museum of Art
57.180.90), much like the small statuette Berlin, ÄM 21238, where painted lines have been interpreted
as indications for carving a censer and incense pellets – if really this is the case it is an otherwise
unknown subject for stone statuary. Fragments of larger indurated limestone statues from the
Great Aten Temple sanctuary area (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 57.180.2) and from the Small Aten
Temple (Liverpool, World Museum 1973.1.518) suggest that larger examples of kneeling statues associated with raised arms and texts may have existed, while another fragment rediscovered in a
secondary context may represent part of a running kneel statue of Nefertiti (Site Magazine S-7142).
A number of examples of fully prostrate statuary of approximately life-size and seemingly including
both Akhenaten and Nefertiti are documented by fragments in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
from the Great Aten Temple statuary dump outside the south temenos wall, which is associated
with the Sanctuary statuary (fig. 3). If the evidence from Karnak talatat holds for Amarna, the statuary should belong on a ramp leading to a location constituting the ultimate place of offering to the
Aten.

FIG. 3 Artist’s restoration of prostrate statues
from the Great Aten Temple, drawing by William
Schenck.
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Worshipping statuary includes, perhaps most basically, statues that hold offerings intended
for the god. Traditionally kneeling statuary offering nu pots fulfilled this role, however, a series of
18th Dynasty refigurations of the activity – for example, the king offering maat or represented with
teeming offering table like Hapy – reveal the strongly cyclical understanding of the process: the god
bestows without any kind of entreaty on the part of the king, and the king renders the benefits of
divine largesse to the god as a form of thanks in that natural cycle. Several scholars have pointed
out that Akhenaten associated himself bodily and in his exclusive choice of offering-table bearing
statuary with Hapy. Besides depictions near altars and in courts in the Amarna tomb reliefs, there
is ample evidence of standing statues of Akhenaten and Nefertiti bearing offering tables. The offerings – when depicted – extend beyond the riverine items associated with Hapy to include those
more commonly associated with large temple and funerary offering tables such as poultry and incense burning in bowls. Princesses too, at least when mature, could bear offering tables (Berlin, ÄM
21690). Many fragments of such statuary derive from the Aten temples, the Great Palace, the site
of the Desert Altars, and some version of offering table statue is depicted in the sunshade temple
of Queen Tiye in the tomb of Huya.
FIG. 4 Excavator’s drawing of Fitzwilliam
E.590.1939 at the time of excavation.

ACTUALIZATION OF THE ATEN
Statues whose main purpose seems related to the display of the names of the Aten, termed here
recognition or actualization statues in an attempt to translate their meaning, are characteristic of
and limited to the period of life at Amarna itself. There is a relief precursor to this type at Karnak,
an important talatat scene of a Window of Appearance from which the king first presents the Aten’s
names enclosed in cartouches.7 At Amarna there are a few relief versions of the god’s cartouches
being lifted beneath the Aten’s rays or of sphinxes proffering the names that might hold additional
variations of meaning. One very high quality indurated limestone statue that held the Aten cartouches aloft was situated in the Sanctuary of the Great Aten Temple, and may have been a central
statue: fragments in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the British Museum, and the Egyptian Museum fit together to constitute the right forearm and hands holding the cartouches (Metropolitan
Museum of Art 21.9.431). A single figure seems to be depicted, surely Akhenaten himself.
Several dyads holding stelae can be reconstructed for the Great Aten Temple (Metropolitan
Museum of Art 21.9.4), and one at least stood in the Small Aten Temple (Site Magazine S-7001).
Fragments of another large red quartzite statue exist – perhaps from the stela emplacement area
of the Great Aten Temple – of Akhenaten holding a stela (Metropolitan Museum of Art 57.180.39):
the statue is in some respects unusual, but may have also held a stela that related to the Aten’s
names; the small statue Berlin, ÄM 21835 confirms that such statues existed. Another kind of statue
may be posited that held the Aten’s names on another kind of stela, perhaps a disk; one such preserved stela, with three early Aten cartouche pairs disposed as they are on a human body and held
by two hands, was discovered in the area of the Great Palace (Fitzwilliam Museum E.590.1939), and
offers one model for imagining the seated diorite dyad from the Thutmose workshop (Berlin, ÄM
21358, and Site Magazine S-5525) (fig. 4).8
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THE ROYAL FAMILY
Akhenaten was shown surrounded by his family as early as the relief at Karnak, plain demonstration
that a focus on their lives was beginning to emerge. In relief and shrine stelae from Amarna this
understanding reached its apex: the royal family was the blessed children of the Aten, and their
elect status was palpable in their beauty and special intimacy.
As noted in the discussion of the statuary at the Boundary Stelae, one or more princesses
often accompanied the parents; in the case of a group, they may be shown holding hands or one
might drape her arm about the shoulders of another. Examples that originate in the Central City
structures follow that pattern; the princesses may be quite small or more accurately proportionate
to the parents.
There is little discernible trace in the Central City of the Thutmose workshop statuary style as
it is represented by the dramatic heads of princesses and royal women – for example in a highly naturalistic treatment of hands – or of coloristic effects achieved through use of composite techniques.
These seem to be the sculptural expression of the evolved understanding expressed in the shrine
stelae and some reliefs. It has been suggested such statues might have been intended for the sunshade temples associated with the royal women, which were located in outlying parts of the city
and whose decoration may have been underway relatively late in the reign.9

FIG. 5 Fragmentary statuette of a vizier, indurated limestone, H. 25.4 cm. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Purchase, Lila Acheson Wallace
Gift; Gift of Henry Walters, by exchange; and
Anne and John V. Hansen Egyptian Purchase
Fund, 2007 (2007.363).

FIG. 6 Statue of two men and a boy that served
as a domestic icon. Gebelein possibly, limestone
and paint, H. 17 cm. The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, Rogers Fund, 1911 (11.150.21).
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TRADITION IN THE REPERTOIRE
Statues of the king seated with hands on thighs, in the traditional manner of a cult recipient
statue, are known from Amarna. In scenes in private tombs a large statue of this type may be
found alongside the stela emplacement in the Great Aten Temple, fine limestone fragments of
thrones and of hands flat on thighs now in New York testify to others from the Sanctuary area of
the same temple. The famous yellow stone seated statue of an Amarna pharaoh (Musée du Louvre
N 831) retains the hand of a female who was originally alongside and throne fragments in New
York retain references to Nefertiti and a princess. It is therefore likely that at least Nefertiti was
also depicted enthroned, princesses may have been too, or perhaps they simply figured alongside.
Examples of standing statues of the king and queen, or potentially dyads or groups, with and
without traditional royal scepters are known from various official buildings (Metropolitan Museum
of Art 21.9.3). One statue depicted the king as a child (Berlin, ÄM 21290–2), a type known since
the Old Kingdom but only quite rarely documented.10
Architectural sculpture in the traditional form of large limestone Osirids were placed before
the sanctuary of the Great Aten Temple, granite and quartzite Osirid colossi of the king along with
colossi of the queen stood around a huge court in the Great Palace at Amarna, echoing those in
the Gempaaten at Karnak. Architectural sculptures that appeared the North Riverside Palace are
quite unusually placed, rendering their purpose difficult to understand: an attached pair of feet
attest to the presence of statuary above a uraeus frieze over the false northern door niche in the
great wall alongside the Royal Road, and a ruined head with a uraeus modius, and nude torso
were found in the same area.11 The purpose of the installation is not clear, although it evokes various aspects of the treatment and subject matter at the Eastern High Gate at Medinet Habu. Other
kinds of sculpture attested for royal buildings include limestone sphinxes from the Great Aten
Temple (Fitzwilliam E.77.1933) and a lion head from the Maruaten (San Diego, Museum of Man
14761).
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Statuary of non-royal officials has thus far not been documented in the official buildings
of the city. There are, however, a few candidates for such placement: the statue/stela of Bak and
his wife (Berlin, ÄM 31009), a quartzite female head from the Thutmose workshop (Berlin, 21289)
and an indurated limestone Amarna period vizier’s statue (Metropolitan Museum of Art
2007.363) (fig. 5) are three of the likeliest of these.12 Moreover, gypsum masks of non-royal individuals and rock-cut tomb statues of officials indicate allowance for large officials’ statuary.13 A
number of smaller statues also exist, but their findspots and size make it difficult to definitively
distinguish them from statuary associated with non-official religion, which will be discussed
further below. In sum, it is possible to imagine reasons that statuary of officials is not prominent
in Amarna – such as failure to recognize it in the extremely fragmentary nature of the site, failure
to locate the appropriate locales, or delay in its production until the Aten and the king were wellequipped – but it seems quite unlikely that it was actually excluded from contexts where it had
appeared in previous reigns.
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PRIVATE EXPRESSIONS: DONATIONS, GARDEN SHRINES, COMMUNITY SHRINES,
DOMESTIC LOCATIONS
Amarna shows remarkable preservation of a range of statuary from locales outside the royal buildings and private tombs, such as so-called garden shrines, domestic altars, and other locations. These
clearly document private religious practices.14 A good number of garden shrines and domestic altars
can be connected to devotion to the official religion, and their focus is usually understood to be on
the royal family, since the king himself was the one who dealt directly with the Aten. Aside from
the fine shrine stelae some statuettes and even two near life-size statues of king and queen holding
a sort of tablet can be associated with these (Ashmolean 1924.162, British Museum EA935). At least
one shrine in the Central City housed a wooden naos and an apparently wooden statue of the king
along with others including a wooden sphinx: the shrine was seemingly intended for private religious
activity on the part of workers in the bureaucratic and military installations of the Central City.15
Other small royal statuettes exist, including one of Akhenaten holding a stela (Berlin, ÄM 21835),
some with offering tables, and dyads or family groups that are from locales of indeterminate implication and temples (Brussels Musée d’Art et d’Histoire E6730 from the Small Aten Temple) where
they may signal the existence of a stratum of private donations of royal statuary whose scope we
can hardly appreciate.
Some domestic installations, and chapels at the Workman’s Village, served other kinds of private religious concerns. These included beliefs related to traditional household gods and those surrounding female figurines. The most distinctive involved what, from the characterization at Deir el
Medina where it was first noted, is usually characterized as ancestor worship. Significantly, evaluation of the evidence from Amarna indicates that aside from ancestors additional types of respected
figures seem to have been accorded attention.16 In any event, a number of stelae, an ancestor bust
(Berlin, ÄM 25847) and small sculptures of private individuals have survived from Amarna and can
be associated with this type of practice. Those few whose identity and context are clear come from
domestic areas of the city. Some like the fine statue of a seated man with lined face (Egyptian Museum JE 53249) display the closed lotus that is associated with ancestor figures from Deir el Medina,
while others, like a small triad probably originally from Amarna (Metropolitan Museum of Art
11.150.21) (fig. 6), are less overtly marked and may only reveal themselves through the difficulties
they present any alternative identification.17
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NEW FORMS OF COMPOSITION –
COMPOSITE STATUES
Kristin Thompson

Apart from the famous painted bust of Nefertiti, some of the most beautiful pieces of sculpture
found in the Thutmose workshop were heads intended to become parts of composite statues. Such
statues, rather than carved from a single block of stone, consisted of pieces made of contrasting
types of stone fastened together.
Composite statues were not wholly an invention of the Amarna period. There are a few
surviving composite pieces tentatively dated to the reigns of Akhenaten’s immediate predecessors,
his father Amenhotep III and grandfather Thutmose IV. Faces and hands of stones such as obsidian
and red jasper were fitted into statues made of another material, possibly wood. The artists at
Akhetaten went much further than this, making all the exposed parts of the body –heads, arms
and hands, legs and feet, and torsos in statues of the king – of the same kind of stone. In nearly all
cases, the body portions were made of quartzite, the hardest stone worked by the ancient Egyptians.
These would then be attached to garments carved in a material suitable for representing the pleated
linen clothes worn by the royal family, likely white limestone in most cases.
Many of the composite fragments found at Amarna were unfinished. These were discovered
in several workshops in a large district in the Central City, south of the major royal buildings in the
Central City. The Thutmose complex (P 47.1–3) is the most famous of these, and yielded the largest
number of pieces. Another extensive workshop (O 47.16a and 20), which is a short distance west of
the Thutmose complex, was excavated by the Egypt Exploration Society in 1932. It yielded a single
composite piece, one of the most beautiful and completely preserved of the heads of Nefertiti (fig.
1). In another large sculptors’ complex (P 49.6), south of the Thutmose buildings (Berlin, ÄM 20494
and ÄM 20495), the German team found a complete arm and a pair of hands. These were clearly
made for the same statue, probably a group with two or more princesses holding hands.
Although dozens of fragments of composite statues survive, not a single portion of a
statue in which such fragments remain attached to each other has yet been discovered. Thus we
must imagine what the finished statues looked like based on clues provided by the form of individual
pieces. We are hindered by the fact that most of the surviving fragments are portions of the body;
thus far very few parts of garments have been identified.
The main method for attaching composite pieces to the garments was a technique long
known in Egypt: the mortise-and-tenon. Mortises and tenons had been in use since at least the
early dynastic period. They aided in assembling wooden objects like ships, coffins, and furniture.
Many of the surviving composite statuary fragments retain at least parts of their tenons. The heads
had tenons below the neck, tapering to rounded bottoms. Heads of Nefertiti and other adult women
also had tenons on top; these varied in shape depending on the type of crown or wig to be attached
(fig. 1). In some cases the neck tenons have broken off, leaving only stumps. Today surviving neck
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FIG. 1 An unﬁnished quartzite head of Nefertiti
discovered by the Egypt Exploration Society in a
large sculpture workshop a short distance west
of the Thutmose complex in1932. The short
tenon on top, as well as the lack of ears, suggest
that the intention was to add a short wig of
another material. (Egyptian Museum, Cairo,
JE 59286)
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FIG. 2 A purple quartzite section of a stomach
with the characteristic horizontal Amarna navel,
found in the Kom el-Nana. (Amarna magazine,
registration number S-5995)

FIG. 3 Nefertiti’s right shoulder from a composite statue, discovered by Sir William Flinders
Petrie at an unknown spot at Amarna. The cartouche retains part of its blue frit ﬁlling and contains the later name of the Aten. (Petrie
Museum, UC108)
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tenons often remain invisible, because they are inserted into the museum display cases bases that
support the heads.
Several hands and arms were found in the Thutmose workshop. The shapes of the tenons
on these varied considerably, suggesting that sculptors had devised specific means of attaching
these pieces, depending on the length of dress sleeves and pose of the arms.
For the composite statues of Nefertiti and her daughters, heads, arms, and feet fit into
mortises carved into a single limestone garment that went from the bottom of the neck to the
ankles. In some cases, Nefertiti’s trailing skirt went further, draping over her heel to the ground,
with a piece that represented a partial foot attached at the front. Akhenaten, however, typically
wore only a knee-length kilt. For statues of him, a torso would be created that fit down into the top
of the kilt. Only one torso fragment has thus far been discovered – during excavations in the Kom
el-Nana, a temple associated with Nefertiti and located in the southern part of the Amarna plain
(fig. 2). Indeed, this stomach is one of a very small number of fragments that can be firmly identified
as coming from composite statues of the king. Beneath the stomach is a huge, square tenon around
which one or more limestone kilt pieces would have been attached.
Below the kilt there were presumably pieces representing the king’s knees, lower legs,
and feet, however no complete pieces of this type have been found. Several feet do survive; rectangular tenons underneath would have attached these into mortises in the statue base.
Only one piece of limestone garment has definitively been identified as part of a composite
garment. A shoulder in fine-grained white limestone crossed by exquisitely carved pleats has part
of a mortise preserved on its inner side (fig. 3). An arm with a tenon like that in Berlin, ÄM 20495
would have been inserted upward into it. Two other fragments of possible limestone composite
garments were found in the Kom el-Nana: the edge of a pleated garment and the bottom of a dress
draped over a heel.
Assembling composite statues was a challenge. Inserting a tenon atop an arm into a
mortise in the bottom of a sleeve alone was not enough to defy gravity and keep it in place.
Sculptors fastened the tenons firmly by using a material that occurs naturally in Egypt: gypsum. A
type of soft stone, gypsum was widely used for a great range of purposes. It could be carved into
utilitarian objects or heated to create a paste. At Amarna, aggregate materials like sandstone were
added to gypsum to make concrete, which was used to lay the foundations for the royal stone
buildings. Before the concrete hardened, the limestone talatat blocks were pressed down onto its
surface. Some of these foundations survive today. Although the blocks were removed in antiquity
and hauled away to be re-used in later buildings, their impressions are in some cases still visible
today. These have provided Egyptologists with valuable clues as to the construction and layout of
the temples and palaces at Amarna.
Gypsum was also used as plaster, and provided a smooth, hard surface when added to mudbrick
or limestone walls. The tombs of Akhetaten’s nobility were cut into the nearby cliffs, mostly located
in areas of poor, rough limestone. Gypsum was spread over the uneven surfaces, smoothing them
in preparation for the carving of reliefs and application of paint. Even the bust of Nefertiti, though
made of limestone, has a layer of gypsum of varying thickness under its paint. Its enduring beauty
testifies to the high-quality surface that gypsum provided ancient artists.
Finally, gypsum was also an effective adhesive. At Amarna it was used for such purposes as
attaching flint blades into slots on wooden scythes and fastening commemorative stone stelae
into niches in tomb walls. It was strong enough to allow sculptors to assemble composite statues
without the risk of tenons slipping out of their mortises (fig. 4).
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In addition to the contrasts between the body surfaces and clothing, other materials were
used to add details. Several surviving composite heads, such as a polished brown quartzite piece
from the Thutmose workshop (Berlin, ÄM 21223), have recesses cut into the eyes and eyebrows.
Other heads that display less advanced stages of production have guidelines painted on the eyes
and brows, indicating that these too were intended to have carved recesses (Berlin, ÄM 21220
and Berlin, ÄM 21245). These areas would have been finished with inlays of contrasting materials
that included rock crystal eyeballs with the irises of dark pigment painted on the reverse or
inserted disks of obsidian. The single inlaid eye in the painted bust of Nefertiti, made of rock
crystal with pigment on the inner side, gives some sense of what the effect would have been. A
broad necklace of beads at the top of a limestone dress might be intricately colored with small
inlays or colored pastes. A wig or crown could be added. The head in fig. 1 has a low tenon
designed to hold a short wig, while the taller tenon in Berlin, ÄM 21220, has been prepared to
receive Nefertiti’s distinctive tall, flat crown.
These wigs and crowns might be made of colored faience, usually blue. Fragments of wigs
made of granodiorite, a dark gray stone, also survive (fig. 5). Similarly, sidelocks of youth, also
made of granodiorite and similar stones, would have been attached to the princesses’ heads, as
an unfinished example from the Thutmose workshop shows (Berlin, ÄM 21272). For figures of
Akhenaten and Nefertiti, a uraeus, the rearing cobra worn above the forehead to signify royalty,
would have been fashioned of some precious material such as gold and inserted into a hole in
the crown or wig.
In at least some cases sandal straps would have been attached to the feet of composite
statues. A small number of pieces of such straps, made of fine white limestone or perhaps
marble, were found by the German team in sculptors’ workshops (Berlin, ÄM 30317, ÄM 30344,
ÄM 30345/46, ÄM 30347, ÄM 30348). Such pieces were too small to be attached using tenons
and mortises. Instead another traditional technique familiar from ancient furniture making was
used. The foot in fig. 4 has one complete dowel hole centered on its top, as well as the lower end
of a second on its broken outer edge. One of the side sandal straps in Berlin, ÄM 30348 also contains a drilled dowel hole. Small dowels, probably of wood, were evidently used to attach the
strap pieces to the foot. Two feet, one from the Kom el-Nana and one from an unknown findspot now in the Israel Museum (76.14.100), have small drilled holes between the first and second
toes; the bent front end of the front sandal strap would have been inserted into such a hole. No
doubt a dab of gypsum would have helped anchor such small pieces as the uraeus and sandal
straps. The Israel Museum foot has traces of gilt around the sandal area, suggesting that gold
foil was another material sometimes included in the elaborate combination that produced composite
statues.
The resulting statue would have been a complex and colorful assemblage of elements. No
doubt one motivation for the creation of Amarna composite statuary was realism. As the heads in
the exhibition demonstrate, yellow, orange, red, and brown quartzite could simulate skin color
(there is evidence that some composite statues were made using dark purple quartzite, but perhaps
this was perceived by the ancient Egyptians as an acceptable color for rendering human skin – just
as blue was often used to represent dark hair). Moreover, polished quartzite retains a texture of
minute pits that, with its pores and tiny wrinkles, closely simulates the look of human skin. The
carefully carved pleats of the garments would have plausibly imitated linen cloth against skin. The
dark gray wigs, inlaid eyes, and colorful jewelry would have all added to the vivid effect of realism
combined with idealized beauty.

FIG. 4 The middle portion of a life-size right
foot in purple quartzite, gypsum still clings to
the tenon on its underside. It was found in the
Kom el-Nana. (Amarna magazine, S-6605)

FIG. 5 The right side of a wig, probably from a
composite statue. Found by Sir William Flinders
Petrie at Amarna, it may have been part of a
headpiece constructed in three separate parts.
(Petrie Museum, UC076)
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In keeping with this apparent quest for realism, the scale of most of the pieces seems to have
been close to life-size. Finds from both the workshops and the Kom el-Nana indicate that the composite statues were life-size or slightly smaller. There were however, exceptions. Sir William Flinders
Petrie found an intact, unfinished head of Nefertiti (Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, UC010)
in an unspecified workshop. Including the head and neck tenons it is only 7.2 cm tall, and the face
measures a mere 3 cm. This piece probably represents the smallest scale on which composite
statues were made. In contrast, Petrie discovered a well-preserved composite knee of Akhenaten
that is roughly half again life-size (fig. 6). The find-spot was unfortunately not recorded, but the
glowing polish on this fragment indicates that it was a finished piece. Its provenance is most likely
the Great Palace, where Petrie noted that he found fragments of several quartzite colossi. A purple
quartzite elbow found in the Kom el-Nana (now in the magazine at el-Ashmunein) is carved on all
sides and thus probably originated in a composite statue; similar to the knee, it is about one-anda-half times life-size.
At what point in Akhenaten’s reign was composite statuary innovated? For many years, most
of the composite pieces that had been published and were on display in museums came from excavations in the workshop district of the ancient city. It was widely assumed that this new type of
statuary was developed very late in Akhenaten’s reign. It has even been suggested that the composite
technique was merely an experiment, and that the pieces were never actually assembled into
finished statues.
The wide variety among the surviving composite pieces however, suggests that the technique of making such statues had passed well beyond the experimental stage. One remarkable
aspect of these pieces is how little repetition there is among the shapes of the tenons on the arms
and feet. Sculptors had clearly been working on composite statues long enough to develop specialized
methods. These may have been devised for joining pieces in different poses, or it may simply be
that individual artists came up with discrete designs for carving tenons. There is also definite
evidence that statues were assembled into finished form and placed in royal buildings. The large
knee found by Petrie (fig. 6) hints that the Great Palace may have held composite statues.
Since the discovery of finished pieces in the Kom el-Nana (excavated in the late 1980s and
early 1990s but still only partially explored), it is apparent that some composite statues were assembled and placed in royal buildings. In all likelihood at least five completed composite statues
stood in the Kom el-Nana, and there may have been several more. The technique was probably in
use for at least a few years. Over fifty definite or probable pieces of composite statuary that
represent nearly as large a number of individual statues have been discovered.
In general, the shattered pieces that have been recovered in many years of excavation at
Amarna represent only a tiny percentage of the total quantity of stone statues that stood in the
royal buildings of the ancient city. It is still not uncommon for fragments to be found that represent
“new” statues, of which no piece was previously known. We must assume that there were many
more composite statues than we currently have evidence of.
Egyptologists have long speculated as to whether composite statues were made using a sort
of assembly-line system, with individual workshops specializing in heads or feet or garments. These
would then have been collected in one spot to be fastened together, yet there is no evidence for
such a system. Indeed, the Thutmose workshop contained heads, arms, and feet, and the other
workshops contained similar pieces, such as the arm and hands from P 49.6 and the head from O
47.20. In practical terms, it would be easier for the artists who made the body portions to work on
the garments as well, so as to make sure that the shapes of the tenons and mortises closely
168
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matched. The considerable variety of the tenon designs also suggests that there was little of the
standardization that assembly-line methods would require. Instead, it seems likely that each workshop making composite statues created and assembled all the pieces internally, rather than cooperating with other establishments in their production. Certainly the quality of the pieces found in
these three large workshops suggests that all of them had developed the art of making composite
statuary to an extraordinarily high level. It is no surprise that these fragments are among the most
famous and admired of artworks from the Amarna era.
FIG. 6 A ﬁnished quartzite knee from a colossal
seated ﬁgure of Akhenaten. A long, narrow
tenon on the back for insertion into a kilt points
diagonally up and back. (Petrie Museum, UC095)
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THE WORKSHOP COMPLEX
OF THUTMOSIS
Friederike Seyfried

LAYOUT OF THE COMPLEX AND ORIGINAL DISCOVERY
On the second day of excavation in the winter campaign of 1912/13, Ludwig Borchardt instructed his
best foreman, Mohammed Ahmed es-Senussi, to begin uncovering a house known simply as P 47.1.1
The area designated in this way emerged over the course of the excavation as a series of
small, very modest homes and workshops, grouped around a courtyard with a well. The whole
structure of the complex became clear in the following four weeks, during which time P 47.2 and P
47.3, the adjoining buildings on the north, were excavated and documented. This was where on December 6, 1912 the most important finds of the entire excavation were to come to light.
In this astonishingly short time and using a labour force of about 150 workers, not only was
this particular area (measuring 75 x 45 m) excavated, but other buildings in the adjacent grid squares
were also tackled. On the basis of the descriptions and plans made by Borchardt and Ricke the
building sequence of complex P 47.1 – 3 may be briefly characterised as follows:2
The area in question is located in the southern part of the Central City, on the so-called Street
of the High Priest,3 and just north of a broad wadi, or desert valley, that cuts through the city at
that point (see the essay by Tietze in this volume, fig. 4). The whole area is divided into two parts:
the Northern Complex of buildings P 47.2 and 3, surrounded by a continuous wall, and the adjacent
southern group of smaller accommodation and the previous workshop areas, P 47.1. The latter obviously represents a later expansion of the main site (fig. 1). The imposing core building P 47.2 is almost square in plan, each side being approximately 17.10 m in length, and corresponds to a mediumsized town house, featuring all the different areas, albeit in a slightly different form, typical of that
type of house (see essay by Kemp, fig. 5, view of the remains of P 47.2). The property, bordered by a
wall, is accessed from a side street that runs along the northern side through an entrance and is
fitted with a canopy. This gives onto a large courtyard, which was later to be the site of numerous
extensions (fig. 2). A flight of steps, small vestibule (P 47.2, R 20),4 and another anteroom (P 47.2,
R. 15) leads into the so-called broad hall (P 47.2, R 14), in which guests were received and entertained,
and which also represented the more public area of the house. Two wooden columns, whose limestone bases were found still in situ, formed part of the design of this rather grand room. As with
the great villas of the city, the walls of the building were adorned with decorative floral designs and
garlands at the top. Fragments of these paintings survived to be recovered by the excavators, although no further fragments that could be assigned to this decoration are preserved in the Berlin
storerooms. The small adjoining rooms on the western side (P 47.2, R 18 and R 19) were probably
originally a kind of pantry or larder for the entertainment of guests, since direct access was possible
through a small door to the courtyard, the well and outbuildings. (The subsequent use of these two
chambers as a storeroom for the famous sculptor’s models is discussed below.)
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Within the house, adjoining the broad hall, was the room called the tiefe Halle (long hall) by
the excavators (P 47.2, R 5), a form of living room from which all the other private rooms could be
reached. These included the bedroom (P 47.2, R 9), the bathroom (P 47.2, R 6) and the toilet (P 47.2,
R 7). Access to the upper floor was via the stairwell at the back (P 47.2, R 1–3), from where the
storage yard could also be reached through a side entrance.
On the basis of their condition when discovered, no operations connected with sculpting were
carried out in the living rooms of the main house. They seem to have been carried out exclusively in
the workshops, which initially were only located in rooms P 47.2, R 24–3, built in the narrow strip of
land on the eastern side along the house.
Besides the house, a typical large estate in Akhet-Aten had other areas of operation that are
also to be found in this property.5 These include the well structure, with its winding staircase,
storage areas mentioned earlier, four large granaries, animal sheds and four ovens of the home
bakery, adjacent to the southern wall.
It is clear that capacity requirements for the workshops increased fairly quickly in the first
years after the start of operations, so that numerous extensions became necessary within the area
as a whole. At this point, house P 47.3 came into existence, this was ascribed by the excavators to
a senior sculptor (see fig. 1). With its classic, albeit somewhat modified, floor plan this rather grand
building is similar in layout to a typical Amarna house. Clustered around the house are further
workshops and living quarters for approximately three families of junior artisans are clustered
around the house and lie directly along the northern boundary of the property. The farm and animal
buildings were probably used jointly by the two large households and their subordinates, although
control over the storage areas and the issuing of grain obviously rested with the owner of P 47.2.
To preserve a differentiation in social structure, the house belonging to the foreman of P 47.3
had its own access from the northern side street, and a narrow brick wall maintained a separation
from the courtyard of the main house. Although this created a slightly crooked approach to the
property, it also emphasised the importance of the dominant main building.
For the supply of goods and necessary raw materials for the workshops, there was another
broader entrance into the courtyard area on the eastern side of the property, opposite the well that
led from the Street of the High Priest. An area of shade was apparently created by planting a row of
trees along the southern wall of the houses of P 47.3, the emplacements of which could be documented by the excavators (see fig. 2).
Over time, the amount of orders for work seems to have increased to such an extent that
an extension of the workshop and living quarters had to be created on the other side of the
southern enclosing wall. This is designated P 47.1 (fig. 1), and comprises twelve smaller accommodation units and a slightly larger West House. These buildings were designated by Borchardt
and Ricke as “apprentice quarters” (Gesellenwohnungen) and were, according to their description,
of “inferior construction.” These usually consist of only three or four very small rooms, which
could be used simultaneously for living and working. They were connected to the large workshops
by a narrow passage with a door between the two small accommodation units, P 47.3c and 47.3d
(see label in fig. 2).
Although the first finds from the excavations in the last days of November 1912 has already
suggested that the area contained a large sculpture workshop, no finds had come to light previous
to December 17th that gave the name of the owner of either of the two main buildings. This changed
with the fortunate discovery of a small ivory object (Berlin, ÄM 21193) that was found in a depression
initially identified as a possible “former rubbish pit.” Inside this pit, which was, in fact, one of a row
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FIG. 1 The three house and workshop areas of
P 47.1–3 with indication of the construction phases
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FIG. 2 Houses P 47. 1–3 with room numbers
according to the recording of Borchardt and
Ricke
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FIG. 3 Located position of ﬁnds according to
the excavation documentation of P 47. 1–3
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FIG. 4 Position of the ﬁnds in the rooms of P
47.2 (Room 18 and 19)
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of “tree pits” alongside house 47.3, there was also an alabaster fragment and part of a flint sickle
(Berlin, ÄM 21294) (see fig. 3).
The ivory fragment in question, which was not identified as part of a pair of blinkers until1983
in a publication by R. Krauss that which included an important suggestion by M. Eaton-Krauss,6
bears an engraved inscription that is only partially preserved:
“The praised one of the ‘good god,’7 the overseer of works, the sculptor Thutmose.”
Although the excavators were hesitant regarding which householder this name should be assigned on the basis of this title,8 Krauss decided, on the basis of the identification of the object as
part of a pair of blinkers, that the name Thutmose must clearly be attributed to the main house.9
His argument is based on the particular significance of the prestige associated with owning a horse
and chariot, which he felt only the owner of that property could have had. In the meantime, the
identification of the “blinkers and horse and chariot-owning” Thutmose as the owner of P 47.2 has
become accepted as fact (so much so that he often even appears as “the” sculptor of the bust of
Nefertiti). One must be cautious, however, about such a definite assertion. We cannot, after all,
now reconstruct how and under what circumstances the blinker broke and was swept away along
with the other objects into the pit in question – or whether, for example, it belonged to a team of
foreign horses. Although the ascription to Thutmose seems entirely plausible, there is an absence
of further inscriptional evidence, for example on architectural elements, which allow this assignment
to be free of any doubt.
Apart from the name of the sculptor Thutmose, only one other piece of evidence giving the
name of a private individual was found in the entire workshop complex. A person called “Ramose”
is mentioned on an incised inscription on a large food container (Berlin, ÄM 29881) that had been
set into a type of cellar pit under a bedstead in one of the smaller houses from P 47.1 1, R 3.
Looking at the total of approximately 400 artefacts and their distribution within the three
house complexes, it is possible to draw the following conclusions. These had by and large also been
formulated in this way by the excavators, and need modification in only a few places.10 It is frequently
impossible to carry out a more detailed analysis of the corpus of finds due to the loss of numerous
excavation records.
Firstly, we can state that, on the basis of the discovery of a finger ring naming Tutankhamun
(Berlin, ÄM 34701) in P 47.3 and reference to “regnal year 1” on the label of a wine jar (Berlin, ÄM
37391) from P 47.2, there is evidence for the usage of the accommodation and workshop areas
beyond the death of Akhenaten, which is true in any case for the entire city. The exact point at
which the property was abandoned, however, cannot be determined more precisely.
As noted several times on this subject and since the earliest publications,11 the inhabitants
naturally took with them those valuable items that were portable and could be re-used when they
left the city. The finds therefore only represent a very limited spectrum of an ancient Egyptian
household, and it should be no surprise that only small amounts of textiles, metals and wooden
furniture could be recovered. In addition, there was the natural decomposition of organic materials
caused by pests or the effects of weather and the continuous looting of the houses from the
Ramesside period up until modern times.12
The 141 objects that survive from the small houses and workshops of P 47.1 allow the following
conclusions to be drawn for this area: In addition to a few unfinished sculptural works, which
include the small figure of a king offering incense (Berlin, ÄM 21238) and several fragments of
various statues and statuettes, numerous tools were found. This testifies to the stone working
that was carried out here, and an astonishing number of clay moulds for the production of rings,
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pendants and chain links made of faience. Although there are no kilns here, it seems that the production of faience elements in these workshops was carried out as a matter of common practice.
Although it is included in the list of finds from P 47.1, the remarkable discovery of the head of a
princess (Berlin, ÄM 21223) belongs strictly to the courtyard of the large estate of P 47.2, as it was
found in an outbuilding to the north of the southern wall of the courtyard.
Among the mostly small finds of this great courtyard area, it is striking that, in addition to
fragments of a smashed portrait head of the king as an infant that was made of alabaster (Berlin,
ÄM 21290; lost during the war),13 numerous tools, statue fragments, rings and as broken fragment
of a wine jar referring to regnal year 11 (Berlin, ÄM 24435) were also recovered from the well.
On the basis of the raw materials for plaster and numerous fragments of calcite alabaster
found by the excavators in the workshop areas to the west of the main house, these areas (P 47.2, R
24 – R 31) were primarily for the creation of the famous plaster models and the production of alabaster
sculptures. Granite working, on the other hand, appears to have been concentrated in the complex of
houses P 47.3, showing a clear division of labour and specialisation among the craftsmen.14
No craftsman’s tools were found in the main house P 47.2, but sealings (Berlin, ÄM 36550 –
36554) and the painted stopper from a wine jar (Berlin, ÄM 21368) in the living quarters around the
long hall (P 47.2, R 5 and R 17) attest to the consumption of wine in those areas.
The recovery of finds from two small chambers (P 47.2, R 18 and R 19) to the west of the broad
hall on December 6 and 7, 1912 proved to be spectacular (see fig. 4). Nearly 80 registered finds and
samples came from these two rooms, and they are among the most significant finds of ancient
Egyptian sculptures ever made.
After the painted bust of the queen (Berlin, ÄM 21300) and the numerous plaster models had
been recovered Borchardt believed that he had found the sculptor’s “chamber of models.” Indeed,
there were not only “models” made of plaster, but a number of unfinished stone sculptures, so
that the interpretation of this area as a storage space, which was probably only set up when the
workshop was abandoned, seems even more likely.15
Just like the firm attribution of the name Thutmose as the chief sculptor and owner of P 47.2,
the reconstruction of the installation and intended purpose of the royal busts in the chamber of
models (see below), published by Borchardt in 1923, has achieved a sort of general validity that is
almost unquestioned.16 And yet Ricke had already pointed out very clearly that the use of rooms R
18 and R 19 as a storage area for the plaster models and statue fragments must have been a
secondary usage.
If one examines comments in the excavation diary and the earlier function of the side rooms
as passage and service spaces for the broad hall, it may be assumed that the sculptors and craftsmen
cleared out their workshops during the final abandonment of the city and used this area as a
storage space. For whatever reasons, and they may have been very personal ones, most of the
model studies and unfinished pieces that seemed important to them were brought to these two
rooms. Perhaps it was only at this point that access to the courtyard from P 47.2, R 19 was blocked
off in order to shut off the chamber as a repository. Even the date of the low partition wall within
room 19, with the installation of the so-called “coffer” (which then became designated room 18),
cannot be determined accurately, but it is likely that this may have been part of the former use of
this area.17
Of course, even this explanation is only speculation and may quite rightly be challenged. On
the other hand, it fits well with some findings of the excavators, with the find situation, and with
the state of preservation of the busts, models and statue fragments, as will be shown below.
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PLASTER MODELS
As well as the discovery of the painted limestone bust of Nefertiti, the recovery of a total of 23
“portrait heads” and a fragment of a face, all cast in plaster, was one the most remarkable results
of the excavations in the winter of 1912/13. The abundance and quality of the material, the extraordinary vitality of some of these portrait studies and the question of how they were made have exercised numerous scholars from the time of their discovery until present day, and discussion of
them seems to be far from over.
Work on these plaster sculptures has resulted in a great variety of ways of understanding the
manner in which they were produced. At the immediate point when they were discovered it seemed
likely that they were “death masks,” as Borchardt also noted in the excavation diary (p. 41) about
one of the first finds:
“3. ‘Death mask’ made of plaster, nose damaged. As if cast over a cloth. Eyes perhaps re-worked.
No one from the royal family.”18 (Berlin, ÄM 21280; for findspot, see: fig. 4 in the previous section).
As more and more of these “plaster portraits” and heads came to light, it quickly became
clear to the excavators that they had been correct in putting their first identification within quotes.
The finds were too heterogeneous, the heads and faces were produced in too varying a fashion for
this term to continue to be used. In the years that followed, Borchardt repeatedly changed and corrected his observations on the plaster models,19 but overall designated them “Lebendmasken und
Abgüssen von Statuen” (masks made from life and casts of statues).20
After they became more widely known, the plaster models and unfinished sculptures from
the so-called workshop of Thutmose excited great interest among both experts in Egyptology and
artists, this continues today. It was not until 1941 that a publication about the plaster models appeared (by G. Roeder), and this remains authoritative today.21 His observations on the pieces retain
their validity in many respects, a fact that is remarked upon in numerous comments by colleagues,
most recently by Do. Arnold.22 Moreover, in 1995 an unpublished MA thesis from the University of
Göttingen23 made further interesting observations about the possible processes by which they
might have been made; its author will be involved in the on-going investigation of the objects.
Roeder’s fundamental insights, which also include earlier observations by Borchardt and
Schäfer,24 may be summarized as follows, with some modifications as a result of the most recent
findings from computed tomography imaging.
The material being considered can be classified on the basis of several criteria, but it basically
falls into two categories: plaster models of royal persons in the one category, and studies of private
individuals in the other.
The group of royal portraits includes nine studies,25 four heads in the round26 and five faces,27
of which only one of the heads in the round definitely depicts a queen.28 A further striking feature
of the royal studies is that most of them are less than life-size and all are referred to in German as
statuennah (almost statues) because they all have sockets for crowns and their faces correspond to
standard depictions of royal statues and statuettes in the Amarna period .29 In addition, five of the
royal studies have partially recessed eyebrows and eye sockets, so that the assumption persists
that these were impressions taken from statues existing at that time.30
Among the group of 14 “non-royal” studies, there is not a single example of an image completely in the round, and only three are classified by Roeder as statuennah, one of which is the famous head of an older man, often ascribed to the later pharaoh Ay.31 Unlike the royal images almost
all the faces are life-size and given such individual vitality that it is still a matter of discussion
today whether they might have been impressions taken from living persons.
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Roeder dismissed this approach, however, using thoroughly sensible arguments, especially
because the eyes are consistently open,32 and proposed the following process for the production of
the non-royal model studies, especially highlighting the question of the original moulds for the
plaster casts.33
According to his observations, the master sculptors first created freehand clay models of the
people in question, who probably also sat as models. Since clay models do not hold their shape for
long in the Egyptian climate, but develop cracks and become deformed during drying, plaster impressions would have been made from these clay models while they were still slightly damp. These
could have been made as half moulds, producing – once filled with plaster – the resulting “true to
life” model studies that survive today. In the case of some of the model faces, which have very
slightly bulging seams,34 it is likely that there was a further intermediate step or that they were created using a different process, as would have been used to create the royal heads fully in the round.
At all events, the faces of the private individuals clearly show that the half moulds were
partially filled in several stages, because some of the plaster layers are clearly distinguishable due
to differences in stages of drying, also clearly visible in the computed tomography image of the
Berlin face, ÄM 21261 (fig. 5). The projecting plaster bulges, which often look like a wig or an actual
head of hair, result from the process of the face being placed into the mould, and have nothing to
do with actual hair.
The process of creating the statuennah royal portraits seems likely to have been different,
especially in the case of the royal heads in the round, but this can also be seen in the half moulds
of private individuals whose casts have central seams. Roeder assumes that there were clay models
as prototypes for these plaster heads, but views them as being created using multiple stages of
impressions because, according to his analysis, the visible seams suggest a secondclay model, that
was assembled and re-worked before a final cast was taken from it.
He postulates that the moulds for the heads in the round were similar to a pot35 and filled
from above in a single casting. The most recent examinations by computed tomography show,
however, that the head of an older king (Berlin, ÄM 21299; fig. 6) was cast in several stages (see fig.
7). Examination of this image clearly shows that a type of fine “plaster milk” was first swilled
around in the mould. It was then filled with a denser and more compact second layer that was uniformly distributed around the mould by tipping it backwards and forwards. Immediately afterwards,

FIG. 6 Plaster cast of a portrait study of a
king, usually identiﬁed as Amenhotep III
(Berlin, ÄM 21299)

FIG. 5 Computed tomography image of the
Siemens-Imaging-Science-Institute at the
Charité Berlin under the leadership of
Prof. Dr. med. A. Huppertz (Berlin, ÄM 21261)

FIG. 7 Computed tomography image of the
Siemens-Imaging-Science-Institute at the
Charité Berlin under the leadership of
Prof. Dr. med. A. Huppertz (Berlin, ÄM 21299).
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FIG. 8 Life-size face of the tomb effigy of the
“aged” Neferhotep, tomb number 49 in Thebes,
dating into the time of Pharaoh Ay, ca 1323-1319
BC

the whole void was filled from the top with a far less dense plaster material. The mould was not
filled flush to the top. During setting, the material seems to have been gently pressed into the
mould and, while still moist, a final layer of plaster was added at the top.
Roeder’s observations about the ways in which the model heads were made likely retain their
validity in many respects but, in his assumption that all the plaster moulds would have had to be
destroyed when the model studies were extracted he omits to consider the option that composite
moulds might have been used for the casts in the round – just as are used in plaster casting workshops today.36 Studies of the models have recently been resumed and should provide new points of
exploration on these details in the near future.37
Aside from the interesting work on methods of production, we must now consider the purpose
for which the models were made. In the case of the royal heads this is not really a problem, because
there were numerous demands for sculptures that depicted the ruler and the queen in all sizes and
in a variety of materials. Be that as it may, the great number of portrait studies of private individuals
is surprising, especially since almost no life-sized private sculptures are known from Amarna.
The context in which the portraits were used is not absolutely clear, but it seems most
plausible to regard them as prototypes for life-size funerary sculptures in the rock tombs.38 Since
none of the rock-cut tombs at Amarna were completely finished and some of the funerary sculptures
are at only a preliminary stage of production, it is conceivable that the stonemasons and sculptors
intended to use these models in the tombs. Only models of the faces were ultimately needed for
the work on site because the shape of the bodies followed the standardised forms, while the faces,
which bore all the individual characteristics, required special attention. A good example of the expressiveness of life-size funerary sculpture of this kind survives in the Theban tomb of Neferhotep
(TT 49), from the time of King Ay; this manages to accurately portray accurately the grey-haired,
elderly tomb owner with distinctive facial features (fig. 8).
It remains unclear, however, why and when the craftsmen from the workshop area stowed all
the plaster models and unfinished stone sculptures in those two small chambers; the notion that
there might have been a daily issue of unfinished statues, such as the unfinished queen (Berlin ÄM
21352) or the princess (Berlin, ÄM 21254), is very unlikely within the parameters of a regular working
day.39
The identity of the models – even many of the royal portraits from this collection of items –
can never be settled and so it remains a perpetual puzzle as to which of the personalities from
Akhetaten lie behind these moving, lifelike and very expressive portraits.

NEFERTITI AND AKHENATEN – THE BUSTS
The following comments do not deal with the theologically and ideologically based historical and
political roles of the royal couple, nor with recent speculation about the queen’s final years.40 The
pre-eminent position of Nefertiti as an equal partner at her husband’s side is well known and, as a
result of new findings made by a Belgian excavation mission, new light has once again been shed
on the numerous scenarios in the conjectured course of history of the last years of the reign (see
the following section).
A detailed art historical description of the two principal works of art is not the focus of this
section, but rather the question regarding the possible purpose of the two busts discovered in
house P 47.2 within the context of their discovery (see fig. 9 and fig. 10). Although there are no inscriptions that allow us to assign individual identities to the statues found in P 47.2 (R 18, R 19),
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four objects can almost certainly be ascribed to the queen41 and seven finds may be ascribed to the
king with some measure of certainty.42
In terms of portraits of the queen, there is a plaster model (Berlin, ÄM 21349), a small striding
figure made of limestone (Berlin, ÄM 21263),43 the famous painted limestone plaster bust (Berlin,
ÄM 21300) and an unfinished limestone head (Berlin, ÄM Berlin, 21352). Among the royal portraits
are six plaster models, of which four may be, with some reservations, ascribed to the ruler and a
large limestone bust which was originally brightly painted (Berlin, ÄM 21360) and that was discovered
on 6 December 6, 1912 – even before the discovery of Nefertiti.
About the discovery of this bust of Akhenaten, Borchardt noted that: “In the corner room of
the house, at the NE corner, probably the room next to the broad hall, currently without a number,
there is a life-size coloured royal bust, broken into 5 pieces, not quite complete. Face unfortunately
quite battered. The following preserved: chest, piece of an arm, neck, face and wig.”44
A little later that the same day, directly in front of the eastern wall of the chamber (R 19), the
brightly painted bust of the queen which, from an art historical point of view, undoubtedly represents
the pinnacle of archaeological finds was recovered. Borchardt records the discovery in the diary
with the familiar words: “7. Life-size painted bust of the queen, 47 cm high. With the straight cut
blue wig, which has another reversed band half way up it. Colours as if just applied. Work absolutely
excellent. No use describing it, have to see it. Counterpart to the bust of the king on p. 39. Only the
ears and a little bit from the r. side of the wig damaged.”45
Among the finds from this double-chamber (R 18, R 19) the two busts of the royal couple are
extremely unusual. While the function of the seven royal plaster models is obvious and they might
all have been used as direct models for stone sculptures, and while the two unfinished limestone
depictions of the queen were simply waiting to be completed, the situation of these large limestone
busts seem to be rather different.
The objects, which on the day of discovery Borchardt already characterised as “pendants”
(counterparts), are distinctive not only in that they both are unusual in form in being “busts,” but
they were also the only sculptures that were complete with their colour among the whole set of objects. While Nefertiti was soon ascribed the function of a sculptor’s model, especially as a result of
her missing eye (and still the most widely accepted school of thought on the subject), this does not
fit with the image of Akhenaten (see below).
In his discussion of the bust of the queen and her missing eye Borchardt wrote in his first
publication in 1923: “and in the left eye the inlay was missing. The debris, including what had
already been removed, was immediately searched, partly sieved. A few more fragments from the
ears were there, but not the inlay from the eye. Only much later did I see that it was never present.”
And a little further on:
“As regards the purpose of the bust, it is not really necessary to say anything. It was found in
the chamber in which the head sculptor Thutmes stored many of his models. Its design shows that
it was not created as a separately made piece from a larger statue; the left eye socket, for which the
inlay (which should have been made as a mirror image of the right eye) never needed to be made,
the work being unnecessary, is left empty; in short everything clearly indicates that the piece is a
model, which was to be worked from within the workshop, which was busily occupied with figures
of the family of Amenophis IV. It was either created by the master himself or he received it from
another artist to serve as a model.”46
Despite this account given by Borchardt and his thoroughly conclusive interpretation of the
find with regard to the function of the bust of the queen – since a perfect model was clearly

FIG. 9 Historical photograph of the bust of
Akhenaten, 1913 (Berlin, ÄM 21360)

FIG. 10 Historical photograph of the bust of
Nefertiti, 1912 (Berlin, ÄM 21300)
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FIG. 11 The left eye of Nefertiti (Berlin, ÄM
21300)
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necessary to have in the workshop – Borchardt’s account has often been questioned. For example,
N. Reeves47 still believes that the second eye inlay fell out with the collapse of the shelf (also postulated by Borchardt) on which it stood48 (see fig. 11).49
While Borchardt’s immediate efforts to find the second eye inlay through careful sieving of
the rubble suggest that no such inlay was ever present in chamber R 19,50 other statements about
the function of this room need to be analysed quite critically, because they seem at times to contradict statements from the excavation diary. Without doubt, it must have seemed clear to the excavators that this double chamber (R 18/R19) was the master sculptor’s model chamber, but Borchardt’s hypothetical reconstruction of a shelf on which the royal busts were placed and the
explanatory sketches that were published – ten years after the excavation – do not accord with the
written statements.
It is clear from the excavation diary of 1912/13 that the five fragments of the shattered bust
of the king came to light first, and were thus probably in higher layers of sand and debris.51 In his
1923 description Borchardt speaks of a mound of debris 110 cm high through which they excavated
in an eastward direction after the discovery of the bust of Akhenaten. In the sketch in fig. 29 (see
fig. 12), however, he marks the findspot of the king’s bust at almost floor level. Due to the surviving
height of the walls there could have been no evidence for the “shelf” that he also sketches, and
this is therefore open to speculation.
According to the scenario that Borchardt published, and which appears below, the bust of the
queen was found in a higher layer than that of the king, but this is unlikely due to the actual
sequence in which they were found:
“In this chamber the two brightly coloured busts of the king and queen once stood on a shelf on
the long wall opposite the door, beside other models that were kept there. After the king’s death or in
the violent revolution against him the bust of the king was thrown down and smashed to pieces in
the doorway of the chamber of models. The bust of the queen continued to stand unnoticed, although
perhaps someone knocked the royal serpent off her wig, and was still standing there at the point
when the well-off inhabitants of the city suddenly began to disperse, and when the house of the chief
sculptor Thutmes was also abandoned. It only fell down when the shelf, on which it had stood up to
then, became rotten, or was attacked by white ants,
and collapsed. It turned over once as it fell and
landed on the flat surface of the wig in the relatively
soft Nile mud, which had fallen from the ceiling and
walls and must have covered the floor in the middle
of the chamber. The impact cannot have been very
severe, otherwise the neck would probably have broken off. The minor damage that the bust sustained
in the fall is insignificant.”52
If one reconstructs the fall described by Borchardt, from a height of approximately 150 cm on
to the mound of debris that he describes as “knee
high,” and given the fragility of the sculpture, the
bust really must have been extremely fortunate
when it fell, this therefore scenario seems improbable. Borchardt’s portrayal also takes absolutely
no account of the location of the other objects,
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and treats the two busts in isolation. In this respect, his essay gives no explanation for the circumstances in which the barely damaged plaster model of the king’s head (Berlin, ÄM 21351) was found
right next to the bust of Nefertiti, nor does he explain the apparent later blocking of the passageway
leading from R 19 to the courtyard.53
Taking these inconsistencies into account, the idea that the bust was deliberately deposited
in the corner of the room while the workshop complex was in the final stages of being abandoned,
should at least be considered. The “brightly painted queen,” and the plaster models beside her, was
covered in sand over the years that followed and was therefore, perhaps, not immediately visible
during the first wave of damnatio memoriae in the reign of Horemheb.54
The suggestions presented here are also speculative, but they are based above all on the
good state of preservation of the bust of the queen and its location and on the circumstances of
the find of the king’s bust.
Because it was in a completed state, with gold leaf already applied to the band of the crown
and the mandrake fruits on the collar the bust of Akhenaten cannot be regarded as a sculptor’s
model.55 A separately fitted uraeus, made of precious materials, was also probably part of the
finished sculpture. The traces of destruction on the bust that are still distinct today are also eloquent
testament to a history of damage to this image, which was originally more valuable and lavishly
made than the portrait of the queen. The relatively small and closely spaced chisel marks on the
band of the crown and mandrake fruits (see fig. 13) suggest that the craftsmen removed the gold
when they left the workshop and placed the bust into the storage area, taking it away as a valuable
raw material. More violent damage was not a “political” necessity at that time. Rather, it seems
likely that, during the spate of ideological persecution of the king later decreed, a number of henchmen scoured the abandoned houses and found or had their attention drawn to storage space in the
workshop. At this point, the objects nearer to the surface, such as the small statuette of the queen
(Berlin, ÄM 21263) were damaged and broken into pieces, and the contents of the chamber thrown
into disarray, as suggested by the fact that fragments of the unfinished sandstone statuette of a
princess (Berlin, ÄM 21245) were spread over four locations.56 The main target for destruction, however, was clearly the bust of the king, whose face was violently battered by brutal strokes that are
clearly distinguishable from the fine chisel marks made when the gold was removed.
If this suggestion seems plausible, it is still necessary to ask where a bust of this kind, for
which there is a striking parallel in the form of the bust of Akhenaten in the Louvre (E 11076) (see
fig. 14), would originally have been set up. It is unlikely that both busts were in a private chapel,
rather they were more probably placed in the royal palace as cult objects or in part of a temple dedicated to the worship of the king. Within a context of that kind, it is conceivable that there was also
a display of busts of the queen.57 An interpretation of the function of royal busts of the Amarna period, without being certain of their original context, however, still remains inconclusive. That they
represent a parallel development with the so-called ancestor busts, which became more common
during that period in the private sphere, seems at least plausible. The notion, however, helps little
with their interpretation,58 especially since the royal busts, which show their owners in full royal regalia, are different from private examples that are usually considerably smaller than life-size and,
from the form of their wigs, often reminiscent of mummy masks.
All three royal sculptures were clearly finished in the form of busts and not elements from
composite statues. This is indicated by all the details, such as the angle of the decorative collar and
the precise termination of the bands of the wig hanging down the back of the sculptures, which
had to be adjusted in their layout to fit within the size of the busts and their bases (fig. 15, 16 and 17).

FIG. 12 Reconstruction of the ﬁnd spot and
positioning of the bust by Borchardt

FIG. 13 Traces of gilding and chisel marks on a
mandrake fruit on the collar (Berlin, ÄM 21360)
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In addition, in the case of the male busts, the upper arms of a composite statue are not horizontally
“cut” in this way and placed on a torso.
In contrast to other royal sculptures from Amarna, which depict the king and queen almost
exclusively in connection with the praise and worship of the Aten in an active pose, the royal busts
could have been made solely for the worship and visualisation of the divine ruler and the queen.
While a context of that kind within the more public areas of the residence or the temple
areas, is conceivable for both busts of Akhenaten (Louvre E 11076 and Berlin, ÄM 31600), previous
discussions have ruled out such a function for the painted bust of the queen on account of her
missing eye and the un-worked areas on the sides of her shoulders.59 Since, however, she was
already regarded by Borchardt as a counterpart to the bust of her husband (the proportions also are
in keeping with that idea), and since the degree of completeness of both sculptures sets them
apart from the other, unfinished pieces, one may rightly pose the question of whether perhaps the
bust of the queen was not placed alongside her husband for a similar purpose within a public
building – or at least whether it had been prepared for this purpose.60

FIG. 15 Historical photograph of the king’s bust
from behind, 1913 (Berlin, ÄM 21360).
1
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to his conclusions in certain details, but also maintained the
basic findings about the plaster casts, which saw them as
masks made from life and casts of statues.”
Roeder. (see: n. 19), passim.
Arnold, Do. 1996 The Royal Women of Amarna. Images of
Beauty from Ancient Egypt. The Metropolitain Museum of
Art, New York, p. 46ff.
Reither, F. Unpuplished Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna
und ihr “Realismus.“ MA thesis, Archive of the Ägyptischen
Museums und Papyrussammlung, Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz.
Roeder’s remarks (see: n. 19), p. 146f.
The fragment showing parts of a mouth and nose may possibly added to these royal casts (ÄM 21234 ).
ÄM 21299, ÄM 21349, ÄM 21351 and ÄM 21353.
ÄM 21340, ÄM 21343, ÄM 21348, ÄM 21354 and ÄM 21355
Although Roeder, op. cit., pp. 148ff., calls the small head in
the round (ÄM 21353) the head of a queen, the cast appears
in the inventory of the Ägyptisches Museum as the “head
of a prince.” The latter is probably unlikely due to the presence of the band of a crown.
This expression is used by Roeder (see: n. 19), 147ff. and remains in use as a technical term today.
See: ÄM 21340; ÄM 21349, ÄM 21353, ÄM 21354 and ÄM
21355.
The inventory numbers of these are: ÄM 21239, ÄM 21341
und ÄM 21350.

FIG. 16 Historical photograph of the queen’s
bust from behind, 1912 (Berlin, ÄM 21300)

FIG. 14 Bust of Akhenaten, Musée du Louvre
(Département des Antiquités égyptiennes,
E 11076)
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32 Roeder. (see: n. 19), p. 148 and p. 164.
33 Roeder. (see: n. 19), passim. Further page references will be
dispensed with in what follows because the content of essay
is treated as a whole.
34 For example: ÄM 21350.
35 Roeder. (see: n. 19), p. 153
36 This and many other useful points are made in the unpublished work of Reither, F., op. cit.
37 The plaster models will be examined afresh in a project working closely with the Siemens Imaging Science Institute at
the Charité (University Medical Centre in Berlin) as part of
the scholarly investigation of the Amarna material that will
be made under the direction of Prof. Dr. A. Huppertz. This
will also involve other partners including the Rathgen
Forschungslabor of the Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz
under the direction of Prof. Dr. P. Simon and F. Reither MA.
38 This has been previously suggested by Do. Arnold in Royal
Women (see: n. 2), p. 51.
39 The disposition of the finds in the two rooms also shows
that the unfinished work from the plaster, limestone and
alabaster workshops (P 47.2, R 24 – 31) were mixed together
with those from the granite and quartzite workshops in P
47.3. This also explains the corresponding amazing “lack of
finds” of statue fragments in those areas of the other
houses. (In addition, and on the basis of damage to the
flooring, it appears that P 47.3 was also extensively damaged
during illicit excavations.)
40 Books recently published on this subject make the unresolved dilemma over historical facts very plain. See most
recently, inter alia, Schlögl, H.A. 2012 Nofretete: Die Wahrheit
über die schöne Königin. Beck, München; Habicht, M. E. 2011
Nofretete und Echnaton: Das Geheimnis der Amarna-Mumien. Koehler & Amelang, Leipzig; Maciejewski, F. 2010 Echnaton: Zur Korrektur eines Mythos. Osburg, Berlin.
41 These are: ÄM 21263; ÄM 21300; ÄM 21349 (?); ÄM 21352.
42 ÄM 21340 (?); ÄM 21343 (?); ÄM 21348; ÄM 21351; ÄM 21354
(?); ÄM 21355 (?); ÄM 21360.
43 For the cap-like crown or head cover of this figure as a characteristic feature of Nefertiti see: Fay, B. 1986 “Nefertiti
Times Three.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 23, pp.
359–376.
44 L. Borchardt: Excavation diary for 1912/1913, Archive of the
Ägyptischen Museums und Papyrussammlung, Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, pp. 39f.; published in: Seyfried, F. 2011 “Die Büste der Nofretete. Dokumentation des Fundes und der Fundteilung 1912/1913.” In
Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 46, pp. 133–202.
45 L. Borchardt: excavation diary for 1912/13, op. cit., pp. 42f.;
published in: Seyfried, F. 2011 “Die Büste der Nofretete,”op.
cit., pp. 140ff.
46 Borchardt, L. 1923 “Porträts der Königin Nofretete aus den
Grabungen 1912/13 – description and comments by Ludwig
Borchardt.” In Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Orientgesellschaft in Tell el-Amarna, WVDOG 44, pp. 31 and 37f.
47 Reeves, N. 2001 Akhenaten. Egypt’s False Prophet. Thames
& Hudson, London, p. 24.
48 Borchardt (see: n. 16), p. 31.
49 The mystery of the missing inlay from the left eye will probably never be solved. On-going investigations by the Rathgen
research laboratories, led by S. Simon, appear not to exclude
at least the possibility that an inlay was once present there
(S. Simon, personal communication). While the tiny chips

FIG. 17 The bust of Nefertiti (Berlin, ÄM 21300)
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in the lower eyelid, which is rimmed with black, are visible
in historic photographs, it is not possible to date the scratch
marks on the inside of the lower lid from the old photographic materials.
The uraeus was also never found. On this subject Borchardt
remarks as follows (loc. cit. (1923), p. 32): “On the wig, the
raised part of the royal serpent has been knocked off” and
in note 7: “Apparently the only damage caused by human
hand. The rest were caused when the bust fell (see p. 31).“
No precise information regarding the findspot and levels is
recorded in either the excavation diary or the finds journal.
Borchardt (see: n. 16), p. 31 with fig. 29
In contrast see: Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke 1980 Die Wohnhäuser
in Tell el-Amarna, Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Orientgesellschaft in Tell el-Amarna, vol. 5; 91. Wissenschaftliche Veröffentlichung der Deutschen Orientgesellschaft, Berlin, p. 92.
It is not possible to be more precise about the date for the
hypothetical deposition of the bust, and so it is possible
that the objects were placed in an extant layer of sand and
debris. The excavation records give no clue to the nature of
the debris, so that it cannot be ruled that the objects were
deliberately buried. R. Anthes has suggested that the damage to the bust of the queen must have happened before it
was buried; See: Anthes, R. 1953 Die Büste der Königin
Nofretete. Mann,. Berlin (1st edition), p. 5: “Incidentally, all
this damage, with the exception of the tiny fragments from
the ears, occurred in antiquity, before the bust was placed
in the chamber of Thutmose.”
Contrary to this see: Borchardt, L. October 1913 “Ausgrabungen in Tell el-Amarna 1912/13; Vorläufiger Bericht.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin, no.
52, p. 41. Borchardt does not see the gilding as an impediment to the identification of the bust as a model.
One cannot, of course, rule out the possibility of later or
modern looting and displacement of the objects in the upper
layers.
As at present no further busts of the queen are known, this
must remain a matter of complete conjecture.
For busts of this type see: Keith, J. L. 2011 Anthropoid Busts
of Deir el Medineh and Other Sites and Collections, DocFIFAO
49, Institut français d’archéologie orientale, Cairo; and Kaiser,
W. 1990 “Zur Büste als Darstellungsform ägyptischer Rundplastik.” In MDAIK 46, p. 269–285 with pls 61–67).
R. Krauss has argued cogently that the busts should not be
interpreted as sculptors’ models; instead, he prefers to see
them having a function in the context of the “funerary cult.”
(A bust within a context of veneration, in the opinion of this
author, does not imply an exclusive relationship to a funerary
cult, especially in the case of representations of the ruler).
For this see: Krauss, R. 1988 “1913–1988: 75 Jahre Büste der
NofretEte/Nefret-iti in Berlin, part 1.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, vol. XXIV, p. 101f.; quote from p. 102: “we assert,
therefore, the hypothesis that the bust of Nefertiti is an object belonging to the funerary cult.”
As proposed by Kaiser, W. op. cit., p. 281 (with note 88):
“That the busts of Nefertiti and Akhenaten, only two of which
have actually been discovered in the sculptors workshops, may
be considered simply as patterns for other works, cannot be
ruled out, of course. However, it is fundamentally at least as
likely that these were independent works of art, which the
workshop abandoned after completion or which were kept
back as the patterns for producing other examples.”
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NEFERTITI:
WHAT REMAINS BUT BEAUTY?
Friederike Seyfried

“The beautiful one has come.” This is the meaning of the name Nefertiti – and the painted bust of
the queen aptly realizes these words. Her well-proportioned facial features, long slim neck and
perfectly worked details – from the seventh cervical vertebra to the tiny wrinkles under the eyes –
omit nothing. These features and her incomparable brilliance have made the bust an icon of beauty
that lends appropriate and universal validity to a further component of the queen’s name: “The
beauties of Aten are perfect.”
This “perfection of beauty” proclaims and implies a universally applicable maxim of “beauty,”
which Akhenaten elevated as the programme in the name of his Great Royal Wife and which can
apparently be followed with ease today when the concept is condensed in this portrait of Nefertiti.
Yet what, apart from the captivating sculptures and reliefs of the later Amarna period, remains
to help us understand this historical personality?
Many scientists, researchers, authors, and journalists have felt induced to solve this riddle;
the flood of their publications, articles, and mass media contributions up to the present time has
surpassed an even remotely manageable quantity. It is not by chance that numerous new publications and articles in specialised journals that claim to have solved the riddles of Nefertiti have
reappeared in the same year that the Neues Museum has reopened and that the jubilee anniversary
of the Amarna collection will be celebrated. 1
Every individual is free to compose a vita for Nefertiti that suits him or her best: The possibilities
are vast, the scope broad – the final variation on the theme has surely yet to make its appearance.
In this respect, Nefertiti suffers the same fate as almost all historical personalities of whom
we know little – or almost nothing – about, but who are so interesting to world und cultural history
that we dearly want to resuscitate them as tangible individuals.
In spite of her abundant presence in texts, representations, and sculpture of the Amarna
period, there are few “tangible” or “documented” historical facts regarging Nefertiti. What facts
there are will be recounted here in an as sober as possible a presentation of her vita. During the
last 100 years Egyptological knowledge has furthered some aspects of knowledge regarding Nefertiti,
but not essentially transformed it.2 Although the most recent popular and scholarly literature claims
to have solved the question of the origin of Nefertiti, this cannot be confirmed here within the
scope of this article.3
It is indeed probable that Nefertiti stemmed from the Egyptian upper class. We know that
the names of her wet-nurse, Tjj (Tey), and a sister named Mut-beneret – or in another variant Mutnedschemet – are also documented. Most scholars now reject the hypothesis that Nefertiti was a
foreign princess on the basis of the Egyptian names of her wet-nurse and sister. Her parents, in
contrast, are not mentioned anywhere. Nevertheless, the idea that the “Father of the God” and
189
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FIG. 1 Standing ﬁgure of Nefertiti from
Amarna, House P 47.2, limestone, H. 40.5 cm
(Ägyptisches Museum Berlin, ÄM 21263)
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later pharaoh Ay was her biological father has more or less established itself, particularly because
the wet-nurse Tey was his wife. According to this, the assumption the idea that Ay at least played
the role of a foster father is correct.
Nefertiti likely married Amenhotep IV at a young age, but here too the date of the wedding
and ages of the bridal pair remain unknown. Their first two daughters, Merit-Aton and Maket-Aton,
were born in the old court residence of Thebes. The two princesses are visible in early depictions on
reliefs of the temple construction project in Karnak, as well as mentioned and portrayed in the
stations of the boundary stelae in Akhet-Aten.
Nefertiti was assigned an extraordinary alongside her husband during the earliest phases of the
propagation of the new teaching – that is, the new state ideology that also determined political life.
She assumed the female element in the triad composed of the light and creation god Aten and his
son Akhenaten, the prophet of the new teaching. For this reason she is depicted as almost an equal
in all the religious and state-supporting ceremonies and could even act alone in certain rituals, as is
demonstrated in numerous reliefs – even dating as early as Karnak. This prominent role alongside her
husband has nurtured wide-ranging speculation about the extent of her authority.4
In Akhet-Aten Nefertiti bore her husband four further daughters: Anch-es-en-pa-Aton (later
known as Anch-es-en-pa-Amun, wife of Tut-anch-Amun), Nefer-neferu-Aton-ta-scherit, Nefer-neferu-Re, and Setep-en-Re.
Nefertiti’s remarkable position beside her husband was emphasised by their frequent and
shared depictions and in her own distinct regalia. This included the typical helmet crown, a characteristic, sack-like hood5 and various other types of crowns that were reserved for either male rulers
or goddesses such as Tefnut and Hathor. Although these exceptional depictions certainly deserve
scholarly investigation, they do not justify statements to the effect that Nefertiti significantly helped
form – or was the driving force behind – her husband’s new teaching.
Like all Great Royal Wives, Nefertiti was not the only wife at her husband’s side. Since the time
of the Old Kingdom several wives habitually belonged to the court of a pharaoh, in the 18th Dynasty in
particular political marriages were an aspect of diplomatic relationships. The number of women that
made up the harim at Akhet-Aten is unknown. One of the secondary wives named Kiya was distinguished
by the title “Beloved, great wife of the king” and appears in representations and reliefs with a daughter.
Although secondary wives and their offspring were a normal part of Egyptian court life, the possibility
of rivalry between Nefertiti and Kiya seems to have fired the peculiar fantasy and speculation of today’s
authors and prompted them to tarnish the reputation of “our” image of Nefertiti. Ultimately, however,
there are no hard facts on the relationship between the two women. What is confirmed is the relative
early death of Nefertiti’s second daughter Maket-Aton, who is noted on a vase inscription from the
13th year of the reign and whose burial in the royal tomb of Amarna is visually documented. Her death
therefore probably occurred in the late 13th or the following 14th regnal year.
After Akhenaten’s 12th year in power, whose major political manifestation was an oft mentioned and portrayed assembly of foreign tribute bearers, there are no further dateable representations of Nefertiti. For this reason, speculation regarding her existence during the last five years of
her husband’s life has been rife. Theories range from an early death, to co-regency, to becoming
sole ruler and her husband’s successor to the throne of the pharaohs.6 One can correspondingly
identify clues to each of these hypotheses – but proof does not exist.
The hieratic inscription recently discovered by Belgian colleagues from Leuven University in
the stone quarries of Dayr Abu Hinnis indicates that new facts can still transform our image and is
the only suggestion that Nefertiti did not die an early death.7
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FIG. 2 Family altar with Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten, Nefertiti and three daughters, purchased in
1898, presumably from Amarna, limestone,
H. 33.5 cm, W. 39.5 cm (Ägyptisches Museum
Berlin, ÄM 14145)

Aside from images and representations from Amarna, and a few usable written facts, in the
last few years human genetic investigations have led to the inextricable linking of Nefertiti with
one of the royal mummies from the Valley of Kings. One must credit the participating geneticists,
they have not yet asserted a positive identification and we remain unsure which female mummy
may perhaps be Nefertiti.
It is only thanks to the fortunate change in representation conventions of the late Amarna
period that we quite simply associate Nefertiti with universal beauty. The gradual renunciation of
the vivid forms of expression in the visual arts of the first years of the reign led to a new, yet still
idealized depiction of the human form, which – even beyond the case Nefertiti – fully justifies the
name “Perfect are the beauties of Aten.”
If we did not possess the portraits from the last years of Akhet-Aten, and simply had to
content ourselves with the reliefs from the first phases of the Karnak temple in Thebes that depict
the king and the queen – hardly distinguishable from one another – with almost distorted faces
and abnormal bodies, then Nefertiti’s name “The beautiful one has come” would incite an entirely
different variety of astonishment.
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FIG. 3 Stela fragment depicting Amenhotep IV/
Akhenaten and Nefertiti, purchased in 1900,
presumably from Amarna, limestone, H. 13 cm,
W. 9.5 cm (Ägyptisches Museum Berlin, ÄM 14511)
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Cf. among others.: Reeves, N. 2001 Akhenaten: Egypt's False
Prophet. Thames & Hudson, London; Schlögl, H. A. 2004 Echnaton, rororo, Bildmonographien, 6th edition. Rowohlt: Reinbek; Laboury, D. 2010 Akhénaton, in the series “Les Grands
Pharaons.” Pygmalion; Maciejewski, F. 2010 Echnaton: Zur Korrektur eines Mythos. Osburg, Berlin; Habicht, M. E. 2011
Nofretete und Echnaton: Das Geheimnis der Amarna-Mumien.
Koehler & Amelang, Leipzig; Schlögl, H.A. 1012 Nofretete: Die
Wahrheit über die schöne Königin. Beck: Munich; Maciejewski,
F. 2012 Nofretete – die Historische Gestalt hinter der Büste.
Osburg: Hamburg.
The scholarly literature on this topic that has been published
since the discovery of the bust is too extensive to list here.
The most recent book that fits this profile is: Kemp, B. 2012
The City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti: Amarna and its People.
Thames & Hudson, London.
Cf. the genealogical tree on p. 192.
Cf. n. 2.
Fay, B. 1986 “Nefertiti Times Three.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer
Kulturbesitz 23. pp. 359–376.
As is the case when Nefertiti is equated with the person of
the pharaoh Semench-ka-Re. She is additionally associated
with the queen who writes to the Hittite King Suppiluliuma

7

I to arrange the wedding of one of her sons in the cuneiform
correspondence (some scholars credit Tut-anch-Amun’s
widow with this letter).
Cf. the following article by A. Van der Perre. The dates for
Nefertiti would therefore lie between 1375 and ca. 1330 BC.
New literature to consider in addition to scholarly publications: Schlögl, H.A. 2012 Nofretete: Die Wahrheit über die
schöne Königin. Beck: Munich. Schlögl, H.A. 2004 Echnaton,
rororo Bildmonographien, Rowohlt: Reinbek. 6th edition.
Habicht, M. E. 2011 Nofretete und Echnaton: Das Geheimnis
der Amarna-Mumien. Koehler & Amelang, Leipzig. Maciejewski, F. 2010 Echnaton: Zur Korrektur eines Mythos. Osburg
Berlin 2010. Maciejewski, F. 2012 Nofretete – die Historische
Gestalt hinter der Büste. Osburg, Berlin. Reeves, C. N. 2001
Akhenaten: Egypt’s False Prophet. Thames & Hudson, London. Fay, B. 1986 “Nefertiti Times Three.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 23, pp. 359-376. Laboury, D. 2010 Akhénaton in the series “Les Grands Pharaons.” Pygmalion, Paris.
Cf. Kemp, B. 2012 The City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti:
Amarna and its People. Thames & Hudson, London. Zink, A.
and C.M. Pusch. Feb. 17, 2010. In: Z. Hawass et. alii, “Ancestry
and Pathology in King Tutankhamun’s Family.” In: The Journal
of the American Medical Association (JAMA).
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NEFERTITI’S LAST DOCUMENTED
REFERENCE (FOR NOW)
Athena Van der Perre

Thanks to the kind and willing cooperation of the Dayr al-Barsha-Project, led by Prof. Dr. Harco
Willems, and against the backdrop of a never-ending flood of speculative writings concerning the
last years of the queen, one can provide new and strong material that will, on the one side, put an
end to old discussions, and on the other, lead to new ones.
We thank and congratulate our colleagues involved with the Dayr al-Barsha-Project.
Friederike Seyfried
No queen has been such a great mystery as Nefertiti, the beautiful one has come. Although the
Amarna Period is now one of the most studied periods in Egyptian history, a lot of questions remain
unanswered. One of the most obscure points of the period was situated near the end of Akhenaten’s
reign. It is generally agreed that he died in his seventeenth regnal year. His last dated inscription is
a wine jar label from “year seventeen, second month of the inundation season.”1 After his death
Akhenaten would be buried in his tomb in the Royal Wadi in Amarna. Yet, the tomb was severely
damaged and his body missing.2 The male buried in KV 55 is often identified as Akhenaten, but
this discussion remains open.3
And what about his queen? Not much is known about the final years of Nefertiti. As far as
can be deduced from published evidence, she disappears around the thirteenth or fourteenth year
of Akhenaten. The last time she was depicted was at the funeral of her second daughter Meketaten
in the Royal Tomb of Amarna.4

FIG. 1 View of the stone bridge of Deir Abu
Hinnis. The inscription was discovered in the
ﬁrst quarry from the left
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Several historical interpretations have been proposed, but the most common interpretations
boil down to four hypotheses. The first suggests that the queen died some time after the twelfth
regnal year of Akhenaten.5
A second hypothesis claims that the queen fell into disgrace and was banished from the
central city of Amarna. She did not leave the town, but moved to a residence in the northern part of
Amarna. A variant of this explanation is that the queen left Egypt and moved back to her hometown
of either Crete or Syria. These theories are no longer current and have been replaced by the following
two.
An influential “newer” theory claims that Nefertiti was made co-regent of Akhenaten around
his 12th regnal year and that she changed her name to Ankhkheperure Neferneferuaten. This means
that following his death Nefertiti would be her husband’s direct successor. Akhenaten, however,
was not replaced by his wife but by a young male king with the name of Semenkhkare. Semenkhkare
adopted part of the name of Nefertiti to confirm his kingly status. Finally, it is also argued that it
was Nefertiti who eventually changed her name to Semenkhkare, based on the fact that there is no
evidence that Semenkhkare was male.6
Although various arguments can and have been mustered in support of each of these hypotheses, the evidence is highly fragmentary and tenuous. The discovery of a hieratic text in a
quarry in Dayr Abu Hinnis reveals new information about the final years of the royal couple of
Amarna.
The village of Dayr Abū Ḥinnis lies about ten kilometres north of Amarna on the eastern Nile
bank and halfway between two other known archaeological sites: Antinoopolis in the north and
Dayr al-Barshā in the south. An extensive archaeological area can be found east of the village. The
steep limestone hills of the Eastern Desert are intersected by a number of wadis, which contain
more than two hundred limestone quarries. Their main exploitation phase was the Amarna Period.
The site is mostly known for its rock church (ca. 6th century AD), constructed in one of the quarries.
The text was discovered in a quarry in the largest wadi of Dayr Abū Ḥinnis, called the Wadi
Dayr Abū Ḥinnis. It was written on a pillar in the back of the quarry, at a height of 8 m. The inscription

FIG. 2 Pillars in the quarry gallery with a historic
inscription in red paint (note: chisel marks visible on all pillars and wall surfaces, that have also
damaged the inscription, stem from a later
phase of the quarries’ usage.)
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FIG. 3 Detail of the inscription “year 16”

FIG. 4 Detail of the inscription with the
cartouche and Nefertiti’s name.

is 5 lines long and covers the whole width of the pillar. Written in red ochre, the original inscription
is hard to decipher due to the patina of the limestone. Once photographic documentation was
processed, however, the text revealed most of its secrets. The inscription provides some details regarding a construction project of which the details will be discussed elsewhere. Here we concentrate
only on the beginning of the text, which provides a date and the names and titles of the king, his
wife and the Aten. The text was written on the fifteenth day of the third month of the inundation
season of the sixteenth year of Akhenaten. The third line starts with the words “Great King’s Wife,
his beloved, mistress of the two lands, Neferneferuaten Nefertiti.” This undermines most of the
theories about both the banishment or death of Nefertiti in Akhenaten’s fourteenth year. It also
confirms that she was still the main queen in year sixteen, and that neither her daughter nor Kiya
replaced her as the most important woman of the reign. A lot of questions remain unanswered,
like the co-regency with Semenkhkare and the identity of king Ankh(t)kheperure Neferneferuaten.
However, the text does not contain any evidence to suggest that there was a coregent in the 16th
regnal year of Akhenaten. If either Semenkhkare or Ankhkheperure shared the position of coregent
with Akhenaten, it was only possible in his last year. The inscription is therefore greatly consequential
for historical interpretations of the era.

1
2

3

4

Hornung, E., R. Krauss and D. A. Warburton. 2006 Ancient
Egyptian Chronology, Handbook of Oriental Studies 83. Brill,
Leiden, p. 206.
Martin, G. T. 1974 The Rock Tombs of El-’Amarna. Part VII:
The Royal Tomb at El-’Amarna. 1. The Objects, Archaeological
Survey of Egypt 35. Egypt Exploration Society, London, pp.
104–106.
Allen, J. P. 2009 “The Amarna Succession.” In Causing His
Name to Live. Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in
Memory of William J. Murnane, Culture and History of the
Ancient Near East. Brand, P. and L. Cooper (eds.). Brill, Leiden,
p. 13.
Freed, R. E., Y. J. Markowitz and S. H. D’Auria 2000 Farao’s
van de Zon. Achnaton, Nefertiti, Toetanchamon. Exh. cat.

5
6

Leiden; Martin, G. T. 1989 The Rock Tombs of El-’Amarna.
Part VII. The Royal Tomb of El-’Amarna. 2. The Reliefs, Inscriptions, and Architecture, Archaeological Survey of Egypt
39. Oxford University Press, London.
Schlögl, H. 1989 Echnaton – Tutanchamun. Fakten und
Texte.Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, p. 42.
Harris, J. R. 1973 “Nefernefruaten.” In GM 4, p. 16; Samson, J.
1976 “Royal Names in Amarna History.” In CdE 51, p. 34;
Samson, J. 1985 Nefertiti and Cleopatra. Queen-Monarchs
of Ancient Egypt. Rubicon Press, London, pp. 95–97; Freed,
R. E., Y. J. Markowitz and S. H. D’Auria 2000 Farao’s van de
Zon. Achnaton, Nefertiti, Toetanchamon. Exh. cat. Leiden,
p. 89–91.
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Cat. no. 1

Cat. no. 2

ARM GUARD: KING THUTMOSE IV SLAYING ENEMIES

RINGS WITH SEALS OF AMENHOTEP III AND TIYE

BEFORE THE WAR GOD MONTHU
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, 1388–1351 BC
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, 1397–1388 BC

Find spot unknown

Akhet-Aten, house Q 48.1

Gold (white)

Ivory

D. 1.65 cm (Amenhotep III); D. 1.75 cm (Tiye)

H. 6.4 cm, W. 11.4 cm

ÄM 10510, ÄM 10511; acquired by Th. Graf in Vienna in 1888

ÄM 21685; DOG excavation, 1913–14; 8/12/1913
These seal rings bear the names “Amenhotep, ruler of
The finely detailed depiction on the arm guard addresses a

Thebes” and “Tiye” on their rectangular ring plates. Rings

familiar and recurring theme: the king slaying the enemies

like these were manufactured using a special procedure

of Egypt in the presence of a god. In this case the king is

known as lost-wax casting: a model of the ring with its

Thutmose IV, as is evidenced by the cartouches above the

entire inscription was made from beeswax and coated with

kneeling Asian figure. The falcon-headed god Monthu

clay. When heated, the wax would flow out of the mold

stands across from him, holding the signs of life, eternal

and molten gold could be poured into the cavity.

permanence and a sickle-sword out to Thutmose. The pha-

M.J.

raoh at this point ritually assumes the position of god and
performs the ritual on his behalf. The sun disk on the king’s

See:
Schäfer, H. (ed.). 1910 Ägyptische Goldschmiedearbeiten. Berlin, pp. 51f., pl. 13.

wig may be expressive of his identification with the godlike
role.
The pharaoh would wear the arm-band on the left lower

Cat. no. 3

arm during ceremonies or processions. Because the ivory

COMMEMORATIVE SCARAB OF AMENHOTEP III

piece shows no traces of mounting it was probably sewn

(MARRIAGE SCARAB)

onto leather. How the royal item found its way into the ruin
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, 1388–1351 BC

of house Q 48.1 remains unclear.
M.J.

Find spot unknown
Glazed soapstone

See:
Settgast, J. 1986 Catalogue of the Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. Mainz, p. 52.

H. 7.2 cm, W. 5 cm, D. 3 cm
ÄM 16781; acquired through the trade in 1903
This scarab belongs to a series of commemorative scarabs
that were created to mark important events. The text refers
to the “marriage” of the king to Tiye, a commoner from the
region around Akhmin. The name of Amenhotep III is rendered using his complete titulary; immediately following
this is the appellation of Tiye as Great Royal Wife. Also
mentioned are her parents Yuya and Tuya.
M.J.
See:
Kaiser, W. 1967 Catalogue of the Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. Berlin, p. 52.
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Cat. no. 4

in 1995 allowed a virtual reconstruction of its fully detailed

HEAD OF QUEEN TIYE WITH A DOUBLE-FEATHER CROWN

original configuration.
Although experts continue to disagree about the purpose

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, 1388–1351 BC

of this modification, we can assume that it was done during

Medinet el-Ghurob

the Amarna period or only shortly thereafter. The function

Ebony, silver, gold, faience, textile (head); wood (crown)

of the once 35 cm tall statuette, which came from the royal

H. 9.7, W. 7.8, D. 8.2 cm (head); with crown: H. 22.7 cm

estates at Medinet el-Ghurob in Faiyum, also remains un-

ÄM 21834 (head), ÄM 17851 (crown); acquired by L. Borchardt

clear.

in Egypt in 1905

Attempts to explain the modification through the divine
elevation Tiye fail to consider that the wearing of a Uraei-

The small portrait head of queen Tiye is among the most

decorated kalathos with double-feather-crown, sun disk

expressive sculptures of ancient Egyptian art. Even though

and cow horns is part of the customary depiction of not

the face essentially conforms to the artistic norms of the

just of Tiye and Nefertiti, but also of Ankh-es-en-Amun

day, it was likely informed by the individual features of this

and all subsequent queens. The globular shape into which

remarkable female figure of ancient Egyptian history.

the wig was reworked based on the shape of the khat head-

The daughter of Yuya, “priest and overseer of cattle of the

dress underneath should not be over-interpreted. Tiye’s

god Min,” and his spouse Thuya – and thus not of royal de-

role was certainly divine, however she was neither as revered

scent – Tiye was born around 1400 BC. Her family came from

as the “patron saint” figure and matriarch of the 18th Dy-

Akhmim in Middle Egypt. Tiye’s non-royal background was

nasty Ahmose-Nefertari, nor was she a goddess.

widely publicized through the mention of her parents as
part of the official protocol on the series of so-called mar-

F.S.

riage scarabs.
The clear-cut features of this small statuette head strike
one, subjectively, as those of an energetic and strong, imperious queen. This may very well be consistent with Tiye’s
actual position, though ultimately they cannot reveal anything about her actual appearance.
Amenhotep III elevated hisGreat Royal Wife to a very special
status, she was on a near-equal footing with him. Accordingly, she assumed the female aspect of divine roles in official ritual acts. This explains why, for instance, she is wearing the double-feather crown with sun disk and cow horns
associated with the goddess Hathor.
This small figure bears witness to the adoption of this symbolism, although the Uraei-decorated ring-shaped lower
section of the crown between wig and double-feather crown
is lost, distorting the original impression of the statuette.
There is moreover, virtually no visible trace of the first version of the headdress underneath the cap studded with
small blue beads, which was added at a later time. Still visible are the magnificent drop earrings and a portion of the
black corroded silver cap, which had a pair of Uraei embedded above the forehead; the outline of the snakes’ bodies
still show beneath the second headdress. CAT scans made
202

See:
Ägyptisches Museum (Berlin West), Exhibition catalogue. Mainz 1986, pp. 50f.
100 Meisterwerke. Edited by the Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung,
Staatliche Museen Berlin. Berlin 2010, p. 84ff.
Wildung, D.: “Der Porträtkopf der Königin Teje.” In: Der Berliner Kunstbrief, Berlin
2001.
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Cat. no. 5

Cat. no. 6

FRAGMENT OF A TOMB RELIEF: TWO PRINCESSES WITH

STATUETTE OF CROWN PRINCE THUTMOSE ON THE

SISTRA

FUNERARY BIER

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1355 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1360 BC

Western Thebes, tomb of Kheruef (TT 192)

Memphis (?)

Limestone

Steatite

H. 42 cm, W. 43.5 cm, D. 5.5 cm

H. 5 cm, W. 9.8 cm, D. 4,4 cm

ÄM 18526

VÄGM 1997/117; acquired by the Verein zur Förderung des
Ägyptischen Museums Berlin e.V.

This relief fragment from the tomb of Kheruef depicts two
princesses, daughters of Pharaoh Amenhotep III, who each

The small statuette shows the deceased crown prince, Thut-

hold a naos sistrum in their right hand. The sistrum was a

mose, on a funerary bier with lion’s legs and head. The mum-

musical instrument that played an important role in the

miform prince wears a round wig with a strand of hair hanging

cult-related events of a temple. It consists of a handle

down the right side, an attribute of his office as high priest

whose upper part ends in a female head with cow horns

of Ptah of Memphis. The two goddesses Nephthys and Isis

that represents of the goddess Hathor. The rhythm instru-

are carved in relief at the head and the raised foot of the

ment was part of the accouterment of temple singers and

embalming bed. The title of the son of Amenhotep III given

was used during religious festivals and processions in which

in the inscription on the long side is “sem priest,” his official

princesses were also allowed to participate. As a sign of

title as high priest.

the goddess Hathor, the sistrum is endowed with her divine

On top of the prince’s body, the Ba of the deceased in the

healing powers and benedictions, which could be conferred

guise of the soul-bird spreads its wings across his chest in a

on both the king and on the gods. The larger illustration, of

gesture of protection. Relevant to this depiction is spell 89

which this fragment was originally a part, refers to the rai-

from the so-called Book of the Dead of the ancient Egyptians,

sing of the djed pillar by Amenhotep III as part of the annual

which offered the soul of the deceased the option to leave

temple festivals.

the body in the form of Ba and return to it. An important
M.J.

passage, for instance, reads, “may it see my corpse, may it
rest on my mummy,” exactly echoing the subject of the scene

See:
The University of Chicago. 1980 The Tomb of Kheruef, Theban Tomb 192. Oriental
Institute Publications, vol. 102, Chicago, pl. 57.

that the small figurine illustrates.
M.J.
See:
Chappaz, J. L. 2008 Akhénaton et Néfertiti. Soleil et Ombres des Pharaons. Exh.
cat., Geneva, p. 182.
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Cat. no. 7

TEMPLE RELIEF: FALCON-ATEN AND KING AMENHOTEP IV
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Karnak
Sandstone
H. 72 cm, W. 151 cm, D. 27 cm
ÄM 2072; Karl Richard Lepsius, Prussian expedition, 1842–
1845
This relief slab from Karnak probably dates from the first years
of the reign of Amenhotep IV and belongs to the small number
of examples still showing the pharaoh in the traditional mode
of representation in Thebes. The relief is divided into two
sections separated by a vertical inscription. A falcon-headed
sun god is depicted on the left and on the right is Amenhotep
IV wearing the blue crown. The iconography used in the depiction corresponds to the style of Amenhotep III. The face of
Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten closely much resembles that of his
father. The inscriptions, on the other hand, lean towards the
new religious beliefs, and the sun disk above his head with
the life-signs at its lower edge prefigures one of the best
known images of the Amarna period: that of the god Aten represented by a sun disk with rays that end in hands holding
life-signs.
M.J.
See:
Freed, R., Y. J. Markowitz and S. H. d’Auria. 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun. Exh. cat,
Boston, p. 207.
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Cat. no. 8

RING FRAGMENTS WITH CARTOUCHES OF NEFERTITI AND
AKHENATEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Find spot unknown
Ivory
D. 1.7 cm (Nefertiti); D. 1.9 cm (Akhenaten)
ÄM 22099 (Nefertiti); ÄM 34816 (Akhenaten)
These two ivory rings bear the names of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, the royal couple. Oval ring plates are abundantly documented for the Amarna period. They take the form of a cartouche containing the given name. As is suggested by
Nefertiti’s epithet: “Beautiful is the perfection of Aten,” these
rings were probably manufactured in Akhet-Aten, the new
royal residence.
M.J.
Unpublished

Cat. no. 9

FRAGMENT: QUEEN NEFERTITI
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Thebes, probably Karnak
Sandstone
H. 22 cm, W. 32 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1961, 61.117;
acquired by George M. Juergens
This fragment shows Nefertiti raising her hands in prayer or
making an offering to the god Aten. She wears a long wig, a
headband with the double uraeus, and a crown. The latter
consists of a flat, round base of cobras upon which two large
feathers with cow horns and a sun disk were originally placed.
The expressive style of the art of the first regnal years manifests itself in this relief, and is particularly evident in the angular
features of the queen.
M.J.
Unpublished
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Cat. no. 10

Similar objects that likewise originate from the palace con-

PART OF A RELIEF SHOWING THE ROYAL FAMILY

text of Akhetaten demonstrate that this type of depiction
was frequently used as decorative element on balustrades

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

(see: Cairo JE 87300, Shaw p. 116).

Akhet-Aten, palace complex
Calcite-alabaster

S.B.

H. 56.0 cm, W. 52.0 cm, D. 14 cm
The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, UCL, UC401
This calcite-alabaster architectural element featuring a
scene in relief was found in the palace complex in AkhetAten. The relief’s upper part does not survive.
Carved in sunken relief, the scene shows the royal family
performing acts of offering to the god Aten. Amenhotep IV
is in a striding pose, facing right, in front of an offering
table and raising his arms in praise of the god. Trailing him
is Queen Nefertiti, she is depicted much smaller and likewise
raises her arms to offer an ointment vessel to Aten. Princess
Meritaten is positioned behind the queen who is holding a
sistrum in her right hand. The royal family is touched by
Aten’s rays of light, seven rays point to the gifts on the offering table and three nearly touch the queen’s head. Nefertiti additionally receives the life-sign via a light ray from
Aten. The blank cartouches, eight in all, on the bosom and
both arms of the queen are unusual. The actual names of
the queen and the princess are recorded in epigraphs. The
epigraph in front of Nefertiti reads: “Nefer-Neferu-Aten
Nefertiti, may she live forever and continually.” Similarly,
the epigraph in the column on the left reads: “Merit(aten),
born to the Great Royal Wife Nefer-Neferu-Aten Nefertiti,
may she live forever and continually.”
A total of eight cartouches with names of the god Aten are
placed on the torso and right arm of the pharaoh. They belong to the early appellations of the god, which is why this
relief is generally dated to the early period of the reign of
Amenhotep IV. Likewise supporting an early date are stylistic peculiarities of the depiction; particularly the extreme
proportions, the excessive width of the hips and thighs,
the very narrow waist and slender lower legs reinforce this
assumption.
The function of the relief cannot be defined with certainty.
As indicated by a diagonally rising baseline on which the
royal family is standing, it was very likely a decorative element of a balustrade flanking stepped ramps at the palace.
210

See:
Stewart, H.M. 1976 Egyptian Stelae, Reliefs and Paintings from the Petrie Collection Part I. Warminster, p. 10, pl. 6.
Samson, J. 1978 Amarna. City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti. Warminster, pp. 43f.,
fig. 20.
Shaw, I. 1994 “Balustrades, Stairs and Altars in the Cult of the Aten at elAmarna.” In JEA, vol. 80, pp. 109–27.
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Cat. no. 11

to a curved yoke with branches ending in scrolls and with a

1 PAIR OF SNAFFLE BITS, 1 CROSSBAR KNOB, 1 YOKE KNOB

pointed conical yoke knob usually decorating its end (ÄM
30155). Attached to the yoke is the crossbar beneath which

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

two horses would be harnessed. At the upper end it is usually

Akhet-Aten, houses N 48.15 (pair of snaffle bits), O 47.01

furnished with a knob made of stone (ÄM 30148). To date

(crossbar knob) and O 48.06 (yoke knob)

close to 50 pieces related to these different applications

Bronze, calcite-alabaster

have been identified to date in Akhet-Aten; they were pri-

L. 24 cm, D. 8.8 cm (pair of snaffle bits); D. 6.5 cm (crossbar

marily unearthed in residences, followed by stable and mili-

knob); D. 2.6 cm (yoke knob)

tary buildings, as lastly the necropolises.

ÄM 20493, ÄM 20493/1 (pair of snaffle bits); ÄM 30155

The indispensable snaffle bits made it easier for the chario-

(yoke knob); ÄM 30148 (crossbar knob); DOG excavation,

teer to steer and control the animals. The snaffle bit is the

1911/1913

piece of a harness that sits inside the horse’s mouth and is
part of the bridle or headgear. The bit rings on the side, which

Titles such as First Charioteer of His Majesty or Head of the

could be shaped like plates, rods or, in rare cases disks, pre-

Horse (teams) of the Entire Horse Stable clearly show that

vented the snaffle bit from slipping out of the mouth. The

there must have been a major military entity of charioteers

two almost identical pieces of this pair of snaffle bits (ÄM

and, of course, horse stables in Akhet-Aten. The numerous

20493) are truly special. The rigid bit rod ends in a small knob

images of Akhenaten and his family during chariot rides li-

on one side and in a pierced delicate fist with an extended

kewise speak to the popularity of horses and chariots.

thumb on the other. Cast in a single piece, the snaffle bit

Horses are accounted for in Egypt since the Hyksos period

rings are flexible and shaped like a large open-work spoke

(ca. 1648–1539 BC), and chariot technology, originating from

wheel. The spokes are fashioned alternately as lotus umbels

the Middle East region, is documented since the late 17th

and scrolls. Attached to the smooth unfinished inside of the

Dynasty (ca. 1645–1550 BC). While the fast chariots were at

bit gag, which sat against the horse’s mouth, are four small

times used for hunting, outings and sporting activities for

spikes that must have caused the horse to react immediately

the elite, they were primarily utilised in warfare. Since the

when the reins were pulled to indicate direction. It is strange

archer was not free to steer the chariot he was assisted by a

that eyelets to attach the bridle are missing. Drawing on L.

charioteer.

Borchardt’s reconstruction in the excavation journal A. Herold

The chariot is a light-weight vehicle made of bent wood and

has suggested that the leather straps were probably pulled

consisting of a platform with breastwork that is mounted

straight through the “spokes” of the bit gag. The function of

on an axle with two large spoke wheels. A long shaft leads

the hole that is pierced into the fist – i.e., in each case on
just one side of the bit – remains uncertain. Writing in the
diary about the pieces, Borchardt suggested that “a decorative piece (a frond??)“ may have hung from it. It is also possible that they served to attach a tether to the yoke branches
or to secure the reins.
The design of the snaffle bit presented here is unique for
ancient Egypt. Similar objects with fists at each end of the
bit rod originated from Lorestan in western Iran.
S.S.
See:
Herold, A. 2006 Streitwagentechnologie in der Ramses-Stadt. Knäufe, Knöpfe und
Scheiben aus Stein, Forschungen in der Ramses-Stadt 3. Mainz, p. 290 and 294.

Excavation diary of the DOG 1911/1912, p. 121 (Archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 12

let intended to strengthen and lend power to its wearer

BEAD CHAIN WITH UDJAT EYES

and, consequently, its master.
A.W.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house N 51.3
Faience
L. 95 cm
ÄM 21944/3; DOG excavation, 1911

See:
Freed, R. E., Y. J. Markowitz and S. H. d’Auria. 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun. Exh.
cat., Boston, p. 261.
Hofmann, U. 1989 Fuhrwesen und Pferdehaltung im Alten Ägypten. Bonn, pp.
104 and 123, FN 1.
Rommelaere, C. 1991 Les Chevaux du Nouvel Empire Égyptien. Brussels, p. 195,
cat. 60.

This large, heavy bead chain is made up of 11 beads featuring painted Udjat eyes and 24 beads painted with the
image of an iris with pupil (the so-called fish eye). Yet
another bead stands alone, featuring an ankh sign (“life”
and “power”) in between two was scepters on one side
and a djed pillar (“stability” and “power”) flanked by two
was scepters on the other. The bead chain was found in
the stable of house N 51.3 and identified by L. Borchardt
as possibly a horse trapping. According to Ulrich Hofmann, it is a yoke pendant described in the cuneiform
correspondence with king Tushratta as maninnu sa sisi
(chain for horses). An important aspect of this object
was the symbolic function of the eye, which served to
protect the wearer – in this case the horse – and bestow
health on him. In this regard, the modern reconstruction
with the so-called Udjat eyes lined up can be considered
confirmed. Figuratively, the Udjat eye represents the Eye
of Horus, which had been forcibly removed by his foe,
Seth. In the myth, the moon god Thoth heals the eye,
which is why it is called udja, “healthy” or “whole.” It
has been worn as a protective or healing amulet ever

Borchardt and Ricke. Wohnhäuser, house N 51.3, stables, plan 110.

since. The iris with pupil, on the other hand, is a less
common image. In order to protect their contents, glass
jars, for instance, were give such eye patterns, it is likely
that this is simply the result of a facile production method, for it was less complicated to make round circles
in glass than the many bends of the Eye of Horus. Fragments of such vessels are kept at the Egyptian Museum
in Berlin (ÄM 22091, 25558, 36762 and 36772). The beads
that feature images of the ankh-sign, the was scepter
and the djed pillar were, in turn, intended to invest their
wearer with quickness, force and lasting strength – all
essential for a horse employed in warfare. Thus the yoke
pendant was not just a handsome decoration attached
to side of the horse’s harness, but also a protective amu214

Amenhotep IV and Nefertiti on a chariot. Illustration from Rommelaere,
Les Chevaux, p. 195.
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Cat. no. 13

SPINDLE CUP, SPINDLE WHORL, YARN SPOOL, LOOM
WEIGHT
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, houses N 47.4, P 49.8, Q 46.13, Q 46.1
Limestone, pottery
D. 31 cm (spindle cup); D. 5 cm (spindle whorl); D. 6.7 cm
(yarn spool);
L. 5.9 cm (loom weight)
ÄM 25885, ÄM 21952, ÄM 29074, ÄM 30251; DOG excavation, 1911–1914
The weaving and spinning tools shown here all come from
different homes in Akhet-Aten and provide insights into the
quotidian life of the textile craftsmen in this city. The spindle
whorl (ÄM 21952) served as a rotating weight at the upper
end of the hand spindle, providing momentum to the threads
that were made of plant fibers and needed strengthening.
Tension was created by tightening and guiding the skein
through the eyelets of a spindle cup. The cup shown here
(ÄM 25885) was not at first identified as such by Borchardt
who initially interpreted it as a “vessel lid with two inner
eyelets” (Borchardt and Ricke, Wohnhäuser, p. 67) With
rhythmic twists and by pulling the thread through a hand, a
sturdy yarn was created that then served as the basic material
for further textile processing. The finished skein was eventually wound into a bundle on a spool (ÄM 29074). The object
depicted here is a re-utilized pottery shard, as revealed by
the decorative rope pattern as well as the slight wall curvature. Spun yarn provided the basic source material for weaving, which, as numerous weaving instruments finds document, was indeed practiced in Akhet-Aten. During the
weaving process heavy loom weights (ÄM 30251) made of
stone such as that shown here – which came from the house
of the chief herder of the cattle of the sun god in the temple
of Aten – served to tighten the individual yarn threads so
that the weaving process would ultimately yield an evenly
woven panel of fabric.
A.W., E.W.
See:
Kemp, B. J. and G.M. Vogelsang-Eastwood. 2001 The Ancient Textile Industry at
Amarna. Egypt Exploration Society, Excavation Memoir 68. London, pp. 265–404.
Vogelsang-Eastwood, G. M. 1995 Die Kleider des Pharaos. Die Verwendung von
Stoffen im Alten Ägypten. Hannover and Amsterdam.
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Cat. no. 14

6 COMPOSITE TILES WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF MARSHLAND
AND BIRDS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Polychrome faience
H. 7,5–4 cm, W. 5,5–2,8 cm
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of Edward S. Harkness, 1926
26.7.941, 26.7.932
26.7.944, 26.7.933
26.7.950, 26.7.937
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Cat. no. 15

FRAGMENTS OF INLAYS, ONE COMPOSITE TILE AND A
PENDANT
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Polychrome faience
H. 10,7–1,7 cm, W. 6,8–1,7 cm
Trustees of the British Museum, London,
EA 58480; EA 49077, EA 55183
EA 21674, EA 21673, EA 24328, EA 21654, EA 21666,
EA 21655, EA 21665; EA 58362
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Cat. no. 16

FRAGMENTS OF COMPOSITE TILES AND INLAYS WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Polychrome faience
H. 3–12,5 cm, W. 3,3–12,7 cm
Trustees of the British Museum, London,
EA 59290, EA 58484
EA 49076, EA 55600, EA 59294
EA 69687, EA 69723
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Cat. no. 17

FRAGMENTS OF COMPOSITE TILES AND INLAYS WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS OF FISHES AND BIRDS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Polychrome faience
H. 2,8–5,8 cm, W. 1,5–6,4 cm
Trustees of the British Museum, London,
EA 57676, EA 58479, EA 63547
EA 55185, EA 59295, EA 59296, EA 69683; EA 26724
EA 69745, EA 69704, EA 26725
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Cat. no. 18

3 CARTOUCHES OF AKHENATEN AND THE ATEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

of other gods that ultimately had to make way for the exclusive allusion of Aten.
A.W.
Unpublished

Akhet-Aten, house Q 47.10
Bronze
H. 21 cm, W. 1.5 cm
ÄM 22082/1, ÄM 22082/2, ÄM 22082/3; DOG excavation,
1912/13
Created in a technique called sunken bas-relief (en creux),
these bronze cartouches of King Akhenaten and his god Aten
were found by Borchardt on January 6, 1913 in what he referred
to asthe “obscure house Q 47.10.” The excavator suspected
they had originally been mounted in the palace or a temple of
Akhet-Aten. According to him, the find spot indicates that
the objects had been “moved to a different place because of
their precious material,” with the intention to melt them
down and reuse them. Based on the thickness of the material,
it can be assumed that the cartouches had been embedded
in stone or wood at their intended location; their size suggests
that this must have been a doorframe or something similar.
A fracture, which may indicate that they were forcibly removed from their location, runs across all three cartouches. The
smallest cartouche on the left describes the name of Akhenaten as follows: “The sole one of Re, who is beautiful in manifestations of Re.” The two other name rings are associated
with the god Aten. On them his name is given as “Long live
Aten, ruler of the two horizons who rejoices in the land of
light” with the addition “In his name as Re, the father, who
came forth as Aten.” This is the later version of the god’s appellation, which previously additionally included the names

Borchardt and Ricke, Wohnhäuser, plan 43.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 180–182 (Archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 19

NOSE AND LIPS OF AKHENATEN; TORSI OF AKHENATEN
AND NEFERTITI; HANDS WITH CARTOUCHES OF THE ATEN;
NOSE AND LIPS OF AKHENATEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, Great Aten Temple
Indurated limestone
H. 8.1 cm, W. 5.1 cm, D. 4.5 cm (nose and lips of Akhenaton);
H. 35.5 cm, W. 25.5 cm, D. 23,5 cm (Akhenaten torso); H. 28
cm, W. 29.5 cm, D. 21.5 cm, (Nefertiti torso); H. 25 cm, W.
19.5, D. 17 cm (hands with cartouches)
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, purchase, gift of Edward
S. Harkness, 1921, 21.9.3, 21.9.4, 21.9.431; 1926, 26.7.1395;
Petrie/Carter excavation, 1891–1892
These two finely detailed and beautifully shaped torsi originally belonged to two figures of Nefertiti and her spouse Akhenaten that carried offering plates. While the name of the
god Aten appears five times in cartouches on and next to the
queen’s pleated garment, the torso of the king bears the
same, instructive name only three times. It is the earlier version of the name, indicating that the two figures must have
been made before the 9th regnal year. The torsi were found
in a pit outside the southern wall of the Great Aten Temple
along with other statue fragments. These include three-dimensional realizations of the two Aten cartouches that are
held on their reverse by two hands. The extraordinary quality
and workmanship of the objects suggest that they were once
placed in the large temple of the god, and thus in the centre
of the cult of the city of Akhet-Aten.
A.W.
See:
Reeves, N. 2002 Echnaton. Mainz, p. 144.
Freed R. E., Y.J. Markowitz and S.H. D’Auria. 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun. Akhenaten,
Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Exh. cat. Boston, p. 230.
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Cat. no. 20

HAND FROM A STELOPHOROUS STATUE WITH PART OF THE
HORUS NAME OF AKHENATEN (?); OFFERING LIST STELA;
WAIST AREA FROM A STATUE OF THE KING; OFFERING LIST
STELA; TOES FROM LEFT FOOT OF A STATUE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, Great Aten Temple
Red quartzite
H. 21 cm, W. 15 cm (57.180.76);
H. 16.5 cm, W. 19 cm (57.180.37b);
H. 18.5 cm, W. 18 cm (57.180.47);
H. 23 cm, W. 19 cm (57.180.37a);
L. 14.7 cm, W. 10.3 cm (57.180.80)
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Harris Brisbane Dick Fund,
1957, 57.180.76, 57.180.37b, 57.180.47, 57.180.37a, 57.180.80;
excavation of Petrie/Carter, 1891–1892

Found at the time of the excavations by Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie and Howard Carter (1891–1892), these related fragments
were unearthed in a pit outside the southern enclosure wall
of the Great Aten Temple. Pieced together, they suggest a
major sculpture of the pharaoh holding before him a large
stela with a listing of sacrificial offerings. The find spot suggests that this statue of the king was installed in the central
temple and intended for the cult of Aten.
L.T.
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Cat. no. 21

STATUE OF AKHENATEN HOLDING AN OFFERING PLATE;
FRAGMENTS OF THE HAND WITH OFFERING PLATE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Limestone
H. 106 cm, W. 25.2 cm, D. 27.5 cm (ÄM 34437); L. 9.9 cm, W.
9.5 cm (ÄM 30756); L. 14.2 cm, W. 11.8 cm (ÄM 24613)
ÄM 34437, acquisition; ÄM 30756, ÄM 24613; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
This unfinished standing figure of Akhenaten with a blue
crown was acquired in 1992. Featuring traces of a red and
black preparatory drawing, the statue is still in a rather rudimentary state. The king originally held an offering plate in his
hands on which the fractured surface is clearly visible. During
the excavations of L. Borchardt two fragments of hands holding an offering plate were found in Akhet-Aten. In terms of
size and material these fragments fit the statue perfectly, allowing for them to be considered related and included in the
restoration. The two fragments do, however, come from different homes in Akhet-Aten. Although belonging to the same
block of houses, these homes are not adjacent. It is not clear
how the two fragments of the offering plate found their way
into two different houses, just as it remains unclear under
what circumstances the statue ended up in the art trade.
The statue type of a figure carrying an offering plate was an
innovation of the early 18th Dynasty and was used in both private and royal sculpture. In his manifestation of the visible
light, Aten was able to accept the offerings directly. Open-air
sacrificial offerings thus played an extraordinarily important
role during the Amarna period, as is evidenced by the numerous relief depictions and statues showing Akhenaten and his
entire family making offerings.
L.T.
See:
Bernhauer, E. 2010 Innovationen in der Privatplastik. Die 18 Dynastie und ihre Entwicklung. Wiesbaden, p. 77.
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, pp. 171–
177.
Zorn, O. 2010 Unter Atons Strahlen. Echnaton und Nofretete. Ausgewählte Werke
aus der Amarna-Zeit im Neuen Museum Berlin. Berlin, pp. 26–27.
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Cat. no. 22

is worth noting that the pharaoh appears barefoot, which

STATUETTE OF AKHENATEN WITH STELA;

is inconsistent with the royal regalia.

PRINCESS OFFERING
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house 48.15
H. 12 cm, W. 3 cm, D. 6 cm
Calcite-alabaster
ÄM 21835; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house N 47.6
Brown sandstone/quartzite
H. 22.4 cm, W. 8.6 cm, D. 11 cm
ÄM 21690; DOG excavation, 1913/1914
Acts of offering and consecration were an integral part of
the cult of the gods. In principle, offerings could be performed at any time and any place. The offerings themselves
simply required specific ritual actions in order to sanctify
them. During the reign of Akhenaten options of private offering were largely curtailed. Now the pharaoh himself was
the highest priest, and thus the only one legitimated by the
Aten to perform acts of offering. At most, Nefertiti and the
king’s daughters were at times also entitled to make offerings.
The royal family was also allowed to conduct offering and
consecration processions.
The figurine of a princess (ÄM 21690), whose side lock of
youth is still visible in the traces on the right shoulder, carries an uninscribed offering plate. This type of rendering of
the act of offering is adopted from fertility and Nile gods,
hence it also refers to the earthly gift of having the Nile rise
and provide for a bountiful harvest.
The genre of the stelophore statue, a stela-carrying figure,
was developed as early as under the rule of Hatshepsut.
This novel type appeared exclusively in West Thebes and
was developed further as a standing/striding figure during
the reign of Amenhotep III. It was originally associated with
private sculpture and it turns up in conjunction with the
Hymn to the Sun in Theban tombs. Akhenaten used this
genre for the depiction of royal figures as well, and in the
Berlin piece (ÄM 21835) he wears a blue crown that is merely
decorative and not associated with any cultic practices. It
234

A.R.
See:
Chappaz, J. L. (ed.). 2009 Akhenaton. Faraone del Sole. Exh. cat., Turin, p. 45, fig. 7;
p. 189, no. 38.
Freed, R., Y.J. Markowitz and S.H. d’Auria. 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun. Exh. cat., Boston, p. 214, no. 36.
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Cat. no. 23

Cat. no. 24

RELIEF: CARTOUCHES OF ATEN

VOTIVE TABLET

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, house N 49.6

Find spot unknown

Limestone

Calcite-alabaster

H. 20 cm, W. 16 cm, D. 5.5 cm

H. 9 cm, W. 4.2 cm, D. 1.3 cm

ÄM 20720; DOG excavation, 1911/1912

ÄM 2045; Karl Richard Lepsius, Royal Prussian Expedition,
1842–1845

Carved on every side, this limestone piece features two
relief cartouches of Aten. On the upper side and in individual

In the 6th year of his reign Amenhotep IV changed several

hieroglyphs traces of red paint are still visible. Like the

parts of his name and had the god Amun replaced by the

name of the king, the name of Aten was rendered in name

Aten. On this votive tablet (ÄM 2045), which was purchased

rings. The consistent spelling of the god’s name is excep-

by Lepsius at the time of the expedition, the pharaoh ap-

tional, highlighting his close association with the royal cou-

pears as the life-giving god Shu. In this function he raises

ple. Analogous to the name change of Akhenaten, the 9th

the two cartouches with the names of the god Aten, thus

regnal year also saw changes in the way his god was ad-

translating the meaning of the word “shu” into a concrete

dressed. Aten had an instructive name that succinctly en-

act, for in addition to “sun, light,” the word “shu” can also

capsulated the concept of god that was entertained by Ak-

mean “raise, elevate.” We encounter the same shift of mea-

henaten. The relief gives the early version of his name:

ning in his altered Golden Horus name: “He who elevates

“Long live Re-Harakhte who rejoices in the land of light, in

the name of Aten.” Placed in front of and behind the pha-

his name as the light that is in the sun.” The word for “light”

raoh are cartouches that contain his two names and the

is drawn exactly the same way as that for the air god “Shu.”

cartouche of the Great Royal Wife, Nefertiti. There is no

The later altered later version of the name dropped the na-

conclusive explanation for the function of the object, but it

mes of the gods Horus and Shu, thus leaving only those of

can most likely be interpreted as part of a votive offering.

Aten and Re.

A.R.

The function of this object is uncertain, perhaps it served
See:
Etienne, M. (ed.). 2009 Les Portes du Ciel. Exh. cat., Paris, p. 86, no. 58.

as a votive offering or an inlay.
L.T.
See:
Assmann, J. 1984 Ägypten. Theologie und Frömmigkeit einer frühen Hochkultur.
Stuttgart, pp. 245–246.
Hornung, E. 1995 Die Religion des Lichtes. Zürich, pp. 44–46.
Samson, J. 1972 Amarna. City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti. London, pp. 100–102.
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Cat. no. 25

illustrative of a diversified world of faith in the life of the

STELA DEPICTING AKHENATEN AND NEFERTITI IN FRONT

residents of Akhet-Aten.

OF AN OFFERING TABLE; COBRA FIGURINE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house N 51.6, P 48.2
Limestone, pottery (painted)
H. 11.8 cm (stela); H. 17 cm (cobra)
ÄM 25574, ÄM 21961; DOG excavation; 1911–1912/1913
The personal devoutness of the inhabitants of Akhetaten
extended across both the private and so-called official
spheres. An object that belongs to the latter is a small
votive stela depicting the royal couple making offerings
to Aten. The sunken relief is merely crudely executed and
shows traces of painting. The four name cartouches remained blank and they may originally have been painted,
although it is impossible to determine whose names they
contained. It may be assumed on stylistic grounds that
these are Akhenaten and Nefertiti. The inhabitants of
Akhet-Aten sometimes installed stelae such as this in
their homes to demonstrate their devotion to the official
faith. In addition to officials who promoted the religion
of Akhenaten to further their careers, there were also
loyal devotees of the king’s teachings. They wore rings,
bead chains and pendants with the names of Aten or
Pharaoh – or both – and they honored the triad of Akhetaten with votive stelae and home altars. A large part of
the city’s population, however, still cherished the old traditions, in this way minor household deities and demons
continued to exist side by side with the official religion.
The polychrome figure of a cobra belongs to this sphere
of personal religion. It, along with a large number of erotic
figurines and the famous unfinished statuette of the king
wearing the blue crown and kissing his daughter who is
sitting on his lap, was found inside a large residence in
Akhenaten.
The people looked to the household deities for health
and protection and huge quantities of statuettes and
amulets were produced for this purpose. The DOG excavations of 1911–1914 brought both numerous cult objects
linked to the official worship of the king in support of
the state and figurines and decorative elements related
to the private worship of deities to light. These finds are
238

A.W., L.T.
See:
Reeves, N. 2005 Akhenaten: Egypt’s false Prophet. London, p. 196.
Freed, R. E., Y.J. Markowitz and S.H. D’Auria, 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun. Akhenaten,
Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Exh. cat. Boston, p. 257.
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Cat. no. 26

Accordingly, it is not possible yet to offer a conclusive in-

MONKEY STATUETTES

terpretation of the monkey groups.
Ch.H.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, private residential complexes
Limestone with traces of polychrome painting
H. 6.4 cm, W. 4.3 cm, D. 2.3 cm
ÄM 28770, ÄM 28773, ÄM 28790, ÄM 28795;
DOG excavation, 1911–14
Small monkey statuettes were found in several private residences in Akhet-Aten, which, based on their distinct appearance, are considered to be specific to the Amarna period.
Although the statuettes do look different from one another,
distinct recurring motifs can be identified: the small monkeys appear alone, in pairs or in groups of three and may
be depicted at play, delousing one another, making music
(ÄM 28770), drinking, or eating fruit. In addition, there are
scenes with a larger monkey gently tending to a smaller
one, presumably a young animal (ÄM 28773).
Very similar small monkey figures have been found in temple sites from early Dynastic times, which may indicate
that they were presented as votive offerings to various deities.
It is also conceivable that the figures were associated with
the fertility cult centering on Hathor as the goddess of love,
protection, joy, and the enjoyment of food, drinks and music. The recurring motifs of a young animal with its mother,
eating and drinking and making music offer possible evidence of this. If such an association indeed existed, the
monkey figures may have served – as an expression of the
personal religion of the people of Akhet-Aten – as magical
amulets promising protection for the mother and child and
general health and good luck. They thus would have served
as a domestic counterweight to the official religion that
centered on the one god Aten that was propagated by Akhenaten.
Sometimes caricature-like features are also attributed to
the monkey figurines, especially since the animals are
shown going about various typically human activities. Because the statuettes are quite small and seem to be only
crudely sculpted and painted, the role of plaything cannot
be ruled out.
240

See:
Stevens, A. 2006 Private Religion at Amarna. The Material Evidence, BAR International Series no. 1587, Oxford.
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Cat. no. 27

be traced back to an ancient myth of the Hathor cow of

NECK OF AN AMPHORA WITH APPLIQUÉS

Deir el-Bahari, according to which the goddess, after searching for a long time, found the child Horus in the waters

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

of the papyrus marsh and breast-fed him. Thus she came

Akhet-Aten, house P 46.1

to be seen as the divine wet nurse of the future pharaoh.

Pottery

Interestingly, Borchardt changed his mind shortly after iden-

H. 30.5 cm

tifying the upper appliqués as sun disks, interpreting them

ÄM 22145; DOG excavation, 1912/1913

instead as “flowers (ox-eye daisies?).” While the identification as a floral pattern is accurate, the sculptural rendering

Initially addressed as a “candelabrum” by Borchardt, this

of the cow’s hindquarters as well as the function of the

neck of what was originally a truly gigantic amphora is de-

object would continue to elude him throughout his life.

corated at the top with 13 separately applied pottery disks.

A.W.

Each of these had a blue flower painted on it. Immediately
below these disks is, clearly identifiable by the sun disk
between her horns, a sculptural rendering of the Hathor
cow. According to recent findings by S. Schwarz, the theriomorphic goddess is depicted standing on a boat that was
likewise given a three-dimensional form. This depiction can

Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 163 (Archive ÄMP)

242

See:
Müller, M. 2003 “Die Göttin im Boot. Eine ikonografische Untersuchung.“
In Menschenbilder – Bildermenschen. Kunst und Kultur im Alten Ägypten.
Hofmann, T. and A. Sturm (eds.). Norderstedt, pp. 57–70.
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Cat. no. 28

the eastern Mediterranean. Imported Canaanite pottery

IMPORTED WARE – CANAAITE AMPHORA

vessels and so-called oasis ware were found both in ordinary
and in administrative residential complexes In Akhet-Aten.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

S.B.

Akhet-Aten, house O 47.4
Pottery
H. 33.0 cm, D. (max.) 11.8 cm, D. (rim) 4.7 cm, D. (bottom)
2.7 cm
ÄM 29800; DOG excavation 1913/1914
Amphorae of this kind belonged to the imported ware that
was found in great numbers in Akhet-Aten. This vessel features a narrow neck with a sturdy handle extending down
to the vessel’s shoulder. Originally, amphorae were sealed
with a clay lid for the shipping of wine, oil, honey or resin.
The clay seals and markings on the outer walls of these
imported vessels conveys information regarding their place
of origin, final destination or contents. Another possible
way to determine, or at least narrow down, their place of
origins is through a microscopic examination of the clay
used and its inclusions (such as straw, chaff, sand and limestone). This requires the pottery material of the examined amphorae to correspond to that of the place of origin.
Such analyses have contributed to narrowing the manufacture location of these amphorae to south-western Syria
(Canaan). Egypt maintained active trade relations with that
region. A depiction from the tomb of Ken-Amun, overseer
of Thebes, illustrates the quite unfettered trade of Egypt
with Syria. The scene in question shows Syrian merchants
unloading goods in the Theban port and subsequent negotiations.
Goods that were shipped long-distance were stored in amphorae and themselves came from other regions, such as
the oases to the west of the Nile valley or other parts of

Depiction of a Syrian trade ship in the port of Thebes from the tomb of KenAmun in Thebes (TT 162, 18th Dyn.). Illustration from Davies and Faulkner 1947,
pl. VIII

244

See:
Rose, P. 2007 “The Eighteenth Dynasty Pottery Corpus from Amarn.” In EES, no.
83, pp. 149f., p. 295, cat. 698.
Davies, N. De G. and R.O. Faulkner. 1947 “A Syrian Trading Venture to Egypt.” In
JEA, no. 33, pp. 40–46, pl. VIII.
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See:
Arnold, Do. and J. Bourriau, J. 1993 An Introduction to Ancient Egyptian Pottery.
Mainz.
Davies, N. de G. 1930 The Tomb of Ken-Amun at Thebes, vol. I. New York, pl. LIX
A.
Nicholson, P. T. 1992 “The Pottery Workshop at Q 48.4 at Tell el-Amarna.” In
CCE, no. 3, pp. 62–70.

Cat. no. 29

DAILY-USE POTTERY WARE (VESSEL, COOKING POT,
BOWL AND DRINKING CUP)
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house O 49.12, N 50.25, M 47.1
Pottery
D. 18.8 cm (cooking pot); D. 21.2 cm (bowl); H. 11.5 cm (drinking cup); H. 26.0 cm (vessel)
ÄM 22378, ÄM 24608, ÄM 29350, ÄM 29819; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
Since pre-dynastic times tableware intended for daily use
was made from clay and the shape of the various types of
bowls and vessels was adapted to their respective uses.
The majority of vessels served to store and prepare as well
as to transport and consume foodstuffs. Among the pottery
for daily use were cooking pots in which the daily meal was
prepared over a hearth. Liquids such as water, beer and
wine, on the other hand, were scooped using smaller jugs
or drinking cups from larger storage vessels.
Details of the production of some types of vessel are provided by an illustration from the tomb of Ken-Amun in Thebes
that depicts the manufacturing of pottery by means of a
wheel. In addition to illustrations, archaeological finds such
as kilns in the area of Q 48.4 in Akhetaten suggest that
pottery for local demand were manufactured near the residences. A rectangular pit surrounded by bricks that was
uncovered in the so-called northern workshop of Q 48.4 likewise contained pottery shards and part of a potter’s
wheel made of basalt.
S.B.

Illustration from the tomb of Ken-Amun showing the moulding and subsequent
firing of ceramic vessels. From: Davies 1930, pl. LIX A

246

Topographic plan of area Q 48.4 in Akhet-Aten. From: Nicholson 1992, p. 62,
fig. 1
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The two yellow-colored fish, whose eyes, scales and fins

PAINTED VESSEL WITH FISH MOTIF

were meticulously detailed with black paint are also of special significance. They are Nile perches that are approaching

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

a small group of lotus flowers. The fascinating observation

Akhet-Aten, house 50.2

that Nile perch, as so-called mouth brooders, released their

Pottery

offspring seemingly self-procreated in large numbers from

H. 60 cm, D. 43 cm

their mouth rendered them symbolically charged in several

ÄM 22355; DOG excavation, 1911

ways. The Nile perch was associated on the one hand with
the sun god, who regenerates himself daily, and on the

Pottery with colored décor are among the most striking

other hand it with the goddess Hathor as a symbol of ferti-

goods of the domestic culture of Akhet-Aten. This well-

lity. As goddess of love, feasting and drunkenness, Hathor

preserved vessel is representative of its period. During the

enjoyed great popularity among the population during the

1911 DOG excavations it was unearthed in an area of home-

Amarna period as well. The images of the two fish are par-

stead O 50.2 in Akhet-Aten: “The‘quadratic room’ has a

ticularly illustrative of the striving for a greater closeness

narrow side room toward the NE (1), where various trough-

to nature that may be seen as a characteristic feature of

like built-in fitments of limestone, a large blue-colored jug

the art of the Amarna period. During this time the popularity

painted with a yellow fish frieze and a two-handled ala-

of the blue-painted vessels peaked, only to gradually dis-

baster vessel with an unstamped clay lid were found” (Bor-

appear from the repertoire of pottery motifs over the course

chardt and Ricke, p. 324).

of the subsequent Ramesside period.

The storage vessel has a voluminous body, an open mouth
with flared rim and a rounded bottom. For the sake of sta-

F.S., S.B.

bility it was either embedded in the ground or mounted on
a base.
As was typical of the period, the vessel is painted with cobalt
blue pigments, precursory variants of this technique already

See:
Freed, R.E., Y.J. Markowitz and S.H. D´Auria. 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun. Akhenaten,
Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Exh. cat., Boston, p. 236, cat.104.
Priese, K.H. 1991 Ägyptisches Museum. Mainz, pp. 123f., cat. no. 75.
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, house
plan 107, p. 324.

existed during the reign of Amenhotep III in Thebes. Because
these pottery were found mainly in the king’s palace complex,
they are also refered to as Malkata ware.
The potter left gaps in those parts of the lustrous red coating
that were intended for the pattern décor and fish and plant
motifs. The vessel was painted before firing, allowing the
colors to become waterproof and thus these large vessels
could be used to contain liquids such as water and wine.
Horizontally arranged and arc-shaped blue ornamental
bands run around the neck, shoulder and body of the vessel
and imitate garlands made of blue lotus flower petals. On
festive occasions such floral chains were often wrapped
around vessels as adornment and people would wear similar
petal collars as decoration around the neck. The symbolism
of the lotus played a crucial role in this practise. Opening in
the morning, the lotus flower was associated with the
youthful sun god that rose from the primordial waters, and
thus became a symbol of creation, vitality and perennial
rejuvenation.
248

Borchardt and Ricke, Wohnhäuser, plan 107, homestead O 50.2 with the find
spot (room 1) marked
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Cat. no. 31

Cat. no. 33

COMPOSITE TILES WITH MANDRAKE FRUIT

STATUETTE OF THE GODDESS TAWERET

AND A MARSH SCENE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, house O 49.1

Akhet-Aten, Great Palace

Faience

Polychrome faience

H. 10.9 cm, W. 4 cm, D. 3.3 cm

H. 6.5 cm, W. 5.5 cm

ÄM 22272; DOG excavation, 1911

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Edward S. Harkness Gift,
1926, 26.7.942; 26.7.938

Faience was a material that was frequently used for ritual
objects in Akhet-Aten. In the sphere of personal religion

In Akhet-Aten faience was above all used for the manu-

amulets, pendants and statuettes representing the riomor-

facturing of polychrome architectural elements. These were

phic and hybrid tutelary deities were made of this material.

produced for private residences as well as for royal palace

One such figurine comes from the deep hall of a large resi-

complexes. This is evidenced by the numerous tile and inlay

dence attributed to the high priest Pa-wah. It is a statuette

fragments that Sir W.M.F. Petrie discovered during his 1891–

of the goddess Taweret (Toeris) standing on a small pedestal

1892 excavations in the central Great Palace. A large number

and carrying an Uraei-adorned kalathos on her head. The

of examples feature vegetative motifs, such as yellow man-

latter has a hole at the top, which probably served to insert

drake fruits.

separately manufactured cow horns with a sun disk of
E.W.

another material. The Taweret figurine is just one of several
sculptures of gods that were unearthed in the home of Pa-

Cat. no. 32

wah. Also found in the deep hall were “a number of pretty

MODEL OF THROWING STICK

bronzes”: a shrine model for the god Thoth (ÄM 22274) and
statuettes of Harpocrates (ÄM 22278), Isis with the Horus

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

as a child (ÄM 22273, 22277), Osiris (ÄM 22276) and Anhur

Akhet-Aten, house N 48.18

(Onouris). Borchardt ascribed a late date to these items

Faience

and they may indeed point to a – at least partial – reuse of

L. 19.8 cm, W. 3.9 cm, H. 2 cm

the residence long after Akhet-Aten had been abandoned.

ÄM 21922; DOG excavation, 1911/1912

Although the Taweret statuette was found with the bronze
objects, we cannot rule out the possibility that may date

The use of throwing sticks in bird hunting has been a subject

to the New Kingdom. Depictions of the goddess with a

of tomb imagery ever since the Old Kingdom. Surviving woo-

kalathos decorated with a ring of Uraei are documented

den examples were probably indeed used as weapons; faience

from that period on.

objects, on the other hand, were models with ritual significance. In their function as burial gifts they possessed a symbolic meaning that alluded to regeneration and fertility, ideas
that were reinforced by the choice of material – a strikingly
teal-colored faience – and the lotus flowers painted on them.
Three faience fragments were unearthed in house N 48.18
that could be pieced together to form the curved end of one
such throwing stick. The three fragments were recorded under
the find numbers 909, 910 and 967, the latter suggesting that
this fragment was discovered separate from the other objects.
E.W.
250

E.W.
See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1911, pp. 137f. (archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 34

4 COMPOSITE TILES AND 3 INLAYS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Polychrome faience
L. 4.1 cm–6.5 cm; W. 5.1 cm–8.5 cm; D. 0.7 cm–1.6 cm (composite tiles); L. 4.3 cm–7.1 cm; W. 3.3 cm–5 cm (inlays)
ÄM 21875, ÄM 25436, ÄM 25444, ÄM 30541, ÄM 30552,
ÄM 30590, ÄM 30595; DOG excavation, 1911–1914
Among the objects found in Akhet-Aten were numerous
tile fragments depicting water landscapes. These were for
the most part composite tiles inlaid with polychrome faience pastes or separately manufactured flowers, water
birds and fish. Plant or animal depictions sculpted in the
half-round were mounted as inlays on furniture and statuary. Their naturalistic coloration was achieved by means
of various metal oxides, some of which were introduced to
the faience color palette only with the emergence of glass
making in the early New Kingdom. Similar images are also
known from fresco paintings in the palace complexes. These
vivid sceneries of profuse vegetation constituted a richly
colored illusion in the otherwise barren landscape of Akhet-Aten.
E.W.
See:
Friedman, F. D. 1998 “Faience. The Brilliance of Eternity.” In Gifts of the Nile.
Ancient Egyptian Faience. Friedman, F. D. (ed.). Exh. cat., Cleveland.
Weatherhead, F. 2007 “Amarna Palace Paintings.” In Excavation Memoir 78.
Lloyd, A. B. (ed.), London.
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Cat. no. 36

NECKLACE WITH YELLOW POMEGRANATE SHAPED

FRAGMENT OF AN ARMLET

PENDANTS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, house N 48.18, well

Akhet-Aten, house Q 46.10

Faience

Faience

H. 3.1 cm, W. 6.6 cm, D. 2.8 cm

L. 20 cm

ÄM 21900; DOG excavation, 1911/1912

ÄM 22227; DOG excavation 1912/1913
This armlet fragment was found by Ludwig Borchardt on
Borchardt found this finely executed yellow necklace with

December 27, 1911 along with fragments of utensils and

29 pomegranate-shaped pendants in the original array at

shards in the well of house N 48.18. It depicts leaping and

the residence Q 46.10. The sequence in which the beads

running caprids that move counterclockwise among various

and chain links are strung together is thus considered con-

plants. The piece of jewelry is an exceptionally delicate

firmed. In a drawing in the 1912–1913 excavation journal

example of a high-quality paste inlay. The depiction of all

Borchardt depicted rows of 5 small beads alternating with

kinds of plants and cloven-hoofed animals corresponds to

two pomegranates. It was probably only at the time of the

the allusions in Akhenaten’s Great Hymn to the Aten.

reign of Thutmose III (1457–1425 BC) that the pomegranate

F.S., A.W.

(Punica granatum L.) began being imported from Asia. In
Akhet-Aten it was a form frequently found in chain links
and their molds. The pomegranate was considered a celebrated fruit and favored by the well to do. While the juice
of the pits was used to make wine, the rind may have been
used in the yellow dying of leather.
A.W.
Unpublished

Contour drawing in the excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 224 (archive ÄMP)
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See:
Freed R. E.;, Y.J. Markowitz and S.H. D’Auria. 1992 Pharaohs of the Sun. Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Exh. cat, Boston, p. 261.
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Cat. no. 37

obviously had a fancy for such pieces, as evidenced by the

WATER LILY LEAF SHAPED BOWL

fragments of a large alabaster bowl imitating the shape of
a shell that were found in the same house.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

A.W.

Akhet-Aten, house P 47.5, room 14
Wood and ivory
H. 16 cm, W. 11.6 cm, D. 1.2 cm

See:
Schoske, S.; Kreißl, B.; Germer, R.: “Anch” Blumen für das Leben. Pflanzen im
alten Ägypten. Exh. cat., München 1992. p. 166.

ÄM 21886; DOG excavation, 1912/1913
Borchardt found this bowl in the shape of a floating water
lily leaf on December 20, 1912 in a clay jar along with five
coal pieces and a seal imprint featuring the king as a striding
sphinx. The space where the objects were unearthed was
directly adjoined to the former bedroom of the house, and
seems to have been a side chamber of sorts. The bowl is
painted green on both interior and exterior and is of outstanding quality. The theme of the water lily leaf is stringently aligned to the context of cosmetic jars with aquatic
and floral patterns. In addition to ointment and oil containers in the shape of fish, ducks and swimmers, there are
coal pots and make-up jars with lotus and other vegetative
appliqués. Women of the ancient Egyptian society thus
created for themselves a cosmetic realm that was evocative
of the purity of water and the fragrances of the indigenous
flora. Whereas the flowers of the nymphaea are frequently
depicted, the motif of the water lily leaf is less common. It
is possible that the special function of the leaves as the recipients of sunlight was visualized here. The former owner

Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 112 (archive ÄMP)
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Borchardt and Ricke, Wohnhäuser, plan 29
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Cat. no. 38

Cat. no. 39

FISH-SHAPED VESSEL

3 COSMETIC JARS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, near house N 49.20

Akhet-Aten, house Q 47.4, N 50.28, O 47.9

Polychrome glass

Alabaster, limestone, pottery

H. 7.0 cm, W. 14.1 cm, D. 3.6 cm

D. 9.8 cm (ÄM 22093); D. 12.9 cm (ÄM 30755); D. 13.0 cm

Trustees of the British Museum, London, EA 55193

(ÄM 37112)
ÄM 22093, ÄM 30755, ÄM 37112; DOG excavation, 1911–1914

This small glass vessel is shaped like an Egyptian tilapia,
likely the Tilapia nilotica. Still among the most common

Reserved to Egypt’s elitist upper class as a coveted luxury

edible fish today, this species has been represented both

item, jars of this kind served to store cosmetics, scented oint-

two- and three-dimensionally since pre-dynastic times. Du-

ments and oils. These were intended for daily use – for

ring early 20th century excavations the Egypt Exploration

cleaning purposes and as cosmetic fragrance – but they have

Society found the vessel in fragments in the center of the

also been found as burial gifts. A richly decorated wooden

city beside house N 49.20. It was possible to re-assemble

box containing various perfume, oil and ointment jars was

the fragments into an almost complete object. Its multi-

found in the tomb of Kha and his wife Merit in Deir el-Medina.

color wavy pattern describes a typical variant form of the

That group included a small, covered alabaster container on

decoration of glass objects. This is one of the very rarely

a pedestal. The three jars depicted here are very similar in

documented examples of fish-shaped cosmetic jars and is,

design and, as indicated by small recesses on their undersides,

moreover, the only one that can be reliably dated.

were originally likewise placed on a separately pedestal.
E.W.

Often used for the production of cosmetic jars, precious stone
such as alabaster preserved the contents for an extended

See:
Brewer, D. J. and R.F. Friedman. 1989 “Fish and Fishing in Ancient Egypt.” In
The Natural History of Egypt, no. 2. Warminster, pp. 77–79.
Schlick-Nolte, B. 1968 “Die Glasgefäße im alten Ägypten.” In Münchner Ägyptologische Studien 14. Berlin, p. 70, pls. XXIX, 2.
Parkinson, R. 2008 The Painted Tomb-chapel of Nebamun. Masterpieces of Ancient Egyptian Art in the British Museum. London.

period. In his Naturalis Historia Roman scholar Pliny the Elder
(23–79 AD) wrote about the storage of ointments and oils in
ancient Egypt: “Unguents keep best in boxes of alabaster,
and perfumes when mixed with oil, which conduces all the
more to their durability the thicker it is.”
Less valuable material such as pottery was also used as an
alternative to expensive alabaster. The surface of the pottery
vessel shown here received a carefully spread, impermeable
and darkly lustrous coating that prevented the ointments or
oils from permeating the material. The limestone jar may
just be a study, because the surface is neither polished nor
coated. In this state of production it would have been ill
suited as an ointment jar because the contents would have
seeped into the limestone.
S.B.

Parkinson (2008), p. 134, fig. 143

258

See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1911, p. 137, (archive ÄMP).
Plinius Secundus maior, C. Naturalis Historia, bk. 13, ch. 3. English translation
by John Bostock and H.T. Riley
(http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.
02.0137%3Abook%3D3%3Achapter%3D3 last accessed on Nov. 17, 2012)
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke H. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin,
pp. 81, 150, 171, 319.
Donadoni, A.M., et al. 1988 Il Museo Egizio di Torino. Novara, p. 150.
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Great Aten Temple in Akhet-Aten included relief images

INLAY: FACE; INLAY: WIG; INLAY: FEMALE TORSO;

with embellishments and inlays of this kind.

INLAY: SMALL FEMALE TORSO
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 49.6, P 49.6, P 49.1, Q 46.19
Sandstone, black granite, limestone, calcite alabaster
H. 18.5 cm (inlay: face); 20.8 cm (inlay: wig); 10.2 cm (inlay:
female torso); 6.5 cm (inlay: small female torso)
ÄM 22275, ÄM 24568, ÄM 24991, ÄM 22204; DOG excavation, 1911/1912–1913/1914
Inlays of different types of stone were inserted into reliefs
to lend them a three-dimensional quality and color. The
human body and clothing materials were therefore often
composed of variously colored elements, using types of
stone such as red quartzite, black or red granite, and lightcolored calcite. The human face profile and the wig are from
the sculptors’ workshop P 49.6, where many tools and component pieces were also found. Smoothed at the front and
along the boundary lines, the face can be attributed to a
royal figure on account of the intentional score on the forehead, which may represent the edge of a headscarf. Based
on the jutting chin, long nose and swanlike neck, the effigy
can definitively be ascribed to the Amarna period. L. Borchardt did not recognize the piece of black granite as a wig,
and assumed instead that it had served as “a feather of a
large headdress.” In the case of the female torso, ÄM 24991,
the material and meticulous execution of the garment with
its many folds suggest that it represents a royal female personality. Stone inlays such as these were frequently used
in the cladding and columns of temples to create a colorful
contrast with the bright surface underneath. Perhaps the

Excavation diary of the DOG 1911/1912, p. 149 (archive ÄMP)
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L.T.
See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin,
p. 266.
Chappaz, J.-L. (ed.). Akhénaton et Néfertiti. Soleil et ombres des pharaons.
Geneva, p. 220.
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HEAD OF A PRINCESS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house O 49.13
Sandstone
H. 14.7 cm, W. 11.7 cm, D. 14 cm
ÄM 21364; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
Described as a “very gratifying find” in L. Borchardt’s journal, this head of a princess was unearthed in a complex of
small homes not far from the famous sculptors’ workshop
– in a den off the main living space 29, to be exact. This find
spot suggested to Borchardt that the residence in question
was that of a sculptor. In his view, the small space could
have been used as a place to store unfinished or deferred
works. He did also allowed that, “the head could have been
moved here from another workshop.”
Its nose, mouth and ears damaged, this head strongly resembles the effigy ÄM 21223 that was discovered in P 47.2.
The general protruding shape of the skull prompted Borchardt to describe it in his journal as “distinctly hydrocephalic.” The carved-out eye sockets and eyebrows were
intended for colored glass, faience or stone inlays, while the
eyelid lines, which were deepened only slightly, may have
been filled with a colored paste. In striking contrast to the
face, the side and back of the skull had not yet been finis-

Borchardt and Ricke. Wohnhäuser, plan 81

hed. Borchardt took this into account in his drawing. The
cheek, skull bones and the muscles on the back of the head
are prominently carved and in keeping with the manner of
representation used for the royal family.
L.T.
See:
Arnold, Do. 1996 The Royal Women of Amarna. New York, pp. 52, 143.
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, p.
252.

Contour drawing in the excavation diary of the DOG 1911–12, pp. 98–9 (archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 42

Cat. no. 43

2 STONE INLAYS DEPICTING THE FACE OF A ROYAL FIGURE

LIMESTONE FRAGMENT WITH GLASS INLAY

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten

Akhet-Aten

Quartzite

Limestone, polychrome glass

H. 9 cm (UC101); H. 10 cm (UC103)

L. 18.1 cm

Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, UCL, UC101, UC103

The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, UCL, UC190

These two face profiles can be attributed to a royal perso-

Once glass first appeared in Egypt in the 16th century BC,

nality on the basis of the preparatory molding of the bot-

it took only a short time for it to become an important ma-

tom edge of a crown. UC 101 still shows traces of paint in

terial that was used inlays of all kind. W.M.F. Petrie’s late

the eye and mouth areas, while in the case of UC 103 these

19th century excavations unearthed a unique limestone

areas are prepared for glass, faience or precious stone in-

fragment with a sunken relief, into which discrete hiero-

lays. Stone inlays such as these were frequently employed

glyphs of red, blue and green glass are embedded. It is

in reliefs.

conceivable that the color of the glass is the result of cheL.T.

See:
Samson, J. 1972 Amarna. City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti. London, p. 67, pl. 39.
D’Auria, S. H. 1992 In Pharaohs of the sun. Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen.
Freed, R.E. et al. Exh. cat., Boston, p. 223.

mical change. Two columns can be seen on the fragment.
On the one on the left the term nedjem ib can be reconstructed, this translates as “being joyful/delighted,” the
right column contains the cartouche of Nefertiti. The mention of the name of the queen and the meticulous execution of the relief suggest that the object was originally
mounted in one of the palaces or temples.
E.W.
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Cat. no. 45

PRELIMINARY LOTUS FLOWER STUDY, PRELIMINARY

CASTING MOLD AND EARRING

OINTMENT SPOON STUDY, PRELIMINARY OINTMENT SPOON
IN THE SHAPE OF A POPPY FLOWER STUDY, UNFINISHED

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

OINTMENT SPOON IN THE SHAPE OF A MANDRAKE FRUIT,

Akhet-Aten, house O 47.10 (ÄM 22220)

INCOMPLETE OINTMENT SPOON

Limestone, lead
L. 8.2 cm, W. 11.6 cm, D. 2.4 cm (casting mold); L. 3.6 cm,

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

W. 2.2 cm, H. 0.3 cm (earring)

Akhet-Aten, house O 49.16, P 49.1, P 49.6, P 49.6, M 47.3

ÄM 22220, ÄM 22109; DOG excavation, 1913/1914

Sandstone, calcite alabaster
L. 6.3 cm–14.6 cm

Metal jewelry, such as rings and earrings, was usually made

ÄM 30352, ÄM 30358, ÄM 24569, ÄM 30315, ÄM 25289;

with two connected casting molds. These were placed one

DOG excavation, 1911/1912

upon the other and the liquid metal was then poured
through a sprue into the mold. Once the cooling process was

The incomplete ointment spoon ÄM 25289 was found in

finished and the rings were removed, the molds were ready

the homestead of Maa-nakhtu-ef, chief architect of the city

for the next casting. Usually made of limestone, the molds

of Akhet-Aten. It still shows traces of blue paint. Along with

were suited for multiple pours. The most common metal

numerous tools unearthed in sculptors’ workshop P 49.6

rings found in Akhet-Aten were made of bronze. In some

excavators found what were described in the excavation

cases, they feature a royal cartouche on the seal ring plate

journal as “fragments of articles of daily use made of ala-

that impressively underscores the ring’s value. This earring

baster.” Among these were the preliminary study of an oint-

made of lead, which was found during the excavations, is

ment spoon in the shape of a poppy flower and the

less common. Since it was not suited for wearing, it may

unfinished ointment spoon in the shape of a mandrake

have served as a model or sample cast.

fruit. Their process of manufacture can be reconstructed
based on these incomplete components. During the manufacture of a stone object, the stonecutter began by applying
the preparatory drawing to the workpiece using red paint.
The resulting contour lines helped while working the stone.
Later changes to the form would then be indicated with
black ink. After the object received its final polish, it could
be painted for decorative purposes.
L.T.
See:
Anthes, R. 1941 “Werkverfahren ägyptischer Bildhauer.“ In Mitteilungen des
Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo, no. 10, pp. 79–121.
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, p.
266.

266

C.H.
See:
Nicholson, P. T., I. Shaw. 2000 Ancient Egyptian Materials and Technology.
Cambridge, 2000.
Scheel, B. 1989 Egyptian Metalworking and Tools. Aylesbury.
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there is no mention of a name. A similar counterweight now

MENAT COUNTERWEIGHT WITH POTTERY CASTING MOULD

kept at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston illustrates this
difficulty.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

The striking similarity of the two objects suggests that they

Akhet-Aten, house O 47.11, Q 46.5

originated in the context of the Theban Hathor cult and date

Bronze and gold-silver, pottery

from the time of Amenhotep III. The menat discovered by

L. 11.1 cm, W. 3.8 cm, D. 0.4 cm (menat); L. 17.5 cm, W. 6.8 cm,

Borchardt perhaps found its way to Akhet-Aten with the move

D. 2.2 cm (casting mould)

during the reign of Amenhotep or, along with the casting

ÄM 21838, ÄM 21849; DOG excavation, 1912/1913

mould, may alternately indicate the continued existence of
the cult of Hathor in the new capital.

A menat served as both a necklace and a rattle where several

C.H.

bead chains were attached to a counterweight. More often
than not elaborate in design, this weight was usually made
of bronze using special casting moulds. In 1913 Borchardt initially described the mould found in house Q 46.5 erroneously

See:
Ägyptisches Museum Berlin, Exh. cat, Berlin 1967
Bryan, B. and A. Kozloff. 1992 Egypt’s Dazzling Sun. Amenhotep III and his World.
Exh. cat., Cleveland.
Freed, R.E., Y.J. Markowitz and S.H. D’Aura. 2000 Farao’s van de Zon. Exh. cat.,
Gent/Amsterdam.

as a “casting mould for a bronze knife.” A few days later, however, he noted that the object was “curiously” transforming
into a “mould for a counterweight decorated with a female
head.”
In the nearby house O 47.11 a bronze counterweight of the
same type with gold damascening was found. At the broken
top end of the object the face of a goddess with a vulture cap
can be seen. This goddess is probably Hathor who was frequently depicted with a menat and also considered the goddess of music and dance. During the reign of Amenhotep III
the cult of Hathor represented by the royal spouse, Tiye,
played an increasingly important role in Thebes. The more
frequent conferment of the title “Singer of Hathor“ is probably
linked to this. Priestesses are often depicted holding a menat
or sistrum. With these instruments the musicians aimed to
propitiate their goddess.
The menat found by Borchardt features an image of Hathor
in its lower oval portion. Depicting a cow standing on a boat
facing papyrus leaves, it symbolically characterizes her as
goddess of heaven. The elongated central portion between
the two images of Hathor at the top and bottom contain an
image of the goddess Isis holding a was scepter. It is superscribed with the two epitheta “Mother of the gods, mistress
of heaven.” Hathor and Isis are coequally depicted in their
role as goddess of heaven. This intermingling of religious concepts can also be observed in the Old Kingdom; originally Hathor was occasionally described as Isis, Mother of Horus. Isis
in contrast, is often depicted with Hathor’s cow horns, making
it difficult to distinguish between the two goddesses when
268

Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 166, 179 (Archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 47

tended to emphasize notions of familial intimacy and af-

CHASING PITCH DEPICTING AKHENATEN AND A SPOUSE

fection.
C.H.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 47.25
Mixture of resin, tallow and sand

See:
Aldred, C. 1971 Jewels of the Pharaohs. London.
Scheel, B. 1989 Egyptian Metalworking and Tools. Aylesbury.

L. 26 cm, W. 20 cm, H. 2.8 cm
ÄM 21684; DOG excavation 1913/1914
The technique of repoussé, or embossing, is a process of
metal working that the ancient Egyptians probably adopted from Mesopotamia. The process involved first putting
a piece of sheet metal on a resilient chasing pitch that
was then applied to a wooden support and usually consisted of a mixture of wax, beef tallow, pitch and brick
dust. The metalworkers then drove a raised relief into
the back of the sheet metal with a hammer and punch.
Eventually, the piece of metal was turned around and the
front was finished with chasing tools. What remained
was the chasing pitch with the imprint of the created relief, an element that was generally probably reused.
In January of 1914 the DOG excavation team found an almost completely preserved piece of chasing pitch with
surviving sunken relief. With regard to the material, Borchardt observed that it is “a resin-like, glassy mass,” although the actual proportion of resin should be very small.
In his journal he also noted that the relief was “probably
cast on a wooden support.” He based this assertion on
the wood fibers that are visible on the reverse of the object. Because he described it as “cast,” the journal entry
suggests that Borchardt believed the relief itself to be
the final product. Whether the mixture was applied to
the wooden support in a viscous or solid state is impossible to tell with any certainty, however, the clearly visible
punching traces leave no doubt that it is the imprint of
repoussé work. It is even conceivable that fine sheet gold
was embossed on this piece, because the contours of the
relief are exceptionally precise.
Pharaoh Akhenaten is depicted with the blue crown and
the raised above the knee apron. Standing in front of him
is his considerably smaller spouse, probably Nefertiti,
with a curly wig. Her posture is striking, she is obviously
turning toward her husband to hold his left hand. This
gesture is uncommon for the Amarna period and is in270

Excacvation diary of the DOG 1913–14, p. 164 (Archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 49

LEATHER AXE TIE

EMBELLISHED LEATHERWORK

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, house N 51.6

Akhet-Aten, house N 50.1

Leather

Leather

L. 12–21 cm; W. 4–6.5 cm; H. 3.4–6 cm

L. 12 cm, W. 9.5 cm, H. 0.5 cm

ÄM 25305; DOG excavation, 1911

ÄM 37202; DOG excavation, 1911

It was essential to bind the wedge and shaft of an axe

Chariots, harnesses and quivers were often decked with

witha sturdy tie. This tie was made by a leatherworker who

embellished leatherwork that was attached to the objects

first cut rawhide into straps of the same length and then

and, in some cases, also painted. This piece with its triple

braided the straps around the wedge and shaft in a plaited

trim embroidery that was found in house N 50.2 illustrates

pattern. The axe tie found in house N 51.6 shows this fancy

the decorative importance of fastening work. Floral ele-

pattern of narrow straps and was probably designed for a

ments, which that were particularly striking as high-quality

valuable ceremonial or war axe.

embroidered leather appliqués, recurring decorative motifs
C.H.

in the Amarna period.
C.H.

See:
Veldmeijer, A. J. 2011 Amarna’s Leatherwork. Part I. Preliminary Analysis and
Catalogue. Leiden.

See:
Veldmeijer, A. J. 2011 Amarna’s Leatherwork. Part I. Preliminary Analysis and
Catalogue. Leiden.

Cat. no. 50

PAIR OF SANDALS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house N 49.5
Leather
L. 13.7–14.3 cm, W. 5.3–5.9 cm; H. 0.3–0.5 cm
ÄM 38001; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
When making sandals, several leather soles first had to be
cut out first. It was important for a sole to be cut out with
two tongues in front of the heel. Using an awl, needle and a
sinew the sole plies were than stitched together to form a
single sole. The leatherworker then punched the tongues
and guided the strap through the holes. Eventually, the two
ends of the leather strap were guided through an opening in
the toe section of the sole and tied together.
C.H.
See:
Veldmeijer, A. J. 2011 Amarna’s Leatherwork. Part I. Preliminary Analysis and
Catalogue. Leiden.
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KNEELING KING
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1, room 5
Silicified sandstone (quartzite)
L. 13.8 cm, W. 4.8 cm, H. 16.5 cm
ÄM 21238; DOG excavation, 1/12/1912
The form of the head and the lines of this unfinished statue
make it clear that the kneeling figure is wearing the royal
blue crown. He holds an offering table in both hands. The
figure is therefore a ruler, probably Akhenaten, depicted
performing ritual acts. The preliminary drawing and the
only roughly hewn quartzite indicate that the small sculpture was still being worked. It is one of many images of
royals found on Thutmose’s property but is the only one
found in house P 47.1.
J. M.
See:
Freed, R., et al. (eds.). Pharaohs of the Sun: Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen.
Exh. cat., Bullfinch Press, Boston, p. 244.

Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 21 (Archive ÄMP)
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Cat. no. 52

Cat. no. 53

HUMAN FIGURINE

MONKEY FIGURINE

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Limestone

Limestone

H. 4.9 cm, W. 3.5 cm, D. 1.8 cm

H. 2 cm, W. 2.2 cm, D. 4.2 cm

ÄM 21868; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912

ÄM 28786; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912

This figure of a man or woman – which survives intact apart
from the hands and tips of the feet that have broken off –
is carrying a relatively large and heavy burden on his or her
back. The body parts are only schematically rendered, indicated in only rough outline. Traces of red and black paint
survive on the head, which suggests that it was not necessary to finish the forms more carefully. The purpose of the
object remains uncertain. It cannot have been used as a
piece in a parlour game as no comparable examples are
known. Moreover, the object has no mortises on the bottom
of its feet, so it cannot be identified as belonging to a
statue composition. The only known use for the type known
as “Bearer of a Burden with a Pot/Basket on His or Her

Cat. no. 54

Back” is as a small vessel for ointment or kohl. This inter-

2 FRAGMENTS

pretation is, however, equally implausible, since there is no
depression whatsoever in the burden being carried. The fi-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

gurine’s function thus remains unexplained.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
A.W.

Calcite-Alabaster, sandstone
H. 3.7 cm, W. 1.3 cm, D. 1 cm (left); H. 5.3 cm, W. 2.1 cm, D.

Unpublished

1.7 cm (right)
ÄM 30374, ÄM 21251; DOG excavation, 1 and 2/12/1912
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Cat. no. 56

7 FRAGMENTS OF STATUES

2 STOOLS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Sandstone, calcite-alabaster, limestone, granite

Limestone

L. 4.8 – 27.7 cm; W. 5.7 – 13.8 cm; H. 4.4 – 13.8 cm

L. 25.5 cm, W. 24 cm, H. 18 cm (left); L. 26.1 cm, W. 22 cm,

ÄM 21186, ÄM 21209

H. 11.8 cm (right)

ÄM 21337, ÄM 21339, ÄM 21312 (3 objects); DOG excavation,

ÄM 25502, ÄM 25877; DOG excavation, 1 and 10/12/1912

29/11–10/12/1912
These seven fragments of statues reflect the different materials used in the sculpture workshops of Thutmose: from
soft stone such as limestone to silicified sandstone and
granite. They also show that preliminary drawings were
made on the pieces and that the final processing, such as
the smoothing of the surface and the removal of excess
stone, had not yet been completed on all the figures. ÄM
21186 consists of a left hand with the beginning of an arm,
in reddish-brown sandstone, on which the black lines of
the preliminary drawing are clearly evident. This piece may
have been a model or a detail of an unfinished composite
statue. Three fragments with the inventory number ÄM
21312 are also unfinished; they represent extremities – perhaps parts of arms – of a figure that was also left unfinished. They belong to the head ÄM 21222. ÄM 21209 is made
of white alabaster. It has a brick-red insert of a different
stone and was probably the left elbow of a figure; as indicated in the log of the finds, it is probably not the lap of a
female figure. The surface of this piece had probably not
yet been polished. ÄM 21337 and ÄM 21339 in contrast,
which were made from hard limestone and black granite,
cannot be identified as specific body parts.
S.S.
Unpublished
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Cat. no. 57

Cat. no. 59

2 DRILL HEADS

PESTLE, BROKEN MORTAR, REPURPOSED GRINDING STONE

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Calcite-alabaster, quartzite

Granite

H. 3.7, D. 2.4 cm (left); L. 9.8 cm, W. 6.4 cm, D. 2.6 cm (right)

H. 20.9 cm, D. 8.2 cm (pestle); L. 16.2 cm, W. 20.5 cm, D.

ÄM 21213, ÄM 21288; DOG excavation, 1/12/1912

10.6 cm (broken mortar); H. 10.6 cm, D. 6.9 cm (repurposed
grinding stone)
ÄM 27701, ÄM 21212, ÄM 30503; DOG excavation, 30/11–
1/12/1912
These three objects were used to grind pigments or other
materials, and perhaps food as well, at Thutmose’s workshop. In this instance too the exact site of the find within
P 47.1 is unknown. The pieces are made of granite in various
colours. Only half of the mortar survives. The grinding stone
has signs of a drill head and thus presumably originally served a different function.
S.S.

Cat. no. 58

3 WORKPIECES
Unpublished

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Calcite-alabaster, limestone
L. 14 cm, W. 4 cm, D. 7.9 cm (tool?); H. 10,4 cm, D. 7.6 cm
(blank); L. 6.4 cm, W. 4 cm,
D. 2.2 cm (grinding stone)
ÄM 21279, ÄM 21313, ÄM 21330; DOG excavation, 30/11 and
10/12/1912
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Cat. no. 63

ARROWHEAD

FRAGMENT OF A SCRAPER

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Bronze
L. 12.2 cm, W. 2.9 cm, D. 0.2 cm
ÄM 27698; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Copper
L. 9.2 cm, W. 1.5 cm, D. 0.4 cm
ÄM 24397; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912

The history of the use of this object becomes clear only
after close examination of its back, which is illustrated
here. Tool was probably originally intended as a knife or
scraper with a long blade. To that end, the precious material
was folded into a handle on the back end that could have
been wrapped with raffia or leather. When the tool was ultimately utilized, it was presumably used improperly as a
Cat. no. 61

lever. That is suggested by a horizontal bend in the blade.

NEEDLE

Perhaps the blade then broke off at a slight angle. Apparently the object continued to be used as a scraper or palette

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

knife.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

A.W.

Copper
L. 8.2 cm, D. 0.2 cm
ÄM 24375; DOG excavation, 8/2/1913

Cat. no. 62

PIECE OF METAL
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 47.1
Bronze
D. 1.6 cm, depth 0.4 cm
ÄM 35481; DOG excavation, 1/12/1912
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Unpublished
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FAIENCE INLAY, 2 TILE FRAGMENTS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Faience
L. 2.3–4.2 cm; W. 2.2–5 cm
ÄM 25476, ÄM 30563, ÄM 30687; DOG excavation, 27/11–
2/12/1912
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Cat. no. 64

Cat. no. 66

VESSEL FRAGMENT

BUNCH OF GRAPES

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Blue-glazed pottery

Faience

L. 3,4 cm

L. 6.3 cm

ÄM 36753; DOG excavation, 1/12/1912

ÄM 29178; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912
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Cat. no. 67

more figs, dried as whole “uncarved” fruits, but the addi-

2 POTTERY VESSELS

tional mention of consignor and consignee. Hujj is, hence,
the second name, along with that of Thutmose, that is do-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

cumented in the workshops, while Ramose, the consignor,

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1, room 25 (ÄM 29884)

likely lived in a country residence.

Pottery

F.S.

H. 72 cm, W. 44 cm (left); H. 60 cm, W. 49 cm (right)
ÄM 29884, ÄM 29881; DOG excavation, 8/2/1913

Unpublished

There are a few large storage vessels that come from the
smaller workmen’s homes of the residential complex P 47.1–
3 whose exact find spots were described and documented
only very vaguely, making it difficult to assign them to specific houses. According to the excavators, the large vessels
were mostly embedded in the ground and, in some cases,
located in basement-like areas or underneath staircases.
Typically, these large bulbous vessels were made from desert or marl clay, which was suited for particularly hardfired and robust vessels. Rope was wrapped around the
vessels to stabilize them during the drying process, and
left clear imprints in their surfaces.
Although these large vessels are described in Egyptological
literature as meat jars, they were used for the storage of a
variety of foods. While no inscriptions or potter‘s marks
are found on the one storage vessel (ÄM 29884), and thus
leave its purpose uncertain, the other vessel features two
such marks in the form of neb and mes signs, as well as an
incised hieratic inscription.
In the excavation journal entry dated February 8, 1913 the
discovery of this remarkable vessel is referred to as follows:
“In P 47.1 in a backfilled basement, a wide pot, roughly 50
cm high, embedded in the floor, has been unearthed that
has, in addition to a few individual incised signs, a hieratic
inscription incised into its surface. I cannot make sense of
the beginning (Milk? … 73 … x …), but the latter part, which
was obviously incised more hastily, reads: … ‘from the hand
of Ramose’.” Parts of the incised inscription defy easy interpretation and we owe it to the trained eye of R. Demarées
that a complete reading can be presented here: “uncarved,
dried sycamore fruits, 73 ‘bags,’ (for) Hujj from the hand of
Ramose.”
What is of particular importance here is not simply the reference to the use of the vessel for the rather small syca286

Transcription of the Hieratic Inscription
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Cat. no. 68

manufactured in the workrooms. Most of the finds from

BLUE-PAINTED POTTERY VESSEL

this housing complex were faience jewellery and tools such
as a pottery moulds used to produce details of ornaments.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

The production of the faience, the mould and the pottery

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

vessels presumably had a common motive, because the

Pottery

basic material of every object is fired clay and their manu-

H. 42 cm, D. 21.5 cm

facture indicates similar phases of working and production

ÄM 22357; DOG excavation, 7/2/1913

(mixing, forming, and firing the clay). It is likely that the
basic material was worked in one or more rooms in this
house. Installations that point to the processing and wor-

Cat. no. 69

king of clay were especially evident in Rooms 8 and 12 and

QUERN

the associated side rooms. Each of these have a similar
ground plan with an item of furnishing called a "raised

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

seat," a "fire basin" and depressions to support clay vessels

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

inserted into the floor.

Basalt

S.B.

H. 7 cm, D. 14.5 cm
ÄM 21322; DOG excavation, 1/12/1912
This quern — component of a potter’s wheel — and painted
vessel were found in the house of the head sculptor Thut-

See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser aus Tell el-Amarna. Mann, Berlin,
pp. 87ff.
Chappaz, J.-L. et al. (eds.). 2008 Akhénaton et Néfertiti: Soleil et ombres des pharaons. Silvana Editoriale, exh. cat., Milan, p. 211, no. 83.
Rose, P. 1998 “Reports on the 1987 Excavations. The Evidence for Pottery Making
at Q 48.4.” In Amarna Reports V. Egypt Exploration Society, London, pp. 82–101.

mose in P 47.1; no more precise description of the location
of the find is known. As in P 47.2 and P 47.3, workrooms
were integrated into this residential complex. The basalt
quern was not initially identified as such, as is clear from
its description as “unfinished lid for a vessel.” Querns are

Cat. no. 70

associated with the production of pottery vessels, and se-

2 POT SHERDS

veral were found in the same house; they may have been
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Pottery
L. 16.5 cm, W. 19 cm, D. 3.8 cm (left); L. 12.5 cm, W. 14 cm,
D. 3.9 cm (right)
ÄM 29447, ÄM 29456; DOG excavation, 29/11 and 2/12/1912

Illustration based on Boyce, A. in: Amarna Reports V. Egypt Exploration
Society, London 1989, p. 86.
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Cat. no. 71

Cat. no. 73

POTTERY VESSEL

PILGRIM FLASK

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Pottery

Pottery

H. 13.5 cm

H. 25.5 cm

ÄM 22377; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912

ÄM 22292; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912

Cat. no. 72

Cat. no. 74

JAR SEALING

8 SEAL IMPRESSIONS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Pottery

Nile clay

H. 7 cm, D. 12 cm

L. 0.7–3.1 cm

ÄM 37473; DOG excavation, 10/12/1912

ÄM 36540, ÄM 36570 (2 fragments), ÄM 36541
ÄM 36560, ÄM 36562, ÄM 36561, ÄM 36563;
DOG excavation, 29/11/1912—8/2/1913
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After these moulds were fired, they could then be used to

2 MOULDS FOR THE GOD BES

produce small decorative elements. Many still have white remnants of the original raw material, which proves that they

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

were used to produce faience ornaments.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

These moulds include many plant and fruit motifs, such as

Pottery

pomegranate buds and cornflowers, as stated for example,

L. 3.2 cm (left); L. 2.8 cm (right)

in the diary entry of the DOG of 1913/1914: “The forms for

ÄM 25118, ÄM 25117; DOG excavation, 2/2/1913

plant ornaments are very numerous.” Borchardt described
and sketched many of these. Among the figures of gods,
the small god Bes was very popular as a result of his principle function as tutelary divinity for pregnant women. His
likeness is found on many decorative elements that were
worn close to the body.
It is interesting that many of the moulds from Akhet-Aten
display motifs or patterns that correspond to those of the city
of Pi-Ramesse/Qantir in the delta. A mould of a cartouche
with the name of the god Aten found in the north of that city
is evidence of the exchange of motifs across great distances

Cat. no. 76

10 MOULDS FOR PLANT MOTIFS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Pottery
L. 2–2.9 cm
ÄM 24858 (3 objects), ÄM 25113
ÄM 24862, ÄM 24861/01, ÄM 24861/02
ÄM 25116, ÄM 25609, ÄM 25114; DOG excavation,
27/11/1912–2/2/1913
Moulds are hollow forms of pottery made to produce smaller decorative elements. The ones shown here were found
in large numbers in the workshops of P 47.1, the property
of head sculptor Thutmose. The precise site of the find
can be reduced to a few rooms: “Because the finds include
a large number of unfinished statues, processed components, tools and forms of fired clay for faience decorations,
it must be assumed that Thutmose people worked in their
own homes; hence the larger side rooms can also be described as workshops in the home (cf. P 48.2).” (Borchardt
and Ricke, p. 87)
In order to produce a mould, a prototype of the desired ornament was first made as a positive form and then pressed into
delicate, malleable clay to create a negative form.
292

(Herrmann pp. 4–5).
S.B.
See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Mann, Berlin.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1913/1914, p. 263, (Archive ÄMP).
Herrmann, C. 2007 “Formen für ägyptische Fayencen aus Qantir, vol. II.” In OBO
225, Freiburg.
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Cat. no. 78

2 MOULDS FOR ROSETTES

7 MOULDS FOR RINGS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Pottery

Pottery

L. 3.1 cm, W. 3 cm, D. 1 cm (left); L. 3.3 cm, W. 3 cm,

L. 2–4.8 cm

D. 1.3 cm (right)

ÄM 24864, ÄM 25004/04

ÄM 24857, ÄM 25008; DOG excavation, 27 and 29/11/1913

ÄM 25004/03, ÄM 25006
ÄM 24859
ÄM 24860
ÄM 25119; DOG excavation, 27/11/1912–2/2/1913
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Cat. no. 79

factories near the palace grounds and the temple and em-

10 RINGS AND 5 BEZELS

ployed a harder type of faience. The bezel and hoop were
moulded separately and then joined with a slip applied be-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

fore the firing. The present rings were all discovered in P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

of the sculptors’ workshop. The carnelian ring was a very

Siltstone, carnelian, faience, lead

special piece, carnelian was one of the most important se-

L. 0.9–2.4 cm

miprecious stones and was imported from Nubia. The many

ÄM 30971, ÄM 25546, ÄM 30970, ÄM 34677

clay moulds found in the same house suggest that faience

ÄM 30965, ÄM 34680, ÄM 34678, ÄM 34679

blanks were produced in this workshop.

ÄM 24409, ÄM 34675

J.M.

ÄM 34692, ÄM 34676
ÄM 34683, ÄM 34684, ÄM 30984; DOG excavation,
27/11–10/12/1912
The present objects represent the broad palette of ring decorations in ancient Egypt. They are decorated with cartouches, figurative and floral patterns. The rings can be divided
into two categories according to function: Finger rings that
were purely decorative elements and signet rings, which
could also be worn around the neck and were usually produced from less fragile materials such as stone or metal.
The two rings made of grey siltstone can certainly be identified as signet rings based on their deeply engraved hieroglyphs. On ÄM 30971, the remnants of a double cartouche
are found, and it is striking that the hieroglyphs are arranged horizontally in the upper cartouche and vertically in the
lower one. No name can be identified; only the signs anchand nb are visible. Other bezels, including a beautiful carnelian ring, are decorated with the throne names of Akhenaten (2 x), Amenhotep III and Nefertiti. The still visible
feather on ÄM 34679 has not yet been associated with a
member of the royal family. One of the faience rings may
perhaps include a playful spelling of the city of Akhet-Aten,
in which the name of the god has been exchanged with one
of his epithets (“Lord of Eternity”). To judge from its material, the lead ring presumably served only as a model. A
lotus flower between two buds and a palmette decorates
four other rings, made of green, blue and lilac faience. For
the ancient Egyptians, the lotus symbolised the cycle of nature; such motifs thus lend the rings a magical character.
The Eye of Horus and the gazelle, as the embodiment of
the goddess Anuket, were credited with protective or regenerative powers. An astonishing number of faience rings
were found in Akhet-Aten; they were produced in two large
296

See:
Harris, J. R. 1961 “Lexicographical Studies in Ancient Egypt.” In VIO 54, pp. 120ff.,
225.
Meijer, A. and B. Schlick-Nolte. 2006 “Egyptian Faience.” In Objects for Eternity.
Egyptian Antiquities from the W. Arnold Meijer Collection. Andrews, C. and J. van
Dijk (eds.). Exh. cat., Allard Pierson Museum Amsterdam, Mainz.
Stevens, A. 2006 Private Religion at Amarna. The Material Evidence. Archaeopress, Oxford 2006.
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Cat. no. 80

Cat. no. 81

6 JEWELLERY LINKS FOR A NECKLACE

9 CHAIN LINKS WITH FLORAL MOTIFS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Faience, blue glass, gold plating

Faience, blue glass, gold plating

L. 0.8–1.8 cm

L. 1.0–2.9 cm

ÄM 35339, ÄM 35337

ÄM 35708, ÄM 30787, ÄM 25480, ÄM 30779, ÄM 35707, ÄM

ÄM 35338

35799

ÄM 35344

ÄM 25478, ÄM 30863, ÄM 35895; DOG excavation, 29/11–

ÄM 37504

4/12/1912

ÄM 21843; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912–2/2/1913
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are, from left to right: the hippopotamus-headed goddess

CHAIN

Taweret, the ibis-headed god Thoth, a walking goddess
wearing an unidentified crown (vulture crown or kala-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

thos?) and carrying a was sceptre, and three Hathor heads.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

They were probably used in a private religious context

Faience

and worn around the neck as amulets or talismans. A

L. ca. 20 cm

particularly large number of these were found in Akhet-

ÄM 36934/1; DOG excavation, 4/12/1912

Aten, which may be evidence that the population continued to worship the traditional gods privately even after

Borchardt’s log of finds describes this object as: “Parts of a

they were officially disparaged. Such small, portable fi-

chain of very small yellow, red and (a few) blue beads with

gures of gods were thought to have the power to bring

17 pendants (9 [pomegranates], 5 [teardrop petals], 2 [long

luck or ward off evil. Taweret was a tutelary goddess for

buds]* and 1 [mandrake] of yellow faience. The cord w/ ori-

pregnancy and infants; Thoth was the patron of scribes

ginal stringing 3rd part still intact. * Whether these belong

as well as messenger of the gods and arbitrator of conflict;

to it could not be established w/ certainty but seems plau-

Hathor symbolised the well-being of women. The small

sible.” The object today is therefore missing three teardrop

goddess could represent Mut or, as Borchardt proposed,

petals and a pendant in the form of a mandrake fruit. It

Isis, both of whom were mother goddesses. All these ob-

seems implausible, however, that the two buds in red and

jects were found in House P 47.1, but because no note of

yellow (the second link on the right and left) truly belong

the room was taken the complete context of the find re-

to this chain; given that they have eyelets on both sides

mains unclear.

they must be intermediate links of a collar.

J.M.
A.W.

Unpublished

Cat. no. 83

6 PENDANTS IN THE FORM OF GODS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Glass, faience
L. 1.3–3.2 cm
ÄM 36073, ÄM 25477, ÄM 35000, ÄM 34983, ÄM 34984,
ÄM 34985; DOG excavation,
30/11–2/12/1912
As indicated by perforations or inserted eyelets, the present objects all served as pendants. They are made of
blue or green faience, with the exception of the larger
one made of blue and yellow glass. Beside glass, faience
was the primary material used to make jewellery in Akhet-Aten. Despite their only very irregularly worked and
rough features, it is apparent that the figures depicted
300

See:
Chappaz, J.-L. et al. (eds.). 2008 Akhénaton et Néfertiti: Soleil et ombres des pharaons. Exh. cat., Milan, p. 231.
Stevens, A. 2006 Private Religion at Amarna: The Material Evidence. Hadrian, Oxford.
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8 DECORATIVE ELEMENTS OF FAIENCE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Faience
L. 0.6–1.5 cm
ÄM 35038, ÄM 25479, ÄM 35018
ÄM 35088, ÄM 35010, ÄM 35089
ÄM 35097, ÄM 35118; DOG excavation, 29/11–6/12/1912
These decorative objects are distinguished by a variegated
blue. In addition to other pendants, a foundation deposit
with the hindquarters of a cow and figurative elements were
found in House P 47.1. These elements, with depictions of a
striding lion, a falcon and an owl may have been inserted into
reliefs as hieroglyphs. Among the pendants that functioned
as links in a chain or as amulets there were a headless dwarf
(first row, centre), an Eye of Horus, a hand and a so-called
ancestor bust (second row, centre). Many such busts, in the
form of pendants or large objects, were excavated in AkhetAten and are generally interpreted as cultic images of a deceased relative. The fragment of a cartouche has the beginning
of the name Aten.
J.M.
See:
Stevens, A. 2006 Private Religion at Amarna. The Material Evidence. Hadrian,
Oxford 2006.
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Cat. no. 85

Cat. no. 86

2 EAR-STUDS

3 SCARABS, 1 BEAD IN FORM OF A KAUROID

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Limestone, faience

Limestone, faience

L. 2.8 cm (left); D. 1.3 cm (right)

L. 2.8 cm (left); D. 1.3 cm (right)

ÄM 35203, ÄM 35212; DOG excavation, 29 and 30/11/1912

ÄM 35203, ÄM 35212; DOG excavation, 29/11 and 30/12/1912
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Cat. no. 89

COSMETIC VESSEL

2 KOHL STICKS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1

Calcite-alabaster

Wood

H. 5.3 cm, D. 6 cm

L. 12.5 cm, D. 0.6 (left); L. 6.5 cm, D. 0.6 cm (right)

ÄM 21218; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912

ÄM 35419, ÄM 35429; DOG excavation, 1 and 6/12/1912

Cat. no. 88

2 FRAGMENTS OF A VESSEL
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Calcite-alabaster
H. 5.1 cm, W. 6.5 cm, D. 0.5 cm (top); H. 6.3 cm, B. 2.2 cm, D.
1.3 cm (bottom)
ÄM 30037, ÄM 30020; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912
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Cat. no. 90

by guiding it beneath the stretched rope and along the

6 WOODEN STICKS: LEVELING TOOLS

surface of the stone, at which point irregularities could
be marked or smoothed.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
F.S.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Wood
L. 20.4–23.0 cm; D. 1.0–1.5 cm
ÄM 21257, ÄM 21258, ÄM 21259, ÄM 21260, ÄM 21264, ÄM
21265; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912
In the residential complex P 47.1–3, which consists of nu-

See:
Koenigsberger, O. 1936 Die Konstruktion der Ägyptischen Tür, Ägyptologische
Forschungen, vol. 2, J.J. Augustin, Hamburg, p. 60.
Krencker, D. and H. Schäfer. 1936 “Eine neue Art altägyptischer Riegelschlösser. ” In ZÄS 43, pp. 60–65.
Clarke, S. and R. Engelbach. 1990 Ancient Egyptian Construction and Architecture, reprint of the first edition of 1930. Dover, New York, p. 106, fig. 265 e.
Arnold, D.: Building in Egypt. Pharaonic Stone Masonry. Oxford University
Press, New York, pp. 256f, fig. 6.8 and 6.9.

merous smaller houses, interesting evidence was documented at the beginning of the November of 1912 excavation. This included one large vessel that held diverse
contents. The find is in the journal described as follows:
“In a jar we found 6 round wooden sticks, three with a
length of 20 cm each and three with a length of 23 cm
each, each about 12–5 mm thick, as well as a so-called
pilgrim’s bottle, which survives intact, 1 smaller clay pot,
shells, curls of hair, and wood scraps.”
(Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p.19 (Archive

Cat. no. 91

ÄMP).

3 WOODEN FRAGMENTS

Borchardt‘s identification of the 6 wooden sticks as

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

“house keys” was never really questioned; hence the

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1, room 22

sticks are referred to in the literature as house keys. Am-

Wood

ply documented in ancient Egypt, the so-called bump

L. 5–8 cm, d. 3 cm

key mechanism consists of two wood sticks each and a

ÄM 35690; DOG excavation, 7/2/1913

twine tie. Though simple, the design is complicated to
describe; it requires two holes to be cut into one stick
and one into its counterpart. No such holes are evident
in these wooden sticks, which show considerable termite
damage.
Much more obvious therefore, especially in a sculptor’s
workshop, is a different explanation for the sticks – albeit
one that requires grouping the sticks in two sets of three.
Ancient Egyptian stonecutters and sculptors made use
of a device consisting of three round sticks of equal length
and a rope to level out surfaces on blocks of stone. These
sets of three connected boning sticks, multiple examples
of which have been found, required a notch or hole in
only two of the sticks, which served to stretch the rope
used for leveling. The third stick was used to check height
306
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WEAVING KNIFE, BOBBIN (?), SPINDLE WHORL
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Bone, pottery, limestone
L. 8.5 cm, W. 1.6 cm, H. 0.5 cm (weaving knife); H. 1.2, D. 4
cm (bobbin?);
H. 3 cm, D. 7.3 cm (spindle whorl)
ÄM 34517, ÄM 29069, ÄM 30177; DOG excavation, 29 and
30/11/1912

Cat. no. 93

TEXTILE FABRIC
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Animal hair
L. 16 cm, W. 16 cm
ÄM 37458; DOG excavation, 29/11/1912
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2 SNAIL SHELLS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Calcium carbonate
L. 8.5 cm (left); L. 7.5 cm (right)
ÄM 37311, ÄM 37317; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912

Cat. no. 95

HORN OF A GAZELLE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.1
Horn
L. 10.4 cm
ÄM 37351; DOG excavation, 1912/1913
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ming from the alignment of two mold shells, was most li-

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

kely created when a new clay mold that had been formed
was removed and a knife was used to lift it from the existing

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

plaster cast.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

It can be assumed, then, that this cast served merely as an

Gypsum plaster

intermediate step in the process of creating an even more

H. 27 cm, W. 13.5 cm, D. 11 cm

precise study of a face.

ÄM 21350; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
This expressive plaster cast shows a portrait study of a
man who, in the literature, has frequently been associated
with Ay, the later pharaoh. This identification is purely speculative however, and lacks a credible basis, for the small
head of a king at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (JE 37930)
that has been used for comparison likewise does not allow
for an identification.
Modeled in every detail down to the neck section, the study
was made without ears and has a smooth rear surface. The
small bead on the right above the high forehead is the
result of a slight overflow of plaster from the mold.
Upon close scrutiny, the surface of this cast yields a few
striking observations, which are summarized here:
The highly symmetrical composition of the face and the
surprisingly smooth surface of the plaster compared to
many other casts prompted G. Roeder and other scholars
to speculate that this study was a statue-related cast. This
means that an existing sculpture served as a positive model
for the mold of this cast. Regardless of the model issue, it
should be noted that the obtained cast obviously still needed additional work, traces of which are not only preserved
in the red painting, but can also be detected in the fine
grooves of the crow’s feet around the left eye. The fine
wrinkles on the upper eyelids and the curved parallel furrows
on the forehead, on the other hand, stem from the model.
The recessed eye sockets, too, must have existed in the
positive model and were probably filled in the finished cast,
a work step that was, however, not yet completed, since
some traces of red paint can still be found on the coarsely
applied plaster. The bold red brushstrokes on the upper lip
likewise indicate desired changes.
The fine vertical score that runs slightly off-center from
the forehead to the middle of the bridge of the nose has
frequently been interpreted as a casting seam. F. Reither,
however, has pointed out that this seam, rather than stem312

F.S.
See:
Ägyptisches Museum (Berlin-West). Exh. cat. Mainz, pp. 100f.
Reither, F. 1995 Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished masters thesis. Göttingen 1995.
Roeder, G. 1941 “Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz, no. 62, pp. 145–70.
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Cat. no. 98

PLASTER MODEL OF A WOMAN

PLASTER MODEL OF A WOMAN

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 24.4 cm, W. 17.5 cm, D. 10.5 cm

H. 21.5 cm, W. 14.5 cm, D. 13 cm

ÄM 21239; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 21341; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

The number of extant plaster models of private persons in

The plaster cast depicts the face of a woman who likewise

the storeroom chamber of House P 47.2 is remarkable. In most

wears an earplug on her left ear and a statue may have ser-

cases they are life-size and represent men and women, many

ved as a sculptor’s model for this piece as well. The face

of which have highly personalized individual characteristics.

possesses similarly idealised characteristics to those in ÄM

There are also examples associated with the typical canon of

21239. An exceptional feature of these two stucco pieces is

representation of statues from the Amarna period.

the fact that they have no seam lines. This means that the

This object is probably a study of a woman. The plaster cast

models were cast in one pour in a half-shell, which, in ad-

depicts her face and neck. She wears a wig with curls, which

dition to the traditional representation, differentiates them

has survived in areas above the forehead and on the left side,

from the other private portraits.

as well as button-style earrings. These mushroom-shaped

M.J.

plugs are among the best-known form of ear jewellery in the
New Kingdom.
The youthful face recalls that of a statue because specific characteristics of age are hardly recognisable and the hair is implied, as in sculpture. The slightly diagonal placement of the
almond-shaped eyes and the modelling of the face speak to a
stylised and idealised portrayal. This plaster cast thus one of
few examples of private model heads; similar to the royal portraits they were produced following a pre-established schema.
A statue might have served as model for the sculptor making
this example.
The question of the purpose of these private plaster models
is unresolved. The scholarly opinion that they served as models
for life-size private sculpture would only be valid for a burial
context. Perhaps these models served as templates for burial
statues that were directly carved from the cliffs. This could
explain the probable functional context, because none of the
private tombs in Amarna were ever finished and many of the
burial statues remain in a rudimentary state.
M.J.
See:
Roeder, G. 1941 “Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 62, pp. 145–170.
Reither, F. 1995 Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished master’s thesis, Göttingen 1995.
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See:
Roeder, G. 1941“Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 62, pp. 145–170.
Reither, F.. 1995 Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished master’s thesis, Göttingen 1995.
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Cat. no. 101

PLASTER MODEL OF A WOMAN

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 26.5 cm, W. 16.0 cm, D. 10.7 cm

H. 21.5 cm, W. 16.0 cm, D. 11.2 cm

ÄM 21280; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

ÄM 21262; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

This plaster model of an older woman has a nose and mouth

This man’s face conveys a lively impression. The eyes, with

that are slightly damaged and no ears. The protruding folds

a two-part upper eyelid, are unusual. So too are the incised

of the face, known as “plaster bulges” have a strange in-

lines at the bridge of the nose, which indicate a taut facial

dentation, giving the impression that the edge has been

expression. The plaster model possesses a further particu-

folded around the face. The negative casting form must

larity: the front part of the face is separated from the rear

have been attached to the edge above the forehead.

part by a vertical, slightly diagonal cut visible in the side,
M.J.

the purpose of which remains unclear.
M.J.

Cat. no. 100

Cat. no. 102

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 14 and 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum Plaster

Gypsum Plaster

H. 22.2 cm, W. 14.5 cm, D. 6.5 cm

H. 21.8 cm, W. 18.5 cm, D. 10.3 cm

ÄM 21357; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 21281; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

This plaster head has been reassembled from several frag-

This round-faced depiction has unusual proportions. The

ments. The extant features have noticeable traces of re-

forehead is very low and distinctly sloped while the eyes

working that are discernable above all in the smooth surface

appear much too small in relation to the size of the face.

of the plaster. Beneath the left eye lines that have been in-

The eyes are deeply set and contrast with the rounded, em-

cised schematically extend over the lacrimal sac. The lower

phasised cheekbones. The nasolabial furrow and creases

part of the chin represents an anomaly, as the muscles and

around the outer corners of the eyes serve as signs of the

tendons have been depicted in an extremely naturalistic

man’s age.

manner.

M.J.
M.J.
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Cat. no. 103

Cat. no. 105

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 19.2 cm, W. 17.4 cm, D. 13.5 cm

H. 24.7 cm, W. 16.5 cm, D. 13 cm

ÄM 21366; DOG excavation 7/12/1912

ÄM 21342; DOG Excavation 7/12/1912

This plaster cast of a man is preserved only in fragments.

A conspicuous feature of this plaster model is the crow’s

In comparison to the eyes, the lower part of the face is un-

feet at the outer corners of both eyes that have been pro-

recognizable. The almond-shaped form of the eyes is typical

duced by variant means. The lines incised in the plaster at

of the Amarna period and recalls the statue-like portraits.

the left eye radiate outwards while those of the right eye

M.J.

are irregular. This head is presumably a practice piece. On
one half of the face the sculptor carved the features exemplarily and the other was for the apprentice to practice.
M.J.

Cat. no. 104

Cat. no. 106

PLASTER MODEL

PLASTER MODEL OF A WOMAN

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 20.7 cm, W. 13.5 cm, D. 9,0 cm

H. 24 cm, W. 18.5 cm, D. 10.5 cm

ÄM 21347; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 21346; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

In the heavily damaged surface of this plaster piece it is

This portrait head depicts the face of a woman whose nose

the almond-shaped eyes have been best preserved. The

and mouth are heavily damaged. As is the cases of many

sculptor formed these, as were those in ÄM 21366, according

plaster portraits, an additional eye furrow was incised upon

to traditional formal criteria.

the upper eyelids. On the forehead and the beginning of
M.J.

the wig there is a clearly visible casting seam.
M.J.
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Cat. no. 107

Cat. no. 109

PLASTER MODEL OF A AN OLDER WOMAN

PLASTER MODEL OF A WOMAN

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 27 cm, W. 18 cm, D. 12 cm

H. 30.3 cm, W. 20.5 cm, D. 14.5 cm

ÄM 21261; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 21359; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

The face of this older woman shows age-related characte-

This portrait bust depicts the completely preserved face

ristics typical of a private plaster portrait. The sculptor made

and neck of a man. The semi-circular carving of the neck,

an effort, for example, to emphasise the lax skin. The lacri-

which originally tapered toward the bottom, was worked

mal sacs under the eyes, the prominent nasolabial fold and

over with a second layer of plaster in a second step and

furrows on the forehead are realistically reproduced. Two

broadened. The raw surface of the first layer differs from

half-shells were employed for this model and seam lines

the smooth surface of the outer sides of the neck.

on the hairline, forehead, and bridge of the nose are clearly

M.J.

discernable.
M.J.

Cat. no. 108

Cat. no. 110

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

PLASTER MODEL OF A MAN

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 24 cm, W. 18 cm, D. 14 cm

H. 18.0 cm, W. 13.0 cm, D. 7.8 cm

ÄM 21228; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 21356; Excavation DOG, 7/12/1912

The individual facial features of this man are particularly

This plaster model depicts only the immediate facial area.

noticeable in the eyes. The upper eyelids have been lowered

Of all the discovered casts this, with unformed ears and

considerably, so that the eyes are hardly open. The tapering

neck, is the most reduced . Here too individual characte-

of the outer corner of the eye is a highly individual feature.

ristics define the man’s face: slightly pursed mouth, broad

Traces of reworking to smoothen the surface are clearly vi-

nose, and emphasis on the cheekbones. The shape of

sible beneath the eyes and the nose, while tiny holes, a re-

the eyes is comparable to ÄM 21228, but it cannot be

sult of the air bubbles created during the hardening of the

conclusively determined that the pieces depict the same

plaster, can be discerned overall.

person.
M.J.
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kept for personal reasons and preserved for quite some

HEAD OF A KING, PROBABLY AMENHOTEP III

time in the plaster workshops.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

F.S.

Akhet-Aten, house P 47.02, room 19
Gypsum plaster
H. 22.5 cm, W. 19.5 cm, D. 22 cm
ÄM 21299; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
Among the plaster models in the series of royal personalities clearly featuring rudimentary crowns and therefore
belonging to the category of so-called “statue-related”
casts this face stands out for its physiognomy, which is
utterly different from that of the other royal studies.
The plump face is characterized by a high degree of symmetry. The chubby cheeks, bold fleshy nose, ripe slightly
pouting lips, round chin, short and wide – almost stumplike – neck, and customary eye shape with hinted brow
arches led Borchardt to suspect that this cast is an effigy
of Amenhotep III. That is a plausible identification based
on numerous parallels that show the king in an idealized
manner that disregard age-related characteristics. It therefore also seems likely that the casting mold was modeled
on a stone sculpture of the pharaoh.
Recent CT scan images clearly show that the head was
cast using a full mold. This had also been suggested by
excavators and Roeder on the basis of the imprint of a
wooden base plate at the neck. Whether this mold was
made up of several precisely fitting individual pieces that
allowed it to be used multiple times, as may be suggested
by the visible seams on the side of the neck, can not yet
be conclusively determined. The very fine vertical line
running across the forehead, nose, mouth and neck cannot stem from a half-shell mold and it may be the result
of additional casting from this model. The multi-stage
draining process with the slightly bubbly and wavy final
filling has been previously discussed elsewhere in this
catalogue.
Should an identification of Amenhotep III be established
– regardless of the fact that some images of the king provide evidence of his worship in Amarna – the question
then arises what purpose the life-size model of the pharaoh could have served during the late Amarna period in
the sculptors’ workshop or whether it had simply been
322

See:
Ägyptisches Museum (Berlin-West). Exh. cat., Mainz 1986, pp.76f.
Reither, F. 1995 Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished masters thesis, Göttingen.
Roeder, G. 1941 “Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz, no. 62, pp. 145–70.
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HEAD OF A QUEEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, c. 1351-1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 47.2, room 14
Gypsum plaster
H. 25.5 cm, W. 14.0 cm, D. 17.3 cm
ÄM 21349; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
This delicate effigy is the only full sized plaster model of a
queen from the sculptors’ workshop and based on its great
resemblance to other works, including the famous polychrome bust, it can almost certainly be identified as a study
of Nefertiti.
The semicircular raised imprints on the temples belong to
the queen‘s typical crown-like headdress, supporting – just
as the semicircular base of the neck – the assumption that
a head from a statue had already been used as a positive
mold for the negative casting mold. Whether that original
model was carved from stone or modeled in clay, is very
hard to establish anymore. Possibly indicative of a stone
model is the fact that undercut areas – such as the ones
behind the ears and the auricle caves which can cause problems in casting when the cast is taken out, had clay or
wax smeared into them, causing them to appear undifferentiated or “filled” in the plaster model. Whether the same
applies to the eye sockets and the recessed arches of the
eyebrows, which were supposed to be inlaid with other materials in a finished statue, or whether those were, relatively
speaking, only subtly hinted at in the “source model” as
well, is very difficult to cogently assess.
The delicate model head shows numerous prominent casting seams and lines – particularly on the side of the neck
as well as along the ears and temples –, which suggest that
an original was used to form multiple mold parts that were
put together to create the casting mold.
Even though the lips of the plaster effigy appear to be formed somewhat fuller, it is closer than any other known likenesses of the queen to the polychrome bust in terms of
its proportions and formal characteristics, and its delicately
and gracefully modeled features are mesmerizing.
F.S.

324

See:
Ägyptisches Museum (Berlin-West), exhibition catalogue. Mainz 1967, p.72, fig. 771
Reither, F.: Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr „Realismus“, unpublished master’s thesis. Göttingen 1995.
Roeder, G.: Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt,
in: Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz, no. 62 (1941), pp. 145-70.
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HEAD OF A KING OR A QUEEN
New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 47.2, room 19
Gypsum plaster
H. 11.2 cm
ÄM 21353; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
This less than life-size head belongs to the studies in the
series of royal portrait heads. Although the identity remains
unknown the person must have been a king or a queen,
because the work possesses the unmistakable royal characteristics: a crown band and the beginning of a crown
above the temples. Roeder classified the head as portrait
of Nefertiti. Another hypothesis that a prince is depicted
cannot be confirmed. Neither princesses nor princesses
wore this type of crown in ancient Egypt.
The head and the neck were found separate from each other
in room 19 of House P 47.2. The face is more weathered on
the right side and was perhaps this side was exposed to air
for a longer time. This example, as in the three following
heads of kings, has deeply incised eyebrows and eye sockets. These recesses were made in the original and intended to accommodate inlays of other materials. One can assume that these pieces were direct impressions from
statues. It is likewise probable that many plaster models
served as models and practice pieces in sculptor studios.
M.J.
See:
Roeder, G. “Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 62, 1941, pp. 145 – 170.
Reither, F. Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished
master’s thesis, Göttingen 1995.
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Cat. no. 114

Cat. no. 116

PLASTER MODEL OF A KING

PLASTER MODEL OF A KING

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 21 cm, W. 12.5 cm, D. 12 cm

H. 20.1 cm, W. 15.5 cm, D. 13.5 cm

ÄM 21355; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 21354; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

Many portraits of kings found in House P 47.02, room 19,

This portrait head most likely depicts an older face with a

cannot be assigned to a specific king. They probably do not

prominent nasolabial fold. The beginning of the crown above

depict the same person. In this example, the extremely long

the temples deserves particular attention. The decorated

neck and its round end are surprising. The original model for

surfaces with small nub-like circles designate the structure

the plaster cast was presumably part of a composite statue.

of the Blue Crown. This crown was reserved for the king

M.J.

alone. Here too the working out of the details indicates
that it was cast from a pre-existing statue.
M.J.

Cat. no. 115

Cat. no. 117

PLASTER MODEL OF A KING

PLASTER MODEL OF A KING

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Gypsum plaster

Gypsum plaster

H. 15 cm, W. 10.5 cm, D. 9.5 cm

H. 20.5 cm, W. 14.5 cm, D. 13 cm

ÄM 21343; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

ÄM 21340; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

This head of a king is comprised of two fragments. The

The triangular form of the face and the narrow chin resem-

surface of the left half of the face has darkened with time,

ble the known portraits of King Akhenaten, yet this is not

probably due to differing positions of the two pieces in the

sufficient as an identifying characteristic. In all the portraits

ground. The forehead band has been worked out very pre-

of kings shown here the facial expression is very similar

cisely. The eyebrows and the eyes are three-dimensionally

and must be regarded as idealised and schematic.

worked out, which suggests that the original head was probably not meant to receive inserts.
M.J.
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MODEL FRAGMENT OF A FACE
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19
Gypsum plaster
H. 10.0 cm, W. 7.8 cm, L. 5.9 cm
ÄM 21234; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
This sculptor’s study depicts only the mouth, lower portion
of the nose and parts of the cheeks and of the chin. Based
on the modelling of the lips one can assume that this piece
served as a study and model for a royal portrait bust.
M.J.

Cat. no. 119

HEAD OF KING AKHENATEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19
Gypsum plaster
H. 27.7 cm, W. 19.6 cm, L. 19 cm
ÄM 21348; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
This cast depicts only the front half of the head, the throat
and the beginning of shoulders and thus does not belong
to the three-dimensional casts of “quasi-statue” portraits
of the king. As is also the case of object ÄM 21351, the face
demonstrates typical characteristics of Akhenaten: the sunken cheeks, full mouth, projecting chin, and triangular face
shape clearly indicate that this is a cast of the king. The
expressive facial expression of younger years, known from
many statues and reliefs, is no longer present in this head
and this find confirms the supposition that the plaster models in the studio stem from the last years of the king’s
reign.
Casts of the king’s portrait that depict the headband and
beginning of the crown at the temples were presumably
taken from an extant sculpture and employed as studies
for later models and statues.
M.J.

330

See:
Roeder, G. 1941 “Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 62, pp. 145–170.
Reither, F. 1995 Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished master’s thesis, Göttingen.
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the plaster model. As one can discern the remains of a re-

HEAD OF KING AKHENATEN

touched central seam on the forehead and band above it
the cast was presumably made from two moulds. The model

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

for this plaster cast was apparently the head of a statue

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 19

from which the sculptor prepared a true-to-scale copy. This

Gypsum plaster

portrait head may have served as a finished model and de-

H. 26 cm, W. 15 cm, D. 20 cm

monstration piece in a studio.

ÄM 21351; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912
“In describing his face … the intervening millennia should
not deter us from the fitting comparison that it appeared
as that of a young, noble Englishman of a somewhat faded
family: long, haughty, and tired, by no means lacking a chin
that protruded downwards and yet was weak, a nose whose
narrow, somewhat depressed bridge made the broad, sniffing nostrils all the more sunken, and deep-set, dreamy,
half-closed eyes, whose eyelids he never was capable of opening fully, and whose languor stood in disconcerting contrast
to the unrouged, rather innately and sickly, blooming red of
the very full lips.”
Thomas Mann
These are the words Thomas Mann used to describe the
head of King Akhenaten. This portrait head represents an
exception among the many royal plaster models. Its accents
set by a few strokes of the brush differentiate it from the
portrait heads of the traditional representational canon
and appear more idealized.
The identification of this piece is unequivocal: the shape
of the head and the physiognomy with the slightly opened
eyes, long nose, full lips, and triangular face shape refer
explicitly to the pharaoh. The facial expression is typical of
Akhenaten, even if the well-known expressive countenance
of the early years is not here present.
The fully three-dimensional cast head with the start of
shoulders possesses a faintly worked crown band. A thin coloured line subsequently delineated the lower end of the
headband. The eyebrows and edges of the eyes are painted
black. Fine lines also mark the furrow of the upper eyelids,
the nasolabial fold, the nasal wings and nostrils, thus conveying an overall lively, striking impression. The notches for
attaching the crown are visible on the temples, while on the
left side the nub structure of the Blue Crown can be recognised. A vertical crown band has been formed on the nape of
332

M.J.
See:
Grimm, Alfred. 1993 Das Sonnengeschlecht. Berliner Meisterwerke der AmarnaKunst in der Sprache von Thomas Mann. Mainz am Rhein, p. 52.
Roeder, G. “Lebensgroße Tonmodelle aus einer altägyptischen Bildhauerwerkstatt.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer Kulturbesitz 62, 1941, pp. 145–170.
Reither, F. Die Stuckbildnisse aus Tell el-Amarna und ihr “Realismus.” Unpublished
master’s thesis, Göttingen 1995.
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dels with all their colours, even with gilding, in the minutest

BUST OF KING AKHENATEN

detail, and as chance would have it, these masterworks
have survived.”

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

At the very entrance to the chamber of models lay the first

Akhet-Aten, house P 47.2, room 19

carefully carved bust of the king, unfortunately broken into

Limestone, gypsum plaster, polychromy, and gold leaf

pieces, from which we have been able to reassemble 15 of

H. 57 cm, W. 45 cm, D. 35 cm

them in Berlin (page 4 right); about five or six small frag-

ÄM 21360; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

ments of the ear still remain to be integrated. The Musée
du Louvre has been more fortunate, as the model bust that

The discovery of this extraordinary bust of the pharaoh on

Bénédite purchased in 1905 (page 4 left), was only broken

December 6, 1912 initiated the spectacular series of finds

into three pieces – Amenophis [Amenhotep] IV. was not

in the two chambers of the residential house P 47.2. In his

exactly popular – and in comparison only slightly corroded.

excavation diary Borchardt remarked: “In the corner room

For this reason alone, the acute destruction of the bust re-

of the house, at the northeast corner, probably the room

cently found has to be lamented, since a comparison and

next to the wide hall, at present without number, there lies

artistic evaluation of the Louvre’s bust with that by Thut-

a life-size, coloured royal bust, broken into five pieces and

mes is now very difficult. I would like to assume that, if

incomplete. Face unfortunately quite battered. Breast, part

both pieces were equally conserved, such a comparison

of the arm, throat, face, and wig have survived.” It was only

would fall in favour of Thutmes. The modelling of the mouth

after this piece and the fragments of the small statue of

and the throat, particularly in its lower part, seems to me

the queen (ÄM 21263) were dug out and after the discovery

better achieved by the court sculptor Thutmes, particularly

of the first plaster model head of a man (ÄM 21280) that

as the mouth is exquisite and has directly received a spea-

the diggers worked their way to the northeast corner of the

king quality by a fine black line that has been carved deep

chamber, where the painted bust of the queen was found

between the lips.”

that afternoon.

F.S.

The bust of the king – and the pendant in the form of the
queen – were the only painted, and even gilded, complete
pieces among the sculptures in the double chamber mentioned above. As explained elsewhere in this catalogue, the
antique traces of destruction on the crown band and mandrake berries were probably due to the removal of the precious gold leaf, while the brutal destruction of the face – likely at a later point in time – was caused by antipathy
toward the former king. The issue of its original placement
and the functional context of the royal bust have likewise
been discussed elsewhere.
For this reason – and in spite of contradictory contemporary
interpretative approaches – Borchardt’s first publication
of the bust in the October 1913 Mitteilungen der DOG journal,
in which he commented on the similarities between this
piece and that in the Louvre (E 11076) is quoted here:
“Our master Thutmes [Thutmose] did not only make plaster
models, which he left to his stipplers and apprentices as
models, but also created works that were particularly special, such as portraits of the royal couple, in limestone mo334

See:
Borchardt, L. October 1913 “Ausgrabungen in Tell el-Amarna 1912/13, Vorläufiger
Bericht.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin, no. 52, p. 41f.
Excavation Diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 41 (Archive ÄMP).
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on the left side a larger slice of the plaster coat is splintered

BUST OF QUEEN NEFERTITI

off; both ears are bumped; and on the right side some fragments have now been reattached. The inlay of the left eye

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

is missing, but since no traces of a bonding agent are found

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

in the eye-socket and the back of the socket is smooth –

Limestone, painted gypsum plaster, rock crystal, wax

meaning it was not additionally scooped out in some way

H. 49.0 cm, W. 24.5 cm, D. 35.0 cm

to accommodate the inlay – it is certain that the left eye

ÄM 21300; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

was never filled with an inlay. There is another small area
on the right shoulder that is chipped; there are also scatte-

The painted bust of Nefertiti has been described so often

red, almost imperceptible scratches in the face, on the nose

and in so many catalogue essays, art historical papers and

etc. In several places there are traces of impure moisture

expert contributions by renowned Egyptologists that one

that has been running down, probably rainwater contami-

could simply content oneself with citing Borchardt’s famous

nated by and trickling through the already leaking roof, hit-

dictum: “There is no point in describing it; you have to see

ting the bust that was still standing on its shelf …

it.”

The muscles of the back and the sides of the neck are ren-

To that end, remarks here will be limited (as with the bust

dered so delicately that they almost seem to be moving

of the pharaoh) to Borchardt’s own words. Though certainly

beneath the smooth skin with its healthy flesh tones.

a subject for debate in their inferences, these descriptions

The Egyptian sculptors never attempted to show any emo-

present an authentic picture of his very precise observation

tion, or animation in general, in the faces of their artworks,

skills and they should speak for themselves.

yet this face is the epitome of serenity and symmetry.

In 1913 Borchardt published a first cut-out photograph sho-

Though displaying perfect symmetry when viewed frontally,

wing a profile view of the bust in the Mitteilungen (com-

the viewer will never be in doubt that, rather than some

munications) of the German Orient Society (DOG). He refers

hypothetical ideal bust, he is facing the stylized, yet defi-

to the queen only briefly in comparison with the unfinished

nitely resembling likeness of a very specific person with fi-

limestone effigy (ÄM 21352): “That this master did not al-

nely chiselled features.”

ways accomplish such likenesses at the very first attempt,

The additional details of the queen’s mouth, nose and eyes

but indeed struggled with them quite considerably and cor-

that Borchardt describes reveal his fascination with the

rected himself time and again, is illustrated by the portrait

bust’s beauty in vivid words. Even if, from today’s per-

bust of the queen, which survives in two different stages:

spective, his reconstruction of the modelling room and the

at a stage of completion (fig. 19) and at an earlier stage

function of the busts are open to debate, we can definitely

(fig. 20).” In the lengthy paper published 10 years later in

subscribe to his concluding statement: “in any case, the fi-

the DOG’s Wissenschaftliche Veröffentlichungen (scientific

nished and polychrome portrait is the most subtle and

publications) the first part of which was devoted to des-

finely wrought that I am aware of.”

criptions of the find circumstances, Borchardt opens by

F.S.

quoting his own words from the journal: “No use describing
it; you have to see it,” and continued: “I would like to write
the same today, as I am convinced that my words cannot
convey the impression of this artwork and that even the
color reproduction (p. 2), good as it may be in itself, does
not bring home the vividness and delicacy of the original,
instead only offering hints of it …
It is wonderfully well preserved. The raised part of the royal
snake on the wig is cut off; in the back on the right and
left, two small pieces are knocked out of the sharp edge;
336

See:
Ägyptisches Museum (Berlin-West). Exh. cat., Mainz 1986, pp. 92f.
Borchardt, L. October 1913 “Ausgrabungen in Tell el-Amarna 1912/13, Vorläufiger Bericht.”In Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin, no. 52, pp. 41f.
Borchardt, L. 1923 “Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft in Tell elAmarna, III, Porträts der Königin Nofret-ete aus den Grabungen 1912/13.”In WVDOG,
no. 44, pp. 32–5.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 42 f. (Archive ÄMP).
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in the workshop were indispensable to reach the intended

UNFINISHED STATUE HEAD OF QUEEN NEFERTITI

objective of a perfectly idealized portrait-like effigy of the
queen.

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

F.S.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19
Painted limestone
H. 30 cm, W. 18 cm, D. 21 cm
ÄM 21352; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
This unfinished statue head is identified as an effigy of
Nefertiti based on various formal characteristics, particularly
the rudimentary conventional crown. Since Borchardt’s reading of the polychrome bust as a sculptor’s model, both
heads have been correlated and the finished work has been
considered the model for this one.
Even though a large number of viewers may be surprised
when first seeing the unfinished queen – initially put off or
even confused, a second glance reveals an exemplary example of the approach and methodology of ancient Egyptian
craftsmen.
Work on the piece had advanced quite far, as indicated by
the surfaces of the face and neck already nicely smoothed,
while the coarser chisel marks on the ears and the rudimentary crown were left unfinished. The eyes and brow
ridges had been modeled with such accuracy, that they
came to serve as stable points of reference for further work
and were framed and painted with precise lines. While the
nose, mouth and tendons of the neck likewise seem quite
close to being finished there were obviously still a few
changes and some finalizing details that needed to be
made. The sculptor marked these unfinished areas of the
face with sweeping brushstrokes. These include the missing
groove in the center of the forehead, the eyelid wrinkles at
the inner corner of the eyes, finishing the small left tear
sac, straightening the nose bridge, the missing nasolabial
furrow, correcting the lips that had become too full, and
more subtle modeling of the slightly sunken cheeks – particularly on the left side – and the missing neck folds.
Fine short chisel marks indicating the next step of the finishing process can be seen at the chin and around the
mouth. It is impossible to assess how many stages of reworking this statue would have had. When compared to
the finished bust and the plaster model of the queen (ÄM
21349) the unfinished piece does show that reliable models
338

See:
Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung Berlin, 100 Meisterwerke. Exh cat.,
Tübingen/Berlin 2010, pp. 80, 98f.
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Were it not for the surviving garment fragment draping the

STANDING FIGURE OF NEFERTITI

right shoulder and the fine black line marking the desired
neckline above the breasts, one could surmise a nearly nude

New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

body. This deceptive impression is reinforced by the ac-

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

centuated navel, the belly creases above the pudenda and

Limestone

the missing hem of the garment that would need to be ad-

H. 40.5 cm, W. 8.0 cm, D. 17.0 cm

ded in the recently restored section. The perennial ancient

ÄM 21263; DOG excavation, 6 and 7/12/1912

Egyptian conventions of representation invariably included
an emphasis of the femininity of a person in her ideal cor-

This standing/striding figure of Nefertiti was found, broken

poreality versus the vestment – something superbly ac-

into several pieces, in the same room in which the poly-

complished in the case of this effigy of an aging queen and

chrome bust of the queen was unearthed. According to Bor-

mother of several children.

chardt’s notes, the base with the feet was retrieved first

Listing the objects in the excavation diary, Borchardt des-

and grouped by the other fragments later on. The fragments

cribes the fragments of this figurine as follows: “4. Small

were all located in the immediate vicinity of the find spot

head of the queen, surviving intact, face 3 cm [ca. 1.2 in]

of the large bust of Akhenaten (ÄM 21360).

high. Eyes w. black contours, lips red. Common shape of

There is not enough evidence pointing to a deliberate de-

the head, band around the seam of the wig yellow. Earrings.

struction of the sculpture, as was the case of the bust of Ak-

Later the body belonging to it was found, which extends

henaten, because, while the scuffed breast nipples do suggest

down to the knees; the base with feet had already been

deliberate action, the subtly modeled face is undamaged.

found earlier. ‘Very gratifying’ is an understatement.”

With the exception of the missing right forearm, destroyed
areas in the left shoulder region and some additions to the
calves, it was possible to reassemble the figurine completely.
The figure appears incredibly – and impressively – natural
in every detail. In keeping with the later Amarna style, Nefertiti is depicted as a mature woman with distinct crow’s
feet forming around the eyes and deep lines around the
corners of the mouth. The only the areas accentuated with
color, so as to indicate further areas of work on the sculpture, were those of the eyes and the mouth. Nefertiti wears
the projecting headpiece that, along with the cap-crown, is
typical for her; a separately sculpted Uraeus, a royal symbol,
was to be embedded in it, as is illustrated by the filed-out
bunghole above the forehead and head band. In addition,
the queen wears two disk-shaped earrings.
Due to posture of the head, which is slightly pushed forward,
the shoulders appear somewhat hunched, while the torso
with delicately carved, slightly sagging breasts seems almost slackened. The rounded wide pelvic and abdominal
region and the plump thighs add to this impression. Likewise typical of figure modeling during the Amarna period
are the strongly bent backward knees, the sandals worn
even by royal figures and the slightly outward pointing position of the feet.
340

F.S.
See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 42, 56 f. (Archive ÄMP).
Priese, K. H. (ed.). 1991 Exhibition catalogue of the Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung (Berlin-Ost), Mainz, pp. 108f.
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UNFINISHED STANDING FIGURE OF A QUEEN OR PRINCESS
New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, rooms 18 and 19
Sandstone
H. 34.2 cm, W. 13 cm, D. 11 cm
ÄM 21254; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
Made of red quartzite, this unfinished female figurine was
found broken into four fragments found in room 18 and room
19 of the residence P 47.2. The find drawings and its description
in the excavation diary allow us to reconstruct that “the unfinished central section of a figurine of a standing female”
was found directly behind the low partition wall in room 18.
The chest section and part of the back pillar were retrieved
about .3 m to the southwest, in the near center of the room.
The left leg fragment, on the other hand, was found in room
19. Unfortunately, neither the level nor the exact find position
of the various pieces was documented and photographs of
the in situ evidence in these two rooms were regrettably never
taken. Unfortunately, the feet and the head of the figure are
also missing; the latter in particular could have shed some
light on the status of the female. Whether the person depicted
here in the pose of a standing/striding figure was, perhaps, a
princess or even a queen can no longer be determined. Already
accentuated and clearly visible, the body contours correspond
to the style of the later Amarna years and show a delicate female bosom, a slightly bulging abdomen with a distinct belly
crease above the pudenda, wide hips, round buttocks, sturdy
thighs, and the knee characteristically locked. The black preparatory lines mark the next works steps. Based on the material, it appears likely that the figurine was originally hewn
in one of the workshops located to the south of the large
courtyard (in the direction of the houses of P 47.1), since quartzite was found there in larger quantities – suggesting, in turn,
a highly specialized division of operations within the workshops.
F.S.
See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 53 f. (Archive ÄMP).
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HEAD OF A QUEEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19
Silicified sandstone (quartzite)
H. 29.0 cm, W. 14.9 cm, D. 16.5 cm
ÄM 21220; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912
The upper tenon of this head served to attach a royal headdress, meaning that this sculpture can be confidently classified as a queen. It is often identified with Nefertiti, and
its delicate features make her appear to be in the blossoming of her young years. Based on its finishing, this head,
as part of a composite statue, has been grouped with three
other portraits of Nefertiti found in the workshop of Thutmose (ÄM 21300, ÄM 21358, ÄM 21263). Do. Arnold attributes the finishing of these heads to different sculptors
but believes, based on stylistic considerations, that ÄM
21263 and this one were the work of the same artist. Black
preliminary drawing on the fillet, nose, nostrils, eyes, eyebrows, ear, and earlobe and corrections marked on the neck
make it clear that the head was intended to be polished
and probably painted, as suggested by a touch of red paint
on the perfectly curved lips. The slight indication of cheek
muscles, the dimples around the corners of the mouth and
the broader nose lend the somewhat round head very natural but nonetheless idealized features, which argues for
a date in the late Amarna Period. The youthful freshness
has given several scholars occasion to identify this as a likeness of Meritaten, the daughter of Akhenaten and Nefertiti. This “magnificent piece,” as Borchardt described it,
was found in room 19, immediately in front of the corridor
leading to the large courtyard of P 47.2/3, which was later
walled closed. Many of the plaster models mentioned were
found in the immediate proximity.
J.M.
See:
Arnold, Do. 1996 The Royal Women of Amarna: Images of Beauty in Ancient
Egypt. Exh. cat., New York, pp. 73–77, 83.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 21 (Archive ÄMP).
Freed, R., et al. (eds.). 1999 Pharaohs of the Sun: Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Exh. cat., Boston, p. 216.
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upper part of the face, half the nose, eyes and forehead in

HEAD OF A QUEEN

three parts; the nape and part of the neck in / ; lips and chin
lacking, unfortunately; this work too is unfinished and has

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

preliminary drawings. Fragments of a leg.” The “pieces of a

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

leg” mentioned here have been identified as the fragments

Silicified sandstone (quartzite)

ÄM 21312. It cannot, however, be unequivocally determined

H. 11.0 cm, W. 6.8 cm, D. 8.5 cm,

whether they are not, in fact, fragments of an arm. Very little

ÄM 21245; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

of the former preliminary drawing is still visible today; only
traces of red on the eyes remain. The crude ears, shaped wit-

This smaller than life-size head depicts an unidentified royal

hout interior details and the eyes, which lack worked lids, in-

woman. The face has an oval form, a prominent nose, and full

dicate that the figure was not finished. Despite the fragmen-

lips. Remnants of black polychromy remain on the unfinished

tary and unfinished look of the head, it conveys an impression

eyes and eyebrows. Traces of red paint have also survived on

of unapproachability and sublimity. The sex of the person de-

the lips. The youthful face is characterised by slightly sunken

picted is disputed. The remnants of a tenon on the head sug-

upper eyelids, which together with the flat transition of the

gest it was a composite figure whose crown was prepared se-

small, undeveloped lacrimal sacs to the cheeks, results in the

parately, so it can only have been one of the royal couple. A

oftmentioned “veiled gaze.” The indentations on the forehead

comparison with heads ÄM 21220 and 21358 suggests it was

and at the temples were probably meant for a wig or crown,

probably a portrait of a queen, presumably Nefertiti during

they also explain the missing ears and indicate that the head

the final phase of the Amarna Period, the head has many si-

was part of a composite statue.

milarities with ÄM 21358, which has been described as an

The hypothesis put forward in the scholarly literature, namely

“older Nefertiti.” In the case of the last of the works, Dorothea

that the statue represents Kiya, the famous secondary wife

Arnold has presumed that it was produced by the youngest

of Akhenaten, or perhaps Meritaten, the daughter of Akhe-

sculptor in Thutmose’s workshop, who was active in the tem-

naten and Nefertiti, cannot be decisively resolved. The facial

ples of Thebes in the post-Amarna period. Despite the simi-

features rule out a representation of Nefertiti.

larity of the pieces there are evident differences, perceptible
M.J.

in the relatively broad nose, the compact head and the resultant overly broad cheeks. The lack of a mouth and part of the

See:
Settgast, Jürgen. Katalog Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. Mainz 1986, p. 83.

nose is also striking. It is possible that not all of the fragments
were discovered during the excavation, or that the mouth
was deliberately broken off as a kind of damnatio memoriae

Cat. no. 128

– the edges of the breaks of the fragments do not do not in-

HEAD OF A QUEEN OR A KING

dicate the use of a chisel. If this represents intentional destruction then the assumption that ÄM 21222 is a likeness of

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhenaten probable and would correspond to that of the ex-

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, great courtyard P 47.2/3, north

cavators in 1912.

of P 47.1

S.S.

Sandstone
H. 22.0 cm, W. 20.5 cm, D. 22.0 cm
ÄM 21222; DOG excavation, 30/11/1912
This red sandstone statue head was found in the same room
as statue fragment ÄM 21223, the head of a princess. The excavation diary records the following: “Parts of a life-size statue
of the king in reddish sandstone; the surviving parts are the
346

See:
Arnold, Do. 1996 The Royal Women of Amarna. Exh. cat., New York, pp. 79–83.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 19 (Archive ÄMP).
Published (without the contemporary reconstruction of nose and mouth): Tietze,
C. (ed.). 2008 Amarna. Lebensräume, Lebensbilder, Weltbilder. Exh. cat., Potsdam, p. 229, fig. 11.
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HEAD OF A PRINCESS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, large courtyard P 47.2/3, north
of P 47.1
Silicified sandstone (quartzite)
H. 21 cm
ÄM 21223; DOG excavation, 1/12/1912
This head of a princess was found in the large courtyard,
far from the great accumulation of finds in Room 19 and a
few meters north of the wall of P 47.1. A head from a royal
statue (ÄM 21222) had previously been found in its immediate proximity. According to Borchardt’s diary entries, it
was lying with its “face upward, embedded in hair.” This
polished portrait is highly reminiscent, in terms of form
and material, of head ÄM 21364, which was found near the
sculptors’ workshop in 1911. Compared to that one, the surface of the back of this head is more polished. The facial
features of the princess are based on the depiction of her
father, Akhenaten: elongated face, pronounced chin and
curved neck. This head was intended for a composite statue,
as evidenced by a tenon underneath the bottom of the
neck. Traces of paint in the folds and gaps for the eyes and
eyebrows suggest that this element of a statue had already
be painted and fitted with inlays of faience, glass or precious
stones, which were, however, removed on leaving AkhetAten.
E.W.

Fig. 1 Locations where ÄM 21222 (b) and ÄM 21222 (c) were
found in the large courtyard of P 47.2/3.

See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 18980 “Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna.“ In Wissenschaftliche Veröffentlichungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft 91. Berlin, pp.
91–98.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 22–23 (Archive ÄMP).

Fig. 2 Drawing of left profile of the princess head in
Borchardt’s diary.
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in Berlin (ÄM 21360) and an additional bust in Paris both

UNFINISHED STATUE OF AKHENATEN

display this shaft or mount for a blue crown. On these bases
one can therefore assume that this piece was a represen-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

tation of Akhenaten with the blue crown. Whether this fi-

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, in one of the west rooms

gure was meant for a use in a royal context or non-royal

Limestone

context remains unclear. A private use of royal images in

H. 24.0 cm, W. 12.5 cm, D. 9.0 cm

chapels in gardens or houses is attested to by stelae in

ÄM 21221; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

relief of the cult of Aten and of the king. Such a use can
also be assumed for figures in the round.

This unfinished sculpture is made of limestone and has se-

A.R.

veral breakages. The head, the right leg from the middle of
the thigh, the left leg under the knee, and a part of the left
hand have been broken off. A portion of the rear column,
which ends at the buttocks, is also missing. A shaft is located between the shoulder blades leading to the top. Although the statuette has been roughly carved, its future
form is clearly recognisable. The right arm is bent and ends
in a fist before the breast, while the left arm hangs
downwards along the side of the torso. The left thigh is
positioned forward and the right slightly toward the rear.
The figure holds a crook in the right hand, depicted obliquely
from the hand to the breast.
The remains of red and black paint used for preparatory
drawing on the figure are clearly visible. The crook is sketched out in red, discernable even though it has been partially
eradicated. The middle line (linea alba) is likewise delineated
in red and runs vertically over the breast and the middle of
the apron. It divides the body into left and right halves,
serving the sculptor as a visual aid. The ends of the flail are
drawn in black on the upper arm, the collar, and the apron.
The left hand has not been worked out, but resembles other
statuettes from Akhet-Aten. The back of the hand must
have been visible to the observer, a motif also found in
wooden statuettes of Akhenaten that is also documented
among statuettes of the Queen Nefertiti.
The royal insignia, crook and flail (frond or flagellum), held
in the right hand, identify the statuette as Akhenaten.
These two symbols are testified to since the Old Kingdom
(2500 BC), and were for the exclusive use of the pharaoh.
Even when, as in many images, the royal family is depicted
as on an equal footing, these two insignia remained reserved for the king.
The shaft between the shoulder blades was originally an
attachment for the crown. The life-size bust of the pharaoh
350

See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna, Berlin, p. 98.
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sented either the king, high-ranking officials, or priests,

FRAGMENT OF A STAFF IN THE FORM OF RA-HORAKHTY

the sceptre with the god’s head usually resting on their left
shoulder. Figures carrying objects and in the round first

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

appeared in royal sculpture under Amenhotep III. Their exact

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, large courtyard P 47.2/3

function is unclear, but the divine sceptre presumably re-

Calcite-alabaster

presented a symbol laden with power.

H. 9.4 cm, W. 4.1 cm, D. 4.9 cm

A.R.

ÄM 21190; DOG excavation, 16/12/1912
Horakhty, the sun god with the head of a hawk, originally
stemmed from Heliopolis and was regarded as the creator
and preserver of the world. He was mentioned throughout
Egypt and belonged to the so-called original gods. The merger of the sun disc (Ra) with the hawk (Horakhty) into RaHorakhty is first documented in the 18th Dynasty. In this
form it constituted the first component of the name of
Aten, of whom he was a companion. Ra-Horakhty was usually represented with the head of a hawk or ram, but also
in human form. His symbol was the sun disc, which also
appeared in the hieroglyphic form of the name. When Akhenaten introduced the new Aten cult, all other gods with
a solar aspect were essentially absorbed into the new form
of the religion.
The god Ra-Horakhty therefore enjoyed a special relationship to Aten, which he maintained until the eighth year of
Akenatens reign. Subsequently, these references also disappear.
The fragment of the hawk-god made of calcite-alabaster
is missing the lower end as well as the right side. The left
side has been preserved and the head with its short beak
almost completely intact. He wears the long three-part wig,
which is not structured in any way. Remains of polychromy
did not exist and are not to be expected with calcite-alabaster. Other objects made of calcite-alabaster from the
tomb of Tutankhamun likewise possess very little polychromy or partial gilding. The fragment also has no sun
disc; mortises, which could have possibly served to fasten
it, are not existent.
In his diary, Borchardt briefly remarked on this piece, “Falkenkopf aus Alabastron” (Hawk-head made of alabaster),
and in his publication expanding on this observation with
“vom Stil einer Räucherpfanne (?)” (in the style of an incense burner?). It could, however, be the sceptre fragment
of a so-called sceptre-carrying figure. Such figures repre352

See:
Berteaux, V. 2005 Harachte. Ikonographie, Ikonologie und Einordnung einer komplexen Gottheit bis zum Ende des Neuen Reiches, Munich.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 101 (Archive ÄMP).
Satzinger, H. 1981 “Der heilige Stab als Kraftquelle des Königs.“ Jahrbuch der
Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 77, pp. 9–43.
Stevens, A. 2006 Private Religion at Amarna, BAR International Series 1587, Oxford, pp. 125–127.
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30 STATUE FRAGMENTS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 29
Calcite-alabaster
L. 2.8–11.8 cm; W. 1.8–8.3 cm
ÄM 21290/1–30; DOG excavation, 9/12/1912
Eleven additional fragments were originally incorporated with
these objects, including a fragment with a cartouche inscription. During restoration work they were added to a different head (ÄM 21290), which was presumably lost during the
Second World War. All that survives are black-and-white
photographs from the photo archive of the Ägyptisches Museum and M. Eaton-Krauss has based an article on this object. The head was found in the well of houses P 47.2/3. To
judge from remnants of a side curl and a Uraeus snake attached to the forehead, it is a portrait of a king as a child. Borchardt interpreted the fragment that begins beneath the destroyed mouth as a remnant of an arm with a hand placing a
finger in the mouth. The text of the cartouche, which reads
“He who pleases Aten,” and the epithet that follows it, “Great
are his manifestations,” reveal that this is a portrait of Akhenaten. The depiction of the king as child is unusual. Because Akhenaten did not begin his reign as a child M. EatonKrauss interprets this portrait of a child as an expression of
the father-son relationship between Aten and Akhenaten.
The piece has been dated to the late Amarna Period because
parallels can be drawn in terms of the black painting of this
statue with that of Nefertiti (ÄM 21263).
The other fragments here mistakenly associated with the
head of Akhenaten for quite some time, which is why they
share an inventory number. A re-examination of the fragments revealed that neither the lock nor the other pieces
could have been attached to the head and they were consequently re-inventoried.
J.M.
See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 63, 69 (Archive ÄMP).
On ÄM 21290:
Eaton-Krauss, M. 1983 “Eine rundplastische Darstellung Achenatens als Kind.”
In ZÄS 110, pp. 127–32.
ÄM 21290/1–30 is unpublished.
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dered a sculptor’s model, because finished body parts for

6 PIECES OF STATUE HEADS

composite statues would usually have been made of hard
stone. The vertical middle line is clearly visible and would

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

have served to guide the sculptor. The surface structure of

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, courtyard south of P 47.3 (ÄM

the bust has already been thoroughly worked in the area of

21210), room 18 (ÄM 21235, ÄM 21272),

the neck. Busts in the round are seldom documented in An-

well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 28801), west side of house (ÄM 21217)

cient Egypt and only appear in larger numbers with the

Limestone, granite, gypsum plaster

Amarna period, although the figure was still portrayed more

L. 2.6–17.7 cm

often in relief.

ÄM 21338, ÄM 21210, ÄM 21272,

A.R.

ÄM 28801, ÄM 21235, ÄM 21217; DOG excavation, 1912/1913
In 1912 Borchardt discovered the walls of an extensive com-

See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna, Berlin, pp.
95–98.

plex identified as the home and studio of the court sculptor
Thutmose. The studios of this ample set of buildings contained, aside from the famous bust of Nefertiti, numerous
individual statue components. These pieces mostly represent body parts made out of different materials that could
be combined with one another. The finished statues thus
consisted of a composition of individual parts, leading to

Cat. no. 134

the term of “composite statue.” The studios, moreover, con-

7 STATUE PIECES, HANDS AND ARMS

tained many unfinished reliefs, busts, and statues. It is therefore not always clear whether these were parts for com-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

posite statues or models for sculptors.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, east side of room 18 (ÄM 21224,

Gypsum or limestone was the most suitable material for

ÄM 21336), room 18 (ÄM 21243), room 19 (21244)

sculptors’ models, since they were easy to carve and available

Limestone, sandstone, granite

in sufficient quantities. The unfinished head of a king’s sta-

L. 2.7–41 cm

tuette (ÄM 21210) has the khepresch with Uraeus. It is da-

ÄM 21243

maged at several spots and also has burn marks. Particularly

ÄM 21224, ÄM 21202

impressive is the hair curl appropriate for a princess (ÄM

ÄM 21225

21272). It is made of granite and has a tenon to be inserted

ÄM 21336, ÄM 21231

into the head of a composite statue.

ÄM 21244; DOG excavation, 6–10/12/1912

Head studies number among the most sophisticated visual
representations, and craftsmen in Akhet-Aten practised
above all heads in the round (ÄM 21338). Aside from studies
of the face, details of individual body parts were also produced, as is demonstrated by the ear model (ÄM 21235).
The hole in the earlobe is characteristic and first appeared
in sculpture at the time of Akhenaten.
In the study of a woman’s head in relief (ÄM 28801) the
face is completely broken off. The preliminary work on the
forming of the hairstyle is, however, easily recognisable.
Another piece (ÄM 21217) is missing the entire head. This
bust made of porous limestone can presumably be consi356
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Cat. no. 135

Cat. no. 137

3 STATUE PIECES, BASE WITH FRAGMENTS OF FEET

8 STATUE PIECES, FEET AND LEGS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (ÄM 21204, ÄM 21211,

Calcite-alabaster, Granite

ÄM 21237), room 29 (ÄM 21215, ÄM 21292),

L. 10.4–16.5 cm, B. 6–9.7 cm

Well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 21335)

ÄM 21301

Limestone, calcite-alabaster, sandstone, gypsum plaster

ÄM 21305, ÄM 21303; DOG excavation, 6 and 9/12/1912

L. 3.7–11 cm
ÄM 21204, ÄM 21215
ÄM 21237 (2 objects), ÄM 21282, ÄM 21292
ÄM 21211, ÄM 21335; DOG excavation, 4–17/12/1912

Cat. no. 136

STONE WITH TWO HIEROGLYPHS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2
Granite
H. 23.5 cm, W. 17.5 cm, D. 6.9 cm
ÄM 21233; DOG excavation, 18/12/1912
The remains of two carved sunken relief hieroglyphs on the
upper section of this of polished indicate the symbol nb for
“everyone or all” or “Lord,” and mono-consonantal sign j in
the form of a reed leaf. The inscription was left unfinished
and was perhaps an exercise. Its precise find location in
the sculptor Thutmose’s house is unknown. The object was
probably from the workshops in the south of the residence.
S.S.
Unpublished
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Cat. no. 138

Cat. no. 140

4 COMPONENT PIECES

BOWL AND FRAGMENT OF A BOWL

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (ÄM 21204, ÄM 21211,

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

ÄM 21237), room 29 (ÄM 21215, ÄM 21292),

Granite, limestone

Well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 21335)

L. 21 cm (left); D. 23.7 cm (right)

Sandstone, quartzite, calcite-alabaster

ÄM 21219, ÄM 30328; DOG excavation, 4 and 11/12/1912

L. 12.1–16.6 cm
ÄM 29633
ÄM 29632
ÄM 21334, ÄM 21345; DOG excavation, 7 and 13/12/1912

Cat. no. 139

Cat. no. 141

2 COMPONENT PIECES

3 VESSEL FRAGMENTS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 21306), large

Calcite-alabaster

courtyard P 47.2/3 (ÄM 30021)

D. 11.1 cm (left); D. 6.8 cm (right)

Calcite-alabaster

ÄM 21295, ÄM 21296; DOG excavation, 11/12/1912

L. 6–14.4 cm
ÄM 30021, ÄM 21306, ÄM 21293; DOG excavation,
4–17/12/1912
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Cat. no. 142

25 DRILL HEADS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.02, room 14 (ÄM 21362)
Limestone, quartzite
L. 7.5–26.5 cm
ÄM 21189, ÄM 21227, ÄM 21255, ÄM 21274
ÄM 21275, ÄM 21276, ÄM 21283, ÄM 21284, ÄM 21286
ÄM 21287, ÄM 21302, ÄM 21304, ÄM 21307
ÄM 21308, ÄM 21309, ÄM 21310, ÄM 21314
ÄM 21315, ÄM 21316, ÄM 21317, ÄM 21318, ÄM 21319
ÄM 21324, ÄM 21361, ÄM 21362; DOG excavation,
7–20/12/1912, February 1913
Stone workers employed not only tools like hammers, saws
and chisels but also various types of drills. As a rule, they
were used to process basalt blocks and to hollow out stone
vessels. Drills were composed of a drive mechanism and a
coupling rod, to which either a stone drill bit or a copper cylinder could be attached. When making vessels, the outer
form was completed first before employing the copper tube
drill to make the cylindrical hollow. Then, using a flint or
quartzite drill bit, the stone vessel maker could enlarge the
resulting hollow space as necessary. During this hollowing
process, a grinding material was used to work the stone
vessel more quickly. The pronounced grooves on the drill
core suggest the use of a grinding material such as quartz
sand enriched with small quartz crystals. Once the stone
vessels had been finished, the used drill cores were often
left behind in house P 47.2.
C.H.
See:
Richter, K. 2001 “Auf den Spuren der ‘Hemutiu’: Eine Studie über das Bohren im
Alten Ägypten.” In Sokar: Die Welt der Pyramiden 3, Berlin.
Sauerbier, A. 2002 “Bohrwerkzeuge in der Pyramidenzeit: Eine Versuchsreihe.”
In Sokar. Die Welt der Pyramiden 5, Berlin.
Stocks, D. A. 2003 Experiments in Egyptian Archeology: Stoneworking Technology
in Ancient Egypt. London.
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Cat. no. 143

Cat. no. 145

4 METAL OBJECTS

FISH HOOK

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, on the north wall of the toilet

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

(ÄM 24671),

Bronze

larger courtyard P 47.2/3 (ÄM 36455)

L. 6 cm, W. 2.9 cm, D. 0.6 cm

Lead, copper, bronze

ÄM 21194; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

L. 8 cm (axe); L. 8.2 cm (awl); L. 4 cm (fitting); L. 1 cm (wire)
ÄM 24671, ÄM 24664, ÄM 24363, ÄM 36455; DOG excavation, 3–16/12/1912
In house P 47.2 the members of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft excavation discovered a group of tools for metal
and leather working. In addition to a piece of wire and a
bronze fitting, an axe-like object of lead was found near
the toilet that may have been used for cutting.
Another object was discovered that was probably an awl
used to perforate leather.
C.H.
See:
Scheel, B. 1989 Egyptian Metalworking and Tools, Aylesbury.
Veldmeijer, A. J. 2011 Amarna’s Leatherwork. Part I. Preliminary Analysis and Catalogue, Leiden.
Vogelsang-Eastwood, G. 1995 Clothing of the Pharaohs, Hannover/Amsterdam.

Cat. no. 144

Cat. no. 146

2 FRAGMENTS

4 NEEDLES

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (ÄM 21248)

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (ÄM 21248)

Calcite-alabaster, painted ivory

Bronze

L. 10.8 cm, W. 1 cm (left); L. 8 cm, W. 0.5 cm (right)

L. 5.2–9.2 cm, D. ca. 0.2 cm

ÄM 21248, ÄM 21271; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 24381, ÄM 24387/1, ÄM 24387/2, ÄM 24387/3;
DOG excavation, 3 and 8/12/1912
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Cat. no. 147

Cat. no. 149

2 WEAVING KNIVES

2 KOHL STICKS, 1 KOHL POT

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (ÄM 21185)

Wood, bone

Wood, calcite-alabaster

L. 5.3 cm (left); L. 9.2 cm (right)

L. 10 cm, 5 cm; W. 0.7 cm, 0.8 cm (kohl sticks); L. 17.3 cm, D.

ÄM 35436, ÄM 34520; DOG excavation,

2.6 cm (pot)

9/12/1912 and 11/2/1913

ÄM 35420, ÄM 35418, ÄM 21185; DOG excavation,
2–7/12/1912

Cat. no. 148

Cat. no. 150

4 TOOLS

SMALL RED-COATED VESSEL

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 18 (ÄM 21252)

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Steatite, wood, granite

Pottery

L. 11.5 cm, 11 cm; L. 26.5 cm (stick); L. 10 cm (polish stone)

L. 5.2 cm

ÄM 30273 (2 objects), ÄM 35444, ÄM 21252; DOG excavation,

ÄM 22256; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

7–9/12/1912
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Cat. no. 151

Cat. no. 152

2 VESSEL LIDS

6 VESSEL SHARDS

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 17 (ÄM 21368)

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 24435)

Nile mud

Pottery

H. 8 cm. D. 12.2 cm (left); H. 15.5 cm, D. 13.2 cm (right)

H. 6.4–13.4 cm

ÄM 21368, ÄM 37474; DOG excavation, 6/12/1912

ÄM 29496, ÄM 29434, ÄM 37094
ÄM 24435, ÄM 37391, ÄM 29492; DOG excavation,

Clay lids to protect and preserve the contents of vessels are

6–17/12/1912

documented in Egypt as early as the Pre-Dynastic Period.
They consist of dried Nile mud to which materials such as

A large number of vessels from Akhet-Aten with painted

sand, limestone particles or straw were added for a finer

floral motifs have been documented. The lotus flower in

consistency.

particular has great value as a symbolic motif. The colours

In order to seal the vessels stoppers of plant fibre or some

used – blue, red and black – could be applied directly to

alternative material was first placed over the opening and

the vessel as a ground or on white primer, which lent the

this was then the opening was covered and painted with a

colour more luminosity. The often careless painting of the

mud mixture.

vessels and the curved brushstrokes point to the rapidness

A signet was oftentimes imprinted into the clay. An unde-

of the finishing process. Other shards of vessels from Ak-

corated clay lid could, for example, be imprinted with the

het-Aten are marked with hieratic texts. Those illustrated

hieroglyph for wine. Several examples show elaborate poly-

here are “labels” that were written on the outer wall for

chrome painted decoration, such as the object with lotus

practical or commercial purposes. Vessels were labelled in

flower decorations on a bright ground. The DOG 1912/1913

this way if they were intended for trade and the transpor-

excavation log indicates that L. Borchardt did not initially

tation of foodstuffs. The two labelled shards are from wine

recognise this for what it was: “Friday, 13 December 12 …

amphorae that were imported to Akhet-Aten. The first line

Honroth … is cleaning a painted wooden architectural ele-

of one of the wine labels shown here reads: “Year 11, wine

ment (?) from P 47.2, which was found on the morning of

from the domain of Aten.” According to the context of the

6/12 in Room 17, and is preparing a colour sketch of it. The

finds, this was found with many other objects in the well

piece was lying next to a low wall.” The lid was only identified

of P 47.2/3.
S.B.

as such during later processing of the excavation.
S.B.
See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, p. 98.
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p. 81 (Archive ÄMP).
Kuckertz, J. 2003 Gefässverschlüsse aus Tell el-Amarna. Saarbrücken, pp. 74–75
(no. 117), pl. 6e; pp. 103ff. (no. 70), pl. 3a–c, 11c.

368

See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, pp. 91ff.
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Cat. no. 153

14 SIGNET IMPRESSIONS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 5 (ÄM 36550–36554)
Nile mud
L. 1.4–3.8 cm
ÄM 36549, ÄM 36543, ÄM 36550, ÄM 21331
ÄM 36554, ÄM 36548, ÄM 36547, ÄM 36544
ÄM 36545, ÄM 36553, ÄM 21332, ÄM 36546
ÄM 36551, ÄM 36552; DOG excavation, 4–8/12/1912
Numerous vessel lids, with both small and large signet impressions, have been documented from Akhet-Aten. In connection with hieratic vessel inscriptions, these made it possible to quickly communicate information as dates, origins,
contents and destinations of goods traded in transportation
vessels and thus served for practical and business means.
The signet impressions from Akhet-Aten illustrated here consist of first, a figurative image and second, a royal cartouche
with the name of the Pharaoh Akhenaten. The one purely figurative image has a well-preserved signet impression of the
pharaoh and his wife, Nefertiti, beneath the sun disk of Aten,
with the blessing light rays falling on the royal couple. Borchardt
and Ricke described another signet as showing the “king seated with the queen on his lap.” This is not, in fact, the queen,
but rather the daughter of the royal couple. One known parallel
for this motif is found in a family scene with the couple and
their daughter (ÄM 14145, Shrine stela of the Royal Family).
The signet impressions with a name cartouche and visual
depictions refer to the city of Akhet-Aten. It is therefore probable that they served to indicate the destination of the
goods imported into the city.
The precise location where five of the signet impressions
were found was documented: the house of the head sculptor,
Thutmose, in P 47.2 room 5, which Borchardt and Ricke called
the “deep hall.” This rectangular room is located in the centre
of the housing complex and “contains no workrooms connected to the workshop operations.” They also make the interesting remark that “in the centre of the rear wall in the
SW, a larger, rectangular stand for limestone water vessels
was constructed.” Thus the sealed lids could be related to
the vases stored in that room.
S.B.
370

See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, pp.
91ff.
Kuckertz, J. 2003 Gefässverschlüsse aus Tell el-Amarna, Saarbrücken.
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Cat. no. 154

2 FRAGMENTS OF MODEL BEDS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, large courtyard P 47.2/3 (ÄM
28750)
Pottery
L. 6.4 cm (left); L. 4.3 cm (right)
ÄM 28749, ÄM 28750; DOG excavation 9 and 16/12/1912
The majority of our knowledge about Ancient Egyptian furniture
is derived from burial objects placed to accompany the deceased
on their journey to the next world. Wooden models demonstrate
how beds in everyday use might have looked. Only wealthy families could afford such beds, high-quality wood was an elite
trading good and almost exclusively imported. Model beds were
thus customarily made of fired or unfired clay. In Amarna small
model beds were often found in the rubble of abandoned houses and were therefore not conceived of as burial objects. One
of these model beds from another find has two female figures
laying on it, for this reason the small beds and tiny female figures are associated with fertility talismans. A total of over
200 such female figures were discovered at Akhet-Aten.
The two fragments of this model bed probably belong together,
as evidenced by the lion’s paw on their feet, typical since the
3rd Dynasty (2700 BC). The fragments have the remains of red
and black polychromy, which might indicate that the wattle
work of the surface was painted.
A.R.
See:
Stevens, A. 2006 Private Religion at Amarna. Oxford, pp. 85–88.

Cat. no. 155

Cat. no. 156

2 FRAGMENTS OF MONKEY FIGURINES

PENDANT IN THE SHAPE OF A DOG-HEADED GOD

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2
Faience
L. 2 cm; W. 0.7 cm; D. 1.5 cm
ÄM 30893; DOG excavation, 3/12/1912

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2
Pottery
L. 3 cm (left); L. 5.7 cm (right)
ÄM 25104, ÄM 25103; DOG excavation, 4/12/1912
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Cat. no. 157

Cat. no. 158

FOUR APPLIQUÉS

2 FRAGMENTS OF GOLD PLATE

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (ÄM 21321)

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Faience, pottery, wood

Gold plating

L. 3.5–6 cm

W. ca. 0.9 cm

ÄM 29179, ÄM 28761, ÄM 21321, ÄM 30855; DOG excavation,

ÄM 21311; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

3–9/12/1912
Architectural elements such as architraves, kiosks and building façades were often decorated with appliqués of various
materials. In addition to floral motifs, faience grapes were
often used as ornaments. A large number of such objects
were found during the DOG excavation in Akhet-Aten, one
example of these is the half grape illustrated here. The Uraeus – rearing cobra of royalty – was a frequent motif on reliefs and three-dimensional modelling. One indication of
that is this ceramic Uraeus head (ÄM 28761). Appliqués in
the form of animals, such as gazelle heads, also formed
part of the repertoire of decorative motifs of the artists
and artisans of Akhet-Aten. Alabaster pieces, for example,
were used to decorate the lids of vessels and examples of
such pieces made of painted wood were probably used to
decorate furniture. Decorative, knob-like handles of faience
were presumably applied to various receptacles.
L.T.
See:
Leospo, E. 1987 “Woodworking: Furniture and Cabinetry.” Egyptian Civilization:
Daily Life. Donadoni Roveri, A. M. (ed.), Milan.
Vandenbeusch, M. 2008 In Chappaz, J.-L. (ed.). Akhénaton et Néfertiti: Soleil et
ombres des pharaons. Geneva, pp. 232–33.
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Cat. no. 159

Cat. no. 161

NECKLACE WITH CYLINDRICAL BEADS

SCARAB

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Faience

Faience

L. 20 cm; D. 0.5 cm (beads)

L. 1.7 cm, W. 1.2 cm, D. 0.7cm

ÄM 21320; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

ÄM 28853; DOG excavation, 11/12/1912

Cat. no. 160

5 RINGS, 1 RING MOULD
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 47.2, well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 22022)

Cat. no. 162

Bronze, pottery, carnelian, faience

EAR STUD

L. 1.4–3 cm
ÄM 22022, ÄM 24865

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

ÄM 25547, ÄM 34699

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 18

ÄM 34694, ÄM 34698; DOG excavation, 3–18/12/1912

Bone
L. 2.5 cm, W. 1.3 cm

Whereas in P 47.2 a relatively large number of outstanding ob-

ÄM 21267; DOG excavation, 7/12/1912

jects could be recovered, there were relatively few rings or smaller
objects of the sort typical of, for example, the finds from the P
47.1 site. The bronze ring is from the well of the large courtyard
of P 47.2/3 and, given its material, could have been used as a
signet. The symbols “Beautiful are the manifestations of Ra,
the only one of Ra, ruler of Thebes”mentions the throne name
of Akhenaten before he changed his name in regnal year 6. The

Cat. no. 163

clay mould was used to produce faience rings engraved with

3 PEARLS

the throne name of King Smenkhkare, which could be seen as
further evidence that the city was not abandoned immediately

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

following Akhenaten’s death. The name of Akhenaten and the

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

name of his mother, Tiye, decorate other finger rings as well.

Glass, carnelian

Also represented are a ring bezel with floral decorations and

D. 1.3–2cm

another carnelian ring decorated with the Eye of Horus. The lat-

ÄM 35347, ÄM 35346 (2 objects); DOG excavation, 9 and

ter’s red colour emphasizes the defensive and protective power

11/12/1912

of this motif.
J.M.
Unpublished
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Cat. no. 164

ries of foundation rituals when building a temple.

17 FOUNDATION STONE OFFERINGS

Not infrequently, the foundation deposits are also indica-

(FISH, EARS AND SEEDS OF GRAIN)

tions of the building’s function. In the case of the site of
the find on the sculptor Thutmose’s property, it may have

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

been a storage room or a granary.

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

The offerings shown here, such as the ears, were documen-

Faience

ted frequently in Amarna. W. M. F. Petrie encountered such

L. 2.2 cm (fish); L. 1.3–1.7 cm

objects during his excavations in 1892 and published them

ÄM 35163

in 1894. A foundation stone offering in the form of an ear

ÄM 35169, ÄM 35170, ÄM 35171, ÄM 35172

of grain is documented as find no. 72 in House Q 47.1.

ÄM 35173, ÄM 35174, ÄM 35175, ÄM 35176, ÄM 35177
ÄM 35184, ÄM 35185, ÄM 35186, ÄM 35187, ÄM 35188, ÄM

S.S.

35189, ÄM 35190;
DOG excavation, 2 and 8/12/1912
The seventeen objects of blue faience presented here are
all from an offering in a foundation stone, also known as a
“foundation deposit.” The excavators did not note the precise location of the find within the complex.
This deposit, assuming it was completely uncovered by the
excavations in 1912, consisted of miniature fish and nine
stylised ears of grain and seven (originally also nine) grain
seeds. The two missing seeds were wartime losses.
Offerings in foundation stones are known from the Early
Dynastic Period – possibly even from the Pre-Dynastic Period – and were made continuously into the Greco-Roman
Period. Foundation offerings have also been found in Mesopotamia. In Egypt they were not limited to the divine or
royal areas – such as temples or palaces – but have also
been documented in private graves, fortifications, city walls
and residences. Foundation stone offerings were placed in
the foundation when construction of a building or grave
was begun; deposits in the broader surroundings of a building were also viable. Offerings often included votive
plaques, stone or clay vessels, tools used for construction
such as pickaxes, chisels, mortar and bricks in addition to
food and grinding stones for grain or incense. Because, in
the view of ancient Egyptians, form alone determined
function, these offerings were often produced as miniature
models. The materials also played a subordinate role and
the spectrum ranged from simple clay models to more valuable faience. The models were votive offerings intended
to purify the construction site symbolically before work began. These deposits of offerings were connected with a se378

See:
Petrie, W. M. F. 1849 Tell el Amarna. London, pl. 19, no. 469.
Schoske, S. 2007 Fest gemauert in der Erde: Grundsteinbeigaben im alten Ägypten.
Exh. cat. Munich 2, no. 33, p. 26 with fig. on p. 24.
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Cat. no. 165

Cat. no. 167

CARTOUCHE WITH NAME OF KING AKHENATEN

STONE WITH CARTOUCHE OF KING AKHENATEN

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Faience

Limestone

L. 2.2 cm

L. 3.7 cm, W. 1.5 cm, D. 1.8 cm

ÄM 35103; DOG excavation, 2/12/1912

ÄM 29066; DOG excavation, 8/12/1912

Cat. no. 166

Cat. no. 168

APPLIQUÉ IN THE SHAPE OF COBRA

GOBLET

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

Faience

Faience

L. 1.7 cm, W. 1 cm

H. 6.5 cm

ÄM 25357; DOG excavation, 3/12/1912

ÄM 22255; DOG excavation, 4/12/1912
This faience vessel is the only one of its kind to be found in
the entire workshop complex P 47.1–3. This material was
only used to make such small receptacles during the 18th
Dynasty. The uniformly modelled thickness of the goblet’s
walls is clearly evident from the long edge of the break and
suggests it was formed on a potter’s wheel.
E.W.
See:
Nicholson, P. T. and E. Peltenburg. 2000 “Egyptian Faience.” In Ancient Egyptian
Materials and Technology. P.T. Nicholson and I. Shaw (eds.). Cambridge, p. 189.
Patch, D. C. 1998 “By Necessity or Design: Faience Use in Ancient Egypt.” In Gifts
of the Nile: Ancient Egyptian Faience. Friedman, F. D. (ed.), London, p. 32.
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Cat. no. 169

Cat. no. 171

FRAGMENTS OF GYPSUM PLASTER

9 SICKLE BLADES

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 21363)

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 19 (21201), well P 47.2/3

Gypsum plaster

(ÄM 21203, ÄM 21294, ÄM 29126)

L. 4.5–17.5 cm, W. 3.4–11 cm

Flint

ÄM 21370 (4 objects)

L. 4.1–10.3 cm

ÄM 21344

ÄM 21201, ÄM 29122, ÄM 29125, ÄM 21203

ÄM 21363; DOG excavation, 6–17/12/1912

ÄM 30846, ÄM 29126, ÄM 29124, ÄM 29123, ÄM 21294; DOG
excavation, 6–18/12/1912

Cat. no. 170

18 MATERIAL SAMPLES
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2, room 30 (ÄM 21369), east of
room 18 (ÄM 21371)
Gypsum plaster, calcite-alabaster
L. 1.4–4.4 cm, W. 1.6–3.3 cm (ÄM 21369); L. 2–5 cm, W. 1.4–
3.7 cm (ÄM 21371)
ÄM 21369 (11 objects), ÄM 21371 (7 objects); DOG excavation,
7 and 10/12/1912
Borchardt devoted himself to not only impressive and wellpreserved finds such as statue heads and models but also

Cat. no. 172

took sculptural fragments and material samples from P 47.2

2 HORN FRAGMENTS

in the wide hall. In addition a model for a royal head (ÄM
21349), these include statue fragments (ÄM 21224, 21336) a

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

drill bit (ÄM 21362) and five alabaster splinters, one of which

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.2

retains paint traces. All of the pieces have been smoothed on

Horn

at least one side and show some signs of sculptural treatment.

L. 9 cm, W. 7.5 cm; L. 8.2 cm, W. 7.3 cm

The valuable type of stone, the form of several splinters and

ÄM 37348; DOG excavation, 8/12/1912

the surviving painting suggest that they are from a finished
object, perhaps an ointment vessel or some other utensil for
cosmetics. There were moreover, several plaster fragments
from one of the workshop rooms in the wing of an agricultural
buildings where there were relatively few finds that could
have been the result of sculptural model work.
E.W.
Unpublished
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Cat. no. 173

HEAD OF A KING WITH BLUE CROWN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3
Limestone
H. 10 cm, W. 6 cm, D. 7.9 cm
ÄM 21200; DOG excavation, 14/12/1912
This statuette head was found in the plastered courtyard
on the east wall of P47.3. A small alabaster falcon head,
the head and accompanying torso of a sandstone statue of
a princess, and a fragment of a Uraeus frieze were also discovered there. The blue crown identifies the head of this
statuette as a male royal. Part of the back pillar behind his
head has been preserved. On his forehead, the elongated
depression of the body of the Uraeus asp, made of a different material and inserted, is clearly visible. There are still
traces of red paint in the corner of his eyes and where the
crown meets his forehead. Remnants of black paint are visible on the contours of his eyes. The portrait statue has
two folds at the top of the neck, these are typical of depictions for the Amarna Period. Despite the lack of elements
that would be necessary to date the piece, such as the
mouth and nose, the almond-shaped eyes and modelling
of the facial features clearly point to the late Amarna Period.
During that phase softer features replaced protruding cheekbones, elongated facial forms and slit-like eyes. Statuettes
such as these may have been used in the private realm,
these they may have served as mediators to Aten in small
chapels and were perhaps themselves objects of cult worship.
L.T.
See:
Chappaz, J.-L. (ed.). 2008 Akhénaton et Néfertiti : Soleil et ombres des pharaons.
Exh. cat., Geneva, pp. 52, 222.
Jørgensen, M. 2005 Egyptian Art from the Amarna Period. Copenhagen, pp. 34–37.
Tietze, C. (ed.). 2008 Amarna: Lebensräume, Lebensbilder, Weltbilder. Potsdam, p.
234.
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Cat. no. 174

were able to reconstruct a seated double statue of Akhenaten

UNFINISHED HEAD OF A FEMALE FIGURE

and Nefertiti from the many remaining parts (see Reconstruction), comparable to a group of statues of the royal cou-

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, c. 1351–1334 BC

ple in the Louvre (AE 004253), to which the diary entry already

Akhet-Aten, house P 47.3, room 11

alluded (“As the pieces of the same material show, the head

Granodiorite

comes from a group that was supposed to portray the king

H. 24.0 cm, W. 16.0 cm, D. 16.3 cm

sitting next to the queen; cf. the half group in the Louvre”,

ÄM 21358; DOG excavation, 13/12/1912

excavation diary, 1912/1913, p. 83). The arms, feet and head
of the king have not yet been found. It is astonishing that

This head too is identified as a royal female, owing to the

these are the only monolithically worked objects from Ak-

slightly accentuated fillet and the tenons that would have

hetaten. We can only guess why this technique and this ma-

been used to attach a crown. Yet this head was not part of a

terial were used. It is to be hoped that further finds and pre-

composite statue; rather, as evidenced by the fact that the

cise studies will shed more light on the program for statues

lower part of the neck has been broken off and by the rem-

of the Amarna Period. It is reasonable to assume for house

nants of a back pillar, this piece was originally part of a smal-

P 47.3, given the context of the finds, that granite was the

ler-than-life statue carved from a single block. The long tenon

primary material in this workshop.

on the head was probably to attach a headgear that projected
well towards the back, and the recessions at the height of

J.M.

the temples suggest a blue cap crown, typical of Nefertiti,
was placed on the head. Do. Arnold thus defines this type as
“parts of composite statues”. The lips, the tenon, and the

See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/13, pp. 82ff, (Archive ÄMP).
Thompson, K.: Dyad of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, in: JEA 92, 2006, pp. 141–151.

part above the head are painted red; slight traces of a preliminary drawing in black, indicating further work to be done,
are still visible on the eyes and brows. The tip of the nose
has broken off, and the ears look unfinished. Compared to
other portraits of Nefertiti, the eyes are narrower and the
mouth broader; the cheek muscles already begin beneath
the temples. These less individual features of her appearance
suggest this is a work of the late Amarna Period.
This head is one of the few objects produced in granite that
came to Berlin when the finds were divided. In 1992, however,
K. Thompson discovered another 188 granite fragments amid
the rubble remaining from the DOG excavations from 1911 to
1914 and found that all the pieces came from house P 47.3.
The diary entry for 13 December 1912 includes a brief note on
this “pieces of black granite” and states that they were excavated in rooms 6, 10 and 12. Nevertheless, the excavation
team left these fragments behind on the site. Among the
fragments was part of a back pillar with no writing on it.
Thompson logically made a connection to the granite head
in Berlin, which was excavated in side room 11 of house P
47.3. Consequently, a gypsum plaster cast was made for further study, which revealed that the back pillar and head fit
together precisely. K. Thompson and her colleague D. Laboury
386

Ground plan of site with indication of location where the head and other granite
pieces were found. Excavation diary of the DOG, 1912/1913, p. 82 (Archive ÄMP).
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Cat. no. 175

Cat. no. 176

UNFINISHED HEAD OF A WOMAN

STATUE FACE FRAGMENT, LOWER HALF OF THE FACE

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3, "deep Hall"

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Sandstone

Sandstone

H. 17 cm, W. 16,2 cm, D. 10,3 cm

H. 8.7 cm, W. 5.5 cm, D. 3.3 cm

ÄM 21289; DOG excavation, 15.12.1912

ÄM 21207; DOG excavation, 11/12/1912

Cat. no. 177

SCULPTOR’S RELIEF STUDY, 2 EARS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3
Sandstone
H. 7.4 cm, W. 8.5 cm, D. 3.5 cm (left ear); H. 6.9 cm,
W. 6.2 cm; D. 3.3 cm (right ear)
ÄM 21206; DOG excavation, 13/12/1912
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Cat. no. 178

SCULPTURE ASSEMBLED FROM INDIVIDUAL FRAGMENTS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.03
Sandstone
L. 23.9 cm, W. 12.2 cm, D. 12 cm
ÄM 37352; DOG excavation, 15/12/1912 and March 1913
This object is assembled from twelve fragments that come
from two different groups of finds (ÄM 21372 and ÄM
21289). They are described separately here to permit a complete understanding of the reconstruction.
ÄM 21372: According to Ludwig Borchardt’s journal of the
finds, ÄM 21372 represents “several fragments from different sculptures”. No more precise context for the finds is
indicated. Sixteen pieces of the original twenty-four pieces
from ÄM 21372 were removed. Only eleven of these fragments could be assembled. It seems certain, however, that
the remaining pieces also belong to this object.
ÄM 21289: ÄM 21289 is, according to Ludwig Borchardt’s
journal of the finds, the head of an unfinished statue and
“a number of fragments of the same material that certainly
do not belong to it”. They were found in the so-called “deep
hall” of P 47.03. One fragment from ÄM 21289 was removed
from the group and assembled with the eleven fragments
of ÄM 21372 already mentioned to form the new number
ÄM 37352.
A.W.; L.T.
Unpublished
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Cat. no. 179

Cat. no. 181

EARRING

STATUE FRAGMENT, FEET

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Limestone

Calcite-alabaster

L. 4.3 cm

H. 6.8 cm, W. 7 cm, D. 9.8 cm

ÄM 21850; DOG excavation, 13/12/1912

ÄM 21216; DOG excavation, 13 and 14/12/1912

Cat. no. 180

Cat. no. 182

DECORATIVE ELEMENT

VESSEL BASE FRAGMENT

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3, well P 47.2/3

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Limestone

Limestone

L. 2.6 cm

D. 8.2 cm, H. 3.8 cm

ÄM 21268; DOG excavation, 17/12/1912

ÄM 30306; DOG excavation, 14/12/1912
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Cat. no. 183

SCULPTOR’S MODEL, FIST AND HEAD OF A FOREIGNER
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3
Limestone
H. 11 cm, W. 10 cm
ÄM 21191; DOG excavation, 14/12/1912
On the one hand Studies were used as exemplary models
for future objects, and on the other they enabled sculptors to practice and improve their skills. This test piece
shows a human profile with a pronounced nose and
mouth. The broad nostrils and protruding lips are characteristic of depictions of Nubians. In addition to the facial
study the limestone piece was used for a second exercise
– a clenched human fist holding a folded cloth that retains
clear traces of red paint.
L.T.
See:
Aldred, C. 1973 Akhenaten and Nefertiti. New York, p. 199.
Freed, R. E. 1999 “Art in the Service of Religion and the State.” In Pharaohs of
the Sun: Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Freed, R. E. et al. (eds.). Exh. cat.,
Boston, pp. 123–26.
Tiradritti, F. 2008 In Akhénaton et Néfertiti: Soleil et ombres des pharaons. J.-L.
Chappaz (ed.). Exh. cat., Geneva, p. 221.

Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, p.93
(Archive ÄMP).
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Cat. no. 184

resided in house P 47.3, a not so bad place either, and who

FRAGMENT OF A BLINKER

supervised the surrounding workshops, though he was ranked below the noble master of P 47.2? The find spot of the

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

piece would also be in line with this.”

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3, pit in the large courtyard P 47.2/3
Ivory

Although initially unable to identify it as a fragment of a

L. 11.3 cm, W. 4.8 cm, D. 0.6 cm

horse blinker, excavators were very precise and cautious in

ÄM 21193; DOG excavation, 17/12/1912

drawing conclusions, particularly in assigning the name to
one of the residents and in pointing out that Thutmose is

Only rarely has the name of a private individual from ancient

referred to only as “Sculptor” rather than “Chief Sculptor.”

Egypt enjoyed so great a degree of recognition as that of

In the subsequent period, this diligence in dealing with the

the sculptor Thutmose, whose only mention is found on

fragment and the inscription was quickly abandoned and

this – at first glance – rather unspectacular-looking object.

the “Sculptor” turned into “Chief Sculptor,” an idea that

Initially addressed as a fragment of a vessel lid, the ivory

had already been floated by Borchardt, and which led to

shard owes its identification as part of a horse blinker to

Thutmose quasi-automatically being proclaimed the creator

the research of R. Krauss and M. Eaton-Krauss, and can be

of the bust of Nefertiti.

directly compared with a find from the tomb of Tutankha-

Regardless of the extraordinary importance of the find, the

mun as well as corresponding depictions of horses and cha-

facts should admonish us to exercise greater restraint in

riots.

interpreting the blinker fragment. Be that as it may, it is li-

This significant find was unearthed during excavations

kely no longer possible – or for that matter advisable – to

along the four large tree pits in the courtyard of the premi-

change the now firmly established designation “Workshop

ses of P 47.2 and P 47.3 and recorded as follows in the exca-

of the sculptor Thutmose.”

vation journal entry dated December 17, 1912:
“The entire afternoon, work has been done here on the
large fountain. North of it two deep pits have been found
that formerly may have served as rubbish pits. Among the
finds in the western one of the two are, in addition to a
sm. alabaster fragment and a flint sickle element, two fragments of a copper object whose significance remains uncertain for now. Borchardt, who left after lunch at the house
to return to Cairo with the 2 o’clock train, paid a farewell
visit to the excavation and in the process identified the traces of writing neatly incised into this object as the longawaited name of our sculptor – he is called Thutmose. This
is what the bone fragment looks like: [the sketch also shows
a likely reconstruction of the piece as a whole]. The sides a
and b survive basically intact; how it would have continued
at b and c can no longer be determined. The inscription reads: ‘…for the Chief of Workers and Sculptor praised by the
Good God, Thutmose.’ Strikingly though, the man is not, as
we would expect from the owner of our stately home, called
Chief of Sculptors(like the chief sculptor of Teje, Jwtj, Dav.
Am. III, 18). Could it be, after all, the name of the man who
396

F.S.
See:
Excavation diary of the DOG 1912/1913, pp. 103 f. (Archive ÄMP).
Krauss, R. 1983 “Der Bildhauer Thutmose in Amarna.” In Jahrbuch Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, vol. XX , pp. 119–132.
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Cat. no. 185

3 WOOD FRAGMENTS
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3, well P 47.2/3 (ÄM 21208)
Wood
L. 6.5 cm (slat fragment); L. 11 cm (pointed piece of rounded
wood); L. 7.8 cm (kohl stick)
ÄM 35661, ÄM 35662, ÄM 21208; DOG excavation, 14 and
17/12/1912

Cat. no. 186

FRAGMENT OF A COW HORN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3
Horn
L. 12 cm
ÄM 37350; DOG excavation, 13/12/1912
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Cat. no. 187

SHARD WITH HIERATIC INSCRIPTION
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house P 47.3
Pottery
L. 13.7 cm, W. 14.8 cm
ÄM 37392; DOG excavation, 12/14/1912
During the 1911–1914 excavation campaigns of the Deutsche
Orient-Gesellschaft, excavators were primarily interested
in vessels that had survived intact, shards of “blue painted
ware,” and shards with hieratic inscriptions – such as this
rim fragment of a larger bottle.
Other shards and vessel fragments, which by today’s standards are also considered important, were not documented.
Since their discovery and first tentative transcription in the
log of finds the two lines of the inscription on the vessel
have suffered a considerable loss of clarity. As a result, we
can currently decipher only small fragments of the hieratic
signs, and these do not constitute a coherent text. The use
of ceramological analyses and specialized photographic processes may help restore the legibility of the two lines of
the inscription, of which we currently have only the transcript recorded in 1912 (below).
F.S.
Cat. no. 188
Unpublished

COW HORN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3
Pottery
L. 3.2 cm
ÄM 36989; DOG excavation, 13/12/1912

Cat. no. 189

HEAD OF A MONKEY
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3, well P 47.2/3
Pottery
L. 4.5 cm, W. 4 cm
Hieratic transcription

400

ÄM 21205; DOG excavation, 17/12/1912
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Cat. no. 190

Cat. no. 191

5 PIECES OF JEWELLERY

FRAGMENT, 2 INLAYS, 2 TILES

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Faience

Faience, glass

L. 1.2–1.9 cm

L. 1.8–7.7 cm

ÄM 22001, ÄM 34701

ÄM 37505, ÄM 36958

ÄM 28854, ÄM 28855, ÄM 35111; DOG excavation,

ÄM 30864

13–29/12/1912

ÄM 30626, ÄM 35287; DOG excavation, 11 and 13/12/1912

Figurative protective amulets were an important component of personal piety during all periods. Item ÄM 22001,
with a representation of the hippopotamus goddess Taweret and the Uraeus snake, provided protection from all types
of dangers. The fragment of a broken ring face (ÄM 34701)
with the throne name of the pharaoh Tutankhamun (NebCheperu-Re = “The lord of appearances is Ra”) comes from
the same house. The successor to the throne, possibly a
son of Akhenaten, gave up the city of Akhet-Aten shortly
after the start of his reign and moved to Memphis.
Because of its versatility, the scarab was an especially popular piece of jewellery. The two scarabs without writing
(ÄM 28854, ÄM 28855) were drilled with a hole along their
length and perhaps strung onto a necklace or decorated a
ring.
Necklaces possessed special significance in Egypt and were
always made of valuable materials. The small tablet (ÄM
35111) belonged to a necklace and its surface incision reads
“The good god Ra” (netjer-nefer-Re).
A.R.
See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, p. 100.
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Cat. no. 192

Cat. no. 193

2 METAL OBJECTS

2 NEEDLES

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Bronze, copper

Copper

L. 7.7 cm (chisel); D. 1.9 cm (fitting)

L. 10.6 cm, D. 0.2 m (left); L 8.2 cm, D. 0.2 cm (right)

ÄM 36247, ÄM 24362; DOG excavation, 11 and 14/12/1912

ÄM 24373, ÄM 24372; DOG excavation, 13 and 14/12/1912
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Cat. no. 194

Cat. no. 196

ALABASTER FRAGMENT

DRILL HEAD

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Calcite-alabaster

Quartzite

L. 7.6 cm, W. 2.9 cm, D. 1.5 cm

L. 11.6 cm, W. 5.5 cm, D. 5.5 cm

ÄM 30375; DOG excavation, 1912/1913

ÄM 21226; DOG excavation, 14/12/1912

Cat. no. 195

Cat. no. 197

3 MATERIAL SAMPLES

SICKLE BLADE

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

Akhet-Aten, House P 47.3

Akhet-Aten, house P 47.3, well P 47.2/3

Calcite-alabaster

Flint

L. 2–5.5 cm

L. 6.7 cm, W. 2.5 cm, D. 0.8 cm

ÄM 21328; DOG excavation, 14/12/1912

ÄM 21291; DOG excavation, 17/12/1912
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Cat. no. 198

VAT 1645 + 2709: EA 289

VAT 347: EA 162 (UPPER LEFT); VAT 1645–2709:

AbdiHeba, the ruler of Jerusalem, fears an attack

EA 289 (UPPER RIGHT); VAT 233–2197:
EA 27 (LOWER LEFT)

This tablet is a letter from Abdi Heba, the ruler of Jerusalem,
to the scribe of the pharaoh. He refers to political instability

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC

in the Egyptian provinces in Canaan. Abdi Heba is writing to

Akhet-Aten

inform Amenhotep IV about an imminent raid on Jerusalem

Clay

by the chieftains of the surrounding cities of Gazru (Gaza)

H. 20 cm, W. 13 cm, D. 3 cm (VAT 347: EA 162); H. 10.7 cm,

and Shakmu. At the same time he asks the pharaoh to send

W. 7 cm, D. 2 cm (VAT 1645 + 2709: EA 289); H. 25 cm,

him fifty men for the city’s protection and a representative

W. 18 cm, D. 3 cm (VAT 233 + 2197: EA 27)

to observe the Egyptian provinces.

VAT 347: EA 162, VAT 1646 + 2709: EA 289, VAT; Vorderasiatisches Museum Berlin
VAT 233 + 2197: EA 27
Between 1887 and today, approximately 400 cuneiform tab-

The gold scandal of Amarna

lets that were part of an archive have been found in the city
of Amarna. Today, more than half of those tablets are pre-

This cuneiform script text offers evidence of a dispute bet-

served at the Vorderasiastisches Musem Berlin. They are of-

ween Tushratta, King of Mittani, and Pharaoh Amenhotep

ficial letters that were drafted in the Babylonian language

IV. Two gold statues are missing from the bridal gifts of the

and in cuneiform script – the diplomatic language in the Near

Mittani princess Tadu-Hebaare. According to Tushratta, the

East during the 14th century – and were kept at the Bureau

statues that made their way to him were merely gilded wood

of the Correspondence of the Pharaoh in Amarna. In addition

statues, even though Egypt possessed “gold like dirt.” The

to letters sent from places including Babylonia, Assyria and

foreign ruler urges the pharaoh to honor the agreement re-

Mittani to Amarna, there are a few copies of dispatched

garding the bride price that had been reached with his father,

Egyptian letters. The Amarna letters span a period that starts

Amenhotep III. Added to this letter is a hieratic, i.e. and

with the 30th regnal year of Amenhotep III and ends with

Egyptian inscription that reads “copy of a letter from Naha-

the first regnal year of Tutankhamun.

rin,” that was obviously created for better understanding
when the letter was filed away in the Amarna archive. Naharin
is what the Egyptians called Mittani. A mineralogical analysis

VAT 347: EA 162

of the clay tablet revealed that this object, along with the

Letter from the Pharaoh of Egypt to Aziru, ruler of Amurru

other letters of this set, definitely came from Mittani itself,
rather than having been copied in Egypt. It must be assumed

This is a copy of a cuneiform letter that was drafted in Egypt

therefore that an Egyptian scribe added the hieratic inscrip-

itself and then sent to a vassal ruler in Syria. Amenhotep IV

tion after the letter arrived in Egypt.

accuses Aziru, ruler of the province of Amurru, of conspiring

V.L.

with his enemies, the local chieftains of Byblos and Kadesh.
The pharaoh does not mince words: he threatens Aziru and
his family with the death penalty if Aziru betrays him. He
also promises him rewards if Aziru continues to remain loyal
and turns the enemies of the pharaoh in. The letter concludes
with a list of those whom the ruler of Amurru is to turn over.

408

See:
Moran, W. L. 1992 The Amarna Letters. Baltimore/London.
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Cat. no. 199

FRAGMENTS OF THREE ROYAL SHABTIS OF AKHENATEN
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten
Granite, sandstone
H. 7–17 cm
Trustees of the British Museum, EA 65805; Petrie Museum
of Egyptian Archaeology, UCL, UC007, UC2236
Considering the abundance of these figures in the period
preceding Amenhotep IV/ Akhenaten, evidence of shabtis
in Akhet-Aten is rather limited. The majority of specimens,
which for the most part survive only in fragments, come
from the royal tomb groups and follow a fixed pattern of
representation: the arms of the mummiform figurines are
crossed over the chest, their hands may hold life-giving
symbols or insignia of power. The face is framed by a headscarf featuring a Uraeus on the front. The depicted king
also wears a divine beard characterizing him as godlike.
Rather than the traditional quote from the Book of the
Dead, these shabtis are inscribed with merely the name
cartouches and the titulary of the king. The figures are testament to the tradition and continued existence of a belief
in the hereafter, albeit one relating to the new official religion in a modified form. Rather than mere servants of the
deceased ruler, the funerary figurines were primarily intended to guarantee his union with the god.
The fragments presented here come from different figurines, two of which can be conclusively linked with Akehnaten
based on their cartouches. The head of the statuette also
displays stylistic features that are typical of depictions of
the king from the period. These include the elongated shape
of the face, the slightly slanted, almond-shaped eyes and
the full lips.
E.W.
See:
Barbash, Y. et al. 2008 In Akhénaton et Néfertiti. Soleil et ombres des pharaons.
Chappaz, J.-L. (ed.), Exh. cat., Geneva.
Schneider, H. D. 1977 Shabtis. An Introduction to the History of Ancient Egyptian
Funerary Statuettes, vol. I. Leiden, p. 289.
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UNFINISHED RELIEF DEPICTING TWO ROYAL
PERSONALITIES
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, O 49.12
Limestone
ÄM 20716; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
This unfinished relief by an unknown sculptor was found
in a small home in Akhet-Aten on December 11, 1911. On
the left side it shows a sitting pharaoh holding a cup level
to his mouth. Another royal figure pours him water or wine
from a small vessel. The Uraei on the bottom part of each
of the two figures’ crowns are indicative of their status.
The sun disk with a pair of rays emanating from it is depicted above the pair. The raised relief only shows the contours of the figures. The object is a stela in an unfinished
state, abandoned in the midst of production. According to
the inventory, preliminary black ink drawings were still present at the time of discovery; today they are no longer visible. The identity of the depicted figures has been the subject
of controversy for many years now. The king sitting enthroned on the left side can definitely be identified as a male,
whereas the gender of the figure facing him is less certain.
The buxom chest and wide hips would indicate a woman,
however, these features can also be observed in male figures
from the Amarna period. The short, crudely finished, yet
probably knee-length apron and the blue khepresh crown
both suggest a male. Borchardt assumed that the relief
originally came from sculptor’s workshop O 49.14 and was
later moved to house O 49.12. He does not, however, give
reasons for this speculation. Once finished, its purpose may
have been to serve as a house altar.
A.W.
See:
Borchardt, L. and H. Ricke. Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna. Berlin, p. 250.
Freed, R. E.; Markowitz, Y. J.; D´Auria, S. H.: Pharaos of the Sun. Akhenaten,
Nefertiti, Tutankhamen. Boston 1999, p. 246.
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Cat. no. 201

BUST OF A KING
New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1351–1334 BC
Akhet-Aten, house O 49.6, room 6
Limestone
ÄM 20496; DOG excavation, 1911/1912
This much-discussed limestone bust with red and black painting shows a king of the late Amarna period as youth. His
status is clearly indicated by the royal headscarf, while chronological attribution is confirmed by the object’s stylistic features. The identity of the subject, however, remains uncertain,
since candidates include not just Akhenaten and Tutankhamun, but also Smenkhkare. Three black curved lines indicate
the collar and a few areas with traces of red paint suggest
the allusion of additional chain links on top. The short neck is
marked near the chin by two folds, these are among the
typical innovations in representations from the Amarna period. The soft round face and the subtle nasolabial furrows
are indicative of the pharaoh’s youth. The down-turned corners
of the mouth place the physiognomy squarely within the tradition of conclusively attributed portrayals of Akhenaten,
suggesting that the subject is one of his successors. A partially
surviving ink line borders the relatively small and narrow eyes,
which were originally painted and not intended for inlays. The
thick black eyebrows emphatically frame the upper part of
the king’s face. Since there are no pins located on the back of
the bust’s head, we can assume that this portrait was to be
furnished with a wig or headscarf rather than a crown. House
P 49.6 where the object was found is a sculptor’s workshop
similar to the one attributed to the artist Thutmose (P 47.1–
3). The premises are, however, considerably smaller and laid
out differently. The famous pair of clasping hands (ÄM 20494)
and the unfinished yellow-sandstone face inlay of the king
(ÄM 22275) (both from room 5) belong to the same find context as the bust (from room 6).
A.W.
See:
Priese, K. H. (ed.). 1991 Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. Mainz, p. 120.

Borchardt and Ricke. Wohnhäuser, plan 76
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counterpart has only two. Her clearly accentuated pubic

RELIEF DEPICTING A KING AND QUEEN

area beneath the garment corresponds to his decorative
pendant that has eight Uraei and sun disks. His feet are

New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, ca. 1334 BC

covered with sandals, whereas the queen is barefoot. Cor-

Find spot unknown

responding to the king’s long walking stick are the two

H. 24.8 cm, W. 20 cm, D. 6.5 cm

sprays of three flowers. The ruler’s two hands point down

Limestone

and his feet are shown crossed, whereas the closed hands

ÄM 15000; acquisition

of the queen point upward and her feet stand straight on
the ground. That this relief is a sculptor’s study done in

According to the inventory of the Ägyptisches Museum Ber-

color is shown by the fact that the woman’s garment ex-

lin this relief, which is normally referred to as “Stroll in the

tends right into the crack in the limestone at the lower

Garden,” was acquired by Heinrich Schäfer “from Ali in Giza”

right corner. Something similar can be seen in the fluttering

who, by his own account, had found it in Akhet-Aten. The

hairband of the king. His left lower leg moreover, is rendered

execution and the subject matter of the relief have sparked

considerably larger in terms of proportion than the foot be-

many debates. What has been confirmed so far is that it

longing to it, a peculiarity that is definitely not ascribable

portrays a pharaoh and queen. The following remarks serve

to the sculptor’s intention.

to point out some distinctive features that allow a particular

A.W.

view of the details of the depiction. What these features
are intended to clarify is that the two individuals are sharply
contrasted within the composition and yet somehow, even
though they do not touch one another, form a pair. The
sense of togetherness is achieved mostly through the style,
the body forms and the colors used, elements that are
echoed at the same level in each figure’s counterpart. The
pair is depicted in a pose facing one another. The artistic
treatment of the eyes creates the impression that the king
is looking straight at his spouse, while the viewer looks
straight into her eyes. The blue curled wig of the pharaoh
features only one Uraeus, as opposed to the two Uraei with
sun disk on the head of his partner. Moreover, she clearly
wears a single headband, as there is no segmentation at
its ends. The band is flapping in the wind, but this element
is painted on. The ruler, on the other hand, wears two headbands that, like the rest of his figure, are carved into the
stone. His collar lies tightly around the shoulders and show
well-defined contours, while the woman’s decoration sticks
out somewhat from the garment and has an applied paint
wash. The king’s apron extends from the back down to the
navel along a diagonal ribbon, while the lower part from
the hip down is rendered in horizontally striped pleats. The
situation is exactly reversed in the case of the queen: the
top of her garment has horizontal stripes while the folds in
the remaining portion run top-down. In addition, the pharaoh wears four pleated bands over his apron, while his
416

See:
Fay, B. 1986 “Nefertiti Three Times.” In Jahrbuch der Berliner Museen, no. 23.
Berlin, pp. 359–376.
Reeves, N. 2000 Echnaton: Ägyptens falscher Prophet. Mainz, p. 169.
Settgast, J. and W. Wildung 1989 Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. Berlin, pp. 102–103.
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100 YEARS OF THE DISCOVERY
OF NEFERTITI
Mariana Jung

“Life-sized painted bust of the queen, 47 cm high. With the blue wig cut straight on top, and garlanded by a by a band at half height. Colours look freshly painted. Really wonderful work. No use
describing it, you have to see it.”1
These were the words used by Ludwig Borchardt to describe the bust of Nefertiti immediately following her discovery on December 6, 1912. Borchardt could not have had more than the slightest
inkling of the significance this find would continue to have to this day. Since her first public presentation in 1924, the bust has been the continuous focus of German and Egyptian cultural and political
interests. A a complement to the archaeological and cultural-historical findings of the excavations
in Amarna, the exhibition “In the Light of Amarna – 100 Years of the Find of Nefertiti” will therefore
go beyond the history of the excavations themselves to discuss the circumstances that relate to
the division of finds as well as the dispute on the legality of the process. In addition, consideration
will be given to the staging and marketing of Nefertiti as art icon in the 20th and 21st centuries, a
feature that has played a central role throughout the world, and particularly in Egypt and Germany.
The individual contributions in this portion of the catalogue offer insights to current research
findings and link the discovery of the bust of Nefertiti to the far-reaching history of her reception.
The beginning of the catalogue addresses the excavation itself and the visit of the royal party to
Amarna, this is followed by an article on James Simon, the man who financed the excavations and
donated the Amarna objects to the museum. The reception of the Nefertiti bust, Amenhotep
IV/Akhenaten and the Amarna period in literature and art, and find return requests as seen from a
German perspective before the Second World War, constitute the final contributions.

FIG. 1A Remains of wall painting from House
Q 46.1, room 6. Watercolor from the excavation
documentation of February 2, 1913

JAMES SIMON, THE DEUTSCHE ORIENT-GESELLSCHAFT AND THE EXCAVATIONS IN TELL EL-AMARNA
The excavations in Tell el-Amarna were undertaken between 1911 and 1914 on behalf of the Deutsche
Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG). Director of Excavations was German archaeologist and architectural researcher Ludwig Borchardt (1863–1938), who since 1907 had been Director of the Kaiserlich Deutsches
Institut für Ägyptische Altertumskunde (Imperial German Institute for Egyptian Archaeology) in
Cairo. These excavations were financed by Prussian-Jewish art collector and patron James Simon
(1851–1932). On January 24, 1898 Simon founded the DOG with the aim of financing excavations for
German museums. As a result of close cooperation between state institutions, such as the Berlin
museums and the Akademie der Wissenschaften and private sponsors, numerous projects could
be carried out. Many of the most famous objects in the museums today are the result of excavations
undertaken during that period in Mesopotamia, Palestine and Egypt. The DOG was fully committed
421
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on behalf of the museums, a policy that was also in tune with the cultural policy objectives of the
German Kaiser Wilhelm II. In March 1901 Kaiser Wilhelm II became Protector of the Excavation
Society, a circumstance that lent it international prestige. In the years following 1900 the DOG continued to be active in Egypt because – among other reasons – Simon was convinced of the necessity
of archaeological field research in Egypt, not only to support German archaeological efforts there,
but also to expand museum collections by means of current excavation projects.2
Borchardt had been engaged as scientific attaché at the Imperial Consulate General in Cairo
since 1899. His work there included the negotiation of purchases for the Ägyptisches Museum in
Berlin and cataloguing objects in the Egyptian Museum collection in Cairo for the Services des Antiquités d‘Égypte. Borchardt directed excavations on behalf of the DOG in Abusir (1902–1908), Abusir
el-Meleq (1905–1906) and in Tell el-Amarna (1911–1914).3 Simon personally financed large parts of
the excavations and, starting in 1911, began to take on all of the costs as his own expenses. As a
result of this, he received the excavation commission for Amarna while the DOG undertook the
actual excavation work.4

THE 1912/13 EXCAVATION AND THE DIVISION OF FINDS
Several campaigns resulted in the unearthing of a large number of different objects from the
Amarna period as well as unique archaeological finds. Everything that was found was documented
in excavation journals and find lists as well as in the form of sketches, aquarelles and photographs
(fig. 1). This archaeologically sound documentation of the individual objects continues to be used
today for scientific research, and the objects themselves provide valuable insights to the social,
quotidian and religious life of the inhabitants of Achetaton in both the private and royal contexts.
Another of Borchardt’s merits was his detailed record of the entire city structure of Amarna, the
residential buildings in particular, which were subsequently developed in Herbert Ricke’s comprehensive 1980 publication Die Wohnhäuser in Tell el-Amarna (Residential Buildings of Amarna).
The finds of the 1912/13 dig are particularly noteworthy. Borchardt and his team unearthed
numerous buildings in the city, including the living quarters and workshop complex of the Ancient
Egyptian craftsman Thutmose (building P 47,1–3). On December 6, 1912 a team under the supervision
of Egyptologist Hermann Ranke found first fragments of a bust of Akhenaten (Berlin, ÄM 21360)
and other royal and private portrait heads and plaster models, and then discovered the colourful
bust of Nefertiti.5
As documented in the official division of finds protocol, the division of the finds took place
on January 20, 1913 (fig 2). In the presence of the Inspector of the Service des Antiquités d’Égypte,
the division was made à moitié exacte, or, into two equal parts. The bust of the “colourful queen”
as well as all finds from P47,1–3 were granted to Berlin. This was because during the tenure of
Director of Antiquities Service Gaston Maspero, he was committed to ensuring that all finds relating
to a single context remained together – thus safeguarding scientific interest – rather than keeping
individual outstanding items in Cairo.6
All the objects passed into the possession of James Simon, the financier of the excavations.
He initially set them up in his villa on Tiergartenstraße, where the Nefertiti bust was first seen by,
among others, Kaiser Wilhelm II. Simon had two copies of the bust made, one for himself and a
second as a gift to Wilhelm II. The latter copy is now in Huis Doorn in the Netherlands.
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FROM THE FIRST EXHIBITION IN 1913 TO THE PRESENTATION OF THE BUST IN 1924
In spite of the division of finds into two equal parts, the items associated with the Nefertiti site remained together, and came in their entirety to Berlin. At that time, the Egyptian Service of Antiquities
raised no objection to the items from Cairo being made available for an exhibition in Berlin. Simon
presented his share of the findings to the Ägyptisches Museum, initially in the form of a permanent
loan, before transferring them to the museum’s ownership as a outright gift on July 11, 1920.
On November 5, 1913 Heinrich Schäfer opened the special exhibition in the colonnaded courtyard
of the Ägyptisches Museum, where the Amarna finds were – with the exception of the bust of Nefertiti and a few other selected objects – displayed in their entirety. Because research up to that
time had focused more on the various inscriptions on the reliefs of the Amarna period and other
texts and less on the art itself, this presentation of Amarna art was sensational and unique. An extensive media echo points to the significance of the exhibition, which in view of the broad public
interest was extended up until to the beginning of June 1914.7
Following the First World War, Schäfer had set the Amarna objects up in a gallery on the
upper floor around the colonnaded courtyard before they were displayed again in a new exhibition
staged in March 1924, with the bust of Nefertiti now centre stage. After reconstruction, the socalled Amarna Courtyard was created in the Greek Courtyard, where the exhibits were presented to
the public in front of white walls (fig. 3). Within this “white cube” the Amarna finds received a
modern exhibition setting that set them visibly apart from the flamboyantly colourful rooms of the
Ägyptisches Museum.8
The exhibition marking the re-opening in 1924 was not the first time that the bust of Nefertiti
had been presented to the public. Ludwig Borchardt and Heinrich Schäfer had been at odds regarding
publicising the bust ever since the first Amarna exhibition in 1913. In Borchardt’s opinion, the
Nefertiti find should be treated with discretion, as he feared an escalation of the situation regarding
the excavation and division of the finds in Egypt.9 Schäfer, however, Director of the Ägyptisches
Museum since 1914, simply disregarded the discretion requested by Burchardt, going ahead and
distributing sketches and photographs of the bust. As an example of this policy, 1922 saw the publication of the richly illustrated work of the painter Clara Siemens and writer Grethe Auer König
Echnaton in El-Amarna (King Akhenaten in El-Amarna), which included a profile drawing of Nefertiti
and other impressive graphics of the Amarna period (fig. 4). In 1924, Borchardt then published the
first colour plates of the bust in his book Porträts der Königin Nofretete (Portraits of Queen Nefertiti),
showing the bust in all its beauty.10
The presentation of the Nefertiti bust unleashed a wave of fascination and enthusiasm that
has lasted to this day. The press elevated Nefertiti to an icon, and she has remained an integral
component of Berlin culture.

FIG. 1B Plan of House P 47.2; bath in room
6. Plan from the excavation documentation of
December 29, 1912

THE CONFLICT REGARDING HER RETURN AND THE FASCINATION WITH NEFERTITI:
FROM 1924 TO TODAY
The first public presentation of the bust in the Neues Museum heralded the beginning of regular
requests for its return – first from the French and then from the Egyptian sides. In 1858 Frenchman
Auguste Mariette founded the Services des Antiquités d’Egypte, and set up the first museum for
Ancient Egyptian monuments in Cairo. Thus the supervision of digs, the issuing of excavation commissions and the division of finds was controlled by the French until 1952, while the British enjoyed
(and had since 1882) political hegemony in Egypt.11 Pierre Lacau was the decisive protagonist of the
423
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FIG. 2A Division of objects list from January 20,
1913, page 1

FIG. 2B Division of objects list from January 20,
1913, page 2

first phase of the demands for the return of the finds. From 1914 to 1936 he was Director of Egypt’s
Supreme Council of Antiquities in Cairo, from which position he monitored all the archaeological
excavations and research in Egypt. Due to the legally defined division of finds, Lacau was only able
to put forward moral grounds for the bust’s restitution, and thereby attempted in various ways to
achieve its return. Although only partially enforced, this included banning the Berlin museum from
excavating in Egypt.12

FIG. 3 New installation of the Amarna collection
in the New Museum, 1924: Amarna Court/Greek
Court after the alterations of 1921; partial view of
the Amarna Court, installation with low glass roof
on angular pillars, Egyptian sculptures on pedestals, show cases with Egyptian decorative arts
and Nefertiti beneath a bell jar.
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FIG. 4 Akhenaten and Nefertiti on one of the
Amarna Boundary Stelae

In 1930 the German-French conflict over the return of the bust led to an official offer of exchange from France. The bust of Nefertiti was to be traded in exchange for two remarkable and
unique objects from the Cairo Museum: a statue of Ranofer, the priest of Ptah and Sokari, dating to
the Old Kingdom and a scribe statue of Amenhotep, son of Hapu, dating from the New Kingdom
(fig. 5). Notwithstanding this offer and long negotiations, the bust remained in Berlin.13 Heinrich
Schäfer, who wanted to approve the exchange, failed in the summer of 1930 due to the fierce opposition campaign mounted by the Berlin press against the exchange of the bust. Numerous reports
appeared on a daily basis in the print media, including German satirical magazines such as Kladderadatsch, which addressed the request for the return of Nefertiti in caricatures (fig. 6).
In the autumn of 1933, the Prussian Prime Minister Hermann Goering re-opened negotiations
for the return of the bust with the Egyptian Government under King Fouad I, but this was rejected
by Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler on October 12, 1933.14 During the Second World War, the bust and
other treasures from Ancient Egypt were first placed in a bunker in the Berlin Zoo for safekeeping,
and were evacuated in March 1945 to Kaiseroda in Thuringia. They were then confiscated by American
occupation forces and briefly kept in Frankfurt/Main before reaching the Landesmuseum in Wiesbaden, where a central art collection point had been set up. The bust of Nefertiti was displayed in a
special exhibition before being officially returned to West Berlin in 1956. Nefertiti was subsequently
on display at several exhibition venues: initially in Dahlem, then in Charlottenburg and in a special
exhibition at the Kulturforum on Potsdamer Platz, before returning to Museum Island. She was
provisionally housed in the Altes Museum from 2005 to 2009 until finally returning to her original
place of exhibition upon the reopening of the Neues Museum.15
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FIG. 5 “Head of Queen Nefertiti. Newspaper
article from the April 11, 1930 Brandenburger
Anzeiger

FIG. 6 Egyptian exchange agreement with King
Fuad. Original print sample for the satirical publication Kladderadatsch, June 8, 1930

Since her first exhibition in 1924, the bust of Nefertiti has been repeatedly adopted for a wide
range of purposes. The scientific, literary, artistic and popular discourse surrounding the famous
bust has led to various portrayals. Berlin, Germany and Egypt all identify with the persona of
Nefertiti and her famous depiction in their own different ways. One example of its cultural and international reception is provided in Variations on a Theme by Queen Nefertiti by film director Billy
Wilder, who together with Bruce Houston, had a series of 14 different plaster cast busts made in
the styles of Salvador Dali, Pablo Picasso, Andy Warhol and other artists. In 1999, these busts were
displayed in the Ägyptisches Museum in Berlin. The bust of Nefertiti has become an art object per
se, included in works by other contemporary artists or in the Duckomenta, an exhibition comprised
of more than 400 exhibits featuring the internationally renowned work of art reimagined in the
Donald Duck style.
Nefertiti’s popularity and the cult surrounding her have paved the way for various advertising
campaigns and the marketing of her timeless beauty. As such, she appears as an advertising figure
in various magazines and on posters, such as for Egypt Air and the Berliner Morgenpost newspaper.
She is an object of literature, not only in children’s books but also in novels, biographies and
historical narratives, and has long since played a key international role. Nefertiti has provided the
foundation for various myths, secrets and legends. The theatre (Agatha Christie’s 1937 Akhenaton),
the opera (Philipp Glass’ 1983 Akhenaton) and the cinema, for example the famous 1961 Italian film
Nefertite – Regina del Nilo, and various documentaries (the German TV channel ZDF, amongst many
others), have all contributed to Nefertiti attaining the status of a contemporary role model.
Product ideas have also spread over into the popular commercial sector and even into kitsch:
mini busts in various colour combinations, cosmetic products, jewellery, papyri and calendars on
through to USB sticks and whiskey decanters in the form of the bust, are available on the international
market. Reproductions in the form of plaster casts, both painted and unpainted, as well as from
other materials are snapped up by consumers from around the world. Wherever one looks the
various products and depictions of Nefertiti are a global sales success.
The famous bust is an artwork that dates to the Amarna period; it was created as a model by
an ancient Egyptian sculptor and most likely never left Achetaton. In the aftermath of her discovery
in 1912 the bust has undergone a sea change: from model to archaeological object to modern-day
cult image. The popularity of the Nefertiti bust has continued uninterrupted since the moment of
her first exhibition; she has been elevated to an icon of Western culture and has since become
deeply anchored in our cultural memory.
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The Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) was founded in 1898 due to the active initiative of Berlin
businessman and patron of the arts James Simon (1851–1932). The DOG made it its mission to
expand the collections of German museums, particularly the Royal Museums of Berlin, with discoveries acquired through excavations in the Middle East, that were coordinated and conducted by the
organization. Spectacular dig sites, which held the promise of equally spectacular finds, were initially
sought. This started in 1899 with none less than Babylon, followed in 1903 by Assur. Both of these
long-term major excavations were primarily co-funded through subsidies from the Prussian state
and Kaiser William II.
When the DOG had an opportunity to expand its activities and conduct its own excavations in
Egypt in the fall of 1901, it decided to do so. This was possible because James Simon was willing to
provide the necessary means. Between 1898 and 1901, the Berlin Museums had already begun
working on the burial precincts of the 5th dynasty kings near the village of Abusir, south of Cairo.
Toward the end this project was directed by Egyptologist and architect Ludwig Borchardt (1863–

FIG. 1 James Simon (1905)
FIG. 2 Ludwig Borchardt (1934)
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1938) (fig. 1 and 2). The DOG took the work over in January 1902 and it was then that they began to
make many important discoveries. The objects awarded to the German side were initially displayed
at the Neue Museum on Berlin’s Museum Island, and afterward distributed to various other German
collections.2 Up until 1908 the DOG was involved with excavations in the area of Abusir as well as
with the prehistoric cemetery near Abusir el-Meleq (1905–1906).3
Beginning in 1905/06, numerous first-class artworks from Tell el-Amarna appeared on the
Egyptian art market.4 This led Ludwig Borchardt to indicate that a worthwhile dig site was about to
open up to the DOG board of directors. If they want to secure it they needed to act quickly, as
American and French researchers had also expressed interest in excavations at Amarna. Borchardt
eventually succeeded in securing the site for Germany.5
In accordance with his suggestion, the DOG board decided to proceed with a test dig at
Amarna, which was financed by James Simon, in January 1907. After the first several days of work
Borchardt informed Bruno Güterbock, Secretary of the DOG, that this preliminary excavation had
demonstrated, “that a thorough systematic approach to the endlessly expanding area … apart
from the assured scientific results, would also yield something for our German museums. But it
must be carried out thoroughly.”6
However, systematic excavations at Amarna did not begin until 1911. Apart from the hefty
confrontations between Borchardt and the DOG board – which will not be discussed here and which
without Simon’s mediation would have lead to a complete break – it was of upmost importance to
solve the DOG’s financial predicament, which had been caused by the unforeseeably high costs of the
ever more comprehensive excavations and the costly transportation of finds from the Sahure area
near Abusir. Thus, in regard to financing the excavations at Amarna, it was necessary to financially relieve the DOG in order to maintain its functionality. This is why James Simon suggested in 1908 that
the excavation permit for Amarna be issued to him personally, and that the DOG take over execution
of the excavation work.7 Borchardt grasped hold of this idea, which had precedent, at the end of 1910.8
James Simon assented and had a new excavation agreement signed by Ludwig Borchardt on January
23, 1911, back-dated to the trial dig of 1908.9 Thus, the DOG never officially possessed an excavation
permit for Amarna. The permit of August 29, 1911, issued to Simon personally by the Egyptian
Antiquities Service permitted, “the excavation work to be transferred to other persons or organizations,”
which meant that the excavations were carried out in Simon’s name by the DOG.10 The details governed
a contract of work and services between Simon and the DOG whereby the DOG should begin excavation
work at Amarna during the winter months of 1911/12. It was furthermore agreed that by default Simon
would be designated owner of the German division of finds. In return, Simon guaranteed to pay
30,000 German Marks for each excavation campaign (fig. 3).
In this way the five-percent accessions tax, which had been introduced by the German Reich
in 1906 and Simon or the DOG would otherwise have had to pay to the Treasury, could be circumvented. This circumstance was a further and highly convincing argument in favour of Simon’s participation in Amarna. Here he was financing an effectively tax-free private excavation, carried out
by the DOG.
In this way, the accessions tax, which in Simon’s eyes was hostile to the promotion of culture,
could be circumvented. This is the only reason that can explain why he retained the arrangement
for loaning objects found in Amarna to the Berlin Museums in his revised agreement rather than
making an immediate bequest.
The first excavation campaign of Amarna, held in winter 1911/12 yielded surprising as well as
spectacular finds. These were for the most part portraits of the Pharaoh Akhenaten’s family mem428
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bers. Due to their high quality and atypically naturalistic rendering, they were quite unique for the
period.11 Due to the upcoming division of finds in the beginning of February 1912 Borchardt admonished the DOG board to be extremely cautious in their handling of the discoveries. According to Borchardt one must, “say as little as possible” about them, “so that it won’t jeopardize the future
division of our finds.” Everything should be handled “with the utmost secrecy.”12 To his patron,
whom he held in high personal regard, he emphasized that when the division is: “favourable to us,
we should in the years to come be tight-lipped about which treasures we have received, otherwise,
subsequent divisions of finds could easily be less advantageous.”13
At that point in time – and not simply in light of the discovery of the colourful Nefertiti bust
– Borchardt’s strategy in dealing with the discoveries that the Germans were granted was clear: according to him, they were to be mentioned as little as possible. The reason for this was directly
related to his fear that the laws governing archaeological excavations and the division of finds
could become more stringent.14 Borchardt was unquestionably one of the best-informed men regarding the complex circumstances in Egypt. He repeatedly observed the fragile relationship between
the French-led Antiquities Service and the British military powers. Finally, it was certainly clear
that the generous practice of division of the French Antiquities Service, which, in the case of the
sensational finds in Amarna was planned under the direction of Gaston Masperos, would quickly
excite envy that could lead to tension between Great Britain and France and to more restrictive legislation.
Borchardt would have had no interest in this, as it was he already constantly manoeuvring
between French and British interests in Egypt. The ability of the Germans to influence events in
Egypt was more or less confined to what he could achieve through his cordial personal relationships,
his skill in dealing with the various actors, and his extraordinary knowledge about the situation in

FIG. 3 Amarna excavation concession
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the Egypt. Borchardt’s greatest fear must have been that the extraordinary finds he had already
made in the first Amarna campaign could turn into a disaster for him, and that opportunities for
future excavations in Amarna might be limited, or even completely withdrawn, by the French. Since
the French would be digging in the immediate vicinity, he brought this to the attention of the DOG:
“Their concession extends northwards from Derwa, therefore intruding on our ‘Tell el-Amarna
on both sides of the river,’ precisely at a critical point. Since our concession is precisely demarcated
by the ancient boundary stelae, I will first draw attention to our boundaries with Weill, who is
directing the French excavation there. If he still wants to expand excavations into our area, I will
protest and request that you then lodge this protest again officially. Due to the system we established
years ago Tell-Amarna is too important for us to allow to our concession to be hemmed in or … curtailed.”15
Borchardt’s fears about the excavations in Amarna were not confirmed. Instead, all the campaigns went more or less according to plan and the first division of finds was favourable.
Borchardt gave Heinrich Schäfer the central piece, the so-called great head of King Akhenaten,
to bring to Germany personally. Schäfer, who was in Cairo at the time, was the second director of
the Egyptian Department of the Berlin Museums. Schäfer arrived in Berlin on March 10, 1912 and
bestowed the artwork upon James Simon who found himself “full of admiration” for the bust.16 All
finds awarded to Simon in this first campaign were immediately sent to the Berlin Museums. He
would have especially liked to keep a small alabaster statue for himself, “But I cannot do that to
our friends at the museum,” he wrote Borchardt.17 Sublimation of his personal wishes and an
unfailing commitment to the concerns of the DOG and the museums were the reigning characteristics
of Simon’s engagement.
The second excavation campaign in Amarna brought the most spectacular discovery. In an
excavation field divided into quadrants, on St. Nicholas Day 1912, in house P 47.2, the first significant
fragment of a bust of Akhenaten was discovered under the direction of leading Egyptologist
Hermann Ranke. Near other first-class busts of primarily princesses, the colourful, renowned-tothis-day bust of Nefertiti was found in Room 19 of the workshop. Under Find No. 7 the excavation
log noted: “life-sized painted bust of the queen, 47cm tall With the blue wig cut straight on top,
and garlanded by a band at half height. Colours look freshly painted. Really wonderful work. No use
describing it, you have to see it.”18
In any event, the numerous pages of the daily log transcriptions in Berlin were at first indecipherable. This led once more to exasperation between the DOG and Borchardt.19 Still, James Simon,
who acted here again as a steadying interlocutor, let the excavators know at the end of the year1912
how pleased they should be with their results: “You should be convinced that each of us, without
exception, is very grateful for the wonderful results of your work, and also grateful that you chose
this site and affirmed its significance. Because of this, I believe our Egyptian Department has made
significant advances, and the DOG will benefit to the same extent.”20
In this letter Simon also informed Borchardt that on the occasion of a meeting with the Kaiser
on December 22, 1912, he “was able to personally give a detailed report about Tell Amarna and the
workshops.”21 This means Wilhelm II already knew at this early date about the sensational finds
from the Thutmose sculpture workshop – and certainly about the colourful Nefertiti bust as well.
Among the excavators there was naturally scant hope that this piece, unique due to its
splendid colours, would be awarded to them when the finds were divided up, since a new excavation
law had recently come into effect that provided for an equal split of finds (partage à moité exacte).22
In Berlin, the managing board of the DOG was informed about the sensational finds. They also
430
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didn’t hold great prospects for the acquisition of the crowning piece. James Simon resignedly
reported that he, “hadn’t the slightest hope that we can keep this trove together, the French have
taken something each time, and they also know how much an first-class piece is worth today, so I
don’t believe that we will receive everything, even with 36 thousand … Borchardt wrote me: no
matter how the finds are divided up, enough will remain for the DOG. That is the most important
thing. Naturally no money should be paid, unless we receive everything. It would have to be about
the queen. Maybe Borchardt can buy it alone, spending as much as he wants, though not over 36
thousand.”23
James Simon evidently wanted to do whatever it took to win this colourful bust of Nefertiti
for Berlin. He was also prepared to pay a sum that would vastly surpass the going price for Aegyptica
– especially in consideration that an entire excavation campaign in Amarna could be financed for a
lesser sum.
On January 19, 1913 – the evening before the division of finds – the German excavation participants and their visitors had no hope of securing the coloured Nefertiti bust for Berlin and, as Bruno
Güterbock who at that time was visiting Amarna, later recorded, “each, with a candle in his hand,
made a pilgrimage to the warehouse to bid farewell to the ‘colourful Queen,’ since nothing less was
expected”.24 Yet on the day the finds were divided, Borchardt was able to report to Schäfer, “that we
have… done remarkably well. I have foreseen from the telegram that the descriptions of the
individual pieces for Cairo was a little difficult according to the division lists and photography, and
since the photos are not yet all with you, the descriptions alone would have been rather useless.
I can only congratulate the Berlin Museum. When this find is placed side by side with the
Abusir objects, then the Berlin Museum will be first after Cairo.25 The division was such that the Finance Ministry is now demanding a partage à moitié exacte, extremely difficult, and I still don’t
know how I managed to direct the split in this way … you will read the results in a couple of days in
the journal. In my last letter I had imagined it to be much worse.”26 Based on this letter, Borchardt
had not been completely sure he would get his way in the division of finds. In fact, aside from the
unique painted Nefertiti bust, numerous other high-quality and even outstanding portraits of the
ruling family of Akhenaten were included in Berlin’s share of the finds. To balance things out, Cairo
was granted masterpieces that included a unique coloured folding altar and an outstanding stone
bust of Nefertiti. It was Borchardt’s talent for using his persuasive skills that was the deciding
factor in the division of the spoils. The decision to leave the painted Nefertiti bust to the Germans
was made by the French officials in the Egyptian Antiquities Administration.
After the division of the finds on January 20, 1913 the objects initially remained in Amarna.
The colorful Nefertiti bust came to Cairo separately, where, beginning on February 2nd, it was kept
at Borchardt’s house. From there it set out on its journey to Berlin. On February 5th Schäfer informed
Borchardt that, “Today Her Majesty left my house, where she has was housed since Sunday. Soon
after this letter arrives you will see her. Enjoy it! I will not rest until I receive a telegram from her
about her safe arrival.”27
In the campaign of 1911 Heinrich Schäfer personally brought the main object of the find to
Berlin personally, this year it was not possible to do so. Ludwig Borchardt, who might well have
liked to personally hand over the colourful bust of Nefertiti to his Berlin patron James Simon, was
not able to do so, due to numerous commitments in Egypt. Who could possibly have been the
“shipping agent” that delivered the colourful Nefertiti bust? Up until now, this question had
remained unanswered. Now there are two revealing clues. First, the previously quoted letter from
James Simon written on December 30, 1912 communicates that his son Heinrich, “should unwind
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FIG. 4 Heinrich Simon (ca. 1910)

his nerves, [and] would pay you a visit shortly.”28 No precise records exist that prove that Heinrich
Simon (1885–1946) was actually in Cairo at the time, however, this announcement likely indicates
that he was there. Furthermore, there is until this day, a lively family myth among the descendants
of James Simon that it Heinrich Simon personally brought the coloured bust of Nefertiti to Berlin in
a suitcase. He himself reported this matter to members of the family (fig. 4 and 5, left: Heinrich Simon, right: Nefertiti).29
Borchardt would probably have suggested in a telegram to Simon, that to simplify matters,
his son should bring the bust to Berlin himself. The bust would have arrived a few days later, around
432
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FIG. 5 Bust of Queen Nefertiti
(Berlin, ÄM 21300)

February 10, 1913. Its first home in Berlin was at the villa of its new owner James Simon at Tiergartenstrasse 15a.
As with the finds of the previous year, Ludwig Borchardt told his Berlin colleague Heinrich
Schäfer that, “the matter is to be handled not only discreetly, but also secretly. The circumstances
are now becoming more difficult with each passing day. If we want to get anything else worthy out
of our excavations, we will have to start using the London system of deep cellars – as difficult as
some of us might find it to do that.”30 Borchardt was alluding here to the established practice of
Londoner Museum officials and excavators, which was to not immediately display significant finds.
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As was the case with the first division of finds, Borchardt did not tire in his written announcements from continually emphasizing that the situation was becoming more difficult, and that one
must exercise the utmost discretion with the public regarding the finds since “an unfavourable
wind blows against Germany.”31
Borchardt originally intended on exhibiting all the finds – including the objects that had stayed
in Cairo – in Berlin for academic purposes.32 Only a few days later, however, he wrote Schäfer: “Please
forget about plans for an exhibition of these year’s finds, it wouldn’t be possible without causing a
sensation. At the most, we can do an exhibition at a discreet location for a small circle of specially
invited people and that’s it.”33
Borchardt was downright alarmed when he discovered that, “recently the Survey Department
is again showing interest in my correspondence. They have started to read the letters from my wife
to her mother and vice-versa, and even retained some of them … the day after tomorrow you will
receive the journal of the critical week, and will be able to see the entire damage. I will only rest
easy once objects have arrived safely. I request that you maintain strict secrecy, concerning the
photographs as well and, if need be, concerning the Director General.”34
Borchardt’s view was that the object that outshined them all, the painted Nefertiti bust,
should only be exhibited for an intimate circle of people, and this exhibit should only be held for the
Kaiser, because the circumstances “are now so difficult here, that every unnecessary display of the
finds can have damaging effects.”35
With this, Borchardt alluded to the possibility that an overt public display of first-class
discoveries could lead, in the worst case, to the denial of a new application for an excavation
permit. Borchardt knew only too well that these singular find deposits would redefine more
than just a part Egyptian art history. And finally there was, in his view, the threat of more
stringent laws that, since 1913, called for a partage à moitié exacte.36 The British rulers of the
country could blame the officials of the French Antiquities Service for bungling the division of
finds from Amarna, since they hadn’t been able to recognize the outstanding quality of the German share of the finds.
Accordingly, Borchardt reacted indignantly when he learned that James Simon had invited
the Kaiser to a viewing of the painted Nefertiti bust at Tiergartenstrasse 15a as early the end of
February or beginning of March 1913.37 To Borchardt’s taste, the situation grew worse when, following
the Kaiser’s viewing, James Simon commissioned sculptress Tina Haim to produce two stone copies
of the bust.38
After a total of 30 crates containing the finds from the second Amarna excavation campaign
arrived in Berlin in May 1913, James Simon was aware that they “had to be presented to our patron,”
a fact that he unequivocally related to Borchardt. Furthermore, they would be able to exchange
views after his return from Egypt with respect to the desired discretion with the finds.39
Both of these things were to occur in fall 1913. Although Ludwig Borchardt was not, as he had
wished, able to completely avoid a public display of the finds, he nevertheless managed to see to it
that certain objects were not displayed in the great Amarna Special Exhibition.
It initially depended upon Kaiser Wilhelm II, as patron and sponsor of the DOG, to present
the most important objects, and it was left to Ludwig Borchardt to prepare this small exhibit,
which took place on October 15, 1913. Borchardt chose maps, plaster busts and masks, stone
busts and figures, and among other things, the painted bust of Nefertiti, for the Kaiser’s visit. As
he wrote to his wife, the color scheme of the room in the Neue Museum where it was to be displayed was, “a blue-green background, brown for the base and yellow for the pedestal and shelf
434
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covering. The lighting is good, though it is better at Simon’s. The entire thing is quite impressive,
but when?”40
With this Borchardt touched on two aspects that should have kept him intensely occupied
for the next days. For one, it was not clear to him where Wilhelm II would be visiting this exhibit
that had been arranged for him – in the museum or at James Simon’s home, where the painted Nefertiti bust and some other objects were initially arrayed? The decision as to the “where” ultimately
fell to Director General Wilhelm Bode, in coordination with the Monarch’s secret civil cabinet, and
the Chief Marshall of the court office. The DOG considered whether, under the circumstances, it
was more sensible to carry this small “Kaiser Exhibition” out in James Simon’s villa, in accordance
with Borchardt’s wishes and in order to keep things as intimate as possible.
By October 18, 1913 it still had not yet been decided where and when this exhibition would take
place. The objects for the exhibition were therefore brought to Tiergartenstrasse 15a, where on October
19th the exhibit would be “rehearsed so that,” according to a letter from Borchardt to his wife Mimi,
“it would work well in either location. By the way, the colourful Queen looks really grandiose”.41 From
these rehearsals Borchardt also reported that: “There was thick fog and despite this, the things looked
so sparkling, particularly the small Queen, in a way I have never seen her before.”42
On October 20th the colourful Nefertiti bust was again in the Neue Museum, and on October 21st,
it was decided that the exhibition would take place in the Museum and not at James Simon’s.43 The
colourful bust of Nefertiti would stay in the museum from October 20, 1913 until the Second World War.
On the following day Borchardt discussed with Simon which pieces should remain undisclosed.
He explained to Mimi that, “I should draft a letter, in which he consigns the objects on loan to the
Berlin Museums and designates the items which are to remain secret.”44
Borchardt was kept waiting for the Kaiser’s visit. On October 28th it was still unclear when
the visit would take place. As often happened with Kaiser Wilhelm II in such cases, a visit would
not be announced far in advance. On the contrary, those involved had, as a rule only a few hours –
often scarcely even that much time – available, to prepare for his visit. Borchardt reported to his
wife about this on October 29th: “Well now this nonsense is finally at an end. At 12:30 the arrival of
His Majesty at 2 o’clock was announced, and by now telegraphed far and wide to round up the participants. I had just driven from home to the Institute in Dahlem and returned at 2:06, at 2:25 I
arrived at the Museum and found those assembled already inspecting … His Majesty, whom I was
immediately brought before, was very excited, congratulated me … After 1¼ hours, His Majesty departed. He was overjoyed by Tell el Amarna and could not tear himself away from the colourful
Queen. He also compared her with Renaissance sculptures.”45
On November 3, 1913 James Simon sent the completed replica of the painted Nefertiti bust to
the Kaiser. In his accompanying note, he emphasized that through the Amarna finds, the Egyptian
Department of the Berlin Museums now stood beside Cairo as “the best in the world.” In his enthusiasm about the new finds, the Kaiser promised that the collection would receive “an adequately
and appropriately designed space,” to “achieve the maximum effect.”46
During the course of the next days Borchardt had to prepare for the actual, more extensive
Amarna Special Exhibition in the Egyptian Colonnaded Court of the Neue Museum. Considering
that items that had been awarded with the division of finds on January 20, 1913 to the Cairo Museum
would also be represented – among these being Cairo’s masterpiece, the colourful folding altar –
not everything could be exhibited in this comparatively small space. Among the objects not displayed
were nine items that Borchardt, in agreement with Simon, had concealed, this included colourful
bust of Nefertiti.47
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An enormously successful preview of the exhibition, led by members of the DOG, took place
on November 5th and 6th. “What good spirit” wrote Borchardt, “an extraordinary hustle and bustle
in the colonnaded court. For a time one could hardly turn around. Quite a few sculptors showed
up.”48 And on November 8th he mentioned: “The visits by artists are never ending. Yesterday Gaul
was there with Durieux and Cassirer, today Toillon and Max Liebermann announced themselves to
me. So Berlin is on its head, even without the colourful Queen.”49
The exhibition marked the beginning of a persistent enthusiasm for ancient Egypt that continues to this day. It intensified in 1924, when the colourful Nefertiti bust was first publicly displayed
in a specially remodelled room at the Neue Museum, and was introduced to the world by Ludwig
Borchardt, in the form a book publication. As Susanne Voß shows in her essay in this catalogue, the
latter would come back to exact a bitter revenge.
On the occasion of his 80th birthday in 1931 James Simon, who first enabled the groundbreaking
excavations of the DOG in Amarna, was acknowledged in an inscription in the Amarna Hall of the
Neue Museum;50 the inscription was removed by the National Socialists after 1933.
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has an excavation permit at present.” Ibid.
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Borchardt to Güterbock on 5.1.1911, ArDOG II.4.1.8.
Borchardt to Simon on 24.1.1912, ArDOG II.4.1.9.
Borchardt to Güterbock on 23.1.1912, ArDOG II.4.1.9.
Borchardt to Simon on 24.1.1912, ArDOG II.4.1.9.
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Borchardt to Güterbock on 23.1.1912, ArDOG II.4.1.9.
Simon to Borchardt on 15.3.1912, Swiss Institute for Architectural and Archeological Research in Cairo (SIK), Ludwig
Borchardt Archive (SIK, LB Archive).
Simon to Borchardt on 1.5.1912, ibid.
Transcription of the excavation log (third weekly report), ArDOG II.4.3.4.
Cf. Borchardt to Simon on 21.12.1912: “I hereby confirm to
you our exchange of telegrams today: excavation log totally
illegible. Hollmann. Simon. Erman;” and “prepare machine
transcription of third weekly report. Borchardt. I didn’t think
that the delight about these finds would spark such a
telegram there.” ArDOG II.4.1.9.
Simon to Borchardt on 30.12.1912, SIK, LB Archive.
Ibid.
Cf. Borchardt to Schäfer on 21.1.1913, ArDOG II.4.1.10.
Simon to Güterbock on 26.1.1913, ArDOG I.6.101.
Güterbock to Roeder on 12.8.1925, ArDOG I.6.33.
Borchardt to Schäfer on 21.1.1913, ArDOG II.4.1.10.
Borchardt to Schäfer on 5.2.1913, ArDOG II.4.1.10.
Simon to Borchardt on 30.12.1912, SIK, LB Archive.

28 Cf. Barbara Westphal to Albrecht Knaus on 3.5.1985: “I heard
from my Uncle Heinrich Simon after 1945 that he had fetched
the bust in his suitcase.” Original: former collection of Leni
Yahil, copy in possession of the author. Barbara Westphal
was the daughter of Ernst and Helene (neé Simon) Westphal.
29 Borchardt to Schäfer on 5.2.1913, ArDOG II.4.1.10.
30 Borchardt to Simon on 24.1.1912, ArDOG II.4.1.9.
31 Borchardt to Schäfer on 21.1.1913: “By the way, I have made
a request for permission to briefly display all the finds in
Berlin. The reasons for this are by no means a desire to
boast, but rather so we can make good castings and document the finds photographically. I am adamant that the exhibition must have an absolutely intimate character, and is
only intended for the Patron of the D.O.G.” ArDOG II. 4. 1. 10.
32 Borchardt to Schäfer on 5.2.1913, ArDOG II.4.1.10.
33 Borchardt to Schäfer at 5.2.1913, ArDOG II.4.1.10.
34 Borchardt to Schäfer on 29.1.1913, ibid.
35 Ibid.
36 Borchardt to Schäfer on 21.1.1913. ArDOG II.4.1.10.
37 Borchardt to Güterbock on 20.3.1913: “Did His Majesty have
to invite the Queen to the viewing now? I had thought that
we would prepare a special exhibition for him showcasing
the entire discovery, and at a time when I could also play a
part.” ArDOG II.4.1.10.
38 See also: Krauss, Rolf. 1991 “Bust of Nefertiti.” In The Last
Kaiser. Wilhelm II in Exile. Hans Wilderotter and Klaus-D.
Pohl, Gütersloh/München, p, 193; and Borchardt to Güterbock
on 8.5.1913: “Schubert tells me that the queen will be cast,
probably so that a copy can presented to His Majesty. Must
this be? Then they can’t start wailing in the not- too-distant-future when we are no longer able to obtain any proper
masterpieces.” ArDOG II.4.1.10.
39 Simon to Borchardt on 24.5.1913, SIK, LB Archive.
40 Borchardt to his wife Emilie (Mimi) on 15.10.1913, SIK, Mimi
Borchardt Archive (MB).
41 Borchardt to his wife on 18.10.1913: “Today the old Exc.
Schöne [Bode’s predecessor as Director General] in the Museum, to inspect the discoveries. It was a joy to see his joy,
really genuine and well understood. Afterwards waited for
Bode till 3 o’clock, who then cancelled. The ‘where’ and
‘when’ have still not been decided.” Ibid.
42 Borchardt to his wife on 19.10.1913, ibid.
43 Borchardt to his wife on 20. and 21.10.1913, ibid.
44 Borchardt to his wife on 22.10.1913, ibid.
45 Borchardt to his wife on 29.10.1913, ibid.
46 Simon to Wilhelm II on 3.11.1913, GStA PK I. HA Rep. 89, Nr.
19719, Bl. 85–86 and Wilhelm II to Simon on 10.11.1913, ibid,
Bl. 88 (draft).
47 Borchardt to his wife on 3.11.1913: “Secreted are: the colourful
Queen, the corrected Queen, the head of Amenophis´ IV, the
cracked mask of same, the less beautiful women masks and
still other masks, together 9.” SIK, MB Archive
48 Borchardt to his wife on 5. and 6.11.1913, ibid.
49 Borchardt to his wife on 8.11.1913, ibid.
50 The inscribed text is found in: BM LII/5, 1931, p 86, a photographic image in Hamburger Fremdenblatt Nr. 259 on
18.9.1931.
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THE EXCAVATION CAMPAIGNS IN
TELL EL-AMARNA
Klaus Finneiser

The discovery of Amarna was a stroke of good luck for archaeology. Altough the settlement existed
for only some 15 years, the site was never built upon subsequent to its abandonment. This provided
scientists with a unique opportunity to excavate an ancient Egyptian city settlement in its original
structure. Although research and digs had been carried out on several previous occasions in the
ruins of the city and the tombs, German Egyptologist and architect Ludwig Borchardt was the first
person to completely grasp the unique significance of the location. He managed to convince the
Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft (DOG) to approve a trial excavation that took place from January 1–
20, 1907 during the course of which several small and large building complexes were uncovered.1
The results revealed that previous excavations had only investigated about one third of the total
city area, and that future excavations would significantly enhance knowledge of the housing and
living conditions in Ancient Egypt. Furthermore, Borchardt was convinced of the ability to find interesting objects for the museums.2 On the basis of Borchardt’s findings, the DOG agreed to his
proposal to excavate the entire site of the city. James Simon assumed the excavation concession,
and thus also the financing .3 As Borchardt was expecting the Amarna excavations to begin promptly,
he arranged for an excavation house to be constructed there, at his own expense, in spring of 1908.
This was delayed however, because Borchardt was also engaged at the time in directing successful
excavations in the pyramid complex of the 5th Dynasty Kings in Abusir, which first had to be completed. As a result, the DOG did not permit the work in Amarna to begin until early 1911.

1911 – THE FIRST EXCAVATION CAMPAIGN4
The first campaign lasted from January 14 to April 15, 1911. Ludwig Borchardt was excavation
director, a function he would also assume in subsequent campaigns. Egyptologists Hans Abel and
Georg Möller, as well as architects Uvo Hölscher and Dietrich Marcks, were also involved. Some 250
local labourers were recruited to help on site.5 The team was completed by Captain of Infantry Paul
Timme who mapped-out the entire city site.6 As a result of these efforts, Borchardt divided the
area up into 200 x 200 m squares, starting with letters from the western side and with numbers
from the northern side. The dig commenced in the vicinity of the excavation house. Several building
ruins were unearthed and serially numbered in the sequence of their excavation.7 It soon became
evident that the buildings were lying on the eastern side of a street that was 60 metres wide and
ran in a northeast to southwest direction. Borchardt decided to follow the eastern part of the street
to a distance of some 500 m to the north. In doing so, approximately 80 houses and smallholdings
of differing designs and sizes, covering several squares, were exposed. The excavators were working
very quickly and the architects producing schematic records found it difficult to keep up with them.
438
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As a result of this tempo, the number of small finds at the end of the first campaign was merely
one-third the amount of finds of subsequent excavation years.
Particularly intensive work was undertaken at smallholding O 49.1, which turned out to have
belonged to the high priest Pawah.

FIG. 1 Excavation Diary 1912/1913, pp. 150–151
plan and description of the great estate Q 46.1

1911/1912 – THE SECOND EXCAVATION CAMPAIGN8
Encouraged by the results of the first campaign and not wishing to lose any more time, the second
campaign began in the autumn of 1911, it lasted from November 9, 1911 to March 28, 1912. In order
to ensure continuous work, Excavation Director Borchardt engaged Hans Abel again, and two additional architects: Breith and Mark. During this campaign the excavators took more time to examine
the houses more extensively and reconstruct their structure.
The archaeologists extended their dig to the western side of the wide street that had been
unearthed during the previous campaign. This time the neighbouring smallholding belonging to
the high priest Pawah (O 49.1) was entirely excavated. The street was therefore named “High Priest
Street” (refer to fig. 4, Tietze’s contribution in this catalogue).
439
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In another property (P 49.6) tools (copper chisels, stone drill heads), unfinished architectural
pieces (serpent frieze), plaster casts of ornaments, unfinished inlays for reliefs and statue parts, as
well as rubble debris from sculptures were found. This indicated the discovery of a sculptors’ workshop.
A first example of sunken relief depiction, which is characteristic of the Amarna period, was
discovered in smallholding O 49.13. It is a statue head of a princess (Berlin, ÄM 21364)9 .
The results of the second dig campaign also revealed that the city had not been completely
abandoned at the end of the Amarna period and partially resettled during the Greek-Roman era, as
had been previously thought, but had instead been continually inhabited in some places.
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FIG. 2 Two pages from the excavation ﬁnd list
1912/1913 season

1912/1913 – THE THIRD EXCAVATION CAMPAIGN10
The third campaign, from November 24, 1912 to March 16, 1913, was destined to become the most
important and successful excavation campaign of them all. Beside Ludwig Borchardt as excavation
director there three architects on the team: Karl Breith, Paul Hollander and Walter Honroth. The
team was complemented by Egyptologist Hermann Ranke and once again, Paul Timme for the
ground survey.11
Focus was on the smallholdings on either side of High Priest Street as well as the rows of
houses situated alongside small side streets behind them (refer to fig. 4, Tietze’s contribution in
this catalogue). Within the first couple of days the excavators had already registered spectacular
finds. Among these were such unique pieces as the Akhenaten figure group with one of his daughters
441
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on his lap12 and an upright figure of the queen holding an offering tray in front of her; both items
are from property P 48.2.13
The archaeologists’ attention had initially been focused on exposing the large-scale smallholding lying directly along High Priest Street (Q 47.1). Here, however, only a few objects (pottery,
pieces of jewellery) that provided no indication of the owner had been found. Nevertheless, the
findings revealed many important features relating to the construction and architectural structure
of the complex, as well as its individual living units.
Work began on the building complex P 47.1 – P 47.3 at more or less the same time. Groundbreaking took place on November 27, 1912. Work commenced at the southern end of the property,
directly adjacent to smallholding P 48.2 and, upon completion on December 15, 1912, extended as
far as the northern perimeter wall by. After a few days , the excavators suspected that this could be
a sculptors’ workshop on account of the finds made near the southern row of buildings:
“As we can conclude from the unfinished works, a sculptors’ studio must have been located
in the vicinity. It is possible that the larger smallholding, which is located north of the P47.1 houses,
belonged to the owner of such a workshop, and his workers lived in the smaller houses.”14 Along
with debris and several statue fragments, the finds included an unfinished kneeling figure of the
king (Berlin, ÄM 21238) and the statue head of a princess (Berlin, ÄM 21223).
Borchardt and his team pushed northward and explored the courtyard with the fountain,
storehouses and outbuildings.15 After about a week, they concentrated on the main building of the
property (P 47.2).
On December 6, 1912 the archaeologists came across the most sensational finds ever made in
Amarna, these surpassed all the previous finds.
In two small side rooms of the main building (rooms 18 and 19), they discovered what, from
an art historical perspective, are the most important objects of the Amarna period ever found:
portrait heads of the king and his family made of stone and stucco plaster as well as plaster models
of non-royal persons.16 The most famous finding from this studio is the life-sized and colourfully
painted bust of Queen Nefertiti (Berlin, ÄM 21300).17 About the find Borchardt wrote:
“On December 6th and 7th we were at long last able to tidy up the model chamber of the
master sculptor Thutmose after three thousand years of disorder. If I would want to describe this
find, how it unfolded, with its mess, its surprises, its hopes and also minor disappointments, then
the reader would be just as confused as we were in the model chamber that day; and hardly could
we bring a find to paper than that there were two more finds ready to be measured and recorded.”18
The finds confirmed that this was indeed a sculptors’ workshop with adjoining residential
buildings and workers’ living quarters. Subsequent analyses of the excavation results revealed that
building P 48.2 south of the Thutmose property was added to the complex at a later date.19
Included among the more than 400 objects found in the courtyard was the fragment of an
ivory blinker for a harness (Berlin, ÄM 21193).20 Based on the inscription on this fragment, Borchardt
identified the owner of the main building as the “sculptor Thutmose.”
At the same time that house P 47.3 was being examined, work also began on exposing a
second major smallholding (Q 46.1). Borchardt designated it as a kind of show home, as it exhibited
good structure and would provide important information on the architectural design, supplementing
the results obtained from the large smallholding Q 47.1. The unknown owner was once a supervisor
of cattle herds of the Sun God in the Temple of Aten.
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1913/1914 – THE FOURTH EXCAVATION CAMPAIGN21
The final excavation campaign took place from November 20, 1913 to March 17, 1914. This time,
Egyptologist Friedrich Rösch and architects Paul Hollander, Karl Dubois and Hellmut Kirmse were
at Borchardt’s side. Paul Timme was again responsible for surveying and mapping.
First of all, the area adjoining the Thutmose complex (P 47.1– 3) was excavated and the work
of the previous campaign continued. This time the archaeologists exposed a large number of small
houses and only a few large smallholdings. They discovered that the entrances at house P 47.17 had
been walled over. Like many other residents of the city, its owners had tried to secure their property
by this means until their eventual return. In addition, areas where excavations had already taken
place were again combed through. The finds made there illustrate that these additional excavations
were indeed fruitful.
Attention was now concentrated on exposing the building complex of General Ramose and
his wife Inet (P 47.19), which was both the largest and best preserved property in this campaign.
In one of the biggest rooms, the preserved masonry reached up in places to a height of 1.30
metres. Here the original wall decoration was in an outstanding state of preservation. In addition,
wall fragments that had fallen from higher up were found. Borchardt attempted to reconstruct the
interior of an Egyptian living room based on the preserved decoration.22
As the director of excavation, Borchardt intended to continue the excavations on through the
winter. However the outbreak of the First World War prevented his endeavour. His hopes of resuming
the excavations in Amarna after the war was over were never fulfilled.
During the course of the four campaigns archaeologists uncovered and documented about
530 living quarters of diverse social strata .

THE EXCAVATION DOCUMENTATION
A comprehensive excavation journal containing a daily detailed description of the work and most
important finds was kept by the archaeologists during each campaign (fig. 1). These notes were
supplemented by extensive photo documentation. The finds were additionally listed in separately
maintained find lists, in which the excavators recorded each item found – no matter how small or
insignificant. It is in this way for example, we know from the excavation journal that work on the
Thutmose smallholding was undertaken from November 27 to December 15, 1912.23 All the finds
made during this period on site are recorded in the find list, often accompanied by the number of
their respective photo. Due to the multitude of finds, the serial numbering of the objects was not
always chronologic (fig. 2). Following James Simon’s donation of the objects granted to him in the
division of finds to the Ägyptisches Museum in Berlin, the corresponding Berlin inventory numbers
and revision information were also noted in the lists.
These excavation documents remain indispensable working materials for research into the
Amarna period to this day.
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The decision to undertake excavations in Tell el-Amarna was
made by the DOG on September 18, 1906.
2
Borchardt, Ludwig. September 1907 “Voruntersuchung von
Tell el-Amarna im Januar 1907.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen
Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin 34, pp. 14–31.
3
Cf. Olaf Matthes’ contribution in this catalogue.
4 Borchardt, Ludwig. November 1911 “Ausgrabungen in Tell elAmarna 1911.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen OrientGesellschaft zu Berlin 46, pp. 1–32.
5
Between 250 and 300 labourers were recruited locally for
each campaign.
6 Timme had spent his holiday working in Amarna.
7
For example, building P 47.2 is the second house excavated
in square P 47.
8 Borchardt, Ludwig. October 1912 “Ausgrabungen in Tell elAmarna 1911/12.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen OrientGesellschaft zu Berlin 50, pp. 1–40.
9 Cf. Arnold’s contribution in this catalogue.
10 Borchardt, Ludwig. October 1913 “Ausgrabungen in Tell elAmarna 1912/13.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen OrientGesellschaft zu Berlin 52, pp. 1–55.
11 Timme, now promoted to Major, had already been responsible for the survey work in the first campaign.
12 Egyptian Museum Cairo, JE 44866. Cf. Arnold, Dorothea (editor) 1996 Royal Women of Amarna. Exh. cat. Abrams, New
York, p. 103, fig. 96.
13 Egyptian Museum Cairo, JE 44867.
14 Excavation journal 1912/1913, Sunday, December 1, 1912, pp.
21/22 (Ägyptisches Museum Archive Berlin)
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For the building complex cf. Seyfried’s contribution on Thutmose’s workshop complex in this catalogue.
Cf. Seyfried’s contribution on the workshop complex in this
catalogue, plaster models chapter.
Krauss, Rolf. 1991 “75 Jahre Büste der Nofretete/Nefretiti in
Berlin. Part 2.” In Preußischer Kulturbesitz Yearbook XXVIII,
pp. 143–153.
Borchardt, Ludwig. October 1913 “Ausgrabungen in Tell elAmarna 1912/13.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen OrientGesellschaft zu Berlin 52, p. 29.
Borchardt, Ludwig and Herbert Ricke. 1980 Die Wohnhäuser
in Tell el-Amarna, Wissenschaftliche Veröffentlichungen der
Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft 91. Mann, Berlin, pp. 87–91,
and 217–221, pl. 27 and 63; Tietze, Christian. 1983 “Der Bildhauer Thutmoses in Amarna.” In JPK 20, pp. 119–132; and
Fitzenreiter Martin. 2010. “Die Arbeiter des Thutmoses.” In
Amarna: Lebensräume – Lebensbilder – Weltbilder. Universitätsverlag Potsdam, pp. 158–162, 163–165.
Krauss, Rolf. 1983 “Der Bildhauer Thutmose in Amarna.” In
Preußischer Kulturbesitz Yearbook 20, pp. 119–132.
Borchardt, Ludwig. December 1914 “Ausgrabungen in Tell elAmarna 1913/14.” In Mitteilungen der Deutschen OrientGesellschaft zu Berlin 55, pp. 3–39.
Ibid. p. 24 f.
P 47.1 from 27.11.1912 to 10.12.1912; P 47.2 from 3.12.1912 to
10.12.1912; P 47.3 from 10.12.1912 to 15.12.1912
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NEFERTITI IN FOCUS. THE FIRST
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE NEFERTITI BUST
Lars Petersen

“If somewhere something comes out,
bring it right inside,
where it’s safe and sound.
But when a Prince approaches,
then wait ’til the morn!” 1
(Ludwig Borchardt 1913)
Prince Johann Georg, Duke of Saxony (1869–1938), was the younger brother of the last Saxon King
Friedrich August III. As second born, and in the tradition of the House of Wettin, Johann Georg took
over the management of the family art collection and library. During his political science and law
studies at Freiburg and Leipzig the Prince attended lectures in history, theology, and art history. As an
art connoisseur and strict Roman Catholic his areas of special interest were the history of early Christianity and the cultures of the Christian Orient. He researched Christian archaeology and art history
tirelessly, and in 1898 and 1905 made his first journeys to Eastern and Southeastern Europe (Russia,
Greece and Turkey). Johann Georg then made five trips to the Middle East in 1910, 1912, 1927, 1928 and
1930 (Palestine, Syria and Egypt), during which he visited museums and archaeological sites. His
focus lay on churches and monasteries. During his travels the prince acquired many archaeological
artefacts and built up a large collection; this is now housed in the State Museum in Mainz on permanent
loan from the Kunsthistorisches Institut (Art History Institute) of the University of Mainz.2

THE PRINCE IN THE DESERT 3
In September 1912, Prince Johann Georg of Saxony and his wife Maria Immaculata Princess of Bourbon-Sicily left Dresden for Egypt. This was their second trip to the Middle East since 1910 and
Johann Georg wanted to continue his studies of Egypt’s churches and monasteries. The royal couple
was accompanied by Johann Georg’s older sister Princess Mathilde, and Maria Immaculata’s younger
sister Princess Maria Josepha. His entourage included adjutant Baron Hans von Berlepsch, valet
Heinrich Fischer, court ladies Elisabeth and Maria von Schönberg Rothschönberg and theologian
Paul Karge from Breslau. Karge was of particular importance to the prince because, as a priest, he
read mass daily, he could also offer archaeological expertise, and was useful as an interpreter.
In mid-October the party reached Alexandria. From there, churches and monasteries on the
Nile Delta area were explored first. Between November 6th and December 7th the group took a trip
down the Nile on the Hamburg America Line’s Indiana steamboat. This took them past sites from
Pharaonic and early Christian times by way of Abydos, Dendera, Luxor and Karnak, and on to Aswan.
445
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This journey did not have the character of a relaxing vacation and attendant cultural programme,
but rather of a strenuous expedition. In order to reach the churches, monasteries and archaeological
sites many arduous routes, in part through the desert, had to be covered on foot or by horse,
donkey, camel and mule.
On the way back to Cairo on Friday December 6, 1912 the party made a stop on the banks of
the Nile, from where they paid a visit to the excavations of Tell el-Amarna. No one had expected
that they would witnesses such a spectacular find.

THE PRINCE AND THE COLOURFUL QUEEN
The visit of the Saxon Prince to the excavation deserves special mention because during its course
photographs were taken that reveal the bust of Nefertiti shortly after its discovery. In addition, the
images render an impression of the archaeological work in Tell el-Amarna, and supplement concurrent
written documents regarding the discovery of the famous Nefertiti bust.
Director of Excavation Ludwig Borchardt’s archaeological journal provides the most detailed
description of the events of December 6 and 7, 1912.4 The visit of the travelling party of the Saxon
Prince is naturally mentioned as well.
“12:30, guards were sent out to notify us of the arrival of Prince Johann Georg of Saxony with
wife and sister-in-law, and Princess Mathilde of Saxony on the Hamburg America Line’s Indiana. At
1 o’clock, they report that the steamer is docked at et-Till, fifteen minutes from our house. Borchardt
stormed out to meet them. At the ship, he learns that the lordships had already headed inland. He
storms back. In the wadi he receives a note from Ranke indicating ‘that something good will come
out of it.’ At the same moment, the princely entourage arrives. Walk to the excavation in House P
47.2 ... As these discoveries are being made, there is more excitement among the visitors than may
be desirable. 4:15, off to the main building … Tea on the veranda. At sunset, the guests walk to the
steamer, which has in the meantime proceeded to the vicinity of Hagg Qandil.” 5
On the next day, December 7, 1912, Prince Johann Georg of Saxony and his companions visited
the excavations. Borchardt noted this in the excavation log:
“8:30, Prince Johann Georg reappears with 2 gentlemen, first the sites from the previous year
will be visited, also the wells. 9 o’clock, the princesses arrive and now the show can begin. Until
then, area 18/19 had not been worked on. The work continues until 12 o’clock, and it is not easy to
lure Princess Mathilde away from the finds still covered with debris … In any case, their lordships
show a very keen interest … At 12:00 o’clock, return to main building; Visit of the excavation finds
office and a further salutation to the queen discovered yesterday. Guests and excavators take
photos of one another. Their lordships return to the ship.” 6
The sequence of the high-ranking visitation to the excavation can also be reconstructed from
an excerpt from the diary of the Prince’s traveling companion, adjutant Hans von Berlepsch:
“Friday, Dec 6: At noon, we arrive at Tell el-Amarna. We cannot dock very close to the archaeological site, and walk through a village and then for an hour through the desert on foot. There is a
German archaeological team at work: Prof. Borchard [sic], Prof. Ranke Heidelberg, Major Timme, Architect Hohenrod [sic], Breith, Hollander. Pretty excavation house built on an ancient foundation in
the Nile mud.
It is an ancient city, the only such find in Egypt with dwellings; otherwise one finds only
tombs and temples. We hike through the schematically laid out town whose outlines are still
extant, though the traces had been partially ruined by flooding from a nearby wadi. The men had
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intended to excavate just one house where they suspected there might be some finds. Instead, a
gentleman sent a note in the morning, before we arrived, that he believed he had found something
interesting, and so it was. It turned out to be a sculptor’s atelier, where we saw around 20 well-preserved busts that had been dug out, among them some valuable showpieces. Borchard [sic] was
very concerned that we report nothing about this in Cairo.” 7
A passage from a letter by the architect Paul Hollander to his father contains more details
about the prince’s visit to the excavation site:
“In fact, we did make this rare find just at the time the Saxon Princes were visiting our excavation, and right as they were inspecting the digging operations. They stayed here one day for 4
hours, and again all morning on the next day during the dig, and they would not leave, despite the
most terrible dust. The princess, wife of Prince Johann Georg, a very nice lady, laid down on the
ground at times, so as not to miss anything. The prince was constantly taking photographs, at
least 30 pictures during that time. Such luck the Saxons have, and these people will not forget the
hours spent with us so easily.” 8
These three contemporary sources agree in many details, and confirm that the prince’s entourage had visited the excavation site on Friday December 6th from noon until dusk (about 5 pm),
and again spent the morning of the following day, Saturday December 7th, with the archaeologists.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF AN EXCAVATION
From Hollander’s letter it is apparent that Prince Johann Georg had taken at least 30 photographs,
of which 23 negatives remain in the prince’s photographic archive in Freiburg.9 Johann Georg had
bought photographic equipment in 1910 before his first trip to Egypt. He was an enthusiastic
amateur photographer who, in the course of his travels, took pictures of everything that came
across his lens. Although the prince’s equipment was state-of-the-art, his photos were, unfortunately, often blurred and improperly exposed. Amateur photography was still in its infancy, especially
for travel to distant lands. However, his photographs have value as a documentary record. While
the Prince was photographing the excavations at Tell el-Amarna, he wasn’t interested in making a
photographic record of excavation areas or individual finds in a scientific manner, with close-up
shots. Rather, he wanted to document his impressions, and show the archaeologists at work. Of
course, the desire of the travellers to have their picture taken together with the newly found works
of art also played a role.
Naturally, the just-unearthed finds – the bust of Nefertiti and the head of Akhenaten (ÄM
21351) – aroused particular interest. Three photographs, which differ only in detail, show Nefertiti
in the arms of Egyptian foreman Mohammed es-Senussi (fig. 1).10 Due to its smaller size, the Akhenaten head could be passed around more easily and so, for example, adjutant Hans von Berlepsch
was photographed holding it in his hand (fig. 2).
In addition to the presentation of the spectacular new finds staged for the camera with excavation participants and members of the group, other photographs permits a glimpse of the actual
excavation work. One photograph depicts the archaeological work in area 19 of House P 47.2 (fig. 3).
Two indigenous workers dig while behind them Karl Friedrich Breith takes notes. The activity of
other excavation workers and visitors can be observed from the mud-brick wall.
Not only were artefacts presented to the tour group, but the archaeologists also shared their
archaeological expertise. In one picture Paul Hollander shows guests Hans von Berlepsch and Paul
Karge the excavation area, Princess Mathilde sits on the mud-brick wall, in the background three of
447
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FIG. 1 Presentation of the Nefertiti bust shortly
after discovery. Left to right: Hermann Ranke,
Paul Hollander and Mohammed es-Senussi

FIG. 2 Hans von Berlepsch displays the head
of Akhenaten (Berlin, ÄM 21351) at the site of
discovery.
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the lady travellers are standing or sitting (fig. 4). Evidence that the documentation work nevertheless
continued is quite nicely depicted on the left border of the picture. There, architect Walter Honroth
is taking notes and recording the finds from area 18 of Building P 47.2.
Prince Johann Georg’s immense interest in archaeology is well known but, according to Hollander’s letter, his Princess Maria Immaculata also seems to have been quite thrilled by the excavations. Princess Mathilde was particularly interested in the artworks discovered. One photograph
shows her, together with Hermann Ranke and Ludwig Borchardt, viewing recently unearthed objects
(fig. 5).
The visit of the prince’s entourage to the excavation signified a remarkable concession on
their part of the archaeologist’s to the prominent guests. Guided tours of the site had to be organized
and explanations given about the recent discoveries. It can be assumed that Borchardt was not
particularly pleased that the visitors had significantly disrupted the excavation schedule.11
Shortly before the departure of the prince’s entourage, around midday on December 7, 1912,
the excavators and guests made their way to the main excavation building. On the terrace, the
groups photographed one another. Ludwig Borchardt took a picture of the prince and five of his
companions (fig. 6). Johann Georg then photographed the six excavation participants (fig. 7).
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FIG. 3 Excavations in room 19 of P 47.2

After Prince Johann Georg had returned to Germany he had the numerous travel photos developed in Dresden, and bestowed commemorative copies upon his fellow travelling companions
and Ludwig Borchardt.
In the report about his 1912 trip, Forays Through the Churches and Monasteries of Egypt,
which appeared in 1914, Johann Georg did not mention his visit to Tell el-Amarna or the discovery

FIG. 4 Tour of the excavation zone. Walter
Honroth, Princess Mathilde (seated), Hans von
Berlepsch, Paul Hollander, Paul Karge, with the
ladies-in-waiting Schönberg-Rothschönberg in
the background
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FIG. 5 Hermann Ranke (left) and Ludwig
Borchardt in conversation about ﬁnds,
accompanied by Princess Mathilde

FIG. 6 Noble society on the terrace of the dig
house. Left to right: Princess Maria Josepha,
Paul Karge, Prince Johann Georg, Hans von
Berlepsch, Princess Maria Immaculata and
perhaps lady-in-waiting Elisabeth von
Schönberg-Rothschönberg

FIG. 7 The expedition staff on the terrace of the
dig house. Left to right: Karl Friedrich Breith,
Paul Timme, Hermann Ranke, Ludwig Borchardt,
Walter Honroth and Paul Hollander
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of the Nefertiti bust. But then of course, his actual interest had been in Christian Egypt. Be that
as may, his photographs are nonetheless of great cultural-historical and documentary significance.
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The photographs that Prince Johann Georg of Saxony took on Dec 6 and 7, 1912 in Tell elAmarna have already been published in part by the author. See: Petersen, L. 2011 “The Prince and
the Colorful Queen. The first photographs of the bust of Nefertiti.” In Freiburger Universitätsblätter
194, pp. 79–93. The photographic collection of Prince Johann Georg of Saxony, which consists of
roughly 10,000 negatives that are housed in the archive at Freiburg University, will be made accessible
through a project supported by the Cultural Heritage Foundation of Baden-Württemberg.

1

2
3

4

5
6
7

Letter from Berlin written by Ludwig Borchardt to his wife
Mimi on August 3, 1913. The letter is housed in the archives
of the Swiss Institute for Architectural and Archaeological
Research in Cairo, Egypt.
See Heide, B. and A. Thiel (eds.). 2004 Collector – Pilgrim –
Pioneer. The Collection of Prince Johann Georg of Saxony,
Verlag Philip von Zabern, Mainz.
For the biography of Johann Georg and his 1912 trip to Egypt
see: Heide, B. 2004 “Prince Johann Georg – A Biographical
Sketch.” in: Heide, B. and A. Thiel (eds.). Collector – Pilgrim
– Pioneer. The Collection of Prince Johann Georg of Saxony,
Verlag Philip von Zabern, Mainz, pp 5–17.
The excavation log is owned by the State Museums of Berlin
– Prussian Cultural Heritage. Publication by Seyfried, F. 2012
“The Bust of Nefertiti.” In Jahrbuch Preussischer Kulturbesitz
46, pp. 133–202.
Excavation log entry December 6, 1912, pp. 38–39; 44. See:
Seyfried (2010) 159; 161.
Excavation log entry December 7, 1912, pp. 47–48; 56. See:
Seyfried (2010) 162; 165.
Excerpt from the diary of the 1912 grand tour to Dalmatia,
Egypt, Palestine by Hans Freiherrn von Berlepsch. The typewritten excerpt is located in the Freiherrn von Berlepsch
Archive in Taunusstein.

8

Excerpt of letter from Paul Hollander in Tell el-Amarna to
his father Hermann Hollander on December 12, 1912, Quoted
by Wolfgang Habermann, the Baden Excavations of the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences and the Freiburg Scientific Society in Qarara and el-Hibeh in the years 1913 and 1914. Excavation documentation – Correspondence – Papyrus
Editions. History of Science and Papyrological Contributions,
Heidelberg 2012, Kap. IV.2 No. 1b.
9 15 photographic prints in the archives of the Swiss Institute
for Architectural and Archaeological Research in Cairo are
associated with the Prince’s series of photographs.
10 An additional photograph of the Nefertiti bust taken shortly
after its discovery is located in the Swiss Institute for Architectural and Archaeological Research in Cairo. Published by:
Krauss, Rolf. 1987/1988 “1913–1988. 75 Years of the Nefertiti
Bust in Berlin.” In Jahrbuch Preussischer Kulturbesitz 24, fig.
14. A third photo is in the possession of the Baron von Berlepsch Archive in Taunusstein. Published by: Petersen, Lars.
2011 “The Prince and the Colorful Queen. The first Photographs of the Bust of Nefertiti.” In Freiburger Universitätsblätter 194, fig. 2.
11 See: Krauss, R. 2008/2009 “Ludwig Borchardt et les fouilles
d`Amarna.” In Égypte, Afrique et Orient 52, p. 50.
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FUTURISTS, BOW YOUR HEADS!
AMARNA FEVER IN BERLIN, 1913/14
Bénédicte Savoy

Berlin in the winter of 1913/14. Max, a famous Parisian tango virtuoso, is exhibiting his talents in a
Berlin cabaret. From within the enthralled audience a portly industrialist invites Max to teach him
and his family a lesson in this novel dance. The man’s name is Baron von Schauzenberg – a rather
German-sounding name to French ears. The next day, after a long night of drinking and wintery frolicing through Imperial Berlin, a rather worse for wear Max swaggers into the house of the Councillor
of Commerce. The family is waiting and prepared. Unfortunately the dishevelled condition of the
tango teacher turns the lesson into a farce and ends with him being thrown out in spectacular manner. Max professeur de Tango is considered one of the first slapstick films in cinema history. It was
shot by French pioneer of film comedy Gabriel-Maximilien Leuvielle, who was better known by his
pseudonym Max Lindner, in Berlin in January 1914. With this film Leuvielle picked-up on a highly
topical theme: tango. This Argentinian dance had just made the leap from Buenos Aires across the
Atlantic into the salons and bars of Paris.1 From there, it spread like a virus at breath-taking speed
across the entire European continent, and arrived in full force in Berlin, the capital of the workers’
and women’s movements, of museum life and sexual reform, of alternative theologies, of expressive
dance and the artistic avant-garde.

FIG. 1 Leaﬂet for the “Erste Deutsche Herbstsalon” by Herwarth Walden, 1913.
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THE LANDMARK YEAR OF 1913
Whilst Leuvielle was shooting his film in January 1914, Berlin was reeling from the influence of not
only the new Argentinian dance craze, but also from an exhibition entitled “Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon,” that had been held shortly beforehand in Herwarth Walden’s Gallerie Der Sturm, The event
has since gone down as a key event in the history of Modern Art. An extant brochure for the Salon
provides information on the social and political mood then prevalent in Berlin: “A horde of paintspraying howler monkeys / Crazy new uniforms / Hottentots in shirts” (fig. 1).2 These, and similar
biting insults aimed at the exhibition and taken from the daily newspapers, were used by the organisers to entice new visitors in a manner similar to the way in which others used adulation and
praise. The text on the back of the brochure stressed the internationalism and radical modernity of
the art movements presented: Expressionism, Cubism, Futurism; it also contained information on
the venue and duration – from September 20 to December 1, 1913. Upon opening the brochure the
right hand page revealed many other apodictic assessments of the contemporary art world including:
“The ‘Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon’ is the greatest German art exhibition.” The event was certainly
significant –Italian futurist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti had travelled from Italy for the opening.
When one thinks about the fact that in this same year in Paris Marcel Duchamp created the first
readymade with his “roue de bicyclette,” and at the year end Kazimir Malevich made use of the prin-
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ciple of the “black square” (fig. 2) as a design element incorporated into the staging of the opera
“Victory Over the Sun” in St. Petersburg, then in retrospect, the epochal importance – as it is apt to
be called – of the year 1913 for the history of 20th century art becomes clear.3
And yet: was the “Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon” really the “greatest German art exhibition”
in Berlin during the autumn of 1913? Was there no serious competition to be reckoned with? Nothing
that rattled the public perception of aesthetics more than the loudly demonstrated positions of
Herwarth Walden and his consorts? Nowhere else where the avant-garde fell to their knees? The
answer is in the question. There was indeed something else that captivated the public imagination;
an unparalleled large-scale cultural historic and aesthetic event that has since fallen into obscurity,
and achieves a certain tangibility only through arduous excavation of documentary material and
contemporary sources: the Amarna Exhibition in the Egyptian Courtyard of the Neue Museum on
Museum Island.
What then was this exhibition? What were its consequences? There are larger issues hidden
behind these questions, for example the issue of the aesthetic mechanism of appropriation of foreign cultures as the highest form of appreciation of those cultures. Or the issue of the subtle power
of museums and exhibitions – and the difficulty of grasping their ephemeral power. Or the issue of
the simultaneousness of the un-simultaneous, in this case of the aesthetic encounter of an ancient
past with bold affirmations of the future on the eve of the First World War. This article draws on
considerations that emerged as part of a study on Nefertiti published in 2011.4 By focusing on the
mechanisms of the appropriation of the Amarna art by the museum medium in the nervous metropolis of Berlin in the winter of 1913/14, this article can, not least, be understood as a contribution
to a topic that is of intense debate today, namely, to whom and where does antiquity belong?

FIG. 2 Kasimir Malewitsch, stage set sketch
for Victory over the Sun (act 2, scene 5), 1913.
Pencil on paper, 21.5 x 27.5 cm, Staatliches
Theater- und Musikmuseum St. Petersburg,
inv. no. KP 5199/166

UN-CODED. FROM THE DESERT TO BOX-OFFICE HIT
What was known in Europe about Akhenaten and his city of Amarna when Ludwig Borchardt and
his team began excavating the workshop of sculptor Thutmose in 1911? Everything actually – or
nearly. We had known for precisely 30 years that, at the beginning of his reign, Akhenaten had rejected the traditional Egyptian cults. That he had replaced them with an exclusive cult of the religion
of light. That he had therefore founded the new city of Amana, from whence he maintained intensive
diplomatic relations with the whole of the known world. It was known that after his death the sun
city of Amarna had been laid waste and the name of Akhenaten erased from memory; that it had
afterward taken three thousand years for the fascinating personality of the pharaoh, also known to
the general public as the “Heretic King,” to return to the consciousness of mankind in a gradual
process that began in the 19th century. In other words: when Borchardt began his excavations, the
scientific rediscovery of the Amarna Period in its essential features from archaeological, philological
and historical perspectives were virtually complete. As father of the world’s first monotheism,
Akhenaten exerted a compelling fascination during the period around 1900 – and not only in professional circles.5
In one key sphere, however, practically nothing was known – art. Indeed scholars had early on
established from mural paintings and a few reliefs how different, how un-typical of Egyptian art
the style of Amarna appeared. But the few art objects hitherto discovered in Amarna had been unable to trigger more than a perplexed, often disparaging acknowledgement of this otherness. The
art of the Amarna Period was considered exaggerated, grotesque, caricature-like, degenerate – and
more wasn’t to be ascertained. This changed as a result of Borchardt’s discoveries. The objects ex453
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cavated at Amarna were not reminiscent of anything familiar – at least nothing Egyptian. In their
radical otherness they represented a scientific and aesthetic terra incognita. And it was precisely
because they were not pre-coded, because they were therefore free from scholarly bias, that their
aesthetic potential, their visual brisance was that much greater. In any case, following the regular
division of finds that took place on January 20, 1913 Ludwig Borchardt proposed that the finds in
their entirety be provisionally transferred to Berlin. There, amongst other things, quality reproductions (photographs and plaster casts) of the Egyptian items could be made before they were returned. Without having personally seen the sculptures Gaston Maspero, the French Director-General
of the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities, readily authorised their complete transport to Germany.6 By this means, the sensational sculpture finds arrived in Berlin without having been previously viewed or reviewed by experts – rendering them a blank slate in terms of all possible forms of
interpretation, and not only by specialists. Their direct path – from the depths of the desert to one
of the world’s most aesthetically excited metropolises, and here in the most public of all art locations, i.e. the museum – did not remain without consequences.

TIMELINESS OF THE PAST: AMARNA AS A BOX-OFFICE HIT
On November 5, 1913, while the Futuristic, Expressionist and Cubist scenes had their hands full with
Herwarth Walden’s exhibition, the exhibition of the Amarna finds opened on Museum Island in the
so-called Egyptian Courtyard of the Neue Museum. No photographic documentation of this exhibition, its opening or staging appears to exist. We only know that the finds were placed in the central
hall of the museum, which, since the middle of the 19th century had been decorated with fictitious
temple architecture and suggestive lighting that reflected a fictive Egyptian interior scene comparable to the Egyptianesque spectacles witnessed at World’s Fairs in London and Paris. The show
became a huge box-office hit the moment it opened. It was visited by entire school classes. The papers were filled with hundreds of reports (fig. 3). On November 13, 1913 the weekly Der Roland von
Berlin reported that:
“Curious visitors flocked in droves into the otherwise so deserted columned hall of the Ägyptisches Museum zu Berlin only to be stricken by awe. First and foremost among them archeologically
inspired ladies and teenagers. Columns of youngsters, resplendent in colourful caps, push their way
straight through the throng of serious-looking pedagogues. The buzz of sensation wafts between
the papyrus capitals of the colourful temple hall. Admittedly, the scholars rummaging through the
earth have not exaggerated this time; true works of art and curiosities of unprecedented attraction
have surfaced here.”7
There was obviously something to discover that had the benefit of being on the one hand,
“old” – dating back to antiquity and therefore able to be located within the existing general cultural
educational canon. On the other hand, this ancient world looked so modern that it appeared to meet
the needs of a 1913 urban audience in terms of formal astonishment and aesthetic renewal. Originally
only planned for a few weeks, the exhibition was obliged to remain open well beyond the winter,
probably until the beginning of June 1914 – much longer than Walden’s Herbstsalon. If, up until 1913
Akhenaten and Amarna had been European motifs with strong Anglo-Saxon components then, from
1913/14 on they became very “German” motifs – or to put it more precisely – Berlin motifs. Ones
that triggered a broad-based, popular sympathy, particularly in the circle of those who had direct
visual contact with the authentic original objects in the museum itself. The museum experience
acted as a catalyst.
454
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FIG. 3 Press clippings for the Amarna
exhibition. Berliner Tageblatt, November 9, 1913,
morning edition

WITHIN REACH: AKHENATEN’S BIBLICAL INTEGRATION
What precisely had changed? Before the exhibition of the Tell el-Amarna heads in Berlin, the construal of Amarna had taken place primarily via texts. A widespread topos consisted of perceiving
Akhenaten as the inventor of monotheism, or – to quote British author Arthur Weigall, whose
1910 novelistic biography of Akhenaten had a decisive influence on the image of Amarna throughout Europe: “By no religion in the world is Christianity so closely approached as by the faith of
Akhnaton.”8 Although the presentation of the Amarna heads in Berlin resulted in a strengthening
of the opinion that it was the real Christian past that had been excavated in Tell el-Amarna, the
fact that this past was no longer an abstraction but had literally taken concrete form in the objects,
caused a clear shift in perception: the monotheistic aspect of Akhenaten and his contemporaries
faded into the background. In its place, all the press and visitor reports stressed its radical contemporaneity, the realism of its features. This new visual, tangible access to the Amarna Period
was so stirring that some interpreted it as a danger to established values. In this regard art historian Victor Curt Habicht, Professor at the Technische Hochschule in Hanover and subsequent
author of a novella entitled Echnaton (Akhenaten) warned in the Hannoverscher Kurier on December
2, 1913 that:
“Many people will marvel at the art, the sheer incomprehensibility, with which the works of
Thutmose and his fellow craftsmen confront us. Their skill deserves the highest praise and recognition! But do not forget that it is the spirit of the worlds that manifests itself here in such sudden
radiance, that it is the spirit and the searching for God and the purity of Akhenaten, to whom we
uniquely and exclusively owe these revelations, which are rare in Egyptian art, more rare in fact that
any other phenomenon in all the arts of all the people on earth.”9
455
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The warning was justified. The aura and the inconceivable palpability of the ancient faces of
Amarna turned them into downright reflections of our own psychological, social and even political
rationales.

AMARNA IN US
This becomes particularly evident in consideration of the reactions immediately following the exhibition. Rainer Maria Rilke is known to have been one of its enthusiastic visitors. He saw the exhibitions several times, recommended it to his friends in numerous letters and conversations. As the
former secretary of Auguste Rodin and the husband of a sculptor, Rilke wrote ravishing poetry and
fragments of prose about the exhibition, and at the beginning of 1914 toyed with the thought of
writing an entire book on Ancient Egyptian sculpture for the Insel publishing house. On February 16,
1914 after a visit to the Berlin exhibition, Lou Andrea Salomé wrote her friend Rilke a letter in which
she stated: “My husband, Ellen and I were all there, all three of us were beside ourselves, spending
a long time inwardly reflecting on it […] You must have noticed how many of the Amenhotep IV
statues look like you?“10 And indeed … the theme of the astounding physical similarity between the
city dwellers of 1913 and the faces of the Amarna Period belonged to the most widespread of the
press’ conclusions during the winter of 1913/14 (fig. 4a and b). This is attested to by an astonishing
article written by Lisbeth Stern in the Sozialistische Monatshefte from December 1913, which illustrates the wide-ranging and – not least – political dimension of the enthusiasm for Amarna. A sister
of Käthe Kollwitz, the committed left-wing art critic provided something akin to a Marxist interpretation of the Amarna heads as she emphasised the liveliness and modernity of their forms: “The
casts could just as easily be from today. The shapes of the faces look like a motley assortment and
their expressions as randomly impressive as those on the streets today. The portrait heads on the
other hand, possess an amazing cleanness of style and severity. It is almost like a final aristocratic
filtering out of people. It is perfectly possible that the plaster casts were taken from proletarians.”11
Proletarians alongside aristocrats as far back as 3,000 years ago: In the Berlin of 1913, the political
left propagated Amarna as an artistic experience for all, as a common resource of the progressive
Modern – whether for representatives of the intellectual elite or for driving forces of the labour movement. The visitors to the museum were not fascinated by the Amarna Period, they felt like people
from Amarna, indeed they were these people.

CULTURES OF THE GAP: AMARNA BETWEEN PAST AND FUTURE
On December 20, 1913, six weeks after the start of the exhibition, the Vossische Zeitung drew an early
conclusion: “The exhibition in the Ägyptisches Museum, where the new finds from Tell-el-Amarna are
on display, is a great success. Ancient Egyptian sculpture has become a topic of conversation almost as
popular as tango, and Amenhotep IV is virtually a household name.”12 And a few lines further on: “Admittedly, the Egyptian art is still not rigorous enough, nor hierarchical enough for the progressive modern
school. They rave about Siamese sculpture. Certain young artists, however, plus a group of esoterics,
penetrate still deeper into the primeval forest of art history to proclaim the classics of African sculpture.”
Akhenaten, tango, African sculpture: What does this amazing cocktail tell us about the fascination of
the Berlin public for the art and culture of Amarna in the winter of 1913/14?
The subject of Max Lindner and the European tango fever of 1913 has already been mentioned.
Going beyond the mere championing of a new form of movement, the European importation of this
456
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FIG. 4B Rainer Maria Rilke

FIG. 4A Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten
(Berlin, ÄM 21351)

new dance was closely related to the formulation of strong artistic positions that went beyond the
educated middle-class canon and academic spheres. This is attested to by, for example, the oft
quoted, abstractly arranged 1913 book of poems entitled Tango with Cows by Russian aviator Vasily
Kamensky.13 The tango motif was also taken up by the German-language literary scene as a sign of
a particularly “pagan-religious” perception of time: the outbreak of tango fever in the Berlin during
winter of 1913/14 was described in Berlin poet Otto Flake’s novella Holm like a new “pagan-religious”
activity, a mystical emergence well off the beaten track of known religious paths.14 In other words:
when in a report on the Amarna exhibition the press spoke of the tango fever that had just broken
out in Berlin, it was clearly referring to a contemporary aesthetic attitude that tended toward Expressionism.
457
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FIG. 5 Carl Einstein: Negerplastik, title page,
Munich: K. Wolff, 1920.
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How, though, is the reference to “classics of African sculpture” to be understood in the context
of the identification of tango fever and Amarna ardour? Here too, it is necessary to look closely at the
parallel events that marked the Berlin winter of 1913/14 in order to understand the connections – or to
be able to take the concurrence of events, which in historical retrospective are usually considered separately, seriously. It was Carl Einstein who famously opened up African art to the established art-historic
discourse with his influential 1915 work Die Negerplastik (African Sculpture) (fig. 5).15 As early as December
1913 – i.e. during the Amarna exhibition on Museum Island – a very special presentation of paintings by
the young Picasso in dialogue with, in the words of the art magazine Cicerone, a “fine collection of old
African sculptures” opened in Otto Feldman’s Neue Galerie on Lennéstraße near Potsdamer Platz.16
Such a dialogue between modern works of art and African sculpture was – as far as Berlin was concerned
– a remarkable first. A review in Kunst und Künstler magazine stated that:
“Both African sculptures and Picasso’s late paintings were recently juxtaposed in the Neue
Galerie. There is little to make of them individually. Among the African sculptures there are only a
few pieces, and among those only a few points where a real constructive instinct for form emerges;
while in Picasso’s works there’s no form at all. At least with the three or four more valuable African
sculptures one recognises an intrinsic sculptural form in these primitive carvings. They sensed the
concave as concave, the convex as convex, they sensed everything unambiguously and drastically ... Picasso would like to do the same as a painter, yet there exists the whole history of art between him
and the Africans, as he is locked in his studio with models, devising his own conventions.”17
This thought requires lengthy comment: instinct for form, correct sense of space, drastic sensitivity – precisely that, which the “primitive” African sculpture, which was remote from culture,
seemed to fulfil, was evidently also fulfilled by the art of the Amarna period – albeit at museum
level, with the socially accepted rating of antiquity as a backdrop. In Berlin Amarna functioned like
a kind of socially acceptable primitivism. When therefore Akhenaten, the tango and African sculpture are mentioned in the same breath in the above-mentioned article in the Vossische Zeitung,
then this was first and foremost a statement on the aesthetic modernity bestowed upon the Amarna
art. This becomes particularly clear upon reading one of the most interesting exhibition reports of
the winter of 1913/14, which penned by the then influential art critic Fritz Stahl. On November 5,
1913 he wrote in the Berliner Tageblatt:
“Amenhotep IV! Everybody, who has looked into the history of Egypt, not as a specialist or as
a chronologist, is astonished by this unique historical phenomenon … A hater of the past like the
futurist Marinetti, is ready to smash the whole of the existing world into pulp! … It is impossible to
understand why the aesthetes and modernists of recent decades have not adopted this Egyptian
as their hero, in comparison with whom Nero is just a feeble character. Perhaps they were not aware
of him. He admittedly leads all futurists ad absurdum. His city and religion lasted for the twenty
years of his reign. Following this intermezzo, the passatism that he struck down – Thebes and the
worship of Amun – remained alive for millennia … Futurists, bow your heads!”18
With this review, Stahl wove one of the most original thoughts on the simultaneity of the
non-simultaneous of the contemporary general perception in 1913, which Felix Ingold placed his finger upon with the following comment: “It only remains to be noted that particularly around 1913 …
the synergy of durative processes preserved by continuity and explosive processes renewed by destruction have proven to be particularly productive.”19 The Amarna exhibition integrated itself into
the then highly topical discussion on the break made by Modern Art from the culture that was oriented toward the past. And Stahl did not locate that break in the present, but way back in the ancient
past of Amarna. When the Amarna heads went on display in Berlin, futurism was considered the
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symbol of emancipation from the shackles of a culture that oriented its self toward the past in
favour of the wide-open future (fig. 6).
It has already been established that Marinetti came to Berlin for the opening of the “Erster
Deutscher Herbstsalon.” For the futurists, the past represented a nightmarish burden on contemporary life and the most violent of methods were required to awaken their contemporaries, to free
them from the “mummies” and direct their gaze toward the future: “The threshold of the future
should be free of mummies! Make room for the youth, those intent on violence, the bold!” became
part of the futuristic painters’ manifesto as early as 1910.20 It was exactly this pars destruens of the
movement, the loud polemic against “passatism” that Stahl – along with a large number of visitors
to the exhibition in the Egyptian Courtyard on Museum Island – perceived.
The existential shock that the presentation of the Amarna finds caused in Berlin during the
winter of 1913/14 was closely tied to the discourse and practice of art in the Prussian capital. It was
here that the “Erste Deutscher Herbstsalon” took place in the Galerie Sturm in the presence of several futurists and many of their works, and at the same time that Picasso exhibited paintings in
conversation with African sculpture in Otto Feldmann’s gallery. Together, these three exhibitions
embodied fundamental issues of aesthetics, art theory and politics in sculpture on the one hand,
and, on the other, of the social relevance and accessibility of art on the eve of the First World War.
The ancient Egyptian art of Amarna and the broad visibility it enjoyed in a nervous Berlin on Museum
Island became a key aesthetic experience of an entire generation; a key experience that could be
part of the response to the debate on the power of museums and exhibitions, and on the relationship
between material and intellectual cultural heritage. Or, to return to the question initially posed: To
whom and where does antiquity belong? Does it belong to the peoples, the Egyptians, Persians,
Turks, Greeks, Ethiopians, who in the colonial era were simply ignored by the international excavation
community and robbed of their cultural heritage? Or does it belong to us and our forefathers who
were, as we have been for decades, nourished by these treasures, and from them gained aspects of
our aesthetic, intellectual, scientific and even political identities? There is no clear answer in sight.
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THE 1925 DEMAND FOR THE RETURN
OF THE NEFERTITI BUST, A GERMAN
PERSPECTIVE 1
Susanne Voss

When Ludwig Borchardt returned to Egypt in Autumn 1923 after nine years of wartime-imposed
absence, he was determined to rebuild the Kaiserlich Deutsche Institut für ägyptische Altertumskunde in Cairo, which he had led prior to 1914.
The Institute, whose affairs he directed before the war from a villa neighbouring his home
that he purchased in 1909, was now called the Deutsches Institut für ägyptische Altertumskunde in
Kairo, and between 1918 and 1923 had at times been threatened with closure.2 There were no more
private donors in Germany to finance the pursuit of its stated mission: acting as mediator for
German art collection acquisitions, caring for German academics involved in scientific enterprises
in Egypt, and providing German academics with scientific news from Egypt.3 They recorded original
texts as part of a project to publish an Egyptian dictionary (Wörterbuch der ägyptischen Sprache),4
and to this end Director Adolf Erman had arranged Borchardt’s 1899 appointment as special attaché
without diplomatic status to the Consulate General in Cairo.5 For this reason, the supervisory board
of the Kommission zur Herausgabe eines ägyptischen Wörterbuchs (Commission for the Publication

FIG. 1 The library of the Deutsche Institut für
Ägyptische Altertumskunde in Cairo (formerly
Kaiserlich Deutsches Institut für Ägyptische
Altertumskunde in Cairo), 1924
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of an Egyptian Dictionary), led by George Steindorff in conjunction with Heinrich Schäfer who was
Director of the Egyptian Department at the Berlin Museum, advocated for the closure of the Institute;
instead Museum representatives should be sent to Egypt on only a case-by-case basis, or to acquire
objects from the European antiquities market.
The material possessions of the Institute had also been affected by the war. In November
1915, the British military authorities had demolished the German House in Thebes, an international
guesthouse. The house had been jointly conceived by Borchardt and former French Antiquities
Service Director Gaston Maspero in 1901. This, in conjunction with the planned text recordings for
the Berlin dictionary project in Thebes, had been built in 1904 using funds from the Imperial Reserve.6
According to various sources, the British had demolished the house for military reasons (an attack
of the Senussi sect) in response to an allegation of illicit antiquities trading by the Egyptian guards
– or at Howard Carter’s instigation – and without the knowledge of Antiquities Service Director
Pierre Lacau.7
On November 1, 1916 Borchardt’s private residences in Cairo, his so-called South Villa with the
library known as the Instituts Villa, were confiscated following the British proclamation of July 31,
1916, and were rented to an Egyptian official.8 After a short-lived threat of expropriation due to the
unclear ownership status of the houses, the British military authorities relinquished them in a
ruinous state in the spring of 1922 following an intervention by Swiss professors with the British
Foreign Office in London. 9
In light of this, Borchardt’s scientific activities were still in British hands. In the event of the
concession holder’s return the British Egypt Exploration Society (EES) had taken over the German
concession in Amarna in 1920. Up until that point the Comité d’Archéologie – a supervisory board
overseeing Egyptian antiquities – had retained the commission under the auspices of the Americans.
After the war, the German concessions, including Borchardt’s private excavation permit in Abusir,
were released. Along with the excavation concessions, the two temporary German excavation houses
in Amarna and Abusir, which formally belonged to the Egyptian Antiquities Service and whose use
were bound to the concessions, were given back to the Service, who had rented the Amarna House
to the EES.
Since Borchardt had no access to private financing – with the help of which he had financed
excavations prior to 1914 – after the war, he carefully planned his return and paid his first visit to
then current French Antiquities Service Director Pierre Lacau on November 18, 1923. The path to
Lacau was not easy for Borchardt. During and shortly after the war strong anti-German sentiment
had spread among French, British, and American scholars in Berlin, and Lacau was very clearly
among them.10 Heinrich Schäfer warned Borchardt before his departure for Egypt that, “You will not
get to see any foreign excavations.”11
But Borchardt’s visit to Lacau went differently than expected. “All I can say is that what I
found here has exceeded my expectations,” Borchardt enthusiastically wrote to the Foreign Ministry
on November 18, 1923. “Mr. Lacau was not only quite correct toward me, but rather courteous. He
discussed internal matters of the Service with me as if I still belonged to the Comité d’Archéologie.
The only thing that reminded me of the last 9 years (the events of World War I, and the period immediately afterward) was his comment that, concerning certain things, we each had our own views,
so better not to touch on them and to limit ourselves to official matters ... Otherwise, we had the
same scientific goals of promoting archaeology in Egypt, and so would always find ourselves
together, etc.” Lacau also requested that Borchardt and Heinrich Schäfer resume work on publication
of the Cairene General (Catalogue Général). In reference to the tense relationship between French

FIG. 2 Ludwig Borchardt 1929
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and German academics that had existed before the war, and which the war’s events had further
nourished, Borchardt reported to the Foreign Ministry that: “If I can summarize what I have taken
with me from my visit to Mr. Lacau, then it is that the relationship of our institute to the Directorate
General of Egyptian Antiquities Service will be the same after the war as it was before, i.e. that Mr.
Maspero is, just as Mr. Lacau was, aware of the fact that they are not acting as Frenchmen, but as
Egyptian officials.”12 Borchardt reassured Erman, who had rejected his invitation to Egypt out of
fear of “perhaps being treated as a ‘Boche’,” by telling him, “I can assure you that you will certainly
not be confronted with that here.”13 And Lacau kept his word. In 1924 and 1925 he approved Borchardt
for several smaller excavations, investigations and re-surveys in Meidum, Saqqara, Giza, Abusir elMeleq and Karnak. Since Borchardt had no money, Lacau allowed him to use the excavation facility
of the Antiquities Service in Abusir el-Meleq, and supported Borchardt’s work in Saqqara with employees from the Service.
Now optimistic, Borchardt went in search of a donor for a larger enterprise, and two years
after his return found a financier, whose identity he kept secret. On April 10, 1925, he applied for the
excavation concession for Amarna, where he expected to encounter “no serious difficulties” from
Lacau.14 Meanwhile in Cairo, rumours emerged about an allegedly unfair division of finds relating to
the Nefertiti bust that had been brought before the DOG in the summer of 1924 by German-trained
Egyptologist Selim Hassan, and which had Borchardt dismissed. In a February 25, 1925 letter to
Erman Borchardt wrote: “That the talk of the colourful Queen’s theft stemmed from Lacau is
certainly not correct … He knows his files, which by the way, we had in our hands last summer.”15
But the wind had now changed direction. Borchardt wrote aghast to the Foreign Ministry on
May 20, 1925 the: “the Egypt Exploration Society had not given up on Tell el-Amarna, but even if

FIG. 3 Left to right: H. O. Lange (?), F. W. von
Bissing, G. Reisner, Frau Lange (?), L. Borchardt
in der Teti-Pyramide, ca. 1900
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FIG. 4 Borchardt’s Southern Villa with the
Deutsche Institut für Ägyptische Altertumskunde in Cairo (formerly Kaiserlich Deutsches Institut für Ägyptische Altertumskunde in Kairo in
Cairo), street view, 1924

that were the case, the Comité could not have given us an excavation permit without having rectified
a ‘mistake’ that occurred during the 1913 division of finds, i.e. before they had taken the ‘colourful
Queen’ away from us!” Since Lacau was demanding the return of not only the bust, but also pieces
from British and American museums, Borchardt confided that, “in this matter, England and America
will become allies.”16
Lacau’s irritating justification to Borchardt, that “an excavation permit was a favour (faveur),
which you couldn’t give to someone who had ‘pulled a fast one’ on the Egyptians (joué un mauvais
tour),” led to a complaint from the German Legation to Hussein Bey Sirry Pasha, the Egyptian State
Secretary in the Ministry of Public Works, who promised to find a solution.17
The cause was taken up two months later by the Egyptian press. Anti-government daily
newspaper Al-Ahram18 used the demands for returning archaeological finds as a means to stir
things up because, as learned by German Legation member Hans Pilger in the editorial office, “this
case [was] for the newspaper, as one of the opposition papers that strongly opposed the current
government, a welcome opportunity to make stabs at the government.” To this extent, “a fierce
campaign had led in previous years against Lord Carnarvon and Carter during the excavation of the
tomb of Tutankhamen.”19
In the course of the campaign, the newspaper contended that the Germans had, “curiously
altered the external appearance of the piece, and had stolen the bust” of Nefertiti while, “the
Americans wouldn’t have any qualms about ... purchasing it from the Germans for £5 million.”20
The accusation about an external alteration was actually based on a British incident, which
a certain Professor Burg had candidly published. Without paying further attention to the bust, the
newspaper’s campaign thereafter focused on the lax attitude of the Egyptian government toward
the British offense: “In the case that the ‘Egyptian Government’ did not read the book by ‘Professor
Burg,’ the government would like to appoint someone to read the book through and report back to
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the government that forged and externally-modified antiquities were offered to them in the past.
The Government naturally did not accept these, and permitted their export. However, the external
alterations were removed when the items arrived at the British Museum, and in this way, they
gained valuable objects … Woe to a nation, whose government considers suggestions for improvement to be crime.”21 Because the editors of Al-Ahram assured the German Legation they were not
launching a specific attack against German academics, the diplomats ignored it and Borchardt was
encouraged not to engage himself in anything “that could lead to the withdrawal of the ‘colourful
queen’.”22
This also changed nothing at the Comité meeting, which took place on November 28, 1925. In
the commentary on the minutes sent to Berlin German Envoy Josef Mertens summarized: “From
the Egyptian side the view is that the division of finds was, in those days, undertaken to the best
knowledge of both parties, but that both parties made mistakes and that because of this, the head
must be returned on moral grounds.”23 This was however, no occasion for concern since he assumed,
“that now, after the rich treasures of the tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amon, for which there is nothing comparable to in the world, have reached Cairo, the efforts of the Egyptian government regarding the
head should probably have lost some of their intensity.”24
The diplomat had not envisioned that Lacau’s insistence – that not only Gustave Lefebvre, “a
man, whose reliability and competence are undisputed,” but also Borchardt had been mistaken
about the value of the bust – was not ingenuous. In November 1925 Lacau insisted to the Comité
that, “We have to believe that he erred, as our own representative and at the same time. So the
piece left Egypt, and only afterward was the mistake noticed,” whereupon Borchardt yielded to the
moral pressure and acknowledged the situation to Sirry Bey.25
In fact however, Lacau had privately, in conversation with Borchardt in the early summer of
1924, accused Lefebvre of overstepping. After the encounter on June 8, 1924 Borchardt immediately
reported in astonishment to Berlin: “He [Lacau] said… that there had been an error made by Mr.
Lefebvre, and that I should have called his attention to it.” He did however not respond to this “extraordinary accusation.”26 In July 1925, Lacau repeated the accusation during a personal meeting,
and reproached Borchardt for his “dirty trick” [schlimmer Streich], whereupon the Embassy complained to Sirry Bey.
These diplomats, who had only recently been active in Egypt, were not familiar with the circumstances of the pre-war period and therefore didn’t grasp the core issues of the conflict.27 To be
sure, Gaston Maspero, the Antiquities Service Director at the time, had always tried to deal fairly
with all countries involved in excavations in Egypt,28 and showed himself to be generous in the
division of finds.29 But Borchardt’s particular relationship to the French Antiquities Service was seriously debilitated due to academic controversies.
The roots of the dispute lay with the Berliner Schule, which had developed around professor
of Egyptology Adolf Erman in the beginning of the 1880s, and stood in open competition with traditional French Egyptology.30 A systematic approach to collective subject matter, which Maspero criticized
as, “putting the cart before the horse,” was characteristic of the Berliner Schule.31 Erman in turn,
lashed out against Maspero, who was revered in France: “In contrast to this comprehensive scientific
progress of Egyptology ‘in Germany,’ the old unsystematic methods have remained dominant in the
old Roman countries of France and Italy. It is the ruin of all philology in these countries to attribute it
to the great personal influence that Parisian Egyptologist Gaston Maspero enjoys in these countries.
No one will mistake that this scholar, who through his ingenious ideas has often had a stimulating effect, has furthered Egyptology through fortunate finds, but since he himself has advanced even
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FIG. 5 German House at Thebes after reconstruction, 1927

without sufficient scientific preparation in Egyptology, he gives the impression that there is a need
for people like him; and so dilettantes have consistently emerged from his school. They all are looking,
just as he is, to make up for their deficient scientific education through industriousness: but since
they lack Maspero’s esprit, their efforts are for the most part perfectly useless.”32
Since his arrival in Egypt in the autumn of 1895, Erman’s pupil Borchardt had worn on his
sleeve the self-assurance of the “better” educated German academics, and upon the transfer of
the Nefertiti bust, he wore this as a triumph as well. Now, 30 years later, this arrogance had
boomeranged back at him because in the spring of 1924, Borchardt had committed the critical err of
publically savouring his 1913 triumph.
It was no mere coincidence that Lacau had leveled his accusation privately in the early summer
of 1924. In the spring of that same year, Borchardt had exploited Lefebvre’s ignorance by publishing
a monograph about the bust in which he depicted the piece for the first time in all its magnificence.33
Until then Borchardt had held back, only mentioning the bust in a preliminary report, and had seen
to it that the bust, and eight other pieces were not exhibited.34 The provocation was therefore not
renewed disclosure of the bust, whose existence in Berlin Lacau was of course aware of, but the audacity with which Borchardt had congratulated himself in his monograph for how he had immediately
recognized the piece’s historical and artistic significance in light of his famous December 6, 1912
diary entry: “No use describing it, you have to see it!”35
For colleagues and readers, who were familiar with the pre-war Franco-German relationship
in Egypt, this was outrageous. Borchardt had publically disparaged Lefebvre’s professional judgment
with a single sentence – and in doing so, gambled away Lacau’s efforts to assist Borchardt following
his 1923 return. Until this point, Lacau had generously abstained from feeding the tension inflamed
by the events of war and had fully supported Borchardt, the underdog. Borchardt, however, had
stabbed him in the back and publically disgraced the scientific integrity and reputation of the
French Antiquities Service. While the German Legation could not comprehend Lacau’s accusation
of a “dirty trick,” Sirry Bey could, and challenged Lacau at the Comité with the words: “Is Mr.
Borchardt unworthy of holding a permit?” Whereupon to Lacau revealed: “If the German Government
was content to discredit him [Borchardt], that would be a significant moral punishment, but for us,
a poor consolation in practical terms.”36
A worse time could not have been chosen for the German triumph. Legally, there were no
doubts about the 1913 division of finds – even after the change of government in Egypt. This was
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not the substance of Lacau’s line of argument, yet the public revelation of errors by the French-led
Antiquities Service was seen as an egregious breach of trust in these troubled times.
Because the influence of England on the young nation state remained strong, there was inner
political turmoil. While the 1919 Egyptian nationalists struggle for independence led by Saad Zaghlul
waned, King Fuad I had proclaimed himself ruler in 1922 with the support of the British and without
the government participation of the nationalists. In the wake of this, Egyptian claims on their
ancient cultural heritage had become a significant political factor for the nationalists. They used a
British /French treaty as the basis for the persistence of the French Antiquity Service to discredit
the authority of the new government. The generous French antiquity politics of the years before
the war had been a continuous object of harsh public critique for the local nationalist media since
1922. Among these, the influential daily newspaper Al-Ahram demanded the deposition of the
French Antiquities Service and the return of the antiquities that had gone to foreign museums previous to Egyptian independence.37 Increasingly nationalist newspaper articles, and Borchardt’s belief
that alumni from a government sponsored school for Egyptology that had been in the planning
since 1924 would successively push the French out of the Antiquites Service, made French scholars
in Egypt increasingly uneasy.38 In the spring of 1924 French newspapers in Egypt reported that King
Fuad I had announced the removal of the French and English from their administrative positions in
favour of the Germans and Italians, this was however, immediately denied. Yet the guiding principle
was different. As Borchardt reported to Berlin in March 1924: “‘Egypt for the Egyptians’ is the
slogan: by 1927, all(?) the foreign officials should be out.”39 An “overly nationalistic spirit” had
emerged, particularly among students who had studied in Germany, which, at the expense of European academics, was directed against the European-friendly local government installed in 1922.40
Beginning in 1922 all foreign Egyptologists in Egypt were therefore in the same boat, which
explains Lacau’s surprising support of Borchardt’s 1923 return: standard imperial conflicts were superseded by the demands of a confident and autonomous Egypt. In early summer of 1924 Lacau let
Borchardt know about his thoughts regarding a settlement with the Egyptian demands: “He again
expressed thoughts similar to those I had conveyed about our earlier talk in my previous reports on
this matter. He stated the reasons for the new law, namely that ‘unique’ pieces had left Egypt in recent years. He gave as an example for this the colourful bust of the Queen Nefertiti in the Berlin
Museum, which comes from the Tell el-Amarna excavation … Then we discussed similar cases,
such as the Mykerinos group, which is now in Boston, and how Lord Kitchener had treated Maspero
so rudely at the time. I also mentioned the Roman bronze head found in the excavations at Meroe
now in the British Museum, which he apparently did not know about. He in turn mentioned the
Oxyrrhinchos [sic] Papyrus, of which about a thousand [fragments] were made public, while the
Cairo Museum had received only 68 of them … All these cases, to which there are still certainly
many others to add, will of course serve to buttress his support for the law’s amendment.”41
Lacau no longer shared his confidences with Borchardt after the publication and exhibition of
the bust. While Borchardt savoured his scientific pre-eminence, the French Antiquities Service was
fighting for its political survival. The old conflicts were therefore only one side of the coin. The signs
of the times weighed much more heavily, and may ultimately have been the motive for Lacau’s approach in explaining his actions to Sirry Bey during the Comité meeting: “What is important to me,
is punishment for past transgressions … If by chance a press campaign were to be set in motion, we
would have to reckon with the accusation of not having done enough to undo the damage done.”
And: “The next generation should know that we have tried everything to return this artwork to
Egypt’s cultural legacy.”42
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In view of the inevitable tightening of laws after 1922, which were disadvantageous to European
excavations, Borchardt regarded Lacau’s demand for the return of the Nefertiti bust as a means to
an end, to ensure the survival of the French administration of the Antiquities Service in an independent Egypt.43 He did not take Lacau’s actions personally. After all, he was not the only casualty
of the French fight for survival. In the summer of 1926, British excavator Sir Flinders Petrie resigned
from his work and left Egypt as a consequence of Lacau’s antiquities policy. The Egyptian Research
quoted Petrie, announcing, “I am going to Palestine where the authorities help archaeologists, here
their attitude is such that it makes it quite impossible for me to carry on.”44 The Metropolitan
Museum in New York also discontinued its excavations, and limited itself to research papers.45 The
return of the bust, the negotiations for which bypassed the Berlin Museum in 1925, was simply not
an option for Borchardt.46 To “serve up his head on a platter” to the forever disgraced French Antiquities Service administration didn’t occur to him – the great foreign excavations in Egypt conducted
according to the pre-war model would have come to an end regardless of Nefertiti’s return. Thanks
to Lacau’s antiquities policy the unique situation of a foreign-run antiquities administration in an
autonomous state continued up until the fall of the Egyptian monarchy to Gamal Abdel Nasser’s
nationalist “free officers” in 1952.
During the course of demands for Nefertiti’s return, the excavation ban pronounced on Borchardt and the Institute was not enforced by Lacau – as long as the finds did not leave the country.
“In fact, the ‘excavation prohibition’ was never enforced,” wrote Borchardt in April 1930 about his
situation after 1925, “Since then, I myself have undertaken two smaller excavations with the permission of the Egyptian Director General, however only at sites where I only sought and reported
only scientific findings, not finds of actual objects. 47
The dispute about the return of the Nefertiti bust had, in fact, been symptomatic of growing
Egyptian nationalism. A self-assured Egypt had put an end to the out-dated pre- and post- First
World War imperial conflicts, which had never been relevant to the development of German Egyptology.
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The article is based on the evaluation of the extensive private
and official archives of Ludwig Borchardt in Cairo, in consultation with corresponding German Government and Legation
records, as well as private diplomatic and academic archives,
including the Adolf Erman papers. It is the product of ongoing
research on the political history of the Cairo Department of
DAI (DAI Research Cluster 5, cf. for example: Voss 2008,
2009, 2010, 2012b). While ignoring the crucial Egyptian stake
in the events, the diminution of these complex issues of
the Franco-German conflict before and after the First World
War, fails to hold up against closer examination (cf. Savoy
2011)..
The popular thesis that the Institute led by Borchardt had
been a subsidiary of the German Archaeological Institute

3

4
5

and that the Institute building was German Imperial property,
is not correct (see for example: Savoy 2011, 50–52).
During the Imperial period the Institute did not carry out
any excavations of its own, but had rather been established
for the purpose of providing services to German scholars and
collections. Employee costs were borne by the Institute’s
clients,and the rights to results were retained by those
clients.
Cf. Seidlmayer 1999, 2006, 2009; Gertzen 2011, ch. 4.
Borchardt was not, as aspirants to a diplomatic career in the
German Consulates General were referred to, an actual attaché, but was outside the diplomatic corps. His title of “Attaché” which was also carried by the German doctor in Cairo,
was merely a personal title granted to minor officials during
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the Imperial period to establish a rank comparable to foreign
partners; see: Huerter et. Al. 2000, XXXVII–XXXVIII. The
awarding of personal titles was abolished by the Constitution
of 1919.
Savoy’s (2011, 45) claim that the house had been a, “base
for German archaeological activities in upper Egypt,” is not
correct. No major German excavations took place at Thebes
before 1966 (cf. Polz 2007, 26–27).
Letter of the American Diplomatic Agency in Cairo to the
American Ambassador in Berlin on August 24, 1916: PA AA,
R 138399; Borchardt’s letter to Kalisch on November 25, 1922:
DAIK, Mappe XXVIII, Dienstgebäude in Ägypten, Korrespondenz über Unterhalt, Abbruch in Theben etc. (1914–1923);
Borchardt’s letter to Erman on February 3, 1925: BStUB, NL
Erman; see also: Voss 2012b. Savoy’s (2011, 45) impression
that the British instigation for demolition was not sufficiently attested to is untrue; as to her (uncited) hypothesis
that Lacau was therefore responsible, evidence to the contrary can be found in the German files.
Transcript from the confiscation report of Egyptian Finance
Minister Youssef Pacha Wahba on October 31, 1916: DAIK,
Mappe XXVIII, Dienstgebäude in Ägypten, Korrespondenz
über Unterhalt, Abbruch in Theben etc. (1914–1923).
The statement by Savoy (2011, 52) that the sale of the houses
had been stopped due to Borchardt’s diplomatic status was
based on a misunderstanding of administrative matters,
Borchardt had no diplomatic status (cf. note 5).
Cf. Borchardt’s letter to Erman, June 21, 1919: BStUB, NL Erman; Borchardt’s letter to AA on November 15, 1923, 4: PA
AA, R 64657; Gady 2005, 743–753; Savoy 2011, 35ff.
Mentioned in Borchardt’s letter to Erman on May 29, 1924:
BStUB, NL Erman.
Borchardt’s letter regarding “reestablishing relationships
with foreign academics” to AA on November 18, 1923: PA
AA, R 64657. The successful visit (without reference to the
source and dated December of that year) is mentioned above
by Krauss (1987, 104).
Borchardt’s letter to Erman on November 8, 1923: BStUB,
NL Erman.
Borchardt’s letter to Simon on April 15, 1925: BStUB, NL Erman; Application published by Savoy (2011, 90).
Borchardt’s letter to Erman on February 25, 1925: BStUB, NL
Erman.
Borchardt’s letter to Richthofen (AA) on May 20, 1925: PA
AA, R 64447; cf. Krauss 1987, 107, with note 106.
Pilger’s letter to AA on July 29, 1925: PA AA, R 64447; cf.
Krauss 1987, 107, with Note 107 and 108. The intervention of
the German Legation led to Sirry Bey speaking in the Comité
meeting on November 28, 1925 (see below).
In 1919 the motion pushed by the nationalist Wafd party of
Saad Zaghlul at the Paris Peace Conference, which the British
thwarted, led to serious unrest and, on February 28, 1922,
to Egypt gaining independence (“Declaration of Egypt”).
Fuad I had proclaimed himself King on March 15, 1922 and
appointed a local government without the participation of
the Wafd party.
Pilger’s letter to AA on September 16, 1925: PA AA, R 64447.
Transcription and translation of the “Supplement by the ElAhram’ Newspaper to the Government Communiqué,” 1–2,
Addendum to Pilger’s letter to AA on September 16, 1925:
PA AA, R 64447.
Transcription and translation of the “Supplement by the ElAhram’ Newspaper to the Government Communiqué,” 2-3,
Addendum to Pilger’s letter to AA on September 16, 1925:
PA AA, R 64447.
Borchardt’s letter to Heilbron (AA) on December 23, 1925:
PA AA, R 64447.
A version and translation of the file and Lacau’s cover letter
of December 6, 1925 from the French files that Savoy pu-
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blished in 2011, 113–130. Another version is located in the
Foreign Ministry (PA AA, R 64448) and passages from it are
cited by Krauss (1987, 106–108).
Mertens’ letter to Heilbron (AA) February 4, 1926: PA AA, R
64448.
Quote from the meeting minutes according to translation
by Savoy 2011, 125–126.
Borchardt’s letter to AA on June 8, 1924: DAIK, Mappe o. Nr.,
Service des Antiquités 2 und Mappe o. Nr., DOG.
On the Franco-German relationship cf. Voss 2012b and Gady
2012.
Cf. David 2008. During the British military occupation (1882–
1914) and the British protectorate (1914–1922) Egyptians could
also obtain excavation permits and these were used by registered antiquities dealers. Said Bey Hachaba, the most famous among them, sold his half-share of finds to the Cairo
Museum and to foreign museums, cf. Abou-Ghazi 1988, 42.
Cf. last Savoy 2011, 15–25.
A monograph about the Berlin School is available from Gertzen 2011.
Gertzen 2011, 31–32.
Erman’s Progress Report to Prussian Minister of Culture,
from May (undated) 1900: GStA PK, I HA Rep. Kultusministerium Ve 1 Sekt. 1 Abt. X Nr. 2 Bd. 2, Bl. 84–88.
The publication dated 1923, first appeared in Spring of 1924,
cf. Krauss 1987, 100.
Borchardt 1913. The knowledge that in addition to the bust
other pieces were also withheld emerges from, among others,
Borchardt’s letter to his wife dated November 3, 1913 (SIK).
The reason for this reticence was fear regarding the promulgation of more restrictive laws (aknowledged by Krauss in
1987, 95).
Borchardt 1923, 32.
Quote from the meeting minutes according to translation
by Savoy 2011, 126 and 128.
Cf., for example, Breasted’s letter to Erman on March 29,
1929: BStUB, NL Erman.
Borchardt’s letter to AA on January 23, 1924: DAIK, Mappe
A VI, Varia, Korrespondenz, Zeitungsausschnitte (1909–
1927).
Borchardt’s letter to Erman on March 21, 1924: BStUB, NL
Erman. The statement “Egypt for the Egyptians” referred
to a speech of Ahmad Urabi Pacha (cf. Schölch 1972) appropriated Saad Zaghlul in the 1920s.
Borchardt’s letter to the editor of the Turkish Post, Constantinople, Schmidt-DuMont on July 5, 1926: DAIK, Mappe
A VI, Varia, Korrespondenz, Zeitungsausschnitte (1909–
1927).
Borchardt’s letter to AA on June 8, 1924: DAIK, Mappe o.
Nr., Service des Antiquités 2 und Mappe o. Nr., DOG. Krauss
quoted an extract from a version of this document in the
Foreign Ministry in 1987, 104.
Quote from the meeting minutes according to a translation
by Savoy 2011, 127 and 126.
The impression that Lacau’s demand for Nefertiti’s return
had stemmed from the events of the First World War, as
susspected by Savoy (2011), is not suggested by the German
files.
Newspaper clipping from the Egyptian Research on July 9,
1926: DAIK, Mappe o. Nr. Service des Antiquités 2; cf. Gertzen
2008, 291.
Borchardt’s commentary, signed on behalf of Wolf, on July 13,
1926: DAIK, Mappe o. Nr., Service des Antiquités 2.
The correspondence was, however, not withheld from AA
(according to Krauss 1987, 108), but rather remained in the
Prussian Ministry of Culture.
Borchardt’s letter to German Prime Minister on April 17, 1930:
SIK.
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AMARNA IN LITERATURE
Sylvia Peuckert

Upon examination of the reception of ancient Egypt in German-language literature one is struck by
the strong impression made by the Amarna Period during the first half of the twentieth century.1 If
we include lesser-known texts, it is possible, to a certain extent, to discern a temporal and thematic
pattern. Prior to the First World War, when the finds from Tel el-Amarna arrived in Berlin, and even
shortly after the war, it was primarily these finds that shaped the character of the reception, and
alongside the persona of Akhenaten himself there was a strong interest in the sculptor Thutmose,
who had been elevated by Ludwig Borchardt. Different aspects of the bust of Nefertiti were alluded
to in various texts from the 1920s, including those of a journalistic nature. A third phase of the reception of Amarna occurs in the National Socialist period, that is, the time of the persecution and
exile of Germany’s most important writers.
Rainer Maria Rilke and author Mechtilde Lichnowsky encountered the art of Amarna very
early on – in both cases because of personal acquaintance with Egpytologists.2 Mechtilde Lichnowsky
made the acquaintance of Georg Steindorff during a trip to Egypt in the spring of 1912, and had an
opportunity to view the excavations in Tel el-Amarna. She described this visit in her debut as an author Götter, Könige und Tiere in Ägypten (1912; Gods, Kings and Animals in Egypt). Rilke also met
Georg Steindorff, who showed him the plaster cast of a head found in Tel el-Amarna during the excavation season of 1911/12, through his publisher Anton Kippenberg. He saw the original at the
Ägyptisches Museum in Berlin, where Heinrich Schäfer guided him “in the summer of 1913 … to
finest of our works of art.”3 In addition to the head of Queen Tiye that had been purchased as early
as 1905, the head of Amenhotep IV – as it was assumed at the time – was one of the main attractions
of the Amarna finds;4 in a special 1913 exhibition of finds from Tel el-Amarna, this occupied the
place reserved for Nefertiti. In addition to Steindorff and Borchardt, Mechtilde Lichnowsky also
owned a plaster cast (fig. 1). Rilke purchased a copy on behalf of Swiss author Regina Ullmann and
gave another to his lover, Magda von Hattingberg (fig. 2). Julius Meier-Graefe, at the time an
influential writer on art, later described the enthusiasm for Amarna in his Pyramide und Tempel:
Notizen während einer Reise nach Ägypten, Palästina, Griechenland und Stambul (1927; Eng. trans.
Pyramid and Temple, 1930): “El-Amarna was the only period familiar to us before we arrived.
Babushka gushed over the finds in the Berlin Museum: the graceful coloured bust of the queen and
even more so over the head of Tiye, most of all over the sketches of the sculptor’s studio, and for a
time every friend of the arts in Berlin had a cast of the head of Amenhotep – which Borchardt, by
the way, considers a portrait of Tut – on his desk” (p. 152). Magda von Hattingberg and painter Lou
Albert-Lasard recalled visits with Rilke “in the atrium of the Egyptian Museum, in the centre of
which, gently lit from all sides and above, the head of the king rose up from a simple pedestal”
(Hattingberg, p. 284). Albert-Lasard sketched the head at Rilke’s request and described it with en-

FIG. 1 Mechtilde Lichnowsly. Photograph by
Hänse Herrmann (from: Kunst und Künstler 12,
1914, booklet 3)
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FIG. 2 From: Illustrations of plaster casts once
available for purchase in the Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, book 1, 1925, pl. 40. Here the head
(accession no. 20496) is still labelled as a
representation of Amenhotep IV (no. 537)
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thusiasm in letters to Lou Andreas-Salomé, Georg Steindorff, and Mechtilde Lichnowsky. In a letter
to the last of these dated August 11, 1913, Rilke enclosed a (still unfinished) poem, which “I wrote in
my notebook as I beheld” (fig. 3) and which was published only posthumously in 1953 with the
makeshift title “Kopf Amenophis IV. in Berlin” (“Head of Amenhotep IV in Berlin”). For her part,
Mechtilde Lichnowsky wrote a poem, “An Ech’n Aton” (“To Akhenaten”), which was published in
the journal Die weissen Blätter immediately before the outbreak of the First World War (fig. 4).
The encounter with the art of Amarna shook the notion of Egyptian art that had been shaped
by Johann Joachim Winckelmann, and had occurred during a period when modernism – with its different, conflicting directions in both the fine arts and the contemporaneous discourse on art theory
– was arriving on the scene. This circumstance reinforced the sense of shock caused by the newly
discovered works of art and made it tempting to draw parallels. In Götter, Könige und Tiere in
Ägypten, Lichnowsky wrote of the “new art of Impressionism that Akhenaten called into being” (p.
181); by contrast, Fritz Stahl, the art critic of the Berliner Tageblatt compared the artistic revolution
of Amarna to the Futurism proclaimed by Tommaso Marinetti. Such comparisons had to serve both
for critique and for rejection. Meier-Graefe, who was particularly enthusiastic about the art of the
Old Kingdom, described the finds from Amarna that he saw in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo as the
products of decadence and an “Expressionism franchised by the state” (p. 153). Other theorists, in
turn, did not restrict the parallels with modernist movements solely to the Amarna Period. In the
journal Das Kunstblatt, which was edited by Paul Westheim and advocated Expressionist art, Ludwig
Coellen published the article “Der Kubismus der Ägyptik und sein Bezug zum Expressionismus”
(“The Cubism of Egyptian Art and its Connection to Expressionism”) in 1918. Hedwig Fechheimer
had earlier, in Die Plastik der Ägypter (1914; The Sculpture of the Egyptians), advanced the thesis
that the changes in viewing habits introduced by Cubism had changed how we look at all Egyptian
art. In an article “Die neuen Funde aus Tel el-Amarna” (“The New Finds from Tel el-Amarna”), published the same year in the journal Kunst und Künstler, she declared: “The art of Tel el-Amarna is
characterised … not by new sculptural (artistic) points of view but rather by a new religious experience.
It testifies to a revolution not of art but of the human.”
The new image of the human being that seemed to be tangible in the art of Amarna invited
people to identify with it. Beginning with Lichnowsky and Rilke, whose descriptions in letters and
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FIG. 3 Letter from Rainer Maria Rilke to
Mechtilde von Lichnowsky, August 11, 1913,
with the poem Kopf Menophis IV. in Berlin
(Deutsches Literaturarchiv Marbach)

poems had not yet been published at this time, we encounter in texts about Amarna metaphors of
flowers and plants that evoke youth and fragility. In 1922 Rilke wrote of the bust of Nefertiti, photographs of which he had received from acquaintances, that it was “of the same blossomed, indeed
almost fruited essence as the precious busts of the king” (letter to Nanny Wunderly-Volkart on March
5,1922), which was nearly a quotation from his poem of 1913: “the fruit king that the heavens brought
to sweetness.” Claudia Breger emphasises the fascination with Akhenaten’s “un-/masculinity” in the
work of Rilke and Thomas Mann,5 and Ricarda Dick suspects that Else Lasker-Schüler must have
471
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FIG. 4 Typed manuscript of the poem An Ech’n
Aton by Mechtilde Lichnosky (with the caption
An den egyptischen König Ech’n Aton (Deutsches
Literaturarchiv Marbach)
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known the artworks from Amarna in the Ägyptisches Museum very well, since their influences are felt
in her drawing, and that the uncertainty about gender in her equating herself with Prince Yusuf of
Thebes was influenced by the “androgynous representations” of Amenhotep IV.6
In 1922 painter Clara Siemens and writer Grethe Auer published a portfolio of sixteen prints
and a novella titled Koenig Echnaton in El-Amarna (King Akhenaten in el-Amarna).7 The novella is
conceived as a first-person narrator’s search for clues of ancient Egypt after encountering a group
of followers of Akhenaten in the wake of the fall of Amarna – the same narrative means, by the
way, employed by Naguib Mahfouz more than sixty years later in Akhenaten: Dweller in Truth. In
both narratives, this tool serves to help the reader understand the path to religious tolerance that
the first-person narrator takes as he follows the trail of Akhenaten and to make it clear that this is
a timeless project. The portfolio by Siemens and Auer was probably also intended to popularise the
results of the excavations; in their story the great hymn to the sun is presented in an abridged
version from Geschichte Ägyptens, Hermann Ranke’s 1910 translation of James Henry Breasted’s A
History of Egypt (1905), and the first-person narrator discovers the sculptors’ workshop, along with
the bust of Nefertiti. The notion that it was possible to identify an artist from as early as ancient
Egypt who, although no king, is a clearly rendered person whose works convey an individual style,
was a fascinating one, and found expression in literature, albeit of not particularly high quality – for
example, the novel Der Bildhauer des Pharao (1963; The Pharaoh’s Sculptor) by Elisabeth Hering.8
Art historian Curt Victor Habicht, who also tried his hand as an Expressionist poet, wrote the hymn
“Thutmes” as early as 1919. That same year Habicht wrote the novella Echnaton (Akhenaten), which
had been preceded by an earlier unpublished version in play form in 1913. He included the great
hymn to the sun in unabridged form and described the fall of Amarna as a struggle between
Horemheb and Akhenaten, in which Horemheb wins on the level of power and Akhenaten on a
moral level. This pacifist message is all the more remarkable given that the author would later
become a raging National Socialist.
As the colourful bust of Nefertiti gradually became famous, she seemed to have arrived in
Berlin. Franz Hessel’s descriptions of walks in Berlin in Teigwaren leicht gefärbt (1926; Pastry, Slightly
Coloured) include the short story “Die vernünftige Nephertete” (“The Reasonable Nefertiti”). After
a visit to the cinema, Lisbeth, a white-collar worker and “modern woman,” is spoken to by two
young men, who insist on calling her Nefertiti because of her appearance – she is said to resemble
the “daughter of an Egyptian king.” She falls in love with one of them but resigns herself to the
other one when the one she loves finds “a better position in a bank in Hamburg.” “Lisbeth-Nefertiti”
resolves not to cry, keeping in mind “that she was an independent young woman from Berlin, reasonable
and dependent on no one, her own master and not at all sentimental.” Strength was also necessary,
as Nefertiti was not always admired. For example, in his newspaper article “Besuch bei Amenophis”
(“Visit to Amenhotep”) of 1924, Joseph Roth found fault with the “murderous deceit of cold beauty”
when confronted with her bust, and Else Lasker-Schüler even saw an “applied art” quality in it.9 In
1930 negotiations over exchanging the bust for works of art in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (the
most important of which was one of two statues of Ranefer) created quite a stir in Berlin. Hedwig
Fechheimer explained the position of the Ägyptisches Museum in the journal Kunst und Künstler;
Roda-Roda bid an emotional farewell; and Meier-Graefe openly expressed his disappointment when
the exchange did not come to past, explaining that the bust owed its popularity solely to its colourfulness. By contrast, cabaret performer Friedrich Hollaender claimed in his chanson “Nofretete” (“Nefertiti”) that it was only the threat of an exchange that had triggered all the – as we would say today –
hype about the bust, which previously had been gathering dust “next door in Room 13” and, now that
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the excitement had passed, was once again stuck up the “Nefer-creek-i” (fig. 5). But Nefertiti stood
not just for beauty but also for dance and agility, appearing in the dance theatre piece Nofret-ête “Die
Schöne, die kommt”: Ägyptische Tanzdichtung (Nefertiti “The Beauty Has Come”: Egyptian Dance
Poem) by Hans Krockow and Ernst Dycke in 1929. Nico Dostal and Rudolf Köller’s operetta Prinzessin
Nofretete (1936) entirely dispenses with the historical material.
In 1935 writer Emil Barth began a review of Reinhold Muschler’s novella Nofretete with the
words: “Who is not familiar with the bust of Queen Nefertiti, … this magical, youthful head with the
heavy ornament of her royal crown, which rises like a flower from her neck and is delicate as a stem?”
Barth laments that Muschler, experienced author of popular fiction, had not succeeded in bringing
the character to life, because he wanted to do justice to the historical figures and therefore burdened
them with too many facts and explanations. That verdict also applies to Walter Erich Schäfer’s tragedy
Echnaton (1925), Max Kronberg’s Nofretete: Roman einer Königin (1934; Nefertiti: Novel of a Queen)
and Max Hoff’s Echnaton, König von Ägypten (1957; Akhenaten, King of Egypt). Eleonore Lorenz published the cycle of poems Echn-Aton (1931) and Josef Magnus Wehner the tale Echnaton und Nofretete
(1940). Lorenz, Muschler and Wehner were staunch National Socialists, and it is striking that they
were so fascinated by the Amarna material, although they imposed their worldview on it. According
to Muschler, Akhenaton is a genius who creates his works in “sublime isolation” (p. 50), and an “eagle”
(“Only sparrows screech in company” p. 33). For “healthy popular opinion” (p. 19), however, his visions
are too abstract, and Nefertiti must “steady his back” (p. 53); nevertheless, his decline is sealed
because he does not understand the concept of power and shies from war.
Franz Werfel concluded his collection of poems Schlaf und Erwachen (1935; Sleep and Awakening) with “Echnatons Sonnengesang” (Akhenaton’s Song to the Sun), a free rendering of the
hymn, thus avoiding the traps of the historical novel. Famously, Thomas Mann took his own path.
In Joseph der Ernährer (1943; Eng. trans. Joseph the Provider, 1944), he sketched Amarna as an alternative vision to the Third Reich – namely, a state in which the project of civilisation succeeds rather
than leading to decline, as the National Socialists, with their concept of power and struggle, insinuated. Thus he contradicted both Oswald Spengler’s model of history and his image of Egypt, which
covered only the early Egyptian period and its late decadence. In the conversations of Joseph and
the Pharaoh, the two men’s ideas of God are clarified, and Joseph cunningly and effectively anchors
Akhenaton’s ideas in the political reality of the country. But Nefertiti is still left with the silent role
of the beautiful woman. When the Pharaoh calls for her in order to kiss her while dealing with the
business of governing, “and between them there floated … the queen of the Two Lands, the bearer
of the sun’s own fruit – a wan smile on her lips, … her long neck thrust forward with an anxious
grace. She said not a word as she made her hasty entrance.”10

1
2

3

4

On the reception of Akhenaten in the English-language literature see: Montserrat, D. 2000 Akhenaten: History, Fantasy
and Ancient Egypt. Routledge, London/New York.
See: Peuckert, S. 2009 “Mechtilde Lichnowsky und Echnaton
um 1912: Ein Gedicht im Widerschein der Kunst und der Ausgrabungen von Amarna.” In Jahrbuch der Deutschen Schillergesellschaft 53. pp. 243–75.
H. Schäfer in a review of Worringer, Wilhelm 1927 Ägyptische
Kunst: Probleme der Wertung. In Deutsche Literaturzeitung
für Kritik der internationalen Wissenschaft, n.s. 6, no. 15
(1929), pp. 707–28.
See: Borchardt, L. October 1912 “Ausgrabungen in Tel el-Amarna
1911/12: Vorläufiger Bericht.” In Mitteilung der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft 50, pp. 1–40. In 1917, however, he identified
this head (inv. no. 20496) as that of Tutankhamun.

FIG. 5 Photograph of Margo Lion as “Nefertiti”
(text: Friedrich Hollaender, composition: Rudolf
Nelson) in the “Quick” revue by Friedrich Hollaender that premiered on September 19, 1930
(Archive of the Akademie der Künste, Berlin)

5

See: Breger, C. 2002 “Hieroglyphen der Männlichkeit: Echnaton-Phantasien und ägyptologische Szenarien bei Rilke
und Thomas Mann.” In Zeitschrift für Germanistik, n.s. 2
(2002), pp. 296–307.
6 See: Dick, R. 2010 “Else Lasker-Schüler als Dichterin.” In Dick,
Ricarda (editor). Else Lasker-Schüler: Die Bilder. Suhrkamp
Verlag, Frankfurt am Main/Berlin, pp. 117–58.
7
Grethe Auer (1871–1940) had been married to Bruno Güterbock,
secretary of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft, since 1907.
8 I am grateful to Steffen Wenig for calling my attention to
the novels of Elisabeth Hering and Max Kronberg.
9 Quoted from: Dick, “Else Lasker-Schüler als Dichterin” (see:
n. 6), p. 153 n. 42.
10 Mann, T. 2005 Joseph and His Brothers. John E. Woods
(trans.). Everyman’s Library, New York, p. 1189.
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THE THIRTIES – TROUBLE WITH
NEFERTITI
Hannelore Kischkewitz

On December 6, 1912 the colourful bust of Queen Nefertiti was found. The entry of excavator Ludwig
Borchardt in the excavation journal, which read: “No use describing it, you have to see it!” gave the
spectacle its mantra, one which has been amplified by all types of media and has lasted to this day,
drawing large audiences to the exhibition of the Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. Nefertiti’s image possesses
an aura that overrides the unimaginable time span of the 3,300 years that separate it from the present
day. The colouring of her cheeks alone seems to bring back the lost life for an instant. This is felt by
each visitor with every encounter. The miracle of Nefertiti reached a particularly dramatic dimension at
the end of the twenties, when German politicians and the rational attitude of the Berlin museum management voted in favour of returning the sculpture in exchange for important objects in the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo. The reaction of the press and visitors was one of outrage. According to a legend
handed down from that time, museum attendent Mr. Wilhelm Carow, a disabled war veteran with a
leather hand, was positioned in the vicinity of Nefertiti during the sensational exhibition of the Amarna
finds at the Neues Museum in order to record the comments of outraged visitors.1 These pages have
unfortunately been lost. In the 1960s Mr. Carow paid a visit to the Ägyptisches Museum on Museum Island and related what the visitors had considered worth communicating. They didn’t want to give
Nefertiti back, not after the lost war and the economic consequences. The press flew into a passion
with thoughts of retention, return, exchange.2 Meanwhile, as exchange negotiations were on the point
of foundering, James Simon, the patron of the excavation, addressed an open letter to the Prussian
Minister of Culture, Dr. Grimme, in which he appealed for the common sense solution of the exchange.
In his letter, which appeared in the Berliner Tageblatt on June 28, 1930, Simon wrote that he attached
a certain sentimental value to the bust, and was not immune to its charm:
“There are quite a few objects in our collection, which from an artistic perspective, are more
important than the elegant colourful bust of the queen. However, there are other factors that contribute to its popularity with the public. This is an image of a really beautiful woman. And it is well
known … how easily the layman can confound the beauty of the object with the value of its artistic
representation. In my opinion, as far as art is concerned, one should guard against paying too much
attention to public taste. Many of those who are now ranting the loudest about losing the bust
have never seen it … and are only now becoming so enthusiastic about it because fashion or even
sensation has led them to the Ägyptisches Museum … The preference of the masses is fickle, and I
am convinced that the time will come … when public opinion will turn away from the decadent
Amarna art in favour of the strong masculine direction of the Old Reich … .”3
On 1st July 1930 the Magdeburger Zeitung warned against:
“Appreciating a work of art the less because it is appealing and understandable at first sight. In
this regard we do not need to emphasise that we also regret having to part with this extraordinary
474
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FIG. 1 Caricature from the satirical publication
Kladderadatsch, July 13, 1930

sculpture, this painted female head, with which our society, in particular, with its total propensity
for commitment, an undemanding life, civilisation and – to put it bluntly – overbreeding, is
smitten.”4
On July 5, 1930 Die Meinung, Breslau, exclaimed in a tone of horror:
“The negotiations [on the exchange] had already reached a very advanced stage … when the socalled nation became enraged, a nation that otherwise could not have cared tuppence for art and
artists was outraged at Egypt’s stubborn requests, perceived the Fatherland to be in danger and
demanded, via the mouthpiece of the national press, that Nefertiti remain in Germany (fig. 1). One
can well understand that Nefertiti is extremely attractive, this image of decadence that cannot be
conceived in a more cunning manner.”5
475
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The Königsberger Tageblatt concluded its comprehensive article on the subject from July 1,
1930 with the authoritative sentence: “The magician who conjured up the delightful Nefertiti
appears to have a demonic nature. Nations are torn asunder by this statuette [sic].” 6
Now that a danger existed that the sculpture could be exchanged with Cairo, the number of
visitors to the Ägyptisches Museum broke all previous attendance records. Rituals were enacted,
such as the laying of flowers in front of the pedestal.7 Astonishment met the appraisal of Nefertiti
made by several press reports, which were almost derogatory in nature with the use of expressions
like decadent, overbred, cunning – it seemed as if the intention were to strike a blow against feminism,
perhaps simply against women from certain social backgrounds, who had attracted attention in those
radical times of the twenties and thirties so tinged by feminism; a projection of the unease felt at
contemporary femininity to the image of Nefertiti. The exotic and feminine charisma exuded by the
bust occasionally provided the template for carnival costumes in the “Nefertiti style” (fig. 2).8
A more serious class of viewer, versed in contemporary art, also became familiar with and entered the discourse concerning the art works from the excavated studio in Tell el-Amarna. Never
before had it been possible to come so close to the artists of Ancient Egypt as here in the middle of
its work fragments, trial efforts, brushes, paint pallets and final products. In 1917 the sculptor Bernhard Hoetger (1874–1949) created a portrait of the dancer Sent M’Ahesa, one of the first proponents
of modern expressive dance, who thrilled audiences with her “Egyptian miniatures.” The cast stone
portrait, 38.5 cm in height, appears not to have been possible without prior knowledge of the
Nefertiti bust, which first went on public display in the Neue Museum in 1924; it is not known when
or where Hoetger saw the bust around 1917. On the occasion of the 2002 exhibition “After the Flood:
The Dresden Sculpture Collection in Berlin” at the Ägyptisches Museum Charlottenburg location,
Hoetger’s work was placed alongside the Nefertiti bust (fig. 3). Nefertiti and the dancer faced the
visitor in an unusual meeting.9 The art historian Astrid Nielsen wrote about Hoetger’s sculpture:

FIG. 2 Baroness Nadine Üxküll in Fasching
festival costume as Nefertiti (right). Berliner
Illustrierte Zeitung April 20, 1930
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FIG. 3 Sent M’Ahesa and Nefertiti exhibition at
the the Egyptian Museum, Charlottenburg, 2002

“Hoetger took the block-like symmetrical and balanced structure of Egyptian art as the basis for his
portrait of Sent M’Ahesa. He created an idealised and virtually majestic beauty, the model for which
is to be found in one of the most famous sculptures of the 14th century BC, the bust of Nefertiti.”10
By the beginning of the thirties a quietness had settled around Nefertiti. In 1933, however,
after Hitler came to power, she again became a pawn of high political interests. The occasion was
provided by the anniversary of the accession of Fouad I as King of Egypt. The Prussian Prime
Minister Hermann Goering and probably also the Reich Propaganda Minister Josef Goebbels developed
a strategy in terms of a prognostic strategy aimed at gaining Egypt as an ally for Nazi activities in
Africa. According to this, the new alliance between Germany and Egypt was to be sealed by the imminent return of the Nefertiti bust – subject to the consent of Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler.11 This
heralded the first act of a new drama concerning Nefertiti, this time at a diplomatic level on October
10, 1933 on the occasion of a reception given to the diplomatic corps by the Egyptian king. The
German Ambassador Eberhard von Stohrer was able to inform the king of the happy news that Nefertiti would soon be returned. On the very same evening, however, the Ambassador learned that
Hitler would not consent to the return of the bust. A conflict threatened at the highest diplomatic
level. But it was not until March 1934 that von Stohrer was received by Hitler in Berlin. The Ambassador described the Führer’s emotional eruption concerning the exchange or return of the bust in
his journal. Hitler stated that he admired the bust, he recognised its value as a great work of art,
and he disregarded the opinions and judgements of Egyptologists. He planned to build a new Ägyptisches Museum, in which there would be a hall covered by a dome containing in its centre nothing
477
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FIG. 4 During the Third Reich particularly
valuable copies of the bust were marked with
the imperial eagle on a swastika

but Nefertiti. It was therefore out of the question to return her. The construction of a new museum
was part of Hitler’s plans to convert Berlin into Germania – Berlin as capital of Europe, or the world.12
A Museum of the 19th Century was to be created opposite Museum Island on the north bank
of the river Spree, followed by an Oriental and a Germanic Museum. The façades of the imperial
buildings would be 700 m long. The Orientalisches Museum would combine the Ägyptisches,
Vorderasiatisches and Islamisches Museums. The great architecture of the ancient Egyptian columns,
relief walls, funerary chambers, the Processional Way of Babylon with the Ishtar Gate and the
Mshatta desert castle façade would enable the visitor to experience the Orient’s past. The entrance
alone, with Egyptian style obelisks, a flight of steps flanked by building sections in the form of
towers with battlements and relief-structured walls, would suggest the alien and alluring nature of
the Orient. Finally the visitor would reach the Hall of Honour of Millennium Hall of the Orient. It
would contain nothing except a large bust of the Führer. Nefertiti, along with the other finds from
Thutmose’s workshop in Tell el-Amarna, would have to make do with the upper floor.13 The elitist
position beneath a dome, as described by Hitler to Ambassador von Stohrer, was dropped. The construction of the museum and exhibition concept were in the hands of Wilhelm Kreis, an architect
with experience in building museums, and well as Günter Roeder, Director of the Ägyptisches
Museum from 1940 to 1945, and ostensible Egyptologist cum museum man. His thoughts on a new
Ägyptisches Museum, which he laid down in two dossiers in August 1940, are therefore convincing
from an Egyptological and museum educational perspective.14 Compared to the architect, however,
his was often a position merely serving as a supplier of a few good ideas and photos of the objects
to be exhibited, while Kreis had previously established himself with great success as an architect.
He had the ideas for his museum bound in leather at great expense; these survived the war in Bad
Honnef. The plans of Hitler and his General Building Inspector Albert Speer for the World Capital of
Germania Berlin became a casualty of the war. On the brink of war, the Ägyptisches Museum was
closed on August 28, 1939. The initial salvage measures ensued according to a mobilisation plan.
Nefertiti was placed in crate number 28. Thus began a new chapter in the history of the famous
work of art. This included a debate on the authenticity of the bust, especially because there were
suspicions that Goering had an almost perfect forgery made for the purpose of presenting it as the
real thing to the Egyptians. Any remaining doubts, however, have been dispelled in recent years
with the help of state-of-the-art examination methods.15 There are no doubts concerning the authenticity of the cast with two eyes that James Simon had made for Kaiser Wilhelm II, who took it
with him when he went into exile upon his abdication.

1

Wilhelm Carow, from 1928 to 1961 Supervisor of the
Staatliche Museen, information provided by the Central
Archive, to which I offer my sincere gratitude.
2
On this complex cf. contribution by Mariana Jung in this catalogue.
3
Ägyptisches Museum and Papyrussammlung Berlin (ÄMP)
Archive.
4 ÄMP Archive.
5
ÄMP Archive.
6 ÄMP Archive.
7
The peculiar ritual offering of flowers to the bust of Nefertiti,
which was even accompanied by dancing, was to the general
surprise of all, was a sudden celebratory gesture of visitors
to the Charlottenburg location.
8 ÄMP Archive. Newspaper clipping with Baroness Nadine
Üxküll. Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung from 20.04.1930.
9
Wildung, Dietrich. 2003 “Ägypten in Dresden – Dresden in
Berlin.” In aMun 16, Berlin, p. 12f.
10 Nielsen, Astrid. 2002 Hauptsache Köpfe, special exhibition,
Dresden 2002. According to a generous notification from
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11 Cf. on this complex Krauss, Rolf.1988 “1913–1988. 75 Jahre
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13 Building plan in the Main Archive of the Staatliche Museen
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LIST OF EXHIBITS
For the first time, all the existing Berlin objects from the Thutmose Workshop complex
P 47.1–3 can be presented in this catalogue. For the benefit of this unique chance it
was necessary to forego the reproduction and description of numerous other exhibition objects. However, we paid attention to present all sections of the exhibition in
the catalogue by choosing particular important pieces, especially the international
loans.
The sequence of the finds from the Workshop complex follows the house numbers.
The arrangement of the catalogue entries does not correlate with the sequence of the
presentation in the Neues Museum.
The list presented here provides an overview over all objects from Berlin and their inventory numbers including their placement within the exhibition as well as the loan
objects from New York and London.

NEUES MUSEUM (LEVEL 2)
ROOM 2.08

Cabinet “Prelude”, I.01 (AMA_A_DO2_1)
Relief (ÄM 2072, Petrie Museum UC401)
Show case I.03
Part of a stela (ÄM 14511); statuette of a princess (ÄM 17951); heads of a princesses
(ÄM 22034, 24595, 25575); relief (ÄM 22265; Metropolitan Museum of Art 61.117),
seal rings (ÄM 22023, 22099, 34816)
Show case I.04
Fragment of a funerary relief (ÄM 18526); statuette (VÄGM 1997/117)
Show case I.05
Seal rings (ÄM 10510, 10511); Commemorative scarab (ÄM 16781); vessel with inscription (ÄM 32338), relief (ÄM 14503)
Show case I.06
Ivory arm guard (ÄM 21685)
Show case I.07
Crown of Queen Tjy (ÄM 17851); head of Queen Tiy (ÄM 21834)
Unit I.08
Statue of a baboon and Amenhotep III. (ÄM 9942)
Boundary stela “N”
Gypsum cast of Nefertiti’s head (GF-Nr. 525); head of Akhenaten (ÄM 15002)

Unit: “Daily life”, IV.04 (AMA_A_DO2_7)
Vessels (ÄM 22260, 22261, 22360, 25936, 29206, 29250, 29257, 29349, 29398,
37151); bowls (ÄM 29295, 29307, 29308); architectural elements (ÄM 22269/1,
22269/2, 22269/3, 25734, 25735/1, 25735/2, 25735/3, 25735/4); furniture pedestals
(ÄM 22306, 25963, 25964, 25966); stools (ÄM 22366, 25873, 25883); stone tablet
for vessels (ÄM 22320); headrests (ÄM 22368, 25899); pestle and mortar (ÄM
22248, 25886)
Cabinet: “Palaces and Estates”, IV.02 (AMA_A_DO2_6)
Fragment of a bracelet (ÄM 21900); vessel fragment (ÄM 21973); vessel seal (ÄM
22066); ring (ÄM 22089); knifes (ÄM 22113, ÄM 22115, 24646, 24648, 24697, 25924,
27690); razor (ÄM 27703); tongs (ÄM 27705); lid (ÄM 22143); alabastron (ÄM 22175);
earrings (ÄM 22197); mirror (ÄM 22249); cosmetic box (ÄM 22365, 24593); tweezers
(ÄM 24672, 24673); cosmetic spoons (ÄM 25290, 25291, 29160); limestone column
(ÄM 25737/1, 25737/2, 25738); armlet (ÄM 35309); necklace (ÄM 30826); seashell
(ÄM 37331); tiles with floral patterns (Metropolitan Museum 26.7.937, 26.7.932,
26.7.933, 26.7.941, 26.7.944, 26.7.950)
Show case “Palaces and Estates”, IV.03
Part of a painted palace floor (ÄM 15335)
Cabinet “Private Houses”, IV.02 (AMA_A_DO2_6)
Door lintel and doorpost of Maa-nakhtu-ef (ÄM 20376/1, 20376/2); fish hooks (ÄM
21856, 24343, 24346, 24634, 24737, 24738); needles (ÄM 24629, 24712, 24719, 24727,
24756/1, 24756/2, 24759/2); net sinker (24781, 24782); loom weights (ÄM 25301,
27486, 30250); inlay in the shape of a fish (ÄM 25408); spindle cup (ÄM 25885);
scale pan (ÄM 26279); bobbin decorated with string-pattern (ÄM 29074); stone
weights (ÄM 22018, 25979, 25987, 30218, 30219, 30221, 30254, 30255, 30261); metal
weights (ÄM 26274, 30838, 35480); stone spindle whorl (ÄM 21952, 30171, 30181,
30182, 30184, 30185, 30187, 30189); ceramics spindle whorl (ÄM 25242, 27471,
27473); application for fabrics (ÄM 25518, 35966)

Show case “Private Houses”, IV.05
Pair of snaffle bits (ÄM 20493); crossbar knob (ÄM 30148); yoke knobs (ÄM
30155, 30156, 30157); yoke pendant (ÄM 21944/3)
Cabinet “Religion”, V.01 (AMA_A_DO2_8)
Fragments of an offering stela and of royal statues (Metropolitan Museum of Art
57.180.37a, 57.180.37b, 57.180.47, 57.180.76, 57.180.80); relief with cartouches of the
Aten (ÄM 20720); stamp (ÄM 22036); pair of hands holding cartouches of the Aten
(Metropolitan Museum of Art 21.9.431); stela of the royal family (ÄM 14145); fragments of statues of Akhenaten and Nefertiti (ÄM 15081, Metropolitan Museum of
Art 21.9.3, 21.9.4, 26.7.1395); relief fragment (ÄM 22254); column fragment with the
cartouche of Nefertiti (ÄM 12043); metal cartouches (ÄM 22082/1, 22082/2,
22082/3)
Show case “Religion“, V.03
Akhenaten wearing the blue crown (ÄM 21835); cartouche (ÄM 24996); plaque (ÄM
2045); royal woman holding an offering plate (ÄM 21690); Akhenaten holding an
offering plate (ÄM 34437 + 24613 and 30756)
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Cabinet “Private Religion”, V.01 (AMA_A_DO2_8)
Votive stelae (ÄM 22257, 24516, 24604, 24973, 24986, 25574); ram-headed sphinx
(ÄM 22253); ostracon (ÄM 22037); ram heads (ÄM 22164, 22165); scarabs (ÄM 21954,
21968, 21990, 22202); neck of an amphora with applications (ÄM 22145); pendants
in the shape of the god Bes (ÄM 21899, 25465, 25545, 30723, 30819, 34825, 34855,
34900, 34929); fragments of a Bes statuette (ÄM 25412); pendants in the shape
of the goddess Taweret (ÄM 26632, 34943, 34949); ring showing the goddess Taweret (ÄM 30808); pendants in the shape of the goddess Hathor (ÄM 22139, 26730,
34987, 34988); pendants in the shape of the moon (ÄM 25248, 25373, 35191, 35193,
35195, 35197, 37215); fragments of a baboon’s statuette (ÄM 24597, 27986); monkey
figurines (ÄM 21938, 22229, 25022, 25039, 25072, 25082, 25129, 25131, 28770,
28773, 28790, 30850); figurine of a mother nursing her child (ÄM 21915); concubines
(ÄM 25050, 25063, 25064, 25065); models of beds (ÄM 28742, 28744); hair balls
(ÄM 25162, 30947); ancestor busts (ÄM 25847, 35009, 35012, 35013); udjat-eyes
(ÄM 21944/1, 21944/2, 25469a, 25469b, 30802); statue of an uraeus (ÄM 21961)
Show case”Private Religion”, V.04
Pyramidion (ÄM 14123)
Model of the Small Aten Temple (Ch. Tietze; scala 1:50)

Cabinet “Craftmanship - Pottery”, VI.01 (AMA_A_DO2_10)
goblets (ÄM 29452, 29480); bowls (ÄM 22373, 24419, 24608, 29294, 29306, 29315,
29409); drinking vessels (ÄM 22378, 29355, 29440); jugs (ÄM 22384, 24422, 29233);
cooking pots (ÄM 25809, 29819); bottles (ÄM 29800, 37087); wine amphoras (ÄM
22144, 22282, 22289, 29208, 29210, 29214, 29217, 29223, 29299); seal impressions
(ÄM 25150, 25151, 25161, 25299, 37468, 37479, 37483, 37485, 37487); wine dockets
(ÄM 25484, 25485, 25488); vessels (ÄM 14988, 22250, 22348, 22597, 25503, 29222,
29253, 29350, 29352, 29358, 29377, 29395, 29874, 37161, 37162, 37163, 37164, 37167);
Vessel (ÄM 29455); pilgrim flask (ÄM 22291, 22293); cosmetic vessels (ÄM 22093,
30755, 37112); quern (ÄM 30282); unclassified pottery (ÄM 37107, 37108, 37111); spindle cup (ÄM 29410, 29411); Offering Stand (ÄM 22345); censing Bowl (ÄM 29320);
spoon (ÄM 22149); tweezers (ÄM 26350)
Show case ”Pottery“, VI.13
Globular painted vessel (ÄM 22355); limestone base (ÄM 25865)
Cabinet “Craftsmanship - Sculpture”, VI.01 (AMA_A_DO2_10)
Drilling plates (ÄM 24540, 30290); grindstone (ÄM 30268); polishing tools (ÄM
25302, 25984, 25996, 29634, 30207, 30235, 30242, 30262, 30278, 30316, 30420,
24417, 25990, 25991); stone hammers (ÄM 20719, 25977, 25980); chisel (ÄM 22184);
plummets (ÄM 30236, 30237, 30238); sculptur studies (ÄM 21683, 22266, 24426,
24603, 24994, Petrie Museum UC402); stone inlays (ÄM 22204, 22275, 24568,
24991, Petrie Museum UC101, UC103); fragments of composite statues (ÄM 20494,
20495, 23024); figurine of a bird (ÄM 22212); fragments of a statuette (ÄM 21184,
24596, 25790); unfinished cosmetic spoons (ÄM 24569, 30315, 30352, 30358); fragment of a cosmetic spoon (ÄM 25289)
Show case ”Sculpture“, VI.03
Naos of Bak and his wife (ÄM 31009)
Show case “Sculpture“, VI.02
Head of a princess (ÄM 21364)
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Show case ”Jewellery and Glass”, VI.04 (AMA_A_DO2_13)
Mould for amulets (ÄM 21927, 21941, 22000, 22046, 24788, 24947, 25019, 25111,
25125, 25630, 29515); mould for chain links (ÄM 22065, 24794, 24806, 24838,
24842, 24844, 24848, 24879, 24881, 24892, 24906, 24937/1, 24943, 24956, 25115,
25606, 25613); mould for rings (ÄM 24809/2, 24812, 24831, 24832, 24866, 24875/2,
25005/4, 25015, 25676); ring bezel moulds (ÄM 21987, 24785, 24793, 24795, 24892,
24893, 24897, 24911, 25122, 25693); bracelet (ÄM 22230); scarab (ÄM 22120);
scaraboids (ÄM 21960, 22026); amulets (Z 302, ÄM 21934, 22043, 22070, 22094,
22182, 22185, 22194, 25345, 25366, 25382, 25385, 25418, 25463, 25508, 25527,
25562, 28914, 30813, 30820, 30821, 34941, 35090); chain links (ÄM 21872, 21873,
21979, 22167, 22169, 25375, 25365, 25368, 25378, 25470, 25506, 25519, 30773, 30780,
30781, 35844, 35922, 35946, 35967); ring bezels (ÄM 22069, 22094a, 22114, 25179,
25198, 25356, 34760, 34784, 34598, 34620, 34668, 34756, 34800); scetch for a ring
mould (ÄM 30332); rings (various patterns: ÄM 21994, 24406, 24407, 24411, 24412,
25244, 25245, 25341, 25342, 25343, 25414, 25573, 30812, 34617, 34658, 34671, 34712,
34720, 34735, 34810; cartouches: ÄM 22033, 22086, 25195, 25404, 25437, 34664,
34808; udjat-eyes: ÄM 22162, 25196, 25345, 25415, 30739, 30810, 30811, 34602,
34610, 34627, 34631, 34635, 34643, 34645, 34655, 34661, 34706, 34728, 34734,
34751, 34755, 34758, 34767, 34771, 34772, 34778); earrings (ÄM 20704, 21935, 21963,
21984, 22052, 22083, 24620, 24621/1, 24621/2, 25554, 30762, 30763, 30764, 30765,
30768, 30769, 30770, 30771, 35261, 35263, 35272, 35274, 36038, 36039); ear studs
(ÄM 21606, 21851, 21852, 22193, 24402, 24619, 25298, 25542, 25560, 29513, 30758,
30759, 30760, 35202, 35204, 35205, 35206, 35207, 35213, 35214, 35215, 35216,
35218, 35219, 35242, 35251, 35252, 35258); necklace with yellow pomegranate blossoms (ÄM 22227)
Show case “Jewellery and Glass”, reconstruction attempt of the collar necklace of
Nefertiti”, VI.04 (AMA_A_DO2_13)
Mandrake pendants (ÄM 22073, 30799, 35947, 35948, 35949); petal pendant (ÄM
30783, 30785, 30786, 30788, 30789); coloured chain (ÄM 25505)
Show case “Jewellery”, VI.09
Lily pad bowl (ÄM 21886)
Show case “Jewellery and Glass”, VI.04 (AMA_A_DO2_13)
Fragments of vessels (ÄM 22091, 24618, 25557, 25558, 25559, 30848, 30849, 36751,
36762, 36772, 36888, 36928); heart amulets (ÄM 21896, 24617, 25246, 30822,
30823, 35015); different figurative objects (ÄM 22009, 30833, 30834, 30835); raw
material (ÄM 21977, 22190, 24400, 25265, 36897, 36898, 36900, 36901, 36902,
36904, 36906, 36908, 36909, 36910, 36911, 36912, 36913, 36914, 36915, 36916, 36917,
36918, 36919, 36920, 36921); relief with glass inlay (Petrie Museum UC190)
Show case “Glass”, VI.11
Polychrome fish vessel (British Museum EA 55193)
Show case “Metal and Leatherwork“, VI.08 (AMA_A_DO2_14)
Arrow- and spearheads (Z 6082, ÄM 21844, 24771,); axe blade (ÄM 22029); needles
(ÄM 22111/1-4, 36344); knife (ÄM 24643); bodkin (ÄM 24658); awls (ÄM 24661,
24700); lashing for an axe (ÄM 25305, 38007); decorated leather fragments (ÄM
37201, 37202, 37203, 37204, 38009/1, 38009/2); sandal soles (ÄM 37211, 38001/1,
38001/2, 38002, 38005); fragments of loincloth (ÄM 38006/1, 38006/2)
Showcase ”Metal and Leatherwork“, VI.08 (AMA_A_DO2_14)
Chisels (ÄM 20713, 22235, 24655); chasing pitch (ÄM 21684); moulds (ÄM 21867,
24977, 30349); small head of a woman (21882); arrowheads (ÄM 21958, 24395,
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24627); casting moulds (ÄM 21998, 22220); cosmetic spoon (ÄM 22090); earring
(ÄM 22109); dagger (ÄM 22238); ‘firedogs’ (ÄM 24016, 29847, 29861); drill (ÄM
24347); nails (ÄM 24349, 24350, 24360, 24681, 36418); grindstone (ÄM 30213,
30214); moon shaped pendants (ÄM 35192, 35196); graver (ÄM 36255); cast channel
(ÄM 36427); flint stone moould (ÄM 30349)

Show case VII.0.02
Head of a princess (ÄM 21223)

Show case “Metalwork”, VI.07
Menit (ÄM 21838); mould (ÄM 21849)

Show case VII.0.15
statue of Nefertiti (ÄM 21263)

Show case “Faience”, VI.12 (AMA_A_DO2_11)
Applications (ÄM 21877, 21878, 21921, 22198, 25471, 30869, 30871, 30873, 30875,
30881, 30889, 37364); plaster moulds (ÄM 24534, 25758, 25759, 25760, 25761,
30560, 30575, 30677, 30682, 30696, 30831); flower-shaped inlays (ÄM 21943, 22225,
25205, 25442, 25455; 25456, 25462, 25568, 30538, 30621, 30622, 30625, 30628,
30629, 30630, 30634; 30642, 30643, 30644, 30645, 30646, 30648, 30651, 30654,
30655, 30656, 30657, 30684, British Museum EA 21654, EA 21655, EA 21665, EA
21666, EA 21673, EA 21674, EA 24328, EA 58480); architectural elements in the
shape of grapes (ÄM 22126, 22127, 22156, 25223, 25388, 29171, 29180, 29188, 29191,
29194, 29197, 30828, 30829, 30830, 30832, 34586); mould for a bunch of grapes
(ÄM 21940, 24856, 25647, 25648); monochrome tiles (ÄM 35280, 35288, 35289,
35294, 35299, 35300, 35301, 35302, 35304); inlays in shape of birds (ÄM 25233,
25436, 30515, 30549, 30556, 30567, 30578, 30583, 30584, 30592, 30597, 30603,
30605, British Museum EA 26724, EA 55185, EA 57676, EA 58479, EA 59295, EA
59296, EA 63547, EA 69683, EA 69745); tiles with floral patterns (ÄM 25234, 30514,
30543, 30544, 30572, 30577, 30580, 30608, 30610, British Museum EA 57972, EA
69739); small floral and figurative inlays and pendants (ÄM 21888, 21912, 21942,
21947, 21965, 21981, 25380, 25409, 25413, 25461, 25466, 25536, 30569, 30570,
30591, 30601, 30707/1, 30707/2, 30795, 30800, 30801, 30836, 30837, 35955, 35957,
36059, 36061, 35958, 37369, EA 58362); mould for a cornflower (ÄM 24929); inlays
with floral patterns (ÄM 21897, 21903, 28993, 30541, 30547, 30552, 30555, 30571,
30589, 30590, British Museum EA 49076, EA 55600, EA 58484, EA 59290, EA
59294, EA 69687, EA 69723); tiles with the depiction of water and ripples (ÄM
30548, 30550, 30595, 30596, 30609, 30616, 30585, 30674, 35497, British Museum
EA 49077, EA 55183); inlays with the depiction of fish (ÄM 21875, 25444, 30598,
30606, 30613, British Museum EA 26725, EA 69704); inlay (ÄM 30698); frogs (ÄM
22150, 22151, 21959, 22152, 22153, 25211, 25509, 25510, 25511, 28906, 28907, 28908,
28909, 28911, 28912, 28913, 28914, 28915, 28993); colour pigments (ÄM 21266,
30243, 37274, 37278, 37281, 37284, 37285, 37286, 37287, 37301); paint-pots (ÄM
29442, 38010, 38011); rubstone (ÄM 27670)

Show case VII.0.06
Head of a queen (ÄM 21220)

Show case “Faience”, V.05
Crown (ÄM 24399); amulet of the goddess Taweret (ÄM 22272), tile (ÄM 30540);
model of a throw stick (ÄM 21922); tiles with floral decoration (Metropolitan Museum 26.7.942, 26.7.938)

ROOM 2.09
Show case “The workshop of Thutmose“, VII.0.01 (AMA_A_DO2_15)
Fragment of a blinker (ÄM 21193); stool (ÄM 25502); model fragment of a face
(21234); architectural model of the workshop of Thutmose (Ch. Tietze; scale 1:50)

Show case VII.0.03
Head of a statue of Nefertiti (ÄM 21222)

Show case VII.0.16
Head of a statue of Nefertiti (ÄM 21358)

Show case VII.0.07
Unfinished figure of a princess (ÄM 21254)
Show case VII.0.12
Head of a queen (ÄM 21245)
Show case VII.0.08
Head of a statue of Nefertiti (ÄM 21352)
Show case VII.0.09
Bust of Akhenaten (ÄM 21360); 3D Scan of the Technische Universität Berlin
Show case VII.0.11
Bust of Akhenaten; 3D Scan of Louvre E. 11076, Paris
Show case VII.0.10
Bust of Akhenaten (ÄM 21360)
Show case VII.0.14
Plaster model heads of men and women (ÄM 21228, 21341, 21342, 21350, 21356)
Show case VII.0.13
Plaster model of royal heads (ÄM 20717, 21340, 21343, 21354, 21355)

ROOM 2.09.3
Show case VIII.01
Fragment of the royal sarcophagus (ÄM 19524)

Show case VIII.02
Fragments of Shabtis (Petrie Museum UC007, UC2236, British Museum EA 65805)
Show case “The last years” VIII.03
Bust of Tutankhamun (?) (ÄM 20496); ring bezels (Z 1082, ÄM 25349, 25352, 30747,
34608)
Show case VIII.04
Stelae fragments (ÄM 14197, 31608); stelae with royal couples (ÄM 17813, 20716);
relief called “stroll in the garden“ (ÄM 15000); rings (ÄM 34316, 34786); cuneiform
tablets (Vorderasiatisches Museum Berlin VAT 233, VAT 347, VAT 1645)
Show case VIII.05
Architrave of Tutankhamun (ÄM 21840)
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ROOM 2.10

Show case IX
Bust of Nefertiti (ÄM 21300)
ROOM 2.11

Show case “The Time of Persicution“, X.01 (AMA_A_DO2_19)
Papyrus (P 3040)
ROOM 2.12

Show case VII.02.01
Head of Akhenaten (ÄM 21351)
Show case VII.02.02
Head of Nefertiti (ÄM 21349)
Show case VII.02.03
Head of Akhenaten (ÄM 21348)
Show case VII.02.04
Head of Amenhotep III (?) (ÄM 21299)
Cabinet “ The Houses of P 47.1”, VII.01 (AMA_A_DO2_16)
Kneeling king (ÄM 21238); human figurine (ÄM 21868); monkey figurine (ÄM
28786); fragments (ÄM 21251, 30374); fragments of statues (ÄM 21186, 21209,
21312, 21337, 21339); pottery vessels (ÄM 22357, 22377, 22292, 29881, 29884); fragment of a vessel (ÄM 36753); pottery sherds (ÄM 29447, 29456); quern (ÄM 21322);
jug seal (ÄM 37473); seal impressions (ÄM 36540, 36541, 36560, 36561, 36562,
36563, 36570); alabaster vessel (ÄM 21218); fragments of an alabaster vessel (ÄM
30020, 30037); stool (ÄM 25877); pestle (ÄM 27701), broken mortar (ÄM 21212);
reused grindstone (ÄM 30503); drill caps (ÄM 21213, 21288); trial pieces (ÄM 21279,
21313, 21330); metal tools (ÄM 24397, 27698, 35481); needle (ÄM 24375); inlays (ÄM
25476, 35038, 35088); fragments of tiles (ÄM 30563, 30687); bunch of grapes (ÄM
29178); clay moulds (ÄM 24857, 24858, 24859, 24860, 24861/01, 24861/02, 24862,
24864, 25004/03, 25004/04, 25006, 25008, 25113, 25114, 25116, 25117, 25118, 25119,
25609); rings (ÄM 24409, 25546, 30965, 30970); necklace (ÄM 36934/1); chain links
(ÄM 21843, 25477, 25478, 25479, 25480, 28922, 30779, 30787, 30863, 34983, 34984,
34985, 35000, 35010, 35018, 35089, 35097, 35337, 35338, 35339, 35344, 37504,
35707, 35708, 35799, 35895, 36073); Ear studs (ÄM 35203, 35212); foundation deposit (ÄM 35118); scarabs (ÄM 28846, 28847, 28848); cosmetic rods (ÄM 35419,
35429); wooden sticks (ÄM 21257, 21258, 21259, 21260, 21264, 21265); wooden fragments (ÄM 35690); weaving tool (ÄM 34517); Spule (?) / bobbin (ÄM 29069); spindle
whorl (ÄM 30177); textile fabric (ÄM 37458); snail shells (ÄM 37311, 37317); horn of
a gazelle (ÄM 37351)
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Cabinet “House P 47.2”, VII.02.06 (AMA_A_DO2_17)
Standing figure (ÄM 21221); falcon headed stick (ÄM 21190); fragments of statues
(ÄM 21290/1-30); parts of statues, fragments of heads (ÄM 21210, 21217, 21272,
21338); parts of statues, hands and arms (ÄM 21202, 21224, 21225, 21231, 21243,
21244, 21336); parts of statues, feet and legs (ÄM 21204, 21211, 21215, 21237, 21282,
21292); parts of statues; base with remnants of feet (ÄM 21301, 21303, 21305); stone
with two hieroglyphs (ÄM 21233); trial pieces (ÄM 21295, 21296, 21334, 21345, 29632,
29633); fragments (ÄM 21248, 21271); fragments of a stone bowl (ÄM 21219, 30328);
pottery vessel (ÄM 22256); pottery sherds (ÄM 29434, 29492, 29496, 37094, 37391);
seals / jug plugs (ÄM 21368, 37474); seal impressions (ÄM 21331, 21332, 36543,
36544, 36545, 36547, 36546, 36548, 36549, 36550, 36551, 36552, 36553, 36554);
alabaster vessel (ÄM 21185); fragments of an alabaster vessel (ÄM 21293, 30021);
faience goblet (ÄM 22255); drill caps (ÄM 21189, 21227, 21255, 21274, 21275, 21276,
21283, 21284, 21286, 21287, 21302, 21304, 21307, 21308, 21309, 21310, 21314, 21315,
21316, 21317, 21318, 21319, 21324, 21361, 21362); tools, metal and stone (ÄM 21194,
21252, 24363, 24664, 24671, 30273, 36455); needles (ÄM 24381, 24387/1, 24387/2,
24387/3); weaving tool (ÄM 34520, 35436); sticks (ÄM 35418, 35420, 35444); sickle
blades (ÄM 21201, 29122, 29123, 29124, 29125, 30846); parts of a model bed (ÄM
28749, 28750); fragments of two monkey figurines (ÄM 25103, 25104); applications
(ÄM 21321, 25357, 28761, 29179, 30855); fragments of gold foil (ÄM 21311); necklace
(ÄM 21320); chain links (ÄM 30893, 35346, 35347); ear studs (ÄM 21267); rings (ÄM
25547, 34694, 34698, 34699); mould for a ring (ÄM 24865); scarab (ÄM 28853); deposit foundations (ÄM 35163, 35169, 35170, 35171, 35172, 35173, 35174, 35175, 35176,
35177, 35184, 35185, 35186, 35187, 35188, 35189, 35190); cartouches (ÄM 29066,
35103); gypsum samples (ÄM 21344, 21369, 21370, 21371); cattle horn (ÄM 37348)
Show case “House P 47.2”, VII.02.07 (AMA_A_DO2_17)
Gypsum models of private individuals (ÄM 21239, 21261, 21262, 21280, 21281, 21346,
21347, 21357, 21359, 21366); gypsum model of a king (ÄM 21353)
Cabinet “House P 47.3”, VII.03 (AMA_A_DO2_18)
Heads of statues (ÄM 21200, 21289); fragments of faces (ÄM 21206, 21207); feet
of a statue (ÄM 21216); various statue fragments (ÄM 21335, 21372, 28801); unclassified sculpture (ÄM 37352); earring (ÄM 21850); fragment of a vessel (ÄM 30306);
trial piece (ÄM 21191); pottery sherds (ÄM 24435, 37392), fragment of a vessel (ÄM
37505); drill cap (ÄM 21226), wood fragment (ÄM 21208, 35661, 35662); needles
(ÄM 24372, 24373); inlays (ÄM 30864, 36958); tiles (ÄM 30626, 35287); jewellery
items (ÄM 21268, 22001, 22022, 34701, 35111), scarabs (ÄM 28854, 28855); head of
a monkey (ÄM 21205); alabaster fragments (ÄM 21306, 30375); samples of organic
material (ÄM 21328, 21363); cattle horns, bone and pottery (ÄM 36989, 37350)
100 YEARS OF THE NEFERTITI DISCOVERY, ROOM 0.04
exhibited „archaeological objects“
Application for a stick (ÄM 20721); foot of a duck (ÄM 22095); stamp (ÄM 22180);
wall painting fragment (ÄM 24546); painted plaster (ÄM 25769); hieratic inscription
(ÄM 36102); coloured pigments (ÄM 37262, 37276, 37279); pierced snail shells (ÄM
37321); seashells (ÄM 37336); snail shell (ÄM 37338); branch of a coral (ÄM 37339);
crocodile sheds (ÄM 37341)
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